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Abstract:  
 As of 2016, unlike many popular media forms found here in the United States, video 
games possess a unique influence, one that gained its own a large widespread appeal, but also its 
own distinct cultural identity created by millions of fans both here stateside and across the planet. 
Yet, despite its significant contributions, outside of the gaming’s arcade golden age of the early 
1980s, the history of gaming post Atari shock goes rather unrepresented as many historians 
simply refuse to discuss the topic for trivial reasons thus leaving a rather noticeable gap within 
the overall history. One such important aspect not covered by the majority of the scholarship and 
the primary focus of thesis argues that the history of early modern video games in the North 
American market did not originate during the age of Atari in the 1970s and early 1980s. Instead, 
the real genesis of today’s market and popular gaming culture began with the creation and 
establishment of the third and fourth generation of video games, which firmly solidified gaming 
as both a multi-billion dollar industry and as an accepted form of entertainment in the United 
States. 
 This project focuses on the ten-year resurrection of the US video game industry from 
1985 to 1995. Written as a case study, the project looks into the three main popular hardware 
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mediums of the late 1980s and 1990s through a pseudo-business, cultural, and technological 
standpoint that ran parallel with the current events at the time. Through this evaluation of the 
home consoles, personal computers, and the coin operated arcade machines, gaming in America 
transformed itself from a perceived fad into a serious multi-billion dollar industry while at the 
same time, slowly gained popular acceptance. Furthermore, this study will examine the country's 
love-hate relationship with gaming by looking into reactions towards a Japanese-dominated 
market, the coming of popular computer gaming, the influence of the bit-wars, and the issue of 
violence that aided in the establishment of the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB).  
 In order to undertake such a massive endeavor, the project utilizes various sources that 
include newspapers, magazine articles, US government documents, scholarly articles, video 
game manuals, commercials, and popular websites to complete the work. Furthermore, another 
vital source came from firsthand experience playing several of these popular video games from 
across the decades in question, which include such consoles as the Nintendo Entertainment 
System, Super Nintendo, Genesis, home computer, and several notable arcade titles. 
 The project's goal and its four main chapters serve as a historical viewpoint of towards 
neglected video game industry during the third and fourth generation of gaming and the 
influence it possess in the United States. For far too long, historians have ignored this area of 
discussion as a viable topic. Perhaps this case study will encourage further exploration and help 
curb the rampant imbalance between the pure but nearly non-existent historical accounts versus 
the ubiquitous non-historical accounts. Nevertheless, for this project's primary contribution this 
project it takes the numerous sources available and expands upon the already written upon 
history, or in this case the period of video rebirth and regrowth after the North American video 
game crash of 1983. 
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 In Paradigm Shift: How the Evolution of Two Generations of Home Consoles, Arcades, 
and Computers Influenced the United States examines the often-overlooked early modern history 
of video games from 1985-1995 and how they would go on to become a larger part of American 
culture. Each chapter attempts to explain the growing influence gaming has had via home 
console, computer, and arcades in the US market, and in turn show the origins of today’s modern 
gaming market.  
 Chapter one, "Bleeps, Glitches, and Literature: The Varied Historiography of Video 
Games" reviews the unique but varied literature surrounding gaming. With such a controversial 
field, the chapter’s investigates the many facets of such an unusual topic that includes exploring 
the bias nature of non-historian academics to the unusual situation surrounding its primary and 
secondary sources makes researching video games both an interesting and frustrating endeavor. 
 Chapter two, "Resurrection: The Unexpected Success of Nintendo and the Rebirth of 
Video Game Media" focuses on the resurrection of gaming post Atari shock to 1990. Covering 
the importance of gaming’s unexpected return to provenience, a heavy portion of the chapter 
features the struggle, role, and influence Nintendo played during the mid to late 1980s and their 
leadership in turning a dead market back into a multi-billion dollar industry. Also featured 
includes a study of the early computers from inception to the Microsoft operating systems, and 
how these developments in technology influenced computer gaming during the 1980s and 1990s 
through both its shareware and the numerous retail games available. Finally, the chapter looks 
into the growth and resurgence of the late 1980s arcades went on to a unique impact on the video 
game industry. While the chapter does look into some of the titles made at this time, the bulk of 
the discussion follows the influential video game developer id Software and how their games 
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Wolfenstein 3D and Doom became catalysts for the niche market's growth as well as a source of 
controversy. 
 Chapter three, "For a Few Bits More: The Bit Wars and Video Gaming in the Early 
1990s" reviews one of the industry’s most turbulent times. Coined from the bitter console war 
between Nintendo and Sega from late 1991 until 1995; the chapter covers video games shifting 
from its perceived family friendly image cultivated during the 1980s to embracing a much wider 
demographic consisting of transitioning teenagers and adults as well as creating games with 
themes more suited towards their tastes. The chapter also continues the trend of looking into the 
three popular mediums as in the case of its largest at the time, the home console market, was 
embroiled in a brutal internal war. Splitting dedicated gamers into brand loyal camps, the battle 
between Nintendo, Sega, and several other minor console creators served as the major marquee 
attraction as each company attempted to sway potential customers through flashy advertising, 
better games, and claims of possessing the superior product.  
 On the other hand, the home console war only encompasses one side of this history as the 
chapter also explores the unexpected success of the arcades, which climaxed with the fighting 
game craze and launched many third party licensee games into the national spotlight such as 
Street Fighter II: The World Warrior and Mortal Kombat. In addition and occurring parallel to 
the growth of the console machines, computer gaming also slowly picked up speed with 
exclusive edgier games featuring more violent and inappropriate themes not seen with the more 
family friendly consoles at this time. 
 The final chapter, "Games on Trial: The Issue of Violence in Video games, the Hearing 
on Violent Video Games and the Creation of the Video Game Rating System" discusses the 
pressing issue of violence in video games during the early 1990s. Perceived as a major problem, 
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after years of questionable video games and marketing tactics, the United States Congress finally 
forced the issue and confronted the major gaming companies. Under Senator Joe Lieberman's 
inquiry over such games as Mortal Kombat, Night Trap, Lethal Enforcers, and coupled with 
growing public concern over the popular influence video games had over their children resulted 
in the creation of a unified rating system and cemented their reputation of being forever 
associated with controversy. 
 Finally, the significance of Paradigm Shift: How the Evolution of Two Generations of 
Home Consoles, Arcades, and Computers Influenced American Culture, 1985-1995, comes down 
to one word, acceptance. Despite the controversy it generated before and during the ten critical 
years of its rebirth, what the gaming industry did right was breaking the notion that video games 
were simply a popular craze. Unlike the second generation that only fed this belief, the third and 
fourth generation of gaming proved this assumption wrong. With countless successful launches 
of influential games across the decade, video games slowly gained the acceptance of both gamers 
and non-gamers alike allowing gaming to ingrain itself within the American culture. By 1995, 
the foundation of both the modern gaming industry and culture came into existence, and it would 
only become greater as the years progressed thanks to the efforts of Nintendo, Sega, and 
countless other developers and licensees that kept video games from falling to the wayside 
during this period of growth and uncertainty.   
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 A long time ago during my time as a Bachelor’s student at the University of Central 
Oklahoma, I wrote a non-published historical paper in the summer 2012 for Dr. Patricia 
Loughlin discussing video game violence and the events surrounding the creation of the 
Electronic Software Ratings Board. In the paper, I stated at the time, "Rarely do the worlds of 
video games and history come together. Like two parallels they never cross, except in satire." 
Thinking back to what now serves as the early prototype for chapter four and with nearly four 
years of research under my belt, I once again look into this electronic phenomenon as see how 
video games have influenced the American people. 
 Many critics ranging from journalists, popular writers, the online masses, and scant few 
video game historians, all seem to argue when video games became such a popular medium to 
the American consumer market. Some historians consider the years between 1978-1983 as the 
pinnacle and origin of video game interest. Their argument here focuses on the arcade boom at 
this time with games Pac-Man, Donkey Kong, Space Invaders, Pole Position, and Galaga taking 
top honors. In addition, the huge home console market dominated the early 1980s with names 
like the Atari 2600, Mattel Intellevision, and Coleco acting as the undisputed kings in a sea of 
knockoffs, store brands, and other electronic goods.1 Even the computer market, with the likes of 
Atari, Texas Instruments, and the popular Commodore also possessed a fair share of games made 
especially for the medium, but they did not have the significant pull as their counterparts at this 
time.2 
                                                        
1 Roberto Dillon, The Golden Age of Video Games: The Birth of A Multibillion Dollar Industry (Boca Raton, 
FL: A K Peters/CRC Press, 2011), 25-40. 
2 Ibid., 47-55. 
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 While the golden age of arcade games does make for a compelling case, but the argument 
does have some significant flaws in the logic. For example, while the early arcades and home 
consoles did make billions in profits especially from 1980-1982, one-word derails this entire 
growth period, fad. Only being around roughly six years when Space Invaders came out in 1978, 
video games were still in its infancy when the market crashed in 1983.3 The reasons for this 
remain numerous, but what essentially ended the second generation of video games came down 
to quality versus quality. With numerous poor quality video games, numerous consoles, and a 
general oversaturation caused the North American market to collapse.4  After the crash, this 
would go on to justify the popular claim linking gaming to many popular toys like the slinky or 
Hula Hoop as they get profitable quickly at then when interest fades, their profits tank, thus 
gaining the stigma of being called a fad, but enter the Japanese.5  
 Proven through the immediate fallout many video game companies struggled in the 
aftermath. Atari, the former industry leader, fell on hard times after record profit drops occurred 
between the years of 1983 and 1985.6 Mattel with its Intellevision completely pulled out of the 
market while Coleco's only form of income came from their lineup of Cabbage Patch Kids dolls 
as both their Adam home computers and console failed to sale.7 Many third party console 
developers and game makers also fell into bankruptcy during this dark time as their poor quality 
                                                        
3 Steven L. Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games: From Pong to Pokémon and Beyond-The Story 
Behind the Craze That Touched Our Lives and Changed the World (Roseville, CA: Prima Publishers, 2001), 116-9. 
4 Dillon, The Golden Age of Video Games, 70-8. 
5 For further reference, please review The Los Angeles Times and The New York Times from January 1983 to 
December 1985. 
6 For further reference, please review Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, 
Rolenta Press, 2001; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 2001; The New York 
Times from January 1983 to August 1985, Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games, Yellow Ant, 
2010. 
7 Dillon, The Golden Age of Video Games, 77, 79-80.  
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titles helped expedite the second generations of gaming's downfall.8 By 1985, the US video game 
market was complete ruin and many speculated that the fad called video games had ended. 
 On the other hand, critics and fans argue that the video game market that emerged in the 
early 2000s became the basis for gaming’s mass popularity. Coming out of the 1990s, popular 
consoles such as the PlayStation 2 and X-Box as well as the ascendance of home computer 
gaming became huge successes with such games like Call of Duty, Grand Theft Auto 3, The 
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater gaining popular favoritism within their 
respected fan groups.9 Furthermore, with the integration of the casual gaming market that 
emerged during the Internet boom of the late 1990s, both personal computer (PC) and console 
game developers have worked to bring in those titles as well with titles including Farmville, 
Plants versus Zombies, Minesweeper, and Candy Crush Saga are all popular examples of this 
growing market.10 Finally, for the more serious hardcore gaming, E-Sports events like EVO 
(Evolution Championship Series), and Capcom Cup alongside the growth popular online gaming 
has grown tremendously with popular shooters like Team Fortress 2 and Call of Duty alongside 
fighting games like the Street Fighter IV series taking top marks and making frequent appearing 
many of the above contests.11 
 Another popular but less recognized era, 1995-2001 or the fifth generation of home 
consoles and games serves as a prime candidate for sparking the video game transformation from 
                                                        
8 Ibid., 77-8. 
9 Bethesda, “The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim” (PlayStation 3 Game), Bethesda, 2011; DMA Design, “Grand Theft 
Auto III” (PlayStation 2 Game), Rockstar Games, 2001; Infinity Ward, “Call of Duty” (Microsoft Windows Game), 
Activision, 2003; Konami, “Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater” (PlayStation 2 Game), Konami, 2004. 
10 King, “Candy Crush Saga” (iOS Game), King, 2012; Microsoft, “Minesweeper” (Windows XP Game), 
Microsoft, 2001; PopCap Games, “Plants vs. Zombies” (Microsoft Windows Game), PopCap Games, 2009; Zynga, 
“Farmville” (Adobe Flash Game), Zynga, 2009. 
11 “List of esports Games,” Wikipedia, last modified April 21, 2016, accessed April 22, 2016, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_esports_games; “List of esports Leagues and Tournaments,” Wikipedia, last 
modified April 20, 2016, accessed April 22, 2016, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_eSports_leagues_and_tournaments. 
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fad to significant technology. Changing from 2D sprites to 3D rendered graphics, for example, 
titles like Super Mario 64, Sonic Adventure, and Crash Bandicoot all meeting popular praise.12 
Furthermore, after 1994, this particular era saw the rise of the Sony PlayStation who by 2003 
would go on to sell over 102.49 million consoles worldwide.13 This huge market allowed many 
third party licensees to shift from Nintendo and Sega, and make games for Sony, which had 
much fewer development regulations allowing for the diversifying of games especially those 
with violent themes on their platform.14  
 The period also marks the beginnings of popular online gaming via console and home 
computer. With the explosion of mass Internet thanks to companies like America Online (AOL), 
they began spreading the infrastructure needed for intercontinental Internet access. Gaining the 
interest of the video game industry, many console developers began integrating limited Internet 
access into the consoles. Sega was technically the first major video game company to do this 
with the Sega Channel for the Genesis, but they also integrated it into Sega Saturn with the 
NetLink and the Sega Dreamcast itself could do it without the need of an external peripheral. 
Sony and Microsoft followed suit with adding online access to their home consoles the 
PlayStation 2 and X-Box during the sixth generation of home consoles and games from 2001-
2006. Nintendo was the last of the major video game companies to integrate Internet access with 
                                                        
12 Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, 523, 530-1, 534, 536-8, 563. 
13 Bill Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Game Consoles: An Inside Look at Apple, Atari, Commodore, 
Nintendo, and the Greatest Gaming Platforms of All Time (Boston, MA: Focal Press, 2014), 246. 
14 For further reference, please review Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, 
Rolenta Press, 2001; Lt. Col. Dave Grossman and Gloria Degaetano, Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill: A Call To 
Action Against TV, Movie & Video Game Violence, Rev ed., 2nd ed., Harmony, 2014; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., Before 
the Crash: Early Video Game History, Wayne State University Press, 2012; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., The Video Game 
Explosion: A History from Pong to PlayStation and Beyond, Greenwood Press, 2011; Steven Kent, The Ultimate 
History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 2001; Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games, Yellow 
Ant, 2010. 
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their consoles starting with limited access with the GameCube and later implementing it further 
with the Wii.15  
 Home computers, on the other hand, managed to handle online gaming much better than 
the consoles. Already acquainted with online gaming starting in late 1980s and early 1990s, with 
the coming of Window 95 and the migration towards people going online in the late 1990s and 
early 2000s, many on the fence alongside many hardcore computer gamers jumped at the chance 
to play games with their friends and foes across the world. For example, popular shooting games 
like Quake, online Doom WADs, and even early massively multiplayer online games such as 
Ultima Online made computers a popular alternative to consoles.16  
 Arguably, the fifth generation of gaming was a clear revolution when it came to gaming 
as it brought in more mature audiences, helped push certain genres to the forefront, streamline 
the overcrowded console market and began integrating the Internet and online play. The sixth 
generation bore the fruits of its predecessors and from it built their empires of technology that 
rivals modern television, movies, and online streaming. While the fifth and sixth generations did 
push video games into the modern mass media, this however does not explain why they received 
such a broad appeal or why people even reaccepted them after the 1983 crash when consumer 
                                                        
15 For further reference, please review Bill Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Game Consoles: An Inside 
Look at Apple, Atari, Commodore, Nintendo, and the Greatest Gaming Platforms of All Time, Focal Press, 2014; 
Brad King and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, 
McGraw-Hill, 2003; Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, Rolenta Press, 2001; 
Lt. Col. Dave Grossman and Gloria Degaetano, Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill: A Call To Action Against TV, Movie 
& Video Game Violence, Rev ed., 2nd ed., Harmony, 2014; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., Before the Crash: Early Video 
Game History, Wayne State University Press, 2012; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., The Video Game Explosion: A History 
from Pong to PlayStation and Beyond, Greenwood Press, 2011; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, 
Prima Publishing, 2001; Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games, Yellow Ant, 2010. Winnie Forster, 
Game Machines: 1972-2012: The Encyclopedia of Consoles, Handhelds, and Home Computers," 2nd English 
edition, ed. Heinrich Lenhardt and Nadine Caplette, GAMEplan, 2011. 
16 For further reference, please review Brad King and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of 
Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, McGraw-Hill, 2003; Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of 
Videogames, 3rd edition, Rolenta Press, 2001; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima 
Publishing, 2001. 
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confidence was at an all-time low. No, to understand how American culture accepted gaming, a 
look into the third and fourth is required.17  
 Thirty years ago, Nintendo entered the US video game market with its new machine, the 
Nintendo Entertainment System or NES. Scoffed by critics and analysts, they believed that the 
video game industry was dead, the stigma known as video games too powerful to overcome and 
Nintendo, a Japanese company no less, had no place in American society as fears grew about 
Japanese takeovers of American industries spread during the 1980s. Despite numerous odds 
against them, Nintendo pulled off the impossible, helped resurrect a near dead industry, and 
walked into a proverbial gold mine all at the same time. For five years, Nintendo gained a 
monopoly with its nearest competition Sega not having the influence to compete until late 1991. 
Afterwards, the two would engage in a nearly three-year tug-of-war for control of the US market, 
which divided gamers into rival camps. Alongside the much smaller but no less significant 
consoles these makers would go on to reshape the image of console video gaming as well as 
finally breaking its association with the word fad.18 
 On the other hand, home computer niche grew during the 1980s and 1990s. Pushed by 
such names as Apple, IBM, and Commodore many brands would go on to make a name 
themselves, but it would be a software company that helped unify the majority of the computer 
industry. Pushed by now famous billionaire, Bill Gates, Microsoft's MS-DOS and later the 
Windows operating systems became the exclusive choice for computer manufactures. While not 
happing overnight, the success of the company really came into its own in 1995 with the 
                                                        
17 For further reference, please review Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, 
Rolenta Press, 2001; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 2001. 
18 For further reference, please review David Sheff, Game Over: Press Start to Continue, CyberActive 
Publishing, 1999; Leonard Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, Rolenta Press, 2001; 
Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 2001. 
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universally acclaimed Windows 95 solidifying Microsoft's product as the primary operating 
system used by nearly all computers used today outside of Apple and Linux.19 
 With the beginnings of unified operating’s system, this proved fruitful for many 
developers interested in making games for the home computer. The 1980s and early 1990s 
offered two forms of acquiring games. The first came from getting the computer software via 
retail stores, which mainly consisted of the major PC game developers like Brøderbund, Sierra, 
MicroProse, and Papyrus. The second way called shareware offered a software program or game 
free of charge and if the consumer liked what the experienced, they could call the creator or 
consult a catalog to buy the full version or next installment. Therefore, in a way, shareware acts 
much like a glorified demo, giving people a small taste of the program or game, but not grant 
access to the full version unless they pay. 20 
 On the other hand, while having two ways to get a game, the computer game developers 
did not slouch as home computers featured games and even genres exclusive to it creating a 
unique experience all its own. The rise of the modern simulator, popular educational games, real 
time strategy, and the early predecessors of the massive online multiplayers and more all laid the 
groundwork for the modern market. Most importantly, what distinguished the home computer 
games from any other medium was its informal wild west like image. Unlike the popular home 
consoles with heavy restrictions put into the games, the computer could literally get around them, 
as they did not have to go through a major console publisher to release their game. This meant 
                                                        
19 For further reference, please review Brad King and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of 
Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, McGraw-Hill, 2003; James Wallace and Jim Erickson, Hard Drive: 
Bill Gates and the Making of the Microsoft Empire, John Wiley & Sons, 1992; Martin Campbell-Kelly and William 
Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information Machine, Basic Books, 1996; Matt Nicholson, When Computing 
Got Personal: A History of the Desktop Computer, Matt Publishing, 2014. 
20 For further reference, please review; Brad King, and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of 
Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, McGraw-Hill, 2003; David Kushner, Masters of Doom: How Two 
Guys Created an Empire and Transformed Pop Culture, Random House, 2004; Tristan Donovan, Replay: The 
History of Video Games, Yellow Ant, 2010. 
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nudity, sex, gore, adult language, and risqué humor and other taboo themes could literally be in a 
computer game. Though meant for all audiences, the computer gaming scene gained a reputation 
for catering more towards adult audiences as this image remains persistent even today with 
today’s modern games.21 
 Conversely, a third market also reopened during the 1980s and early 1990s. Not missing 
a beat, after the successful rebuilding of the North American video game market, people 
surprisingly returned to the coin operated arcade games, though in limited numbers. Yet, what 
enticed these people to these bewitching machines came from a three-fold approach. First, the 
arcade cabinets were much more powerful than the home consoles and computers at the time. 
With bolder graphical capabilities, higher quality sound, and some games allowing four people 
or more to play, these games gave the players a truly unique experience that they could not 
replicate anywhere else. Secondly, both the arcades and home consoles worked well with one 
another as many of the video game developers who created games for the arcades also created 
games for the home consoles. Just to name a few Capcom, Konami, Midway all did this as a way 
to capitalize on the growing video game market as well as have an experimental environment 
free of console the developer's strict regulations. Finally, these machines at the time made 
millions of dollars of income especially during the fighting game craze of the early to mid-1990s. 
Seen as highly profitable, these companies began port their successful arcade games onto the 
consoles, ensuring the continued success of this medium for a time.22 
                                                        
21 For further reference, please review Brad King and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of 
Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, McGraw-Hill, 2003; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., The Video Game Explosion: 
A History from Pong to PlayStation and Beyond, Greenwood Press, 2011; Matt Fox, The Video Games Guide: 
1,000+ Arcade, Console and Computer Games, 1962-2012, 2nd edition, McFarland, 2013; Tony Mott, ed., 1001 
Video Games You Must Play Before You Die, Universe, 2010. 
22 For further reference, please review Bill Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Games: An Insider Look at the 
History of Grand Theft Auto, Super Mario, and the Most Influential Games of All Time, Focal Press, 2012; Leonard 
Herman, Phoenix: The Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd edition, Rolenta Press, 2001; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., The Video 
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 Now in the context of this project, why does the video game industry of the 1980s and 
1990s matter? Strangely enough, these electronic gizmos and fictional tales unveil a unique story 
in American history. Creating a unique blend of pop culture, business, and technological history 
in the United States, video games came in the package of controversy and newness that the few 
entertainment companies could even compare. Scared parents seeing images of shooters, 
violence in the streets, and the military industrial complex somehow got associated back to video 
games thus making them afraid of the product their children interacted with on a daily basis. 
Soon a battle over identity came afoot. Were video games meant solely for children? Were video 
games meant for adults to play as well? Whom was that little man jumping from platform to 
platform? Why were video game makers peddling violence to children? Finally, was all this 
success merely a re-glorified fad that would crash a few years later or had video games become a 
legitimate form of media similar to the status of radio, television, or movies? The answer 
however would not come easy as much pain and growth came from these short ten years; 
however, from its rebirth under the now Japanese influenced market, video gaming would 
become the juggernaut that it is today and lead many ask this question, how was this major feat 
accomplished. 
 In Paradigm Shift: How the Evolution of Two Generations of Home Consoles, Arcades, 
and Computers Influenced the United States examines the often-overlooked early modern history 
of video games from 1985-1995 and how they would go on to become a larger part of American 
culture. Each chapter attempts to explain the growing influence gaming has had via home 
console, computer, and arcades in the US market, and in turn show the origins of today’s modern 
gaming market.  
                                                        
Game Explosion: A History from Pong to PlayStation and Beyond, Greenwood Press, 2011; Steven Kent, The 
Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 2001. 
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 Chapter one, "Bleeps, Glitches, and Literature: The Varied Historiography of Video 
Games" reviews the unique but varied literature surrounding gaming. With such a controversial 
field, the chapter’s investigates the many facets of such an unusual topic that includes exploring 
the bias nature of non-historian academics to the unusual situation surrounding its primary and 
secondary sources makes researching video games both an interesting and frustrating endeavor. 
 Chapter two, "Resurrection: The Unexpected Success of Nintendo and the Rebirth of 
Video Game Media" focuses on the resurrection of gaming post Atari shock to 1990. Covering 
the importance of gaming’s unexpected return to provenience, a heavy portion of the chapter 
features the struggle, role, and influence Nintendo played during the mid to late 1980s and their 
leadership in turning a dead market back into a multi-billion dollar industry. Also featured 
includes a study of the early computers from inception to the Microsoft operating systems, and 
how these developments in technology influenced computer gaming during the 1980s and 1990s 
through both its shareware and the numerous retail games available. Finally, the chapter looks 
into the growth and resurgence of the late 1980s arcades went on to a unique impact on the video 
game industry. While the chapter does look into some of the titles made at this time, the bulk of 
the discussion follows the influential video game developer id Software and how their games 
Wolfenstein 3D and Doom became catalysts for the niche market's growth as well as a source of 
controversy.  
Chapter three, "For a Few Bits More: The Bit Wars and Video Gaming in the Early 
1990s" reviews one of the industry’s most turbulent times. Coined from the bitter console war 
between Nintendo and Sega from late 1991 until 1995; the chapter covers video games shifting 
from its perceived family friendly image cultivated during the 1980s to embracing a much wider 
demographic consisting of transitioning teenagers and adults as well as creating games with 
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themes more suited towards their tastes. The chapter also continues the trend of looking into the 
three popular mediums as in the case of its largest at the time, the home console market, was 
embroiled in a brutal internal war. Splitting dedicated gamers into brand loyal camps, the battle 
between Nintendo, Sega, and several other minor console creators served as the major marquee 
attraction as each company attempted to sway potential customers through flashy advertising, 
better games, and claims of possessing the superior product.  
 On the other hand, the home console war only encompasses one side of this history as the 
chapter also explores the unexpected success of the arcades, which climaxed with the fighting 
game craze and launched many third party licensee games into the national spotlight such as 
Street Fighter II: The World Warrior and Mortal Kombat. In addition and occurring parallel to 
the growth of the console machines, computer gaming also slowly picked up speed with 
exclusive edgier games featuring more violent and inappropriate themes not seen with the more 
family friendly consoles at this time. 
 The final chapter, "Games on Trial: The Issue of Violence in Video games, the Hearing 
on Violent Video Games and the Creation of the Video Game Rating System" discusses the 
pressing issue of violence in video games during the early 1990s. Perceived as a major problem, 
after years of questionable video games and marketing tactics, the United States Congress finally 
forced the issue and confronted the major gaming companies. Under Senator Joe Lieberman's 
inquiry over such games as Mortal Kombat, Night Trap, Lethal Enforcers, and coupled with 
growing public concern over the popular influence video games had over their children resulted 
in the creation of a unified rating system and cemented their reputation of being forever 
associated with controversy. 
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 Finally, the significance of Paradigm Shift: How the Evolution of Two Generations of 
Home Consoles, Arcades, and Computers Influenced American Culture, 1985-1995, comes down 
to one word, acceptance. Despite the controversy it generated before and during the ten critical 
years of its rebirth, what the gaming industry did right was breaking the notion that video games 
were simply a popular craze. Unlike the second generation that only fed this belief, the third and 
fourth generation of gaming proved this assumption wrong. With countless successful launches 
of influential games across the decade, video games slowly gained the acceptance of both gamers 
and non-gamers alike allowing gaming to ingrain itself within the American culture. By 1995, 
the foundation of both the modern gaming industry and culture came into existence, and it would 
only become greater as the years progressed thanks to the efforts of Nintendo, Sega, and 
countless other developers and licensees that kept video games from falling to the wayside 
during this period of growth and uncertainty. Now, let us dive in to a world where an 8-bit 
plumber captivated a nation, were MS-DOS was important to opening computer files, and an evil 
SNK villain stole so many of our quarters. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Bleeps, Bloops, and Literature: The Varied Historiography of Video Games 
 
What if everything you see is more than what you see - the person next to you is a 
warrior and the space that appears empty is a secret door to another world? What 
is something appears that shouldn't? You either dismiss it, or you accept that there 
is much more to the world than you think. Perhaps it is really a doorway, and if 
you choose to go inside, you'll find many unexpected things.23 - Shigeru 
Miyamoto 
 
 Featured on the back of the retail box used for storing the Nintendo GameCube, the quote 
by famed Japanese video game creator Shigeru Miyamoto surprisingly acts as a perfect metaphor 
for this particular historiography. As a topic spanning multiple generations, the history of video 
games as a form of entertainment encompasses over sixty years of technological advancement, 
iconic characters, and a dash of heartbreak. Starting in the late 1950s and 1960s, Tennis for Two 
and Space Wars serve as the earliest examples of pre-modern gaming before cementing itself 
into popular favor with Pong in 1972.24 Leading to the Golden Era of gaming for the next ten 
years, Americans embraced the rise of the arcades and eagerly pumped millions of dollars into 
new companies such as Atari, Coleco, and Activision. These good times did not last as poor 
control and an oversaturated market killed off the US controlled video game market in 1983 
dropping consumer and resulting in a three-year depression. Despite many believing the industry 
had died stateside, from 1986 onwards, Nintendo and other Japanese corporations rehabilitated 
and restructured the market, restored strong popular opinions about electronics, and made 
billions in the process.25  
                                                        
23 Quote found on back of the Nintendo GameCube Retail Box. 
24 Leonard Herman, Phoenix: the Fall & Rise of Videogames, 3rd ed. (Springfield, NJ: Rolenta Press, 2001), 5-
6, 14-6. 
25 For further reference, please review Bill Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Games: An Insider Look at the 
History of Grand Theft Auto, Super Mario, and the Most Influential Games of All Time, Focal Press, 2012; Bill 
Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Game Consoles: An Inside Look at Apple, Atari, Commodore, Nintendo, and 
the Greatest Gaming Platforms of All Time, Focal Press, 2014; Brad King and John Borland, Dungeon's and 
Dreamers: The Rise of Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, McGraw-Hill, 2003; Martin Campbell-Kelly 
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 Today, the fruits of this endeavor helped revolutionize how we work, play, and socialize 
in the modern world. Unlike thirty years ago, most everyone owns a console, handheld device, 
home computer/personal computer (PC), or all three. Modern home systems such as the 
Microsoft X-Box One, Sony PlayStation 4, and Nintendo Wii-U serve as the vanguard of home 
console gaming. on the other hand, retro systems such as the Nintendo Entertainment System or 
NES, Sega Genesis, the Atari 2600, Neo Geo, coin-operated arcade machines still possess a 
dedicated fan base, whose timeless titles and adventures keeps players coming back for more. 
The home computer also evolved to meet increased demand. Starting with the Apple’s and 
Commodores of the 1970s through the 1990s, as technology cost lowered and demand for the 
product heightened, video games began to flourish. This especially became possible when 
Microsoft Windows helped create a unified operation system, which nearly all computers 
adopted by the late 1990s, allowing developers to mass-market games for this medium and 
creating a unique community with PC gamers. This in turn has created a petty war between 
console and computer gamers who bitterly argue who possesses the better gaming machine. 
Furthermore, even high profile events such as the yearly Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) 
draw the analyses of armchair critics who take their opinions to online forums, YouTube or 
amongst friends to see who "won" the event. Despite these trite arguments, the impact of these 
machines still holds a major significance in how people entertain themselves during the latter 
half of the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.26 
                                                        
and William Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information Machine, Basic Books, 1996; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., 
Before the Crash: Early Video Game History, Wayne State University Press, 2012; Mark J.P. Wolf, ed., The Video 
Game Explosion: A History from Pong to PlayStation and Beyond, Greenwood Press, 2011; Matt Nicholson, When 
Computing Got Personal: A History of the Desktop Computer, Matt Publishing, 2014; Steven Kent, The Ultimate 




 Noteworthy to expand upon, in addition to the above, with the rise of video game culture 
has also led to the assentation of numerous the fictional gaming icons. Consisting of hundreds of 
thousands of potential candidates from both good and bad titles, many of them do not break out 
from obscurity. Such unknown stars like F-Type from Stunt Race FX or the title character Dr. 
Muto often go ignored thanks to either poor sales, eclipsed by other popular characters, or people 
simply not knowing the game existed.27  
 In contrast, the most famous of video game characters seem to reach superstardom as 
they somehow influenced gaming in some way, defined their respective console, or stood out 
amongst the crowd. Such classic characters who embody the above the likes of Super Mario who 
many claim saved the US gaming industry, Sonic the Hedgehog, Sega's answer to Nintendo's 
Mario, and even Dracula whose claim to fame reaches both in literary canon and the Castlevania 
series.28 Even modern titles also can reach these levels of success which such men and woman 
lie the god killer Kratos from God of War, Portal's insane supercomputer GLADoS, the titular 
third party genie heroine Shantae, and the cartoonish raccoon master thief Sly Cooper.29  
 As for standing out from the crowd, only a few characters can fit into this category. 
Consisting of breakout stars, they often stand out as popular cult favorites. Falling into this 
category includes such protagonists as Psychonauts' Raz and Oddworld series star Abe.30 While 
not in the lime light like some of the more influential icons, they manage to stick around long 
                                                        
27 Midway Games, “Dr. Muto” (Nintendo GameCube Game), Midway Games, 2002; Nintendo EAD, “Stunt Race FX” 
(Super Nintendo Game), Nintendo, 1994. 
28 Konami, “Castlevania” (Nintendo Entertainment System Game), Konami, 1986; Nintendo, “Super Mario 
Bros.” (Nintendo Entertainment System Game), Nintendo, 1985; Sonic Team, “Sonic the Hedgehog (1991 video 
game)” (Sega Genesis Game), Sega, 1991. 
29 SCE Santa Monica Studio, “God of War” (PlayStation 2 Game), Sony Computer Entertainment, 2005; 
Valve, “Portal” (Microsoft Windows Game), Valve, 2007; WayForward Technologies, “Shantae” (Gameboy Color 
Game), Capcom, 2002. 
30 Double Fine Productions, “Psychonauts” (PlayStation 2 Game), Majesco Entertainment, 2005; Oddworld 
Inhabitants, “Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee” (PlayStation Game), GT Interactive, 1997. 
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enough to create positive sentiment towards that game or fictional individual. This even works in 
the reverse as negative notoriety can also create publicity. One such case happened in the Neo 
Geo game King of Fighters '94 with its main antagonist Rugal Bernstein. Designed as the 
"Mightiest (Most Violent) and most evil boss character ever," Rugal quickly gained a reputation 
as one of the most brutal opponents in any fighting game to date.31 This reputation coupled with 
a ludicrous boss difficulty created an identity for the character and even chief game developer 
SNK that eventually gave birth to the unofficial term SNK Boss Syndrome.32 
 Finally, while important, the image of a video game character does not guarantee success 
let alone run a successful business. In order to survive, both American and Japanese video game 
companies hire good designers, put near inhuman hours working a project, and spend millions of 
dollars in order to create the best possible product possible. Furthermore, while thousands of 
game development studios exist, only a few from both Japan and America move on to icon 
status. For example, most if anyone can identify and recognize such iconic video game 
companies such as Nintendo, Sega, Namco, Tecmo, Capcom, Konami, and Atari but few may 
never heard about such studios Irem, Data East, or even Papyrus.33 
 Based on the above information, one may think that this field may have an abundant 
historiography, but surprisingly this is not the case. In this unique history, many modern 
historians, in the writers opinion, have neglected the history and casted it aside. How could this 
happen? This apparent lack of historical analysis stems from several factors. First, many 
historians consider the topics as too modern and lacks a historical memory to work upon. 
                                                        
31 “KOF Successive Characters: Rugal Bernstein,” THE KING OF FIGHTERS: OFFICIAL WEB SITE, 
accessed September 4, 2015, http://kofaniv.snkplaymore.co.jp/english/character/index.php?num=rugal. 
32 “SNK Boss Syndrome,” Giant Bomb, accessed September 4, 2016, http://www.giantbomb.com/snk-boss-
syndrome/3015-2788/. 
33 For further reference, please review Matt Nicholson, When Computing Got Personal: A History of the 
Desktop Computer, Matt Publishing, 2014; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 
2001; Tristan Donovan, Replay: The History of Video Games, Yellow Ant, 2010. 
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Normally, the history field likes a thirty-year window in order to gain a more accurate 
perspective of the chosen topic. In this case in one were to take their word literally, then the cut 
off point for video game history would end at 1986-7 making anything afterwards unadvisable to 
work with. On the other hand, other old guard historians may take it upon themselves to call the 
video game movement as an extended fad, which bared little to no importance to the significant 
events at home and abroad.  
 While a major problem since the 1970s, many historians opinion, though rapidly 
shrinking, claims video games serve no purpose to the overall American history. Unlike the 
television, movies, and more recently the Internet, modern gaming has received little historical 
attention over the past few decades. While no good explainable reason exists, the author of this 
thesis once again believes that with the lack of writing from historians and the pigeonholing of 
video games as part of the larger irrelevant pop culture of the 1970s onward effectively silenced 
the history. Finally, while elaborated later the chapter, the current scholarly information currently 
focuses upon a set few topics. Limited, these ideas are ubiquitous, are easily locatable, and form 
the majority of talk surrounding gaming today creating a one sided argument, which few refuse 
to argue against, and rapidly support as the actual history is buried underneath the piles of 
"popular scholarship history."34  
 This leads to the main crux of chapter one Bleeps, Bloops, and Literature: The Limited 
Historiography of Video Games by asking what type of historiography video games possess as of 
                                                        
34 For further reference, please review Craig A Anderson and Karen E Dill, “Video Games and Aggressive 
Thoughts, Feelings, and Behavior in the Laboratory and in Life,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, vol. 
78, no. 4 (2000); Lawrence Kutner, Ph.D., and Cheryl Olson, Sc.D., Grand Theft Childhood: The Surprising Truth 
About Violent Video Games, Simon & Schuster, 2008; Nicholas L. Carnagey, Craig A. Anderson, and Brad J. 
Bushman, “The Effect of Video Game Violence on Physiological Desensitization to Real-Life Violence,” Journal of 
Experimental Social Psychology, vol. 43, no. 7 (May 2007); Tracy Deitz, “An Examination of Violence and Gender 
Role Portrayals in Video Games: Implications for Gender Socialization and Aggressive Behavior,” Sex Roles, vol. 
38, no. 5 (March 1998). 
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2015-2016. Despite the quantity of available information, this chapter takes a new approach at 
the sources, by looking at them in an inverted pyramid style. Starting from the ubiquitous and 
moving downward through the most popular scholarships by looking at some resources it helps 
expand upon the chapters' two main objectives. First, through looking at the vast number of 
papers, documents and perceptions available, it shows how little scholars have paid attention to 
the influence of gaming in the past thirty years leading to the hijacking of the topic of video 
games by other scholarly fields. Conversely, by looking at the other additional information such 
as the newspapers and magazines and the secondary source authors, the "historians" of the field 
become apparent as these authors chronicled this history of video games from its earliest 
inception up until today. Secondly, finally, and contra, through the discussion of video games 
and by looking into its unique historiography, a completely new territory opens up to the 
scholarship. Journeying outside the accepted notions of gaming scholarship by looking at 
magazines, newspapers, video game manuals, and strategy guides and evaluating their setbacks 
leaves the possibilities for expanding the historiography nearly infinite. Through this exploration, 
while brief, it is the writer's hope that it will open up a doorway for future scholars and historians 
to look at the concept of video games differently and more fairly than past generations. 
 In the sea of current literature available, the "scholarship" aspect of video games comes 
as one of the most abundant fields around. Using a simple Internet search, a researcher can find a 
plethora of credible topics from leading professionals about gaming. Despite the numerous 
choices, quite surprisingly, few if any deal with the vast history surrounding the video game 
industry as the topic takes a backseat to other agendas. Starting in the 1980s and only 
progressively getting worse in the 1990s and 2000s, other fields quickly moved in and claimed 
the topic as part of their niche. In just twenty-five short years, professional scholars from 
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psychiatry, sociology, philosophy, medical analysis, and gender studies, have interoperated video 
games according to their understandings and essentially hijacking the field. Peer reviewed 
journals such as the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, the American Journal of 
Preventive Medicine, Sex Roles, and surprisingly Game Studies all feature studies such as “An 
Examination of Violence and Gender Role Portrayals in Video Games: Implications for Gender 
Socialization and Aggressive Behavior,” and "Video Games and Aggressive Thoughts, Feelings, 
and Behavior in the Laboratory and in Life," but few if any pure historical video game articles. 
Why did this happen or why do these fields seem to reappear in the scholarship.35  
 Beginning in the 1950s and investigated further in chapter four, American culture seemed 
to go on a protection kick, targeting threats, which they believed, harmed children with such 
early examples going as far back as the 1950s as the US congress looked into the impact of 
comic book, and television violence had on children. Once video games appeared on the market, 
they often were the targets of these investigations by both parental groups and eventually 
congress. While the attention mainly came from parent groups like the Parent Teach Association 
during the 1980s, the barrage officially started circa 1992 during the iconic war between 
Nintendo and Sega in full swing, the popular outcry of the first Mortal Kombat and the Senate 
Subcommittee's Hearings on rating violent video games.36 
                                                        
35 For further reference, please review Anderson and Karen E Dill, “Video Games and Aggressive Thoughts, 
Feelings, and Behavior in the Laboratory and in Life,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, vol. 78, no. 4 
(2000); Lawrence Kutner, Ph.D., and Cheryl Olson, Sc.D., Grand Theft Childhood: The Surprising Truth About 
Violent Video Games, Simon & Schuster, 2008; The New York Times 1992-1994; Nicholas L. Carnagey, Craig A. 
Anderson, and Brad J. Bushman, “The Effect of Video Game Violence on Physiological Desensitization to Real-
Life Violence,” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, vol. 43, no. 7 (May 2007); Tracy Deitz, “An 
Examination of Violence and Gender Role Portrayals in Video Games: Implications for Gender Socialization and 
Aggressive Behavior,” Sex Roles, vol. 38, no. 5 (March 1998). 
36 For further reference, please review Lawrence Kutner, Ph.D., and Cheryl Olson, Sc.D., Grand Theft 
Childhood: The Surprising Truth About Violent Video Games, Simon & Schuster, 2008; Lt. Col. Dave Grossman 
and Gloria Degaetano, Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill: A Call To Action Against TV, Movie & Video Game 
Violence, Rev ed., 2nd ed., Harmony, 2014; Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima Publishing, 
2001; The New York Times 1992-1994; "Video Game Controversies,” Wikipedia, last modified April 22, 2016, 
accessed April 26, 2016, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_game_controversies#Public_debate_in_US. 
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 Spreading quickly, the preverbal genie leapt out of the bottle and an onslaught of articles 
surrounding violence, gender, and education emerged from the chaos. This only got worse as 
tragic events seemed to link video games with obscene and violent behavior. One such event, the 
1999 Littleton shootings at Columbine High School encourages a flood of opinions from 
scholars claiming that video games and other forms of popular culture encouraged increased 
aggression. Now with such events becoming the rather unsettling norm, many scholars in the 
psychology, sociology, and medical professions to question the growing influence of gaming 
thus leading countless study after study from the late 1990s onward on video game violence and 
other topics surrounding the electronic medium.37 
 With a basic of understanding of the discrepancy of the scholarship, let us quickly 
describe what type of work these scholars produce. Despite spanning into the tens of thousands 
of articles and influencing future writers, the ubiquitous scope subdued itself through the limited 
number of topics discussed. From 1973 to 2016, three main topics that dominated the video 
game scholarship included the themes of violence in video games and its connection to 
aggression, gender studies, and the impact gaming had on children. Therefore, where is the 
problem, as stated above there are thousands of articles to choose from and discuss. The problem 
surprisingly lies in the quality of the scholarship. 
 Noted in the December 9, 1993, Senate Hearing, Dr. Parker Page, President of the 
Children's Television and Resource Center summarized that video game studies did not have the 
scholarly attention like their TV brethren.38 His concern was if they did not take action soon and 
                                                        
37 For further reference, please Lawrence Kutner, Ph.D., and Cheryl Olson, Sc.D., Grand Theft Childhood: The 
Surprising Truth About Violent Video Games, Simon & Schuster, 2008; Lt. Col. Dave Grossman and Gloria 
Degaetano, Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill: A Call To Action Against TV, Movie & Video Game Violence, Rev ed., 
2nd ed., Harmony, 2014; The New York Times, April - December 1999; USA Today, April - December 1999. 
38 US Senate, Joint Hearings before the Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice of the Committee on the Judiciary, 
Rating Video Games: A Parent’s Guide to Games (Washington D.C., Government Printing Office, 1995), 11. 
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look into this field, with video game manufactures constantly evolving their product since the 
1980s, it would make studying this technology even more difficult.39 Dr. Eugene Provenzo, a 
professor of education at the University of Miami adds to Page's comments by stating that when 
he was writing and researching for his book Video Kids, all the information he found on video 
game studies conducted came from the early 1980s when such games as Space Invaders was new 
on the market.40 Furthermore, between 1993 and 1999, video game studies remained rather 
sparse, but after the events of the Columbine High School shooting, studies in video game 
skyrocketed from a few hundred into the thousands, as popular media seemed to connect 
violence with video games creating potential bias towards gaming.41  
 While the argument that aggression and video games interconnected with one another 
was gaining traction, another camp of scholars states the claimed the reverse by stating that there 
exists no proof that video games causes aggressive behavior in people and in some cases these 
types of violent games can decrease aggression. This point was brought up back in the 1993 
senate subcommittee hearing as Dr. Provenzo stated that the research at the time did point 
towards video games decreasing aggressive behavior, but these studies were inconclusive and 
needed more testing to prove or disprove this theory.42 Despite stated in 1993, contemporary 
scholars such as Lawrence Kutner, PhD and Cheryl Olson, ScD in 2004 conducted a two year, 
$1.5 million dollar study back up by the US department of Justice over violent video games and 
children.43 Even with such team members that included experts from a multitude of 
                                                        
39 Ibid., 11-12. 
40 Ibid., 16, 27. 
41 Again, this generalization came from looking into the works of quite of few scholars of child psychology, 
women's studies, and studies on video game violence during the research process across the University of Central 
Oklahoma various databases and online journals. 
42 US Senate, Rating Video Games: A Parent’s Guide to Games, 29. 
43 Lawrence Kutner, Ph.D., and Cheryl Olson, Sc.D., Grand Theft Childhood: The Surprising Truth About 
Violent Video Games (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2008), 16-7. 
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psychological fields such children, developmental, clinical, adult, and criminal, and they 
concluded that there exists no real connection between violent video games and them causing 
violent or immoral behavior in children.44 Furthermore, in their 2008 book, Grand Theft 
Childhood: the Surprising Truth About Violent Video Games and What Parents Can Do, they 
also address some of the fallacies of numerous studies conducted in past forty years, pointing out 
their misconceptions and showing how video games became an easy scapegoat for scared 
parents, state officials, and media outlets.45 However, despite evidence from both sides, the 
debate still rages on as more games feature themes revolving around graphic violence. Full 
citation of Grand Theft Childhood needed the first time you introduce the book to the reader. 
 With the above arguments made, where does this leave the article section's context with 
the historiography? For the sake of clarity, four articles from the post 2000 period will be used to 
show how such previously mentioned themes of violence in video games and gender's 
association with gaming. However, it needs to be noted that since children meshes tightly with 
the other two, this type of study will be seen it seen in the below examples. Again, while 
numerous in examples, the below four articles serves more on the line as an introduction rather 
than a complete discussion. 
 Starting with the issue of violence in video games, in his article "Playing with Death" 
author Michael Brody quite vividly states, 
The world of video games is Darwinian, paranoid and controlled. There is no 
empathy. Studies have shown that kids who play video games contribute less to 
classroom charities. There is no altruism in Twisted Metal or Resident Evil. You 
only win by killing. Is it any wonder that the military use these games to simulate 
combat? Video gaming requires a Zen-like approach: One shot per kill; no time to 
                                                        
44 Ibid., 16-18.  
45 Ibid., 7-11. 
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celebrate a score or curse a miss. You have to go on to the next obliteration. This 
just serves to desensitize the, often, first-person shooter.46 
 
What does he mean by this? In his belief, video games serve more on the lines of a detachment 
tool. In the above-mentioned games, the player needed to quickly take out a zombie or rival 
driver and move on to the next target to complete a stage or move on to the next section of the 
game.47 The nature of these games does not allow the player to connect to any of the characters 
and with repeated exposure; it becomes much easier for a person to kill.48 Finally, the author also 
comments unlike board games and toys, which promote family interaction and problem solving, 
gaming on the other hand, "compresses time and promotes kills."49  
 In another study done by Nicholas L. Carnagey, Craig A. Anderson, and Brad J. 
Bushman on violent video games called "The Effect of Video Game Violence on Physiological 
Desensitization to Real-Life Violence" also agreed that gaming promoted violence. According to 
research done in 2005, indicated that over 85% of the software on the market had some form of 
violent overtones in them and over half of those titles contain graphic violence.50 Even the 
ESRB’s E rated games contained some degree violent actions that parents found repulsive.51 The 
authors also claim that studies have proven that this type of entertainment tended to lower IQ, 
                                                        
46 Michael Brody, “Playing with Death,” Brown University Child and Adolescent Behavior Letter 16, no. 11 




47 Capcom, “Resident Evil” (Sony PlayStation Game), Capcom, 1996; Sony Interactive Studios America, 
“Twisted Metal 2” (Sony PlayStation Game), Sony Interactive Studios America, 1996. 
48 Michael Brody, “Playing with Death,” Brown University Child and Adolescent Behavior Letter 16, no. 11 





50 Nicholas L. Carnagey, Craig A. Anderson, and Brad J. Bushman, “The Effect of Video Game Violence on 
Physiological Desensitization to Real-Life Violence,” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology 43, no. 7 (May 
2007): 489, accessed September 30, 2013, http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103106000825. 
51 Ibid. 
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create anti-social behavior, and promote desensitization, which they defines as, “a reduction in 
emotion related physiological reactivity to real world violence.”52 In addition, after taking 257 
college students and subjected those to both violent and nonviolent games, they concluded that 
games did in fact desensitize them to the effects of real life violence to the point of becoming 
less empathic to the suffering of others.53  
 Another issue that causes problems in the scholarship of gaming is women. In American 
culture, a generalization of women tends to view the gender as delicate. On the other hand, many 
critics tend to see the gaming industry capitalizing on this by exaggerating popular fictional 
tropes in their games such as pushing them into the roles of damsels in need of rescue, as eye 
candy to seduce men, or playing a secondary role to the protagonist. Since the feminist 
movement during the 1960s, issues surrounding the empowerment and equality of women 
directly conflicts with video games. In Adrienne Shaw's article, “Do you identify as a gamer? 
Gender, Race, and Gamer Identity” she discovered that fewer women tended to identify 
themselves as gamers.54 The reason for this comes from the stereotyping of video games, calling 
them an activity primarily played by a "white, heterosexual, and male."55 From this, women 
often avoid this form of electronic entertainment as this perception as well as females who did 
play games, were expected to lose do to their supposed "lack of experience" to males and gamers 
in general.56 Finally, through these ideas, according to the author, this explains why she believes 
male monogyny has a dominating grip on the market today, which directly comes from the lack 
of female players and thus more games geared to men.57  
                                                        
52 Ibid., 489-90.  
53 Ibid., 492, 495. 
54 Adrienne Shaw, “Do You Identify as a Gamer? Gender, Race, Sexuality, and Gamer Identity,” New Media 
and Society 14, no. 1 (February 2012): 34, accessed September 30, 2013, http://nms.sagepub.com/content/14/1/28. 
55 Ibid., 28-9. 
56 Ibid., 34-5. 
57 Ibid., 39-40. 
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 In a second study on women, this time done by Dr. Victoria Simpson, evaluates the 
“objectification of women and violence against women in video games, during game play, 
influence rape-supportive attitudes."58 Through the growth of the gaming industry, a new 
consensus now encourages players to kill and rape women.59 This according to the authors 
created the idea of the rape related myths surrounding the belief all women actually fantasize 
about rape and thus making it acceptable to perform such actions in real life.60 Furthermore, 
studies on violent situations and sex supposedly prove that both men and women are inclined to 
believe these myths after playing violent video games.61 After experimenting with these said 
myths with a several college age students who played these types of games, the authors 
concluded that by increasing graphical detail and realism of the game, it has now allowed players 
to become active participants in fictional rape.62 Furthermore, the authors also suggest that 
further regulation on games be implemented by calling them the "equivalent of pornography," 
and the need for drastic regulation to protect the young and old from sexual aggression against 
women.63 
 This leads to the final question surrounding this part of the historiography, should 
historians call these articles as part of the overall history of video games or even call them 
historical? While a rare blend of so many fields, these scholarly articles in question are a part of 
the overall history of video games, but not in a historical sense. Conversely however, the do add 
a unique depth to the history, unlike many other historical events, that has the opinions of 
                                                        
58 Dr. Victoria Simpson Beck et al., “Violence Against Women in Video Games: A Prequel or Sequel to Rape 
Myth Acceptance?” Journal of Interpersonal Violence 27, no. 15 (October 2012): 3017, accessed December 6, 
2013, http://jiv.sagepub.com.vortex3.uco.edu:2050/content/27/15/3016.full.pdf+html. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid., 3018. 
61 Ibid., 3019. 
62 Ibid., 3027. 
63 Ibid. 
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psychologists, philosophers, and sociologists all looking at these key moments and trying to 
discover why video games are both popular and controversial. Yet, these are not historians, and 
more often than not, they ignore this aspect, to focus on the present than look to the past. This 
once again leaves one final question; with no real historical scholars for video games, then who 
can be considered as the scholars for this unusual, but intriguing topic? The answer to this 
question lies in the words of journalists, books, and the video game industry itself. 
 Another major source present in the scholarship surrounding video games comes from the 
writings of both newspapers and gaming magazines. One may inquire on why the author calls 
these primary sources as scholars and historians. In any other historical topic, the writer in 
question would utilize them in building the body of the paper and creation of the endnotes or 
footnotes, however in the case of video games; these particular sources deserve special 
mentioning. Why do these two mediums need this recognition? Outside books and few journals, 
the history found here is the history of video gaming from the 1980s onwards. 
 In many historiographical analysis scholars consider two major sources as the prime 
candidates. We already discussed one of them in the above paragraphs as many scholars and 
researchers turn to scholarly articles and journals for peer reviewed opinions on a variety of 
topics. The other not yet mentioned category, books, also fall into the above as their author's 
condense information down from multiple sources and reflect upon that information for both a 
scholarly and non-academic audience. On that note, video game history seems to be in a middle 
ground that the history field seems to ignore, yet others find it not scholarly enough and lump it 
into the larger popular culture history. This rather split scholarship leads to even more extreme 
literature with topics ranging from the impact of violence to books solely dedicated to 
chronicling the lives of fictional characters. Yet, what can be said about the history of these 
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culture-changing icons of hardware and software? While one may turn to the aforementioned 
sources, one question arises, are they the true scholars of the field? 
 What does the author mean by saying that the scholars may not be scholars? As 
mentioned earlier, the problem of the articles seem to be the authors getting their influences from 
recent events and focusing their interests on psychology, sociology, and the influence gaming 
has on a person. Conversely, the books do cover a wide spectrum of topics that include looking 
at the pure history; however, while dissed later in the chapter, these sources seem to skimp on 
sources and footnotes leading to questions about their accuracy and what information did the 
author create versus what they borrowed. Therefore, if the historian cannot trust the "experts" 
than what can they turn to for an accurate historical view? For one to find a truly historical 
picture on video game history, one must turn to two uncanny sources, newspapers, and 
magazines. 
 Newspapers in the context of a historiography seem quite farfetched, but looking at the 
larger picture, the logic presented seems to work. Why does a primary source of all things serve 
as a better marker for gaming history? Much of it has to do with their basic coverage they 
provide in the context of the years utilized for this thesis. 
 Unlike the books that mainly keep up with the information in general, and academic 
journals, which often provide a non-historical opinion, while somewhat biased, newspapers 
provide the best coverage than any other medium. Going as far back as the 1970s, journalists 
managed to keep their thumb on the pulse of the video game industry since its infancy. With a 
rather rosy disposition, many journalists often referred to the first game movement of the 1970s-
1980s as simply a fad, something that came and went with the times. While proven right between 
1983-5, after the rise of Nintendo however, game journalism resumed with new vigor with the 
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rise of video game journalism. From the 1980s and up to today, many newspapers still cover 
numerous topics and featuring headlines revolving around court cases, new hardware releases, 
opinions on the health, various video game controversies such as the issue of violence, 
information surrounding business aspect of the gaming industry, and even opinion pieces found 
their way to print.64 
 The other benefit that newspapers provide to the historiography comes from the sheer 
abundance of this particular source. Why does the above statement connect to the 
historiography? Much like academic journals, newspapers come in multiple varieties and cover a 
wide amount of opinions. From across the country, top newspapers such as the Los Angeles 
Times, The New York Times, and the USA Today provide a national viewpoint on any given 
topic.65 Authors of books and journals usually utilize them as they can provide numerous 
primary source materials to the writer. On the other hand, local newspapers such as the St. Louis 
Dispatch, The Seattle Times, The Dallas Star, The Washington Star, St. Augustine Record, and 
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution all serve as barometers for local opinions and be useful in 
getting regional opinions on any given major event.66 Finally, unlike some sources mentioned in 
this historiography, many of the above newspapers can easily be located in numerous archives 
and on-line. This ease of access makes them both a vital primary source and valuable 
contribution to the overall historiography. 
 Though noteworthy, the various newspapers in question do in fact have some flaws that 
need mentioning. While many complaints are mostly minor, vary across numerous sources and 
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open to interpretation, one major problem in particular that deserves mentioning, bias. Not unlike 
most media or information sources, depending on the author, bias exists in all forms, yet video 
games suffer greatly. One such example of the above bias stems from the Nintendo dominance 
during the 1980s and early 1990s. After emerging from the chaos of the North American Video 
Game Crash of 1983, Nintendo slowly began rebuilt the gaming market and using these policies 
the image of a Japanese company overtaking the once American dominated turned some 
newsmakers to print rather skewed information against them.  
 In a May 24, 1989, article “NEC Tries to Zap Nintendo in the Video Game Market” 
writer Douglas C. McGill tries to tot the superiority of the NEC TurboGrafx-16 over the 
Nintendo Entertainment System through its more superior technology and graphics.67 On the 
other hand, he paints Nintendo as a bit of a bully with its Nintendo's representative William 
White calling the console unimpressive and not worth the investment.68 Another author Andrew 
Pollack in his article, "Nintendo's Dominance in Games May Be Waning" urged people to 
abandon Nintendo in favor of Sega's upcoming console, the Genesis.69 Giving examples from 
experts, he used them to claim that Nintendo was falling behind technologically and with their 
stocks falling in Japan, he advises that people needed to start avoiding the company and look 
towards the future like Sega and NEC.70 Even the medical field got in on the act as in a 1989 
Toronto Star article “Add ’Nintendo Neck‘ to list of high-tech ills,” the term Nintendo Neck was 
unofficially used to describe unnecessary strain on the neck after playing video games by sitting 
or lying on the ground with the head looking at the TV.71 While just a small sampling, this kind 
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of bias can be seen in numerous articles surrounding video games, however, let us leave and turn 
our attention to its counterpart, the video game magazine. 
 Much like newspapers, game magazines also deserve mention in this type of history, but 
what is a gaming magazine and what do they provide? Until the popular use and mass marketing 
of the Internet in the late 1990s, magazines alongside a few select books provided gamers an 
inside look into the world of video games. Divided into two major categories, one-half solely 
dedicates their services to one particular brand. Chiefly seen in the 1990s, popular staples such as 
Nintendo Power, PlayStation Magazine, and Sega Visions serve as prime examples. Dedicated 
on serving their brand, the creators and editors solely focus on products and games for that 
particular company while ignoring the competition. This may include spotlighting a console 
exclusive game or promoting their version of a multi-platform title over the rivals. On the other 
hand, some magazines cover all aspects of video gaming and not just one brand. Seen throughout 
the 1980s and continuing into today publications, sources that fall into this category includes 
Game Informer and Electronic Gaming Monthly. Unlike the above, this type of magazine covers 
a wide spectrum of topics across platforms. Including a mix between PC and home consoles, 
depending on the popularity, publisher, and release dates of certain games, some game may 
receive more attention from other. Nevertheless, despite the sheer volume of new titles and 
previews each month, the creators of these magazines attempt to show everything the gaming 
industry has to offer.72 
 With one explanation out of the way, what content do these magazines provide? The 
main reason why this medium so important comes from the reviews revolving around the games 
that came out at that particular time. As noted before, up until the late 1990s, outside of friends 
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who played the game, the magazine was the only way for someone to get an outside opinion 
about a prospective title. However, for its time, the reviews also play a vital role for the 
historiography as it gives a relatively unbiased viewpoint of that game without today's nostalgia 
blindness. Depending on the individual reviewer and magazine publication, a title could easily be 
overrated, underrated, or maintain a contain opinion. For example, when it first came out in 
1994, Donkey Kong Country for the Super Nintendo received universal praise from multiple 
publications. Today many contemporary "historians," often question if the game received 
unnecessary overhype for its gameplay. In 2003, now defunct GameSpy.com came out with the 
top 25 most overrated video games of all time, Donkey Kong Country placed ninth for its rather 
ugly graphics and simplest level design according to one review named Ben.73 Despite fluxing 
opinions, the magazines themselves cannot change. In Volume 66 of Nintendo Power, out of a 1-
5 point system, the game achieved high marks ranging from 4.9 to 4.1 from its' four reviewers.74  
 Other unique benefits that these magazines give to the historiography come from the 
interviews and articles given and sometimes written by both famous and sometimes unknown 
video game creators. In reviewing the literature, many of these interviews revolve around either a 
particular game or asking about their career. As an example, in issue 234 of Game Informer, Dan 
Ryckert questioned Nintendo's famous game creator Shigeru Miyamoto and developer Takashi 
Tezuka. While mainly lighthearted and not pressing on any many issues, the interview chiefly 
revolves around Nintendo's famous mascot Mario.75 In the article, Miyamoto answers some of 
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mysteries surrounding the series lore that include why Bowser keeps kidnaping Princess Peach, 
is Mario's last name Mario, and why is their mascot billed as a plumber despite having other 
occupations such as doctor and an athlete.76 
 Contrasting the above paragraph, sometimes these same men can also touch upon key 
issues of that time. In the December 2001 edition of the Official U.S PlayStation Magazine, Ryan 
Lockhart an insider for Seven Studios questioned the potency of online line gaming.77 Summing 
up the power of Internet gaming as disturbing, he believed that going online would harm the 
video game industry.78 Using the RPG genre and at the time most popular online game 
Everquest, he stated that this type of media threated to harm a potential game's main story and 
instead replace it with weak glue trying to hold a community, which in turn not be able to keep 
up and "evolve with the players."79 Lockheart also feared that companies would take advantage 
of the potential online gaming craze, as many companies were looking into online at the time.80 
Worrying about developer charging a monthly fee to play and companies working less on a 
single player campaign, he warned that this money grab could backfire costing the companies 
who tried to push people online both monetarily and in poor quality titles.81  
 In the end however, both good and bad, these arguments are key to understanding the 
world of video games. With access to such creative voices, it can give any writer or even reader 
insight into the mindset of a developer or even explain questions that may or may not been 
distorted by fan theories via online forms and websites. However, despite this wonderful source 
of information, an unsuspected and quite alarming problem arises. 
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 Unlike like most popular publications such as Time and Newsweek, the video game 
magazines suffer from a lack of availability. Now one may question why this happened or why 
could the author not procure these sources. The answer is not quite simple even after two and 
one-half years of searching; several factors still prevent the author from obtaining a majority the 
magazines.  
 When trying to get a hold of the elusive magazines, many Universities or even public 
libraries did not carry the older magazines. For this project, the writer of this thesis attempted to 
somehow procure roughly eight magazines types from 1988-2001, which included such names as 
Nintendo Power, Sega Visions, PlayStation Magazine, Electronic Gaming Monthly, Dreamcast 
Magazine, and Game Informer. Using both World Cat, interlibrary loan, and University of 
Central Oklahoma online databases, I discovered that the magazines in question did not exist in 
physical print, microfilm, microfiche, or have a digitalized version at many of these institutions. 
On the other had if they possess the said literature, they refused to loan out to the resource. This 
leads to an interesting question, why does many universities and library's exclude the video game 
magazine.82 
 Looking inward, no correct answer exists, but the writer has theory on why this is the 
case. Unlike magazines like Time and Newsweek, a gaming magazine does not cover important 
moments in history. Existing in its own little niche, these publications rather focus on the games, 
walkthroughs, reviews, interviews, and events revolving around the video game industry such as 
the Consumer Electronic Shows or the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3). While this may seem 
trivial to some, many may see these magazines as unimportant and bearing no importance to the 
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nation’s overall history, thus are thrown away by many private and government owners who 
conceder them worthless. This surprisingly begins a cascade of new problems.  
 As the years progressed, popular magazines started to end their lengthy runs. An example 
of this occurred in August 2012 when Nintendo ended publication of the Nintendo Power brand 
with issue 285.83 Overnight, this made the magazine series collectable causing prices even for 
older issues to increase in value. As of 2015 and depending on condition, the cost for one  
Nintendo Power can range from $3 US dollars for the more common issues to over $100 US 
dollars for the more valuable and popular issues.84 With shipping tallied into the cost and roughly 
130+ issues needed (from 1988-2001) to cover Nintendo history, this alone would cost anywhere 
from the high hundreds into the low thousands of dollars making it economically unfeasible for a 
college student and or some dedicated scholars to collect them all.  
 Outside Nintendo Power, many of the older magazines can be considered rare. Many 
older current brands such as Electronic Gaming Monthly and defunct magazines like Sega 
Visions do not possess back issues thus setting up another roadblock for the potential scholar. 
Furthermore, due to the phasing out of these brands and the popularity of video games, this 
makes them a popular target for collectors who snap them up at a moment’s notice. 
Unfortunately, even bookstores such as Half-Price Books fail to possess any issue before 2001 
and even early 2000s come as scarce. Finally, the last and ironically the first place for many 
potential historians use to find these issues falls into a legal grey area, the Internet.85 
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 Unlike the already mentioned, the Internet serves as the best shot for anyone seeking out 
video game magazines outside of paying for the hard copies. The magazines found here often 
come as scanned images and put into PDF format and depending on the quality of the scans, they 
are word for word identical copy to the original. Yet, despite seeing these magazines online, it 
does not come without its problems. One issue that stems from searching online comes from the 
abundant trap web sites. These web sites often claim to have the PDF, but fail to deliver a link to 
the magazines, or state the person needs to subscribe to their website in order to access them. In 
contrast, some sites may provide a PDF with no strings attached, but these sites only provide one 
magazine and with a few rare volumes, the older and less popular magazines are often not 
available.86 Finally, the legality of acquiring them online is also called into question as many of 
the previously mentioned ways to obtain the data are considered copyrighted material. One site 
called Retromags.com, the creators aim to preserve classic video game magazines. By signing up 
to the website, a person can read and download the magazines. Yet, what they do is illegal to a 
degree. On the home page, the creator states,   
This site is set up to digitally preserve video game magazines from 1999 and 
earlier for current magazines. The rules for defunct magazines vary on a case-by-
case basis. We do this because issues of these magazines are not readily available 
from publishers/content owners. While we don’t have legal permission, we 
operate in a way where we do not release anything that will reduce any potential 
income for you, or magazines that are available from you, nor do we release scans 
that are of a quality that may reflect poorly on you. So far this has worked, with 
several publishers/content owners basically ignoring our existence. However, if 
you wish that we do not make content that you legally have ownership available 
on this site, just let us know and we will remove it. While we would prefer 
permission, we will fully oblige with your wishes concerning your content. This is 
a hobby we do out of passion and love for the video game magazines of 
yesterday, and not worth legal battles of any kind.87 
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 Ultimately, the words “While we don’t have legal permission” raise major concerns.88 
One of the biggest problems, many video game magazines under US law are considered 
copyrighted material and illegal to obtain via online download.89 On the other hand, you can use 
the same data for scholarship and review, which is protected by "fair use."90 Even in the F.A.Q. 
section, they specifically state that their database is technically illegal, but they claim their site it 
exists in a grey area because the magazines they provide are no longer around and they ask for 
no money outside donations.91 Despite the ambiguity, it raises questions on if it is academically 
acceptable to take such information from such a site.  
 This leads to a final note on the section. Despite the negatives on both newspapers and 
magazines, these two forms provide one of the best accounts of the history for gaming outside of 
books. What they contribute to the overall historiography are colorful accounts of both software 
and sometimes the men and women who made the game. Finally, when looking at our period 
from 1985-1995, it shows how Japanese, American, and other third party developers recaptured 
the attention of the young and old through the use memorable characters and its fair share of 
controversy. While the above remains important, the next section surprisingly shows how the 
software itself can indirectly affect the historiography.  
 Expanding upon the above question, how can software affect a historiography? Is a game 
just a game and noting more? Why should software even be part of this overall discussion? Part 
of the thousands of games across numerous home consoles and home computers, one should not 
be dismissive of the included literature, namely the instruction manuals and the strategy guides 
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that can be purchased at retailers. Simple at best, these textual documents while not technically 
classified as a "book" in a historiography sense do need a proper introduction and discussion. A 
beast in its own right, unlike today with online manuals and walkthroughs, back in the day, the 
manuals was the only way for the player to understand the story and main objectives of the 
game. Now why are these gaming inspired documents so important and what is their contribution 
to the field of video games?  
 First, we must ask, what is a video game instruction manual? According to Mark J.P. 
Wolf's Encyclopedia of Video Games, manuals are "a printed book of less than 50 pages that is 
packaged with the game."92 Its job consists of teaching the player several key concepts about the 
game. For instance, all manuals show such features as how to install the software, basic control 
settings, what items can the player collect during the course of the adventure, saving/deleting a 
file, small profiles about the characters and legal information about the games copyright.93 Going 
into further detail, the mentioned above, while similar in design, will change for each game. For 
instance, one of the best examples that show the above principles comes from the 1994 Super 
Nintendo game Super Metroid.  
 In this thrilling third installment to the popular series, the player takes control of Samus 
Aran, a bounty hunter whose job in the game involved hunting down the Space Pirates and 
recovering the last Metroid from the Planet Zebes.94 Placing the player in an isolationist position, 
their goal involved guiding the protagonist through the labyrinth areas of Crateria, Brinstar, 
Norfair, Maridia, the Wrecked Ship, and Tourian.95 Along the way, they will also face both 
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common enemies and massive bosses such as skree, mochtroids, sidehoppers, the humongous 
Kraid, and Samus' infamous archrival Ridley.96  
 Unlike modern titles, which explain the actions within game, many Atari 2600 era 
through 64-bit titles did not have such a luxury and Super Metroid was no exception. With only a 
brief explanation of the series history so far and a small plot based introductory stage to get the 
player acuminated with the basic controls, the game literally gives the player free control once 
they reach the landing point at Crateria.97 In order to advance, the player needs to collect 
numerous power-ups like the Super Missile to blast through certain doors, the Morph Ball to 
squeeze through tight passages, and various other collectables that expands the character's energy 
and missiles count.98 For first time players, this can be quite overwhelming. Without previous 
experience with the latter two games (or other future games for those who played a Metroid title 
post 1994), this force's an inexperienced player to use a tedious cycle of trial and error, but here 
is where the instruction manual comes into play.  
 As mentioned earlier, a manual's job involves informing the player with information on 
how to play that certain game. In the thirty-five-page booklet, it concisely provides information 
about certain menus and their operations like the title screen, how to use the map function, 
utilizing the Samus screen to manage weapons, and the general layout of the game screen.99 In 
addition, the manual shows the button layout for the controller and what functions they possess 
like using the d-pad to move Samus, the L and R buttons to angle shots, and the B button to run 
faster.100 Furthermore, it also gives a brief explanation of the games various power ups, how to 
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use them, and how they are implemented such as the Varia Suit, which can high temperatures, 
and the Ice Beam, which freezes enemies and serves as the only weapon (alongside five missiles) 
that can harm Metroid’s.101 Finally, the manual gives other helpful information such as showing 
what can be used to restore energy, how to get through certain doors, and give small examples of 
what enemies the player will face in the various depths of Zebes.102  
 While the above is just a sample, many manuals stretch across numerous genres, such as 
fighting, puzzle, and racing titles thus making them a key literature for the software enthusiasts, 
but how does it apply to the overall historiography? Ultimately, the main purpose and reason 
why manuals are so important stems from an unusual aspect, the story. 
 Out of all the reasons available, why does a game's story have to pertain to the 
historiography? Unlike today's CD storage, technology back in the mid-1980s and early 1990s 
was at best limited. In order to fit an entire game into a cartridge, sacrifices such as lowering 
graphics and reusing enemy sprites occurred to save memory. One such technique used to save 
as much memory as possible was to cut the story out of many early games, especially in the 
consoles. Contrasting the PCs, which could save additional data on the hard drive, both the home 
consoles and handhelds did not have this luxury. This led to the question of how to create and 
build a game's basic plot story without actually telling it in game. The solution they discovered 
lied not in the technology, but both cleaver design and the written word.103 
 Getting around the problem of telling a game story remained problematic during the 8-bit 
and 16-bit era. Before the technology advanced, developers possessed many ways they could use 
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to explain a games plot. For example, in more story driven games, developers used non-playable 
characters to describe key plot points of the story, simplistic text boxes, and still shot cut scenes 
to advance the in-game story.104 For example, the 1989 Japanese Famicom exclusive Mother 
renamed Earthbound Beginnings for the 2015 release stateside uses only text based dialog and 
crude cut-scenes to progress the game's plot.105 In some of the rarer cases, such as the 1989 
Tecmo port of Ninja Gaiden combined both still shot scenes and pioneering animated-style cut-
scenes making the game one of the first home consoles titles to accomplish this feat.106  
 On the other hand, many early games from 1985-1995 focused on a minimalist style. In 
these titles, they only had a basic plotline or concept and developed the game from that logic. 
How did they get away with this? As stated before, some games possessed neither the space nor 
design for a complex story. Getting around this, game designers used the manuals as a way to 
explain the story without having to put in on the games internal memory. In the literature, the 
writers usually, in one or two pages, explain the protagonist(s) motivations, the goal of the 
villain, and sets up the circumstances surrounding the game events. A prime example of the 
above comes from the 1992 Sonic the Hedgehog 2.  
 The mysteries begin as early as the title screen, showing both the titular character Sonic 
alongside an unknown new character.107 After selecting one player mode, the game immediately 
starts on Act 1 of Emerald Hill Zone and go on from there.108 Throughout the entire game 
proper, it gives no information about the plot or the motivations of the villain leaving players in 
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the dark. While the characters, villain, even the game is now common knowledge, back in 1992 
this was not the case as some novice players may find the games characters and objective 
elusive. Here is where the manual becomes essential as it explains the backstory behind the new 
character Tails and his connection to the protagonist and the antagonistic ambitions of Dr. Ivo 
Robotnik, who wants to turn the worlds various animals into robots in order to create his super 
weapon, the Death Egg.109 Finally it clearly explains and the game's goal, which involves finding 
the seven Chaos Emeralds, freeing the trapped animals, and crushing Robotnik's plans for world 
domination.110  
 While just one example, the above paragraphs give a great demonstration of why manuals 
are essential. First, they show the basic operations of how to play a video game. With this 
knowledge, a possible historian could see how a game is played and connect this to comments 
and opinions about the game. Secondly, while fictional in nature, with an understanding of a 
video game's story, we as historians can use it to show why it succeeded or failed to grab mass 
attention. What made it succeed, why did it appeal to the players, did it inspire a sequel, or did 
the plot manage change the outlook of a series are all valid questions. Finally, by combining the 
two we can see how games have changed in the past thirty-five years with just the manuals 
alone. From the glory days of the 8-bit consoles, the revolutionary Windows 95, and beyond, by 
looking at this particular set of literature, the evolution of gaming can all be found within these 
pages. Yet, this is not the entire story of literature solely dedicated to software. For that, one 
must look more deeply at the game itself and to accomplish this task, one must consult the use of 
a game guide.  
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 With a basic understanding of the importance of a game manual can do, the attention can 
now shift to its sister literature, game guides. What is a game guide? Also known as strategy 
guides, these booklets according to Encyclopedia of Video Games: The Culture, Technology, and 
Art of Gaming it is “a printed or digital manual with instructions on how to navigate the play of a 
specific video game."111 Consisting of a more detailed explanation than a manual, the guide 
breaks down the game into several chapters, which deals with different aspect of gameplay.112 
These manuals, in turn, help guide the player through the multiple levels and challenges thus 
making the game a bit easier to complete. However, much like the above, there exist some 
unique exceptions to this form of literature. Most notably, two forms of the same type book exist, 
the official guides and the unofficial guides. 113 
 On one side, there exist the officially published game guides. In these forms of literature, 
they often require and include the authentication of both the creator of the guides, game 
developer, and publisher.114 For a small licensing fee to create the book, the publishers grant 
early access to the game (usually a beta/final copy) and official artwork provided by the game 
maker.115 Once acquired, the writers are tasked to create the overall presentation of the book, 
which includes writing, design, and organizational structure the guide will take.116 Working with 
a graphic design team, they explore each level providing both screen shots and maps created in 
house or given by the game's development team.117 Once finished, the guide publisher sends the 
product to the game maker for final authorization before printing.118  
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 Taking what we learned, what does the final product look like? One great example comes 
from the 1996 guide for Super Mario 64. Created by the staff for Nintendo Power, the strategy 
guide serves as the prime walkthrough for those struggling with the game. Broken into digestible 
chunks, the writers cover the general information about Super Mario 64, the First Floor & 
Mezzanine, The Castle Basement, and the Upper Floors & Tower.119 Going further in detail, in 
order to acquire the games 120 power stars (6 per level +1 100-coin star & 15 hidden stars); they 
also break down the game into individual levels.  
 Level six, Hazy Maze Cave for example provides a difficult challenge for newcomers as 
the labyrinth makes getting turned around quite easy when seeking six stars within.120 In 
addition, the map is the only level in the entire game that hides the vital metal cap level/switch 
entrance within the maze.121 This means without advance knowledge or spending hours 
memorizing the area, finding the stage's objectives, the cap switch, and navigation, proves rather 
daunting. Utilizing maps, screen shots, and well-written explanations, they take each of the six 
stars and individually explain their precise locations as for example, star six's location hint and 
title "Watch for Falling Rocks" is rather cryptic.122 Placed in a rather hidden alcove, it makes 
finding this particular star challenging, but the writers via the guide show its precise location thus 
allowing players to clear the mission with little trouble.123 This problem is not uncommon as 
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other stages like Whomp's Fortress' "Blast Away The Wall" and especially Wet-Dry World's 
"Secrets in the Shallows & Sky" require the player to locate precisely hidden objects without any 
clues making completing these extremely difficult without a guide, luck, or hours of trial and 
error.124 
 In addition, each guide may include certain extras to entice both collectors and gamers. 
Normally, this may include artwork used in the creation of the literature as well as concept 
drawings and early development stages.125 Other's publishers may offer developer interviews and 
behind-the-scenes information about the game's creation along with material bonuses such as 
character figurines or posters.126 Now with a basic idea of what a strategy guide is, we can look 
on the other side of the coin and look at its counterpart, thy unofficial strategy guides, but what is 
this type of literature? 
 Simply put, an unofficial game guide is a walkthrough that the developer or publisher of 
an individual game has not authorized the writer to create.127 Starting in the 1990s, Prima began 
selling its' "Game Secrets" line of books in order to capitalize on the video game craze.128 
Overnight their brand of unauthorized copies began popping up in stores and inspiring others to 
follow suit.129 While initially ignored, many of the major console and game developers frowned 
upon this practice as they were using the various companies’ intellectual content to make 
money.130 It was not until 1997 and a lawsuit between Nintendo of America and Prima over the 
unauthorized copy of Goldeneye 007 ending the practice after strategy guide publisher settled out 
of court; however, case also built a bridge between unauthorized guide publishers and game 
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developers.131 Beginning working relations with one another, this became the turning point for 
many former unauthorized strategy guide publishers as the outcasts Prima, BradyGames, and 
other smaller companies became the main creators of officially licensed guides starting in 
1998.132 
 Finally, what with an understanding of the above, what does an unauthorized guide look 
like? Overall, the guide acts just like the authorized manuals, but with a few minor differences. A 
prime example of the above concept comes from the 1996 BradyGames Totally Unauthorized 
Donkey Kong Country 2: Pocket Guide. When creating the literature, the authors took a 
minimalist route for this 2D platformer, but unlike the detailed official Super Mario 64 strategy 
guide, its counterpart refrains from potentially copyrighted material and remains quite concise. 
Instead of focusing on getting through each stage, the guide focuses on two major components of 
the game, the bonus room, and DK coins. While one can feasibly beat the final boss without 
entering a single bonus room or collect any of the DK Coins, however, the player will never see 
the games true ending as indicated by non-playable character (NPC) Cranky Kong.133  
 In order to accomplish the above feat, the player needed to collect all forty DK coins and 
seek out the seventy-five bonus coins scattered across Crocodile Isle's forty-one levels.134 Much 
like the Super Mario 64 guide, the unauthorized version breaks down the game into different 
worlds and once again into individual levels.135 Providing only vague screenshots, the writers 
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through locations a brief description that reveals the locations of the bonus barrels, DK coins and 
how to reach said collectable.136  
 While just the tip of the vast publications from unauthorized strategy guides during the 
1990-1997, the above serves as a rough example as these guides can vary from concise to mini-
novels. One particular case of the latter comes from the Doom Battle Book: Revised and 
Expanded Edition by Rick Barba and Andrew Reese. Like and unlike previously mentioned 
guides, the Doom Battle Book blends the features of both the Super Mario 64 guide and the 
Unauthorized Donkey Kong Country 2 Pocket Guide. On one hand, much like the former, the 
authors take the popular shooter and explain each level for Ultimate Doom. Giving a step by step 
walkthrough, the game guide starts off by giving a forty page general explanation, which focuses 
on the basic items & operations of the game, enemies, weapons, and even a couple of charts 
which show how many enemies are in the actual level.137 Offering tips and tricks to get through 
the more difficult parts, the guide gives a detailed report on how to get through each stage and 
find all the various secret areas hidden across the games four episodes and thirty-six different 
missions. Despite this, as an unofficial work, it does come with the already mentioned problems 
such as only using vague screenshots and crude hand drawn maps, as the publisher did not have 
the licensing rights to make an official guide. Ultimately, both these and the official game guides 
made up a huge part of the overall literature of video games. Each book offers a glimpse into 
these fictional worlds, however even these forms of literature has own list of problems. 
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 While just scratching the surface, both manuals and guides serve as a key part of the 
expanding historiography of video games. Nevertheless, the subtopic possesses some risks when 
utilizing these sources. First, one must be wary when using both sources as video game canons 
tend to change from time to time as a franchise game creator can either tweak the story to fit an 
event or character into the game's lore or completely reboot the franchise starting fresh with a 
new game. One great example of the above principles comes from Super Street Fighter II Turbo.  
 Starting in 1987, Capcom's Street Fighter series has expanded and amassed a collection 
of numerous games and fighters over the years. From the Street Fighter Alpha series to Street 
Fighter V, each new installment brings both new features to the franchise, but also expands its 
continuing mythos as a continuous storyline unfolds. As of 2015-6, with only a few small 
definitive facts known about the series, as several different endings exists causing the players to 
speculate on whose ending is considered canonical as each fighter gets their own unique ending. 
Yet, how does this tie into errors in game guides and manuals? 
 In 1991, with its unique innovative gameplay and now iconic roster, Street Fighter II: 
The World Warrior became the catalyst for all modern fighting games and led to the creation of 
an entire subseries spanning both home consoles and coin operated arcade, yet, at the same time, 
it also tweaked a few features to keep gameplay fresh. Street Fighter II: Championship Edition 
included the four unplayable boss characters, Balrog, Vega, Sagat, and M. Bison from World 
Warrior to the roster jumping the number of playable characters to twelve.138 Super Street 
Fighter II: The New Challengers expanded the roster further to sixteen with the inclusion of 
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Cammy, T. Hawk, Dee Jay, and Fei Long.139 Despite the yearly updates, one thing about the 
series that remain constant, the story.  
 Continuing from the events of the first game and fleshed out more in the manga's, 
comics, and animated shows the original story remains quite simple.140 In the manual for the 
Super Nintendo's version of Street Fighter II: The World Warrior states that eight warriors who 
specialize in different fighting backgrounds have come together to fight in a global tournament to 
demine who will challenge the mysterious grand masters.141 After eight battles, the player faces 
off against the games three penultimate bosses Balrog, a villainous boxer from the United States, 
Vega, a Spanish bullfighter with a background in Ninjitsu, and Sagat, a specialist in Muay Tai 
who stared as the final boss from the original.142 If the player defeats the above, he or she faces 
off against the champion, M.Bison, a mysterious man who runs the underground criminal 
organization Shadaloo.143 While the game diverts in further subplots such as fighters Guile and 
Chun-Li vendetta against Bison and Sagat's quest to defeat Ryu after humiliating him in the first 
tournament, the story remains constant throughout the sub series despite Championship Edition 
and Super Street Fighter II adding new characters and subplots.144 In spite of the above 
summery, it still does not answer the above question of how does it tie into errors in game guides 
and manuals. The answer to this lies in the final game of the sub series and an April Fool’s Day 
joke. 
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 In an April 1992 edition of Electronic Gaming Monthly, they published a now infamous 
article. Within its pages, the unknown magazine author told its' readers that if they did a specific, 
but intently hard set of challenges that included the use of Ryu throughout the whole game and 
sparring against Bison for 10 draws without hitting one another would result in the protagonist's 
mysterious mentor emerging to challenge the player.145 While just a joke, the coverage of this 
character left such impact on the gaming community that this urban legend supposedly led to the 
creation of a real character in the Street Fighter universe.  
 In the final installment of the Street Fighter II series, the 1994 Super Street Fighter II 
Turbo, Capcom gave its players new features that included more balanced gameplay, a new 
super combo meter, four speed settings, improved air juggling physics, and a series defining 
character. 146 If a player could defeat both the eight preliminary fighters and defeat the four final 
bosses without using a continue or reaching Bison within 25 minutes, a brief cinematic occurs 
where the game’s final hidden character emerges to KO Bison and challenge the player.147 
Known as Akuma in the US, he acts as the game's alternate final boss.148 More powerful than 
any character in the game, his move set while similar to the series icon Ryu, features his own 
variation that includes faster fireballs, teleportation, and his signature move, the Wrath of the 
Raging Demon.149 
 Going back to the earlier question, how does it tie into errors in game guides and 
manuals? The inclusion of Akuma did more than add a challenging foe it fundamentally changed 
the entire canon of the series. As mentioned, before the 1994 release the story's main official 
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storyline surrounded around Bison, after the appearance of Akuma, the story presented in Super 
Street Fighter II Turbo retconned the story and nullified anything that happened in the previous 
entries of the series up to that point. Even the games that followed such as Bison's arcade intro 
cinematic in Street Fighter IV shows that the Super Street fighter II: Turbo ending as occurred as 
it shows him recovering from the attack.150  
 Reflecting upon the above information, why does the author go into such context when 
describing retcon as a part of errors? Using Akuma's attack on Bison, event shows how just one 
minor change can change the overall story completely. Normally this is not a problem, as video 
game themselves are not usually discussed in detail when looking at the overall history of the 
topic; however, the problem lies in the guides discussing them. During the creation of the 
player's guides, when published, the writers only know the story up to that point. Without some 
basic knowledge of the game series, if an untrained historian looks into these sources, they may 
mistake it as fact and use the information in the wrong context or mistake something that 
happened at the time the game guide was published only to find out that the company retconned 
the game. This ambiguous grey area created by retcons makes dissing the history of gaming both 
a challenging and rewarding process for those willing to muck through the world of fictional 
history. 
 The other major problem that these two sources present comes down to incorrect 
information from translating Japanese to English during the localization process and errors in the 
manuals themselves. One good example of the above problems comes from the instruction 
booklet for the first Mega Man. At first glance, the literature seems correct as it describes 
everything the player needs to know such as the main plot, the games enemies and characters, 
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how to play, and the various features that appear in game, yet the manual has a glaring problem. 
After looking at it closely and then actually playing the game, the two sources do not match up 
correctly. For example, the name of the six antagonist robots better known as the Robot Masters 
in the original Japanese release were humorously renamed in the US as Dr. Wily's Evil Empire 
Leaders.151 Even in the following sequel, the manual commonly referred the enemy bosses as 
their in-game names rather than define them as a group.152 It was not until 1990 in the manual for 
Mega Man III did the accurate term come to fruition.153  
 Localization errors aside, there exists other minor gameplay features that never made it 
into the game, but made it into the literature. An example comes from page 15 of the instruction 
booklet. In the text description, it states that two power ups found in the game would grant the 
player an increased life and weapon energy; but after playing the game all the way through, these 
items never once meaning that at one point they may have existed, but got taken out sometime 
during development.154 Furthermore, one curious line in the manual also hints on other feature 
not seen in the finished product. Possibly an oversight, on page 8 it states "Controller *1 - Moves 
Mega Man in 1 player game."155 While only speculation, it is possible at one point that the 
creators intended to include a two-player mode for the NES game, but at some point, the design 
team scrapped the idea after manual was created thus making the literature possibly incorrect.156  
 Finally, sometimes the players guides themselves can contain errors that non-gamers or 
even historians may not catch on first glance. While often simple to catch through playing the 
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game, reading an online walkthrough, or checking YouTube for an online play, many people 
often fail to double-check the suspected literature. However, while accurate most of the time, 
some guides or manuals may contain major errors that the editors did not catch. One of the more 
infamous examples happened to occur with the Prima version of the Kirby 64: The Crystal Stars 
game guide. 
 In Kirby 64, the player joins the titular Kirby, a jolly pink puffball, who protected planet 
Pop Star from various monsters and foes. Taking place after the events of Kirby's Dreamland 3, 
the titular character is joined by Ribbon, a fairy whose home planet Ripple Star was conquered 
by Dark Matter, the primary antagonists of the previous two titles.157 Furthermore, in a bid to 
conquer the galaxy, the villains destroy Ripple Star's Crystal and scatters its' remains across the 
games six worlds.158 Going on the offensive, Kirby, Ribbon, series anti-hero King Dedede, a 
Waddle Dee (a common enemy from previous titles), and Adeleine a possible former boss from 
the previous title ban together to collect the crystal shards, confront the enemy, and liberate 
Ripple Star.159  
 With the plot out of the way, we can address the primary problem. In the Prima guide, it 
does a great job in accurately explaining the locations of the hidden collectables and assisting the 
player getting past the games many stages and boss through Shiver Star or world 5. Once it gets 
to world 6 or Ripple Star's primary boss, the major flaw of the guide comes into play. According 
to page 94, author Matthew K. Brady states, "Grab any last-minute items from the picnic. It's 
final battle time."160 For the next two pages, he goes on to tell players how to beat the tricky 
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Miracle Matter and wraps up the guide with a brief explanation of the "final" cut scene, yet 
where does the aforementioned problem of the source come into play. Quite incidentally, Brady 
missed an entire world and the games true antagonist. For those questioning how this could 
happen, the answer lies directly with the games two endings. 
 In this particular series, some of the early Kirby games possessed both good and bad 
endings. Tied with the collection aspect, if a player did not fulfill the secondary objective, they 
got the bad ending, which usually hinted a larger foe at work. This happens during the events of 
Kirby's Dreamland 2 if the player fails to collect all the Rainbow Drops and again in the sequel if 
they miss any of the Heart Stars.161 In Kirby 64, the player got the bad ending if they did not 
collect all the crystal shards before beating Miracle Matter, which shows a possessed queen fairy 
after the heroes leave Ripple Star.162 On the other hand, if all the shards are collected then the 
player beats Miracle Matter, an alternate scene overrides the bad ending showing the final world 
and revealing the games true antagonist, Zero Two or 02.163 Contrasting the above strategy guide, 
in the BradyGames version, on page 103, the unknown writer clearly discusses both endings and 
how to obtain them.164 Furthermore, while only just one level, they guide also covers the final 
stage of the game, Dark Star, and show players how to defeat the final antagonist.165 
 Finally, the Prima guide also gives two pieces of false information in regards to the 
above. First, he claims on both the front cover and on page three that the game has 100 Crystal 
shards for the player to collect, yet looking at the game's twenty-two normal levels with each 
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containing three crystals apiece and six bosses holding one per stage.166 Doing the math, that 
means, in total, there exist only seventy-two shards, a clear contradiction to the one hundred the 
author boasts. Finally, within the pages of the guide, another error that further shows the guides 
flaw surrounding the game’s final boss. On the character descriptions, he describes penultimate 
boss Miracle Matter as "The final boss of the game, Miracle Matter can take the form of any of 
the seven powers in Kirby 64."167 On the other hand, he states that the game’s true final boss 02 is 
"A benevolent creature, 02 rarely presents any trouble in the cloud levels of shiver star;" yet 
ironically, the level that takes place in the clouds on shiver star does not feature it anywhere.168 
Now, why did Brady write down these inaccuracies?  
 According to the thesis author's speculation, one of these scenarios may have played out 
during the guide's creation. While take notes for his work, the author may have played through 
the game once and failed to collect all the crystal shards on is first play through. After getting the 
bad ending, he went back and collected all eighty-one enemy cards found in each stage and the 
rest of the shards without refighting Miracle Matter, which would have unlocked Dark Star.169 
When he got card Zero Two's card, he may have thought the enemy came from the Shiver Star 
levels and in his description reflected this thought.170 As for the 100 shards claim, this was 
obviously a careless error on the part of the author. Conversely, when working on the literature, 
in order to avoid spoilers, Brady may have foregone the Dark Star level thinking that it was a 
major spoiler and opted to keep it secret. However, this would defeat the point of a guide since 
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the BradyGames version included the information about Zero Two fight making it likely that the 
former argument seems more probable than the latter. 
 Finally, with the strategy guides and manuals out of the way, the historiography can once 
again shift focus. Spanning across four decades from the 1980s to today, various books make up 
a small, vital part of the historiography for the history of video games. Ranging from general 
history, psychology, sociology, gender studies, parent guides, biographies, and essays all make 
up the majority of various topics that can be found in books surrounding video game studies. 
However, each of the above genres for this particular topic possesses one major flaw. 
 In general, when looking at the various books regarding history, while vastly different in 
tone and topics, they mostly have one thing in common, they are often written by top scholars in 
the historical field. Taking clues from journals, logs, fieldwork, and other sources, these authors 
consisting of college professors, professional historians, or other "experts" with a vast knowledge 
on the topic build upon the written history by working off the ideas of past writers, but at the 
same time, adding their ideas to why an event occurred. This may include looking at a particular 
battle or event through a different perspective or using new sources to explain the mysteries or 
holes left by earlier scholars in their works. While many fields and topics looked upon by writers 
do this in earnest, in the case of video game scholarship however, historians seemingly ignore 
this particular field, despite garnering some interest in the 2000s and 2010s. 
 Why is this the case? The reason for this comes from the recentness of video games, 
which made their commercial debut with the release of Pong in 1972. This creates a problem that 
directly comes from these companies such as Atari, Nintendo, and Sega still exist in some form, 
which makes getting information from them nigh impossible. Due to fears of leaking secrets to 
the public, many businesses often refuse to allow historians into their archives. Furthermore, 
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because of the newness of this field, many scholars, and historians often reject the idea of 
videogames being a worthy topic, as some perceive not enough time has passed to make an 
unbiased opinion. Yet, why does the author suggest this notion of historians purposely 
dismissing this subject?  
 As earlier noted, roughly forty years ago, technology was advanced enough to make mass 
marketing of video games possible; however, this created a unique challenge for scholars. In the 
field of history, there exists historian etiquette that encourages researchers to avoid topics that 
are younger than thirty years form the present day. The reason for this comes down to allowing 
potential recent bias not to cloud a writer’s opinion as well as giving a topic enough time to build 
a historical memory. Looking at the history of video games, if taken seriously, the cutoff point as 
of 2016 would be 1986. While bad for recent studies, this may explain why the golden age of 
video games from 1978 to 1983 has seen more historical interest lately as more books being 
published about the subject.  
 In addition, the labeling of games as pop culture has created a negative connotation to the 
topic and acted as an effective silencer in scholarly forums. On the other hand, in a strange twist, 
the common person, thanks to the online revolution, noticed the lack of information available 
and stepped into the role of the historian. As a result, thousands of online forums now crammed 
with bits of trivia, fan theories, and even legitimate discussions have filled the niche that the 
professionals had ignored. Even Video game journalists such as Steve Kent now take up the roles 
of the "scholars" and write entire books about the video game industry effectively becoming the 
historians and experts in the field.171 Yet, while these men and women are stepping up to the 
plate, this creates whole a new set of problems. 
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  For instance, these men and women often fell into the traps of bias and not having 
creditable sources. This can mislead readers into believing that the information presented to them 
represents the truth, but in turn, this maybe not the case as information found on some online 
sources tends to change frequently. These conflicting ideas between the two ironically created a 
double edge sword of sorts with one side has to wait for sources to become available, while the 
other finds any source and presents it as the truth. Finally, a majority of books available often 
comes from journalistic writers and from non-academic publications, which depending on the 
publisher and writer, range in sources utilized, and these books containing little to no thesis. 
Instead, these stories tend to follow a predictable chain of known events, online or newspaper 
sources, oral histories, or a mix of the three. While not problematic for general readers, unless it 
is known to credible, it does create doubt in the minds of scholars as their writing style often 
creates a stalemate between the two sides. 
  Now with a basic understanding on why historiography is somewhat convoluted, let us 
look into the some of the prominent literature available on the subject. As noted in the above, 
many of these works were written mainly by journalists and non-academics authors, however 
they serve as some of the better examples of current video game scholarship. First, let us look at 
the significant general history books. 
 In Phoenix The Fall and Rise Videogames, Leonard Herman takes on the history of 
gaming by basing his research on "twenty years’ worth of magazines, press kits, and personal 
encounters," in order to create the "Dragnet of videogame history."172 Focusing on over fifty 
years of gaming history, the author painstakingly chronicles the events surrounding the field, as 
he looks at the days of the early computers in the 1950s to the beginning of the sixth generation 
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of home consoles in 2000. In the text, Herman breaks down the key events surrounding the 
development of the industry by the year. This includes key moments as the rise and fall of Atari 
during the 1970s through the 1980s, the rise of Nintendo and Sega from third party developers 
into the titans of the gaming world in the 1990s, and the creation of the Sony PlayStation, which 
ushered in the fifth generation consoles.173 The book also acts as treasure-trove of knowledge on 
the histories of the various consoles, peripherals, and accessories like the popular Atari 2600 and 
the Nintendo Entertainment System to some of the more obscure technology such as the Phillips 
CD-i, Panasonic 3DO, and the Virtual Boy.174 Furthermore, Herman also gives a rich and 
detailed account of the history of the early home computers though the Commodores, Apples, 
and Macintoshes and showing how they evolved alongside the consoles as the competed for a 
share of the consumer market.  
 On the other hand, Steven Kent's work, The Ultimate History of Videogames takes a new 
approach by looking at the social history of gaming. Like the above book, Kent focuses on the 
history of games from its inception to the year 2000. The basic premise of the narrative is the 
same as Herman's, which both retell the events surrounding the shaping of the gaming industry. 
This once again covers the big name console companies, the formation of third party developers 
such as Electronic Arts, Activision, Rare, and the evolution of the home console and early 
computers.175 Yet, the two main differences that distinguished this work comes from author’s 
uses of oral accounts and its focus on social events. Throughout the narrative, Kent utilizes the 
experiences and interpretations from gaming’s top leaders and designers. After exhaustive 
research, people like "Ralph Baer, the designer of the Magnavox Odyssey," Michael Katz, the 
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former CEO and president of Sega of America, and "Shigeru Miyamoto, game designer, 
Nintendo co., ltd.," all tell their side of the story for their respected side.176 Furthermore, through 
these ideas, he also looks at the memorable court cases that changed an industry. These cases in 
some way significantly affected gaming for the positive or drastically damaged their reputation. 
These litigations included the "Battle of the Kongs" where Universal Studios sued Nintendo for 
copyright infringement, but lost after Universal failed to prove that Donkey Kong was King Kong 
resulting in Nintendo winning 1.8 million in court fees and legal counsel.177 Furthermore, in 
Galoob Toys versus Nintendo, the defendant successfully argued and proved that their use of the 
Game Genie did not infringe on Nintendo's copyrights and from this decision marked the return 
of unlicensed products onto the consoles.178  
 Shifting gears, in Replay: The History of Video Games, Tristian Donovan covers much of 
what Kent and Herman looked at in their respected narratives. This includes events as the birth 
of gaming, the 1983 video game crash, the rise of the Japanese companies that include Nintendo, 
Sega, and Sony, and the problems surrounding violent games like Mortal Kombat. While 
redundant, the author does have one unique aspect that made him different from the others, a 
look at gaming across the world. In his book, while focusing his attention on mainly the Japanese 
and American histories, he also dedicates several chapters to how video games affected other 
markets during the 1980s. In chapter 11, the author covers gaming history in England, Spain, and 
Australia, which focused on the rise of the home computer.179 Through Clive Sinclair's 
revolutionary low cost computer, the ZX80 sparked a gaming revolution in the European markets 
this spurred on competition from other competitors such as Commodore, Apple, and The 
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Spectrum that all brought a rich library of games into Europe.180 In the next chapter, Donovan 
assesses the impact of gaming in "French, West German, Dutch, and Italian states" during the 
1980.181 Riding the wave of the computers at the time, these countries often chose more realistic 
titles than their English counterparts choose and had a keen interest in the American arcade 
classics.182 Later in Chapter 24, the author also describes the modern game craze in South Korea 
and China. Spurred on by the online revolution through games such as StarCraft, Linage, and 
Maple Story, the home computer in South Korea took off to massive popularity.183 However, in 
communist China, the government's ban on video games, due to cultural reasons, has in the 
recent years led to a wave of free to play games and the tracking of online gaming by Chinese 
officials.184 
 Furthermore covering a more individualistic case, in Game Over: Press Start to 
Continue, David Sheff created his third book to act as a successor to his previous 1993 Game 
Over: How Nintendo Zapped an American Industry, Captured Your Dollars, and Enslaved Your 
Children, and the 1994 Game Over: How Nintendo Conquered the World. Despite the names of 
these books, they all look at the same topic, the history of Nintendo up until 1992.185 Yet, here in 
itself the author presents a unique viewpoint and situation showing how Nintendo became an 
international powerhouse, as he looks at the Japanese and American divisions of the company 
and how they created a juggernaut that spanned across the world.  
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 On the Japanese side, he focuses on the Yamauchi family who would later create the 
electronics powerhouse we would know today. Starting in 1889 with Fusajiro Yamuchi, he 
would begin the company’s long history from his home in Kyoto by making playing card known 
as Hanafuda.186 Needing a name, he soon chose Nintendo, which in Japanese means "Leave 
Luck to Heaven."187 Before his death, he would pass on his company to his successors, who 
continued slowly molding the business. After World War II, the Yamauchi's once again under 
Hiroshi secured his company, fired all his senior officers, and began looking into electronic 
entertainment.188 As the years progressed and electronics became all the rage, alongside Hiroshi 
Imanishi and Gumpei Yokoi, the company profited by selling light gun games, which resulted in 
their first successful title, Wild Gunman.189 This would lead to better and greater electronics such 
as their own Pong console known as the TV-Color 6 and later the release of the Famicom in 
1983.190 While these developments unfolded, their Research and Development team landed 
arguably one of the game designers to date, Shigeru Miyamoto. Under the leadership of Yokoi, 
Miyamoto helped with the creation of Radarscope, but his greatest work came a little while later 
with first success Donkey Kong, which according to Sheff, "’Donkey Kong,’ released in 1981, 
became Nintendo's first super-smash hit."191 His success would lead to greater things such as the 
further development of his star character, Mario and his signature game, Super Mario 
Brothers.192 From here on out, the Nintendo's influence on American gaming market slowly 
grew and with the North American Video Game Crash of 1983, it opened the market for the 
company, but even before that a small team was already their working on their behalf. 
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 In the states, while the names of Atari, Activision, and Coleco ran through the minds of 
players, Nintendo remained relatively unknown at this point. During these early days from their 
original Manhattan location, Minoru Arakawa, the son in law of Yamauchi, led the American 
division eventually settling in Redmond, Washington.193 As they grew, they soon hired long 
distributers of Nintendo products Al Stone and Ron Judy, and obtained the services of Howard 
Lincoln one of the first lawyers that worked with the company and future Chairman of Nintendo 
of America.194 With this team, Arakawa built the branch division from the ground while facing 
numerous obstacles such as the successful legal defense of Shigeru Miyamoto's Donkey Kong 
against Universal Studios by Jack Kirby and Lincoln, allowed Nintendo of America flourish.195 
Even as the US market collapsed around them in 1983 as covered in the chapter in the chapter, 
“Enter the Dragon,” through a vicious advertisement campaign, a better selection of games and 
distinguishing themselves for the old American companies, their console, the Nintendo 
Entertainment System, helped revitalize the industry made the company into an icon.196 By 1992, 
the Japanese videogame company had accumulated over $5.5 billion in sales in the US alone, 
which cemented them as one of the premier video game developers of the industry.197  
 Furthermore, Sheff also looks into the rampant rise of Nintendo into the public psyche. 
This includes promoting numerous toys and television shows such as the 1988 Super Mario 
Brothers Super Show and the 1990 Captain N: The Game Master and contests like the Nintendo 
World Championships.198 Yet, their greatest ploy revolved around the game Super Mario 3, 
which received a promotion campaign at McDonald's and a spot in the 1989 movie, The Wizard, 
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at the climax of the film.199 The plug gave it tremendous hype as the game at the time of release 
outsold every previous title to date and made over five hundred million dollars in the process.200 
These acts made Nintendo a household name much like Atari had done a few years prior and 
soon they reaped the benefits of their hard work. 
 Lastly, the book covers a few issues that helped the company further establish 
themselves. For example, in chapters From “Russia With Love” and “The ‘Tetris’ Song” show 
the company's battle to bring game Tetris to the west from the then Soviet Union.201 The 
narrative also included the rivalry between them and Sega, which began the infamous bit wars 
between the two home consoles and game manufactures. Lastly, the book also cover the issues 
surrounding the violence and Mortal Kombat, further explained the new advancements in the 
battle between Sega and Nintendo, and the rise of a new competitor to the markets, the 3DO.202 
Furthermore, in the 1999 edition, Sheff added two more chapters with the first dealing with the 
failures of the Sega 32X, the 1995 Virtual Boy, and N64 DD for Nintendo.203 The final chapter 
finally deals with the legacy of Nintendo and its changing image as the end of the century 
approaches, which brings both new challenges as well as rewards for the company.204  
 While just a small sample of the overall literature about the general history of video 
games, let us shift gears and look at some of the non-historical books that deal with video games. 
These narratives are much more numerous that their historical counterparts that deal with a 
variety of topics that include childcare, sociology, psychology, books that focus on an individual 
developer, miscellaneous titles, and even a few studies on video games by scholars. With that 
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said, let us begin by looking briefly at one of the one of the more important books that helped 
lead to the creation of the Electronic Software Ratings Board. 
 During the early 1990s, concerns over violence and sexism in gaming had started to 
become a major problem. Parents and adults unfamiliar with these games such as Mortal Kombat 
found them revolting, thus leading to several decades of research surrounding violence in gaming 
by experts in the field of psychology and sociology. One of the earliest studies in this field was 
Eugene Provenzo's 1991 book, Video Kids: Making Sense of Nintendo. In his work, the author in 
the introduction compares the 1980s movie The Wizard to understanding the importance of 
gaming and “the meaning of Nintendo and its importance in the lives of children."205  
 In the text, he looks at the social, cultural, and marketing aspects of video games, and 
while nothing special came from this study, two chapters stand out amongst his work. In chapter 
five, the author investigates what he sees as the stereotyping of women in Nintendo games.206 He 
does this by looking at the then popular titles such as Double Dragon II, River City Ransom, and 
The Adventures of Bayou Billy and suggests that the traditional female’s roles remained as the 
females severed as the damsel in distress for the protagonist to save.207 He further proves his 
point by providing two tables summarizing the top forty-seven games based on Nintendo Power 
Magazine and their roles in gender themes and stereotyping.208 In Chapter 6, Provenzo evaluates 
the role of aggression linked to video games by looking at software thought to promote violence 
in children such as action and military games.209 Using the same games as in the tables 
mentioned above, he classifies these titles with such banter as "Guerrilla warriors fight an alien 
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invasion" for Contra and "Dinosaurs and assorted monsters eat American cities" for Rampage.210 
In his conclusion, the author ends the book by boldly stating, "We need to eliminate the violence, 
destruction, xenophobia, racism, and sexism that are so much part of the world of Nintendo."211 
 Furthermore and quite interestingly, after the first hearing on violent videogames ended 
in 1993, a new wave of activism and alertness came about as a direct result of this meeting 
between leaders of the gaming industry and concerned parental groups. Out of this chaos, many 
books came out the following year to help make sense of the confusion. While some did bash 
gaming, others took a more positive stance and defended gaming in general. In Steven and Janet 
Schwartz book Parent's Guide to Video Games, the authors take an optimistic approach to the 
subject. The narrative covers many of the problems mentioned at the hearings such as sex and 
women in games, violent content, and evaluating the different types of games available. Yet, 
chapters that really stand out includes chapter one, which encourages parents to become gamers 
themselves and connect with children on this level to understand this phenomenon.212 
Furthermore, the last chapter is also the shining point of this particular narrative. In this section, 
the authors rate and discuss various video games from across multiple platforms such as the 
Nintendo NES, Super NES, and Sega Genesis. Evaluating certain categories such as graphics, 
music, play control, challenge, violence, and entertainment, they look at a handful of titles and 
judge them on these criteria selections.213 The games selected for this part include such popular 
software choices as Kirby's Adventure, Mega Man X, and Sonic Spinball, which each game got a 
basic description and difficulty analysis, based on the author's opinions.214 
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  In another book published at the same time, David Sheff’s book, Video Games: A Guide 
for Savvy Parents looks at the same issues present in the Schwartz's narrative. Yet, the main 
differences in his work revolves around a much simpler and concise ranking system, which 
covers a wider selection of titles from multiple consoles, denotes the content using simplified 
icons, and provides a numerical scoring system with one-hundred being the best and zero as the 
worst.215 In addition, in chapters six through seven, he gives his own opinions on the best and 
worst games for children and adolescences based on violence and other content appropriate for 
their age groups.216 In the eighth chapter, the author evaluates what the kids thought about these 
types games, which the overall consensus favoring the more violent games because their fun 
factor over the more age appropriate, educational and creative titles, which many complained 
that they insulted their intelligence.217 However, the consensus came to one unified thought, 
which the children claimed that the parents needing to calm down about the situation and force 
the ranking system down their throats.218  
 In comparison to the other text may attempt to cherry pick a few games out of the 
thousands of available and try to explain if they are either good, bad, and why they are 
significant and useful to scholars, collectors, and general enthusiasts. One such example of this 
type of narrative comes from 1001 Video Games You Must Play before You Die, edited Tony 
Mott. In his massive 949-page book, the author produces 1001 examples of video games that 
have meaningful and historical impact on the video game industry spanning from the 1970s 
consoles all the way to the 2010s.  
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 Organized by the year they were released, the Mott's book look sat various titles and 
through a brief description, the book's selected numerous options to represent the best of the best 
of their respected mediums. This includes such influential titles for the arcades such as Defender, 
Gradius, Ridge Racer, and Mortal Kombat.219 It also includes such classic games from the 
various home consoles such as Guitar Hero, The King of Fighters' 94, Sonic the Hedgehog, and 
Super Mario Brothers.220 In addition, the narrative also explores the vast library of PC games 
that span from it early text based games to today's modern shooters through such choices as The 
Oregon Trail, Doom, Serious Sam, and Team Fortress 2.221  
 While just a small sampling, the above seven books serves as some the better works on 
the market today. Granted, while the author could have chosen other books such as David 
Kushner's 2004 book Masters of Doom: How Two Guys Created an Empire and Transformed 
Pop Culture, Marc Pétronille and William Audureau 2012 The History of Sonic the Hedgehog, or 
the 2005 Jesper Juul narrative Half-Real: Video Games between Real Rules and Fictional Worlds 
as representatives of the historiography. The reason why these titles are not discusses is the 
authors' belief that the above seven books are excellent sources that represent the overarching 
story of video games. Finally, the literature is also a good starting place for those wish to beyond 
this thesis and learn more about gaming.  
 Finally, to conclude the chapter, where can the historian place video games and its 
literature? While many would consider that gaming as part of the vast pop phenomenon of the 
1970s onward, in this author's opinion however, this stifles the field all together. In order for the 
subject to work in today's history, it needs a historical reclassification. As a world history, 
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gaming in the past forty years has influenced the way people entertain themselves as video 
games, through consoles or computers, has touched the five continents and its' influence 
continues to grow. Furthermore, the video game industry is one of the few globalized industries 
not exclusively controlled by the United States since after 1985; Asian companies such as 
Nintendo, Sega, and Sony became the dominating force, which in turn created a billion dollar 
software industry. In addition, video games have also affected the American regional history as 
well as what many of the newer generations do not remember is gaming actually began in the 
United States and remained dominant until 1983. Such companies such as Atari and Coleco were 
the big names of gaming back in the day and through their technology and software, they began 
the formation of a revolutionary form of entertainment that is filled with potential and 
controversy. Through these countless endeavors, unlike many fads, which only last from a few 
months to a few years, gaming has transcended this by integrating itself into the American 
society and as a result, the history of gaming has now become part of the greater United States 
history though events like the tragedy at Littleton, Colorado.222 
 Lastly, where can the scholarship and literature go from here? Unlike many histories, 
which have nearly exhausted their potential, video games as of 2016 still have nearly unlimited 
opportunity due its status as a young subject. From the many choices available, a person can 
investigate gaming’s global impact, which sorely needs documentation from any decade after the 
1960s onward to gaming's recent impact in television media in America during the 1980s and 
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1990s. This in turn presents an excellent opportunity for historians to add another valuable page 
on the history of gaming.223 
 However, in the context of this thesis, we will need to leave the historiography and turn 
back the clock to when Atari was king, Commodore led the home computer market, and Pac-
Man Fever swept the nation. Little did anyone that in just a few short months that a mighty crash 
would come down upon this industry and from it; two key events would forever shape the history 
of video games. First, a mighty market crash in 1983 destroyed the North American home 
console market and shook up PC and arcades sales so strongly that outside the states they the 
labeled the event as Atari shock. The second led to the revival of the US video game market, but 
instead of Atari at the helm, a nearly one hundred year old card game maker from Japan named 
Nintendo rose and set the stage for the third generation of video games alongside the recovering 
home computer and arcade markets to make an unexpected comeback.224 
  






Resurrection: The Unexpected Success of Nintendo and the Rebirth of Video Game Media 
 
 "Video Games are not a fad." 225 - Tom Hirschfeld  
 Known today as the second generation of video games (1978-1983), the video game 
industry entered what many call its golden era. The arcade machine ruled the towns as its now 
iconic titles Pac-Man, Donkey Kong, and Space Invaders enticed both young and old to give 
them countless quarters while the consoles took dominion in the home with its king, the Atari 
2600, and countless others trying to cash in on peoples fascination with this growing 
entertainment medium. Serving as the vanguard, over the course of five years, names such as 
Atari, Namco, Coleco, Activision, defined this era with their games created a billion dollar 
entertainment industry, but unforeseen problems were emerging on the horizon.  
 By late 1982, everyone ranging from Sears to Quaker Oats tried to capitalize on the 
booming craze.226 Believing in people's gullibility, many first and third party developers 
published successive poor quality titles. Cheap, easy to make, potentially profitable, and built 
upon the misleading marketing, embodied by the infamous titles E.T. and Pac-Man for the Atari 
2600, these games were often rushed out to the market and lacked any quality control leading to 
numerous glitches making them unplayable or being generally not fun at all.227 The home 
consoles themselves, which had numerous different choices available, also flooded the market, 
but acted parasitic leaching off other company's titles in order to make a quick buck. Even other 
major video game companies began pirating off one another making sure their consoles ran their 
competitors games especially in the case of Coleco's Expansion Module #1 which could play 
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Atari 2600 games on the Colecovision.228 Finally, the growing computer market of the 1980s 
role of computers also played a particular downfall of the second generation video game 
consoles as companies like Commodore began attacking the relevancy of the consoles as 
computers at the time claimed that they could be both practical and play games.229 Hoping for a 
profitable 1982 Christmas shopping season, many at the time did not expect the events that 
occurred the following year. 
 The year 1983 proved disastrous for the US video game industry. Spiraling out of control, 
popular interest in the entertainment medium unexpectedly collapsed, resulting in massive 
layoffs or bankruptcy all together. A once billion-dollar enterprise, headlines from 1983-5 
chronicled the backlash. Such stories brought such bad news, claimed, "The first generation of 
the technology that spawned the video game revolution is dead."230 "Industry leader Atari Inc. 
already has cleared its inventory of 23 older game sold to merchants for less than $6 each [...] it 
would offer consumers the chance to get once video game free if they purchase two."231 "Once 
the hottest company on Wall Street, Atari has lost a reported $536 Million this year alone, with 
[Raymond] Kassar resigning last July."232 "I thought it would decline in some fashion, but I 
certainly didn't expect it to disappear as much as it has."233 "In one of the most dramatic reversals 
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in American business, videogames prove to be neither an industry nor a new art form, but instead 
a fad with the economic durability of the hula hoop."234 
 The words fad, glut, and countless others associated with massive failure became 
associated with the American video game market. Many companies fell out of grace and 
consumer trust fell to an all-time low. When Atari tried to rebound in 1984, people only saw it as 
a facade and outright refused to fall into the same traps set just a few years earlier.235 The 
resulting depression and lull in sales caused many to proclaim that the video game industry had 
died, but was this case true. 
 The answer is obviously no, as pioneering and influential games still came out for the 
arcades during this short window. For example, the 1984 Karate Champ developed by Technos 
and published Data East according to IGN writer Damon Hatfield "Technos' martial arts cabinet 
established and popularized the one-on-one fighting game with a side perspective."236 He goes 
on to state, "While not the first game to utilize this scenario, it was the first to become popular 
and likely the first to be seen in the U.S."237 These game mechanics were later refined the 
following year under Konami's Yie Ar Kung Fu as it introduced different opponents to fight as 
the game progressed.238 Sports games would not have been the same if it were not for the two 
Tehken titles, Gridiron Fight and Tehken World Cup, which established the above the field 
camera perspectives and some game mechanics used in modern sports titles.239 Even in 1984, 
Namco released the little known successor to Pac-Man, Pac-Land. Vastly different from its 
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predecessor, the game sported a side scrolling aspect, which featured pre Mario Bros. style 
gaming and possibly served as the inspiration for Nintendo's most influential title, Super Mario 
Bros.240 Finally, little known developer Irem created Kung-Fu Master, which serves as the origin 
of the popular beat 'em up genre.241  
 Conversely, the arcade machines allowed certain individual companies to shine more 
brightly. Veterans such as Namco to keep producing such Hit or Miss titles as Pole Position II, 
Tower of Druaga, Super Xevious, and the Pac-Land.242 Another major contender, break out star 
Capcom used this period to expand its’ library classic Ghosts 'n Goblins while Konami also 
emerged during this period with their hit games Gradius and Track and Field.243 Furthermore, 
future powerhouses of the late 1980s and 1990s, Nintendo and Sega established a foothold in the 
arcades with respectable titles like Mario Bros., the arcade version of the Punch-Out!! series, the 
play choice 10 NES arcades, Hang-On, and Space Harrier.244 Lastly, after selling their business 
to other investors, fledging Atari Games despite its then vilified status managed to create several 
notable and memorable games such as Paper Boy, Gauntlet, and Marble Madness.245 Despite 
these good successes, many still considered the video game market as a dead, past fad. 
 By 1985, video game industry seemed to be a laughing stock. In one article, Michael 
Schrage simply mocks the industry, "Remember video games? A multi-billion dollar business, 
they were supposed to be the vanguard of a new generation of home entertainment."246 Through 
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several interviews with several former designers, he shows the greed of the video game industry, 
how this led to the path of self-destruction, and forcing many people who used to work for them 
to get "real jobs."247 However, at the end of the year, a one-hit Japanese developer from the 
thriving Japanese video game market stepped up to the challenge and with drive and ambition, 
they managed to revive a dead American market. This third generation of home consoles from 
1985-1991 set off a chain reaction, sparking interest for creating games across home consoles, 
personal computers, and for the arcades while at the same time correcting the mistakes of the 
past, returning gaming to favorable status, stabilizing the market, and making the video games 
industry a long-term success. 
 In chapter two, Resurrection: The Unexpected Success of Nintendo and the Rebirth of 
Video Game Media looks at the three facets that helped resurrect the US gaming market. Section 
one, focuses on the major role Nintendo played in popularization video games. These actions, 
which included the initial push to get the NES on the market, polices, and marketing from 1986-
1990, and the subsequent ramifications of those actions that led to the industry's growth and 
stabilization stateside. Section two of this chapter deals with the rise of the PC gaming market. 
Exploring the growth of the computer market, through changing technology and advent of the 
Microsoft Windows operating system helped hype and expand the rising computer games 
market. Lastly, the final facet looks at the arcade gaming scene. Arguably, one of the most 
ignored areas during this period; the arcades brought two changes to the gaming field. First, it 
gave developers another medium and a testing ground to publish their games, which may not be 
feasible under home consoles and computers at this time. Secondly, the arcades unleaded two 
genres that will help define the 1990s gaming scene, the beat 'em up and one on one fighting 
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games. Finally, through the combined efforts of all these participants, they not only saved an 
industry, but the actions done during the third generation of video games helped define what 
gaming is today and with this we turn to the arguable savior of the US gaming market, a ninety-
six year old Japanese company named Nintendo. 
 The rise and success of Nintendo arguably did not start in the United States, but in its 
native homeland of Japan. Founded in 1889 by Fusajiro Yamauchi, the Kyoto based business 
became the biggest distributer of Hanafuda and western-style playing cards in the country.248 
Passing leadership to his daughter Tei and son in law Sekiryo Kaneda in 1929, they miraculously 
continued the ongoing success of Nintendo throughout the great depression, World War II, and 
early post war Japan.249 When 1949 rolled around, Hiroshi Yamauchi, a rebellious young man, 
found himself as third President of the then fifty-year-old enterprise took control.250  
 The son of Tei and Sekiryo's eldest daughter, Kimi; Hiroshi quickly became resented by 
his senior staff for not having and practical business experience.251 Having a desire to expand, 
his tenure began by firing the old guard and those who opposed his authority.252 After a 
profitable 1959 joint venture with Disney, it success convinced him to take the next step, as in 
1962 Nintendo joined both the Kyoto and Osaka stock exchanges.253 The following year 
Yamauchi changed the corporate name to Nintendo Company, Ltd and installed himself as 
chairman.254 
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 The next three years proved difficult for Yamauchi as his different ventures ranging from 
love hotels, instant rice, and even the Daiya taxicab service all folded quickly.255 Undeterred, he 
turned to his predecessor’s already established Karuta distribution system as a means to push his 
latest venture into the entertainment sector as a toy and electronics company.256 From this 
rededicated focus, a new generation of key employees such as general manager Hiroshi Imanishi, 
chief Research and Development inventor Gunpei Yokoi, electronics specialist Masayuki 
Uemura, and engineer Genyo Takeda began growing Nintendo's games division.257 "Interested in 
original ideas" according to Uemura, these men began threw around several successful ventures 
such as the Beam Gun which sold more than one million units during the early 1970s to opening 
the first Laser Clay Range in Kyoto.258  
 Alongside Mitsubishi, further success came in 1977 with the Color TV Game 6, a home 
Pong console, which sold roughly one million units, and in 1980, they began the decade long 
creation of the Game and Watch series of liquid LCD handheld games.259 Three years later 
however, its greatest success, the Famicom, which came from years of R&D and creating new 
technology spectacularly paid off in the company's favor as they sold over one million home 
consoles in Japan.260 With the success of the Famicom and the major competition disappearing 
after the 1983 North American Video Game Crash, gave Yamauchi the confidence to tackle a 
much bigger and daunting target, the world; however, in order to do so, they had to conquer on 
the most volatile of markets, the US video game market.261  
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 The complex story of Nintendo in America blends both Japanese and American business 
histories creating an ironic historical parallel to its Japanese parent company. Unlike the situation 
in Japan, the already briefly mentioned American market possessed one giant titan, Atari, and 
countless other smaller competitors scratching at their heels. Needing a suitable leader for 
Nintendo's US branch, in 1980, Yamauchi choose his son in law Minoru Arakawa as 
president.262 Originally set up in Manhattan, he and his wife Yoko moved the base of operations 
to Redmond, Washington after a brief stint in Seattle.263 During this time of building, the couple 
would meet several key employees that helped grow the division. Mirroring the success of their 
boss, the couple hired long time distributers of Nintendo products, Al Stone and Ron Judy as part 
of their sales team and Howard Lincoln, one of the first lawyers that worked with the company 
and future Chairman of Nintendo of America.264  
 When attempting to gain a foothold in the market, Nintendo hit a major obstacle. Their 
first videogame Radar Scope, a unique space shooter with a third person three-dimensional 
perspective failed to sell as some found the game's sound affects annoying alongside the already 
numerous space shooters available resulted in a warehouse full of thousands of unsold units.265 
Quickly running out of money, Arakawa proposed the idea of repurposing roughly two thousand 
Radar Scope's through a conversion kit and a new game geared towards western audiences, but 
what would this new game look like.266 The answer surprisingly came from a twenty-nine year 
old staff artist named Shigeru Miyamoto.267  
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 Working with a skeptical Gunpei Yokoi, the first time developer Miyamoto originally 
wanted the game to revolve around the characters of Popeye, Bluto, and Olive Oil, but Nintendo 
failed to acquire the rights from Paramount.268 Working around this, he instead took inspiration 
from King Kong and created a game featuring a giant gorilla he named name Donkey Kong.269 
Opposing him was man called Jumpman who avoided various obstacles such fire, barrels, lifts, 
conveyor belts, and cream pies to save the woman in distress, Pauline, from the titular ape.270 
When finished in 1981, the programing took an outstanding 20,000 lines of code, much more 
than the usual game for its time.271  
 While development was underway, Al and Ron got to work selling the game. After 
converting two Radar Scope machines from their New Jersey warehouse, the duo choose the 
Spot Tavern in Seattle to test Donkey Kong, which unexpectedly amassed over $65 in two 
days.272 Using the conversion kit, the process took months of hard work erasing any trace the 
former game to make way for Donkey Kong; however, by the end of 1981, all two thousand 
repurposed machines were sold, and an additional sixty thousand Donkey Kong cabinets orders 
came the following year.273 The result ended with over $100 million in overall sales and turning 
a nearly bankrupt into a successful venture overnight.274 
 Heading into 1983, the North American video game crash took hold leading to the 
bankruptcy of numerous video game developers and manufactures, Nintendo however, found 
mixed success in the chaos. During the course of three years, the company found itself in a cease 
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and desist lawsuit against Universal Studios over the royalty rights for the name Kong.275 In 
Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Nintendo co. Ltd., Universal MCA/Universal’s lawyer claimed 
Nintendo ripped off the 1976 remake movie and attempted to prove this by comparing the game 
to their film.276 Nintendo's lawyers John Kirby and Howard Lincoln brilliantly disproved this by 
showing that RKO not Universal held the copyright and the name King Kong entered the public 
domain in 1975.277 Judge Robert W. Sweet decided in favor of Nintendo stating that King Kong 
and Donkey Kong were two different things, ordered the Plaintiff to pay $56,689.41 in legal fees, 
and an additional $1.8 million in a successful 1985 countersuit.278   
 While dealing with Universal, the North American branch found further success and 
failures. In many aspects, the crash affected their profits as by 1985 all their revenue came from 
coin operated machines.279 Furthermore, their handhelds market under the Game and Watch 
brand suffered as an unstable market raised uncertainty and a lackluster marketing campaign 
showed the company "how not to make commercials."280 Despite some setbacks, Nintendo 
released Mario Bros. in 1983, which firmly established the characters Mario and his brother 
Luigi.281 Finally, seeing the success of the Famicom in Japan, Yamauchi felt it was the time to 
bring it to the states, but getting it across the Pacific took some time.282 
 Looking back it took the Famicom three years of hard work and negotiations to get it to 
the American market. Nintendo began this process by first going to the juggernaut of the day, 
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Atari. When Yamauchi contacted Raymond Kassar, Atari's CEO quickly scheduled a meeting. 283 
According to Howard Lincoln, the event remained quite an affair meeting with high officials 
such as Kassar, Manny Gerard, and Warner Communications President Steve Ross.284 Taking 
three days according to Lincoln, "it was a done deal. [...] Skip Paul was over there....we had the 
whole thing put together," but the collaboration quickly fell through.285 Why did this happen? 
Two main factors led to this downfall. 1) According to Lincoln, a previous deal with Coleco over 
the Adam version of Donkey Kong caused Atari's executives to threaten ending the pending 
Famicom sales agreement if Coleco had the right to publish the game on their product.286 2). 
While Yamauchi implored Coleco's president Arnold Greensburg to cease all sales and 
promotion of the Adam version of Donkey Kong, the deal with Atari evaporated a month later 
after the termination of Kassar.287 
 Despite selling over one million units in Japan, the progress in America ground to a 
screeching halt.288 This caused a clash between Yamauchi who blamed the NA branch for failing 
and Arakawa who defended his highly valued employees and friends from his father-in-law.289 In 
1985, Arakawa himself believed that Nintendo of America itself should sell the Famicom and at 
the January Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show, the now named Advanced Video System 
(AVS) took stage with the NOA president himself staffing the booth.290 Despite a hopeful 
outcome, the CES proved disastrous for moral and causing the branch to start doubting their 
product as Arakawa commented, "Everyone really thought we were crazy or dumb."291  
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 Needing a fresh idea fast, they opted for a change of strategy by marketing the AVS as 
not a video game system. Turning to their popular light gun style games at the time, Hogan's 
Alley and Duck Hunt, they planned market it as an entertainment system.292 Furthermore, they 
also planned pairing up system with the ROB, an interactive toy that worked with both Gyromite 
and Stack-Up with their new system.293 The final strategy point they came up with was renaming 
the AVS to the now iconic Nintendo Entertainment System or NES.294 Later showcased at June 
CES in Chicago, things did not turn out well for Arakawa as retailers avoided buying the system, 
but showed interest the games.295 The focus testing for the console also nearly destroyed his 
expectations as he watched one kid state claim, "This is shit!"296 As the dismal performance 
continued, more bad news arrived as two of his trusted employees, Ron Judy and Al Stone 
wanted to walk away while the biggest nail came from Yamauchi himself who told him to give it 
up, as no one in North America was willing to buy the NES.297 While devastated from the 
results, Arakawa wanted one more chance.298 He wanted a challenge and in his own words, “We 
decided to test the American marketed in New York. Everybody thought that we were going to 
die, that it was suicide."299 
 Given a budget of $50 million dollars, a small team of thirty people called the SWAT 
team led by Arakawa and consisting of Ron Judy, Don James, and Gail Tilden headed for New 
York.300 Keeping in mind that Super Mario Bros. would not be released stateside until 1986, and 
not having star game to sell the system forced Arakawa to make an unusual business 
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proposition.301 To reassure potential investors, Nintendo offered the owners a risk free money 
back guarantee and offering to stock store themselves with their own promotions and 
merchandise and willing to buy back any remaining inventory after ninety days creating a no-
lose situation.302  
 Working for three months, starting in October 1985, the team struggled to get any 
businesses to sign, as business were skeptical of their product and even racism played a small 
part. One encounter according to Howard Philips, one of Nintendo's chief spokesmen, came in 
the form of a guard working at a Toys R' Us who stated to him, "Your working for the Japs? I 
hope you fall flat on your ass."303 Even nature plotted against them as a small hurricane hit their 
Hackensack, New Jersey storehouse.304 Despite setbacks, they managed in acquiring a vital 
partner, the now defunct toy company Worlds of Wonder, who at the time showed interest in 
selling the NES alongside their two hit of 1985, Teddy Ruxpin, and Laser Tag.305 This gave both 
Nintendo and its console some much needed legitimacy and further talks with other stores chains 
in New York.306 After braving grueling conditions, a $5 million dollar advertising budget, and 
working to the bone until the day before Christmas, the SWAT team managed to sell roughly 
50,000 out of the 100,000 consoles in their possession.307 While meager by today's standards, in 
1985, this served as a crucial turning point as it proved Arakawa was right all along and 
Americans were still interested in video games.  
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 To support his theory, Nintendo conducted a second test in Los Angles in February 1986, 
which the NES managed to sell steadily despite toy sales dropping after the Christmas shopping 
season ended.308 Similar experiments later occurred in other big cities like Chicago, San 
Francisco, and numerous Texas cities resulting in Nintendo selling an additional one million 
units.309 While wonderful news, many national retail stores still snubbed the NES calling it a 
"temporary aberration."310 This mindset may have persisted if it not for the efforts of one Peter 
Main. 
 Canadian born, Main, an old friend of Arakawa possessed a wealth of corporate 
knowledge from working at such businesses as Colgate-Palmolive and serving as vice-president 
of General Foods.311 Taking over for Ron Judy who was leaving to market in Europe and having 
no prior experience with video games industry, Main dedicated himself to learning about his new 
profession as Nintendo of America's Vice President of Marking.312 Using his newly acquired 
knowledge, he set out to bolster Nintendo's reputation on Wall Street.313 He began his assault 
with the analysts, who he knew they were looking for key things such as a strong balance sheet 
and new hit idea.314 Main used this to his advantage as he began pitching Nintendo itself to these 
men showing them the company's history, it debt free spreadsheet, and its thriving control of 
ninety percent of the Japanese market.315 This valuable information caught their eye and gave 
Nintendo real, legitimate credibility as many American analysts contacted their Japanese 
counterparts and found out that Main's words were true, thus setting off something special.316 
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 Unlike the previous year, Nintendo became the star attraction. Stores who did sell the 
console quickly found out from their buyers that the NES was the must have item for the 
upcoming 1986 Christmas season, yet one company however served as the deciding factor of 
determining the success of the console.317 Burned by Atari during the second generation of video 
games, Sears was cautious when it came to Nintendo.318 Meeting with Main, they begrudgingly 
relented and agreed to sell the NES.319 This set off a chain reaction of commitment from national 
stores like Circuit City, Babbages, K-Mart, Wal-Mart, and over 200 different minor retailers also 
agreeing to do business with Nintendo.320 Selling for around $130 ($149 if they bought a system 
with Duck Hunt included), the NES came with two controllers, the console, a Zapper (light gun), 
and library of over seventeen games that ranged from Donkey Kong, Duck Hunt, Popeye, and 
Golf.321 Most importantly, the system came with the pack-in title Super Mario Bros. that by 
today critics’ widely conceder as the game that saved the US video game industry.322 By the end 
of the Christmas rush in 1986, over 3 million units sold nationally and continued to double its 
sells during the following 1987 fiscal year.323 Much like Atari however, Nintendo wanted to 
dominate its competition and during five years, the company flexed its muscles as the king of 
video games in the United States. 
 By 1990, one in four homes owned an NES and by contrast, the Shigeru Miyamoto's 
game Super Mario Bros. was on its way to selling over forty million copies worldwide.324 So 
why did this occur? Why did Nintendo become one of the most dominant gaming companies in 
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North America? Looking at the information available, before the 1990s bit wars, a small window 
from 1986-1990 opened giving Nintendo a unique period were people equated video games with 
that brand. To find out how they did this we need to look at this five-year gap, what they did 
right, and the reproductions of those acts. 
 The first action came directly as a direct result of the 1983 crash. Coming out at the right 
place and the right time, the work of Peter Main, Greg Fischbach, Minoru Arakawa, Howard 
Lincoln, the entire North American Staff led to the unexpected success of Nintendo's North 
American branch, just as the people regained interest with the hobby. With no real direct 
competition, Nintendo became synonymous with electronic games and a common misconception 
grew from this dominance. When discussing video games, many claim that the NES was the only 
system in town, but this simply was not the case. In 1986, Sega, Nintendo major rival during the 
1990s, released its first major console in the United States, the Master System, selling roughly 
100,000 units by early 1987.325 Another competitor during the third generation of consoles came 
from Atari. Coming out at the same time as Sega's console, Atari rereleased the Atari 7800.326 
They followed up by creating two follow-up consoles the Atari XE Games System in 1987 and 
their handheld system Atari Lynx two years later.327 Finally, a new generation of 16-bit home 
consoles started coming out on the market in 1989 with the Turbografx-16 and the counter to the 
Super Nintendo, the Sega Genesis.328 So why did Nintendo remain so unchallenged for so long 
during the late 1980s? The answer simply comes from the company willingness to learn from 
mistakes made by the companies of the past. 
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 In order for the NES to work in the United States, they had to make sure the mistakes of 
the past were not repeated. Steven Kent in his book makes mention to one pamphlet called The 
Facts on Home Video Games, author Howard Philips believed the second generation consoles 
failed because of four reasons, "1. Limited in graphics and depth of play, 2. Played at their best 
only in arcades, 3. Restricted to few colors, 4. Constricted by poor audio qualities, with limited 
variety of sound effects."329 Furthermore, the problem of poor quality games on the home 
consoles such as E.T and Pac-Man on the 2600 aided in the destruction of the video game market 
during the early 1980s. Finally, to differentiate themselves from past consoles, the following 
steps were taken. 
 First, when originally marketing the NES, at the time Nintendo refused to identify their 
products with gaming. Starting in 1985, Nintendo removed any mention of the word video game 
or any associated lingo from its merchandise, as these various terminologies had become taboo 
in the American psyche in the mid-1980s.330 The proof here rests in the first cartridges they 
produced that include Super Mario Bros. and Excitebike calling them action series and a 
programmable series rather than a video game.331 Furthermore, when changing the Famicom's 
name they took special precautions not to invoke negative connotations associated with the 
former Atari brand.332 As noted a few sentences ago, they did this by renaming the NES console 
as a control deck and game cartridges soon became known as software.333 
 Other ways they continued to differentiate themselves came from their own philosophy 
on quality. This came in the form of the Nintendo Seal of Quality featured on all their official 
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games and products. Aiming to avoid the rampant problem of consistently bad games, Arakawa 
knew that no matter how much money was put into marketing and advertising, if the game 
sucked people would lose all faith in the product.334 Wanting to avoid such failed hyped 
promotions as E.T the game and exceedingly bad games such as Zombies from Pluto Kidnapped 
My Girlfriend a way was needed to reassure audiences that a game was playable.335 Coined by 
Ron Judy, the Official Nintendo Seal of approval became Nintendo's early trump card, as any 
prospective game on the NES had to go through play testing before seeing a potential release 
date.336 While the qualifications for this process are not specified in any text or other media, if 
the game does not meet approval, Nintendo would declines to sell the game, but if the product 
does pass, the software is approved and the official seal is printed on the box and cartridge before 
shipping.337 Today many famous developers such as Sid Meier call it one of the greatest 
inventions in gaming as it "protected the customer from a nonstop onslaught of shovelwere," 
while at the same time aided in setting a standard for video game quality.338 
 The seal of quality also had a secondary function, to prevent fraud. During the 1980s, 
Japanese video game makers dealt with problems of counterfeit video games.339 The same 
problem also occurred in America during the Atari Era, which led to numerous games for a 
certain console being playable on multiple home consoles such as the Coleco module #1 being 
able to play Atari 2600 games.340 One solution that came over to American shores to prevent this 
was the "lock-out chip."341 Known as the 10NES Chip, the function of the "lock-out chip" acted 
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much like a gatekeeper.342 Given a special key code directly by Nintendo, if the NES detected 
NES10 it would run the game, but if an unlicensed game without the chip were placed into the 
console, it would not be playable.343 With the official symbol and the NES10, this made video 
game piracy much more difficult as buyers could easily identify an officially certified product 
and expect it will be playable, but even this also served another purpose that gave Nintendo an 
edge over its competition.344 
  Another advantage Nintendo had during this time came from its control and licenses on 
games. Following the above trends, the company desperately wanted to stabilize the market and 
avoid another crash. For Nintendo, to accomplish this goal, they had to invoke several draconic 
policies when it came to third party developers.345 As an example, licensees were not allowed to 
publish more than five games per year and two of them had to be NES exclusives.346 
Furthermore, Nintendo demanded for the exclusive control of the manufacturing of all game 
cartridges, which according to Herman believed that, "By manufacturing all of the game 
cartridges, it had complete control of how much software reached the marketplace."347 Other 
licensing agreements that companies had to follow included allowing Nintendo to control 
advertising for their magazine Nintendo Power, controlling the minimum and maximum of 
cartridges ordered by the licensee, engaged in harsh censorship of games released on the NES 
platform, and not allowing the same game on any rival console for at least two-years.348  
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 These three points, the quality control, the 10NES, and their draconic and near 
monopolistic control of the market enabled the company to keep control and influence the US 
video game market during the late 1980s. While an ambitious business model, there did exist a 
few problems. For example, many third parties got around the 10NES and created their own 
unauthorized games, which include various Atari games and the infamous three pornographic 
"adult titles" Peek-A-Boo Poker, Hot Slots, and Bubble Bath Babes.349 Many bigger developers 
such as Konami and Acclaim also got around the five game a year rule by creating subsidiaries 
Ultra Games and LJN, which were allowed to create another five games for the console.350 
Finally, many smaller developers saw Nintendo's policies as monopolizing the market and 
disenfranchising them with "strong-arm tactics."351 Despite these fallacies of the company's early 
days, Nintendo had one more ace in the hole, their first-party line-up of games. 
 According to modern estimates from Nintendo of America and its representative Joel 
Hocberg, they believe that at the end of its lifespan, The NES had over 650 official games and at 
minimum 250 unlicensed games in North America.352 While a possible additional thousand plus 
titles may have come from third party developers, Nintendo also decided to create its own unique 
library of games featuring unique characters and adventures. However, unlike Namco who 
became sonorous with Pac-Man or Sega connection with their second mascot, Sonic, Nintendo 
did something equivalent to the likes of Disney and created an entire cast of beloved and 
sometimes hated characters. Though it took some time, people began associating the names like 
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of Mario, Zelda, Link, Samus, Donkey Kong, and Kirby with Nintendo. Quite arguably, this 
notoriety did not come from story alone, but with the success of their games sold. 
 Titles such as Super Mario Bros., while released in 1985 sold over 29.08 million in the 
US and 40.24 million worldwide.353 Even its sequels Super Mario Bros. 2 USA and Super Mario 
Bros. 3 released in 1988 and 1990 sold over 5.39 million and 9.54 copies thus turning the Mario 
games into the NES' flagship series.354 Not to be outdone, the 1984 game Duck Hunt grossed in 
28.31 million cartridges worldwide and sold a remarkable 26.93 million units in the US alone.355 
Other Nintendo IPs released in the US includes Legend of Zelda selling over 3.74 million 
cartridges, Mike Tyson Punch-Out!!/Punch Out!! Featuring Mr. Dream sold a respectable 2.03 
million, Metroid at 1.33 million and even at the end of the NES lifespan the 1993 Kirby's 
Adventure, which only sold a meager 0.79 thousand units, stuck out as some of the most iconic 
games for the NES.356 Impossible to mention them all, the above example show the popular 
appeal of their first party line up, and while some games did not get a sequel such as Duck Hunt 
or Mach Racer, the legacy of these games still lives on as part of the Nintendo's overall 
legacy.357 
 Lastly, while not technically part of the original Nintendo IP's, several third party games 
linked their success to the NES. Selections as the Castlevania series, the Mega Man series, the 
Dragon Quest Series, Double Dragon series, and especially Tecmo's Ninja Gaiden series all 
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became identifiable to the Nintendo NES.358 Even individual titles such as Duck Tales, Ghost 'n 
Goblins, Contra and its sequel NES sequel Super C all stood out in the NES library.359 Lastly, 
during the high of its popularity, the first game in the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles cartoon 
video game series managed to sell roughly 3.38 million cartridges in the United States and is the 
only third party game to break into the top ten all time selling games NES games at number 
nine.360 
 Leading back to the original question, why did Nintendo have no competition despite 
having several rival consoles from Sega, Atari, and Turbografx? Looking at the above, Nintendo 
simply held the advantage of controlling the market. From the draconic licensing of the games to 
having the exclusive titles people wanted at the time, drew many fans to the Nintendo brand. 
According to Steven L. Kent by the end of 1987, Nintendo controlled roughly 86 to 93 percent of 
the US Market.361 Furthermore, sales of the NES continued to multiply as Kent notes, 
"According to Nintendo's internal records, the company sold 1.8 million game consoles in the 
1986 fiscal year, 5.4 million in 1987, and 9.3 million in 1988."362 The trend continued into 1989 
with an additional 5.3 million and 1990 with 7.6 million consoles sold. Doing the math, if the 
numbers are correct, from 1986 to 1990, Nintendo sold over 29.4 million consoles in the United 
States alone. On the other hand, financially, by 1987, Nintendo reached 1.7 billion in sales and 
by 1990, "Nintendo sales alone accounted for one-tenth of the Japanese-American trade 
deficit."363 Simply put, no competition at this time could match the power and influence of 
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Nintendo. Even in the handheld market, Nintendo possessed a monopoly with its Game Boy line 
of games. Starting in 1989, and while its’ only rival at the time, the Atari Lynx and later the Sega 
Game gear, attempted to compete, the names of Mario, Zelda, Metroid, and its ace in the whole, 
the second highest selling game for the platform Tetris made the competition look tame in 
comparison.364  
 A second, but less referenced reason why Nintendo became so popular in the 1980s came 
at the expense of pop culture. As one of the top products of the day, Nintendo often used their 
successful first party characters for merchandising. While this tactic of product sales with 
Nintendo IP's began with Donkey Kong, Nintendo came into its own from 1986 onwards 
eventually whoring out its characters. Often revolving around superstars such as Mario, one 
could find products like a Super Mario Bros book line, Princess Peach Shampoo, small toys, 
bedcovers, towels, lunch bags, and Halloween costumes.365 Another star series that received this 
treatment, the Legend of Zelda also had figurines, toys, stickers, books, lunchboxes, bedspreads, 
trash bins, replicas and so much more surrounding this particular franchise.366 Both series even 
got their own cereal in 1988. Known as the Nintendo Cereal Breakfast System, the rather 
obnoxious commercial repeated the word Nintendo as the three children both explained the 
product and marveled at the presence of both a Mario and Zelda (Link) cereal in one box.367  
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 Not only did Nintendo manage to sell their products, but also managed to break onto the 
small screen as well. One show that heavily used elements from Nintendo games was Captain N: 
The Game Master as it follows the series protagonists Kevin also known as Captain N and 
Princess Lana who defend Video Game Land from the Metroid antagonist Mother Brain.368 The 
series also used many first and third party locations found in Nintendo games at the time such as 
Tetris, Castlevania, The Adventures of Bayou Billy, Donkey Kong, and Metroid.369 Furthermore, 
while the show took many artistic liberties to avoid copyright infringement, other characters 
from first party and third party Nintendo games also appear on the program such as Simon 
Belmont, Mega Man, Dr. Wily, King Hippo, Donkey Kong, and even Link and Princess Zelda 
made several appearances.370 In addition, the Super Mario Bros received three different shows 
from 1989-1992 that included the Super Mario Bros. Super Show (which showed the Legend of 
Zelda TV series on Fridays), The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3, and Super Mario World.371  
 Finally, Nintendo also made several appearances in film equating in often-small cameos, 
references show off the systems popularity during the 1980s. An example of this comes from 
Ghostbusters II where Egon uses an NES Advantage to pilot the Statue of Liberty through New 
York City during the films climax.372 In Back to the Future, part II, a Wild Gunman arcade 
machine makes an appearance in the Cafe 80s where protagonist Marty McFly defeats one of the 
gunmen in front of two not so amused children.373 The 1989 movie the Wizard bankrolled by 
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Nintendo serves as a giant love letter to both its games and products as it staring Luke Edwards 
as Jimmy Woods a mentally handicapped child, alongside his brother Corey and friend Jenny 
Lewis, they trek across the United States to reach California.374 Along the way, the group 
discovers he has a knack for playing video games and head for a major contest called Video 
Armageddon, a video game championship held in Las Vegas.375  
 While encountering several Nintendo branded games on the journey there, at the movie 
finale however, the real surprise came with the reveal of an unreleased game, Super Mario Bros. 
3, which provides both a showdown between Jimmy and the primary antagonist Lucas while 
promoting Mario 3 at the same.376 While neither confirmed nor proven, The Wizard may have 
provided inspiration for the Nintendo World Championships in 1990 that followed a similar 
format to the movie's Video Armageddon.377 On the hand, thanks to its appearance in the finale, 
the anticipation for Super Mario Bros. 3 surged as it went on to make lofty $500 million dollars 
worldwide.378 With the above merits of being in the pop-culture scene, no wonder why people 
associated video games with Nintendo, conversely, however, with all good products, a negative 
side is also attached to them and the NES and its creator was no exception to the rule. 
 More often than not, most of the complaints came from the industry itself. As noted the 
draconic business sense of Yamauchi's Nintendo made other video game developers bend to their 
will. These actions did sit well with some video game companies and instead of joining them, 
others fought back such as in the case of Atari Games. During the 1980s, Atari often claimed the 
draconian regulations imposed by Nintendo only created a monopoly favoring the Kyoto based 
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company.379 Masaya Nakajima, who in 1987 bought a majority of Atari Games from 
Commodore CEO Jack Tramiel, created subsidiary named Tengen.380 After meeting with 
Arakawa and agreeing to their terms in December 1987 to develop games for the NES, Nakajima 
began working on a way to get around the 10NES.381 According Judge Fern M. Smith, Atari 
developers designed a rabbit program that the "lock out chip" thus allowing them free access to 
make their own games for the NES.382 Furthermore, after releasing the games Gauntlet, Pac-
Man, and RBI Baseball in 1988, their lawyers filed a false affidavit in order to get a reproduction 
of the 10NES.383 Then in a series of cases spanning from 1988 to 1990, Nakajima sued Nintendo 
for "improperly using its patent and greater market share to monopolize the video game market" 
and demanded $100 million in reparations.384 Nintendo struck back by asking retailers to recall 
all Tengen games, which many complied.385 When the two met in court, Judge Fern Smith ruled 
in favor of Nintendo claiming that Atari's rabbit program "serve no function other than 
authenticating the console firmly establishes illicit copying."386  
 While the battle over the 10NES commenced, a second another dispute between 
Nintendo and Atari Games came in the fall of 1989 over the ownership of Alexy Pajitnov's rights 
to Tetris.387 In 1986, Pajitnov sold the rights to Spectrum Holobyte and Robert Stein's 
Andromeda.388 Stein who haphazardly sold the European rights to Mirrorsoft, never actually 
obtained the rights from the Soviet government, and from this, they unknowingly sold those 
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same rights to Atari Games.389 On the other hand, Spectrum Holobyte sold its share to Hank 
Rodgers who ties with Nintendo of America convinced them to try to acquire the handheld rights 
to Tetris.390 While in Moscow, the Soviets wanted to sell Nintendo the worldwide selling rights 
thus on March 22, 1988 after formal negotiations ended, alongside Rodgers, Arakawa, and 
Lincoln, Nintendo secured the official copyright from Electronorgtechnica until 1996.391 Atari 
who at the time was creating a Tengen version caught wind of the sale a promptly sued for the 
Tetris copyright.392 Under Judge Smith, Nintendo proved that they owned the rights by bringing 
Soviet backed documentation thus forcing Atari Games to recall their arguably superior 
version.393 Smith dismissed the case on November 13, 1989, which he again cited and reaffirmed 
Nintendo's rights on Tetris.394 
 Outside of the Atari cases, Nintendo found itself losing against three opponents. This 
included the states of NY and MD v. Nintendo of America, with the United States sued the 
company for price fixing, costing them almost $10 million in reparations and court fees.395 
Another case, the 1990 Lewis Galoob Toys v. Nintendo of America ended on the successful 
defense Galoobs Game Genie as Nintendo could not prove that their product harmed the gaming 
market by using a game's hidden cheat codes costing Nintendo over $15 million as 
reparations.396 Even Judge Kimba Wood in the 1993 Alpex Computer Corporation v. Nintendo 
of America awarded Alpex Computers $252 million dollars for Nintendo infringing on Alpex's 
"555 patent" which "allowed consoles to play multiple games stored on ROM chips stored in 
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game cartridges."397 However, in November 1996, Federal Circuit Judge Glen Archer overturned 
the settlement based on insubstantial evidence that Nintendo's technology and the "555 patent" 
"operated in the same way."398 Arguably, though, these cases spanning during the 1980s and 
1990s came as a result from Nintendo's success and its defense of keeping the market stable. 
 In addition, another two problems emerged from the consumer market during the mid to 
late 1980s. The first mainly came from American parents’ reaction to video games. Like its 
earlier counterparts, many newspapers and other activist groups tried to bring out negative 
aspects of video games. Kent in his book points out that "Educators and parent complained that 
Nintendo was distracting children form their studies, a 1989 survey stated that Nintendo was 
partially to blame for a 10 percent decrease in the cardio vascular fitness of American 
schoolchildren.399 Furthermore, the Jewish community protested that the outline of the third 
dungeon of the game Legend of Zelda was an inverted swastika."400 Richard Brudvik-Linder of 
Hill and Knowlton one of Nintendo's account team recalls a 1987 encounter with Families for 
Peace "Here was this crowd of families marching up and down in front of Nintendo...Families 
for Peace. There were moms pushing strollers with babies holding signs that said, "No Guns" 
and "Nintendo Breeds War."401  
 To alleviate this, Nintendo turned employee and Representative Howard Phillips into the 
man who plays video games, and sent him on a PR campaign to promote gaming.402 Other 
projects Nintendo tried included encouraging developers to make more educational games, 
donate money to the MIT Media lab, promote the benefits of video games in media outlets, and 
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even held a symposium calls "Video Games in Popular Culture" which discussed the impact of 
video games on both player and society.403 Despite these efforts and only causing a mixed 
reaction, many often ignored these PR stunts as Nintendo continuously made their way into 
children's lives and the news of violence in games and its hypnotizing effects made parents more 
suspicious.404 
 Finally, unlike many early video game makers, Nintendo had one sigma that they could 
not run from, their company's Japanese origins. Throughout the 1980 and early 1990s, the 
Japanese presence in the United States grew as native manufactures left the states for cheaper 
markets. Many feared of a wholesale Japanese takeover and many Americans felt their country 
was under attack. When Nintendo came out nationally in 1986, many lashed out due to its 
success as the Japanese video game market held nearly 100 percent of the American video game 
market after the 1983 crash.405 In one interview with Steven Kent, Richard Brudvik-Lindner 
stated,  
That was a time when Japanese influence in American business was really picking 
up and there was a certain animosity towards Japanese companies. You'd call 
reporters in certain quarters and they'd basically say, "Three strikes an you' re 
out." Strike one was the video game industry was supposed to be dead; two was 
that they'd never heard of a company called Nintendo before; and tree came when 
they said, "oh so they’re Japanese!406  
 
Again, at the time, many saw Nintendo as an outside threat. Many common workers saw the 
Japanese taking their both their money and jobs. Then Nintendo came into the America market, 
and essentially "stole" an American industry, which people thought was dead and turned it into a 
multi-billion dollar industry and causing resent as this “foreigner” had taken both their market 
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and their money. In the end though, the Japanese video game and console creator success at the 
time were caught in a perfect storm of business xenophobia and current events happening during 
the 1980s. 
 Furthermore, these statements were reflected in the Congressional Record as the 
congressional representative from Maryland Helen Bentley summited a rather xenophobic 
message to the record in regards to the US-Japanese trade balance.407 In Nintendo's Joy Stick, 
she claims that all the company wanted to do was to drain America of its money. Pointing out the 
recent price fixing case and monopoly they had on the market, she calls Nintendo "absolutely 
corrupt" for its success of exploiting the consumers.408 Even at the end of her rant, she goes on to 
state, "Nintendo has added a definition to Joystick. It is not just a gizmo to operate a cursor; it is 
also the joy Nintendo derives by sticking it to us--the American consumers--while Nintendo 
laughs all the way to the Bank of Japan--with its branch offices in DC and the RTC."409  
 In conclusion, to the above arguments, Nintendo in the United States was both a winner 
and victim of its own success. Beloved and loathed, it made an impact few thought could happen 
again. This Japanese business xenophobia ultimately may explain why many news articles 
during the 1980s and early 1990s praised and condemned Nintendo for doing what they did best. 
Despite this, the home console market was not the only outlet for video games at this time. In 
order to discover the full story, we need to leave Mario behind and head for the niche computer 
market.  
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 Arguably, beginning as early as the 1940s and some sources even suggesting an even 
earlier emergence with proto-calculating machines in the early eighteenth century, the evolution 
of the popular home computer began quite humbly.410 What we know as the modern PC 
originated in 1961 with Texas Instruments commercial integrated circuit.411 Mainly created for 
use by the US Air Force, Jack Kilby repurposed the circuit and from it created the first pocket 
calculators.412 Intel a.k.a. NM electronics also deserves a bulk of the credit as their pioneering 
work during the 1960s and 1970s in the creation of the revolutionary 4004, 8080, 8088 
microprocessors.413  
 While important to such early computers such as 8088 used in the first IBM computers, 
these early microprocessors often cost too much for the average consumer thus limiting their use 
to those who could afford these rather expensive machines.414 This changed however during the 
mid-1970s with an invention by Chuck Peddle and developed by MOS Technology, the 6502 
microprocessor.415 More affordable, many pioneering founders such as Stephen Wozniak and 
Steve Jobs used the 6502 to create the first Apple 1 and its follow up, the Apple II.416 From the 
success of both microprocessors, especially the latter, made possible the mass marketing of 
cheap computers seen during 1970s and 1980s.417  
 During the next two decades, several notable early computers from across the world came 
into existence. The Japanese shipped the popular MSX and Sharp X1 starting from 1982 and 
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1984, which saw use in Asia, Europe, and South America.418 England produced the Sinclair line 
of computers and lesser known Acorn BBC and Oric-1.419 In the United States, a free for all 
emerged as the market grew. Notable names include the Atari's 800 and ST line of computers 
and the 1984 Apple Macintosh line bold Super Bowl XVIII ad led to its cultural popularity.420 
Despite these few examples out of the sea of choices, two important brands truly had a 
significant impact during this time. 
 The first notable computer company that came from this period was Commodore. Bought 
out in 1966 by Irving Gould, founders Jack Tramiel and Manfred Kapp in 1958 started as a 
typewriter manufacture before pushing their company into creating calculators.421 During the 
1970s, Tramiel wanted to expand into the growing computer market, but in order to make 
Commodore a viable computer company he needed the 6502.422 With his connections with MOS 
Technology, who acted as Commodore's supplier of microprocessors for their calculators, he 
used his business shrewdness to slowly acquire the company out from them for just a few 
hundred thousand dollars and giving him the notoriety of a "a very clever, very ruthless business 
man" according to Peddle. 423 After much pressure, in September 1976, the financial backers of 
MOS Technology, Allen Bradley, sold the company to Jack Tramiel giving him full access to 
what he desired.424  
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 Once acquired, Tramiel and Pettle used the technology to create the company's first 
computer in 1977, the PET. Selling for $600, unlike the competition, which had the user 
assemble it from a kit, Commodore's product came ready strait out of the box and according to 
Bill Gates at the 1993 Smithsonian interview, remarked, "The Commodore Machine, the PET 
(2001), was the most aggressively priced machine, [...] It had some very innovative things."425 
Always the enterprising man, Tramiel also began promoting Commodore itself as an educational 
tool as well as an all-purpose machine.426 This marketing angle continued with the VIC-20 in 
1981, selling for an astonishingly low $300 and its higher end 1982 counterpart the $595 
Commodore 64, which sold 25 million computers worldwide by 1984, beating out other popular 
computers brands such as the Apple II and Atari 800.427 Ultimately, Trammel’s business 
philosophy of "sell to the masses not classes" served him well as Commodore managed to 
survive up until 1994 and even then it managed bring out a successor to the Commodore 64 in 
1985, the Amiga, which sold a respectable five million computers worldwide.428 
 The second spark came from another popular computer, the IBM PC. Sold from 1981 
until 1987, the original IBM managed to sell roughly fifty million worldwide at the starting cost 
of $1,595 dollars.429 Furthermore, while instrumental in the establishment and success of the 
modern PC, a little known operating system called MS-DOS and later its successor Windows 
began Microsoft’s meteoric rise as the Universal Operating System for modern computers 
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today.430 With 60 million computers using one or both these platforms by 1990, it made 
company founder Bill Gates the youngest billionaire in American history at that time.431 As for 
their relationship with the former, starting in 1980, Microsoft signed a contract with IBM 
allowing them to use MS-DOS, a program that they themselves just bought from Seattle 
Computer Products (SCC) for $50,000.432 This operating system aided in making the IBM an 
unprecedented success which culminated in January 1983 when the editors Time magazine 
called the PC and computers in general the "Machine of the Year."433 
 Surprisingly, while a royalty of $10 to $50 for every IBM computer sold made the 
company extremely profitable, Gates and his company found further success during the next six 
years.434 While settling with Seattle Computers owner Rod Brock over the MS-DOS licenses, a 
fortuitous event fell into their favor. With the success of the IBM, several cheaper clones of the 
PC came onto the market. Compaq, Tandy, and even Commodore, in order to emulate the 
success of the IBM PC, began making their products "IBM compatible" and thus adopted the 
MS-DOS Operating System.435 By 1983, Microsoft sold over 500,000 copies of MS-DOS netting 
10 million in revenue and according to Campbell-Kelly and Aspray "became the link between 
hardware and software the every single user had to buy."436 The increased revenue led to the 
creation of Windows 1.0 in 1985, which heavily borrowed from the user interface of the Apple 
Macintosh.437  
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 After marginal success, two years later, Microsoft began work on Windows 2.0, an 
updated successor to the original software.438 This gained the attention of Apple, who in 1988 
filled a copyright protection lawsuit, but eventually it met an uneventful end as the courts 
essentially dismissed the case.439 In 1990, they displayed the next evolution of Windows, the 
Windows 3.0, which allowed Microsoft to sever ties with IBM and break out as their software 
computer manufacture. 440 Yet, while the software company continued to grow, IBM's influence 
began to shrink as their final co-op with Microsoft, the 1987 OS/2 operating system lost against 
the titanic popularity of the MS-DOS and Windows brands.441 Even the updated 1991 OS/2 
version two, a ended in catastrophic failure as it cost the company over one billion dollars to 
create, but in the end, failed to defeat their rival forcing them to acquire Lotus Development 
Corporation for a hefty 3.5 billion in order to compensate, yet it was all in vain.442 By 1995, with 
a few notable exceptions such as Apple and few smaller holdouts, Windows became the 
definitive operating systems for all computers, which forced many lucrative PC creators of the 
1980s such as Atari and Commodore of the 1980s out of business by the mid-1990s leaving just 
Apple, Microsoft, and a few minor companies to fend for dominance.443 Furthermore, this 
consolidation also had one more profound impact as it unexpectedly aided the growth of the PC 
video game market. 
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 Throughout the 1980s, the number of titles available for computers remains too numerous 
for this thesis to mention outright; however, there do exist some examples that made a lasting 
impact of the market. For instance, one of their big-ticket attractions for computers came from 
simulators and the ongoing Microsoft Flight Simulator series serves as its greatest source for 
popularizing the genre. Released in 1982 for the IBM PC, version 1.0 attempted to give players 
an authentic flight experience in their own homes.444 According to PC Magazine's Will 7, he 
devotes a two and a half page spread on just the in game flight experiences alone calling it 
"visually exciting" and a "program everyone is going to want."445 Releasing an updated version 
every few years, by 1989 version 4.0 came out with continued success as Alfred Poor praises the 
both the updated visuals and random weather settings, but finds the controls "both easier and 
harder to fly."446  
 Other genres that started to take off for the home computers during the 80s and early 
1900s were the racing simulators. While not as popular as their flight simulator counterparts, 
these games attempted to replicate the first person behind the wheel racing experience through  
such titles as 1989’s Hard Driving as well as Stunt Car Race.447 For the early computers, the 
1983 Chequered Flag only released for the ZX Spectrum in Europe serves as the earliest 
incarnations for racing games, but despite only having three racers and limited tracks it enjoyed 
popular praise with critics calling it as "realistic,.. exiting and highly enjoyable."448 In the US 
market however, the origins of this genre seem to stem from two early giants, Papyrus' 1989 
Indianapolis 500: The Simulation, which only had one track, the titular race, and MicroProse 
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1992 World Circuit, a game that added hand-off multiplayer, circuits based of the 1991 F1 Grand 
Prix year, and more realistic race physics.449 
 Even a few individual games and or developers managed to use the small window of the 
late 80s and early 90s to make a name for themselves. One such creator, Sid Meier began his 
journey to greatness with the 1987 Sid Meier's Pirates, a 2D pirate simulator.450 His third game 
and arguably his most famous, the 1991 Civilization had the player take control of his or her own 
civilization which ranged from Romans, Mongols, and various other world civilizations across 
history in a race to develop and defend their own empire from their rivals.451 Will Right, another 
famous video game creator at the time also contributed to the rich PC library of games with one 
of his arguably bestselling series from this period, Sim-City.452 Allowing the player to play God, 
the simple goal of this title is to build and manage a city, but the fun comes from the satisfaction 
of destroying and then rebuilding your creation.453 Becoming one of the bestselling games on the 
PC of all time, the extreme success started generated a Super Nintendo port and inspiring other 
sequels to the Sim franchise such as Sim-City 2020 and later the bestselling PC game of all time, 
the Sims.454  
 In addition, one developer in particular, LucasArts developed some of the more 
remarkable games of this era. Using SKUMM engine (Script Creation Utility for Maniac 
Mansion), according to the book of 1001 Games You Must Play Before You Die, "The scripting 
language developed by LucasArts that enabled designers to create large parts of the game 
without having to write in the same language code as the game source code. This helped to create 
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more visually attractive game."455 From this game engine, Lucas Arts created several memorable 
for home computers, which included Manic Mansion in 1987, the 1989 adventure game Zak 
McKracken and the Alien Mindbenders, the comical 1990s Secret of Monkey Island trilogy, and 
the 1992 Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis an original expansion to the Indiana Jones 
franchise.456 
 Finally, one of two popular facets of the commercial market that emerged during the 
1980s and 1990s was the concept of shareware. Originally, called itself freeware in the early 
1980s, during the era of the Information Super Highway, shareware offered an effective cheap 
way to advertise a software program.457 Cheap to make, the creators often gave a try before 
buying approach, in which if a person liked that trial software they could copy it via floppy disk 
and continue circulating the original, or contact the original designer ask them to ship the full or 
next version of the program for a small fee.458 Made popular by good reviews in various 
magazines, shareware founding fathers such as Jim Button (Knopf) and Bob Wallace made 
millions over the course of the 1980s and 1990s.459  
 One of these fathers, Jim Knopf aka Jim Button began the "revolution" in 1982.460 Using 
the popularity of the PCs, he started converting programs from Applesoft basic to IBM basic, 
which became quite the rage in his hometown of Seattle.461 Seeing its popularity in certain 
computer circles, he placed a message in one his programs asking users of his software to 
voluntarily to send him $10 as a way to pay for the program's distributers cost, but according to 
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Knopf, his first donation came for $25.462 From then on computer groups and others began 
latching on to the fad and by 1987, his company employed eighteen workers and made over 4.5 
million annually.463 
 Furthermore, the history of freeware/shareware goes much deeper as what Knopf and 
other did was borderline piracy. In 1982, Andrew Fluegleman who created the program PC-Talk 
legally copyrighted the name Freeware and distributed his source code.464 From this, others such 
as Knopf creator of PC-File, Bob Wallice who created PC-Write, and Vernon Buerg's LIST 
program became popular and making their creators quite wealthy.465 Furthermore, as early as 
1982, disc venders began popping up and selling shareware through magazines.466 According to 
PsL news founder Nelson Ford, his subscription-based magazine lasted for over twelve years, 
and advertised many shareware programs.467 He had to compete with other groups such as Public 
Brand Software, Software Brands, and Reasonable Solutions who used high volume venders and 
pushed millions of dollars into buying shareware.468 Nelson himself joined the race in 1987 and 
with Bob Wallace, Tom Smith, and Jim Knopf who created the Association of Software 
Professionals.469  
 Other problems the plagued shareware came from disgruntled creators who wanted and 
expected a payment outside of the distributers cost.470 According to Ford, "they put a hex" on 
their software, essentially crippling the product, as they believed the users never intended to pay 
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them in the first place.471 Conversely, some stopped developing updates for their software 
leaving many customers wary of actually paying the creator.472 One remedy that fixed it came 
from credit card payments that offered a safe way to pay outside of check or cash and attempted 
to encourage those wary to try a program some assurance that a quality product, but all good 
things had to end.473 With the Internet and the rise of the CD-ROM made those who distributed 
shareware near obsolete, however, how did shareware influence video games?474  
 Different from some of their counterparts, many of the small game publishers and 
designers could not afford to compete with the larger names during this time.475 Shareware 
allowed some of these upstarts a chance to market their games to the masses.476 Early titles such 
as 1984 Beast, the text based roleplaying game Rouge and Sopwith, which serves as an 
influential pioneer in the "side-scrolling aviation subgenre."477 Another popular title the 1991-
1995 shooting game Scorched Earth also scores points with captivating audiences with its 
various features like multiplayer, exotic ammo, random terrain and weather, and high replay 
value made it a beloved title despite it having stripped down graphics mirroring that of early PC 
games.478  
 Though somewhat successful, many shareware companies did not last long or could not 
make much money. On the other hand, Scott Miller founder of Apogee and 3D Realms claimed, 
"Shareware games did not make money before I formed Apogee. [...] The reason was because 
shareware games authors - and there weren't many - made the mistake of releasing their full 
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game as shareware, giving no incentive for players to send them money."479 So how did he fix 
this problem? Instead of giving out the full game, in 1987, he tested his theory with Kingdom of 
Kroz, which he broke up into three episodes.480 The first episode was the shareware version and 
the remaining two the player had to buy from Apogee which in the case of this particular title, 
Miller's experiment was a success raking in anywhere from $100 to $500 a day in sales.481 This 
method became most noticeable with the company as they began creating their own IPs such as 
the Duke Nukem series as well as publish several of id's developed titles such as Commander and 
Wolfenstein 3D.482 Another publisher who used the shareware method, Epic MegaGames also 
had much success with titles like One Must Fall: 2097, Jazz Jackrabbit, Tyrian and Unreal.483 
These games from simulators, individual titles, and shareware selection all led to the popular 
appeal of PC gaming, but one conflicting genre stuck out amongst the selection of titles of the 
1980s and 1990s. 
 The second and quite surprising facet that focused on computers came from both the 
United States Government and the push for educational games. According to the 1995 
"Networking the Classroom" in 1989, the number of computers reached 2.4 million in America's 
classrooms.484 Unlike video game consoles and video games in general, which only appeared on 
and off the record and usually in a negative spotlight, the home computer on the other hand got 
the royal treatment. With abundant data found in the Statistical Abstract of the United States 
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going as far back as the 1985 and the CQ Researcher with similar parameters.485 This interest for 
this medium seems to revolve around one particular trait, to push both scholarly and technical 
education.  
 As for the technical aspect, this simply came from the explosive growth of the computer 
industry. In a 1987, CQR report called "Power Surge in Personal Computers" the unknown 
writer notes the growth from 1981 to 1984 in shipments jumped over 700 % before falling in 
1985.486 Furthermore, many businesses began adopting computers to boost productivity as early 
as the 1970s.487 A reason for this according to David Bunnell, a magazine publisher who in 1978 
states, "The reason for the fantastic growth of this industry in just three years is simple [...] The 
personal computer represents increased personal power [his emphasis]. It gives us the ability to 
fight back, to cope with the complications of our increasingly bureaucratic, paper-ridden society. 
It is an equalizer in the new world of technology."488 This emphasis on ease grew as new 
software applications made such as early versions of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and Word 
popular for sharing, creating, and organizing documents more easily.489 These features and 
programs made computers especially higher end models outweigh their exorbitant price tags thus 
attracting both private and public consumers. 
  Lastly, the computer even has roots in the Cold War. Seen as an American invention, 
according to the unnamed author of “Power Surge in Personal Computers” states, "From its 
beginnings the personal computer was more than merely a utilitarian device. It served-and to 
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many still does - as a symbol of democracy, personal power, and self-realization."490 Ultimately, 
the author believed that the computer brought togetherness through a need for information and 
creating a unique social symbol by connecting humanity with both machine and their fellow 
man.491 Just a few decade later in the 1990s and 2000s with the creation of the commercial 
Internet, it allowed people from across the world to connect with one another and spread 
information at a rapid pace, which just a few year priors seemed implausible. This invention 
quickly became instrumental in creating a somewhat informed community that today serves as a 
vital tool in creating awareness and spreading information at the touch of a keyboard. 
 Conversely, however, computers also had a strong case with educational purposes as just 
explained with the prior; many saw a future with computers and with this changing technology, a 
younger generation need to master these fascinating machines. The method they would choose 
was the public schools. In a 1989 report conducted by Dr. Brandon B. Sparkman, he believed the 
quality of the US public education system had been degrading since the 1960s leading to 
increased dropout rates and disadvantaging certain parts of the population on both ethnic and 
gender lines.492 Stemming from societal factors, the individual states role in education, funding 
from "social coffers," and the perceptions on how to improve/fix the education system have led 
to a decline in quality education.493 One possible solution to the problem he suggested was to 
include "greater and more effective use of technology" such as use computer to aid in the 
teaching of students.494 
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 While Dr. Sparkman's proposal attempted to show the importance of the computer in the 
classroom, it does make another, but less obvious point. Since the 1980s, American society 
seemingly wanted the computer in the classroom. Articles like the 1983 "'Positive' Video Games 
Score With Kids" tries to show how certain video games can help teach children vital problem 
solving skills while also showing off Commodore's connection between learning and the 
personal computer.495 Sparkman in his report foresaw computers especially those he endorsed 
aimed to combine and supplement the teacher experience with the computer engaging students 
further in such fields as science, history, and the arts.496 However, according to the 1994 
Statistical Abstract of the United States in early 1989 only 2,355 computers at the time were used 
for instruction in elementary and secondary schools with ninety-six percent of schools owning a 
single computer and eighty percent having fifteen or more.497 While the number of Computers 
did slowly increase over time, an alternate a problem emerged that threatened to derail the idea 
of computers in the classroom. Since at that particular time, Sparkman's proposal was just that, 
and some educational programs costing excessively much for many school districts to afford a 
question soon arose, how does one-get children and teens interested in computers? Other than 
instructional classes, the other medium they discovered came from a potential compromise, 
educational video games. 
 Though possibly coined in ancient times, the word edutainment became a rather dirty 
word during the 1980s and 1990s. A cross between entertainment and education, this fusion 
served to teach children and adults through television through shows like Magic School Bus and 
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Captain Planet or through video games. While many today can fondly reflect upon some of the 
shows for their tackiness, not everyone can say the same about the games. Ranging from 
exceptional to horrible, the goal of this genre "involves learning of a lesson."498 Geared mainly 
towards children in the four through twelve age group, these "lessons" are often given through a 
set of mini-games that require scoring points or giving a correct answer in order to advance.499 
Some of the common types of educational games found on store shelves involved geography, 
science, math, history, or typing, with a majority of them developed by the same two developers 
Brøderbund and The Learning Company. 
 Despite good intentions, a fundamental error came about when making these edutainment 
games, the fun factor. While certainly not the case for all, a majority of these titles had no replay 
value, hardly no engaging story, and in general not fun at all. An example of how bad an 
educational came can get came from Nintendo attempt to get into the genre. Available across 
numerous platforms including MS-DOS, Macintosh, NES, and Super Nintendo and published by 
the Software Toolworks, the 1992-3 Mario is Missing featured Luigi trying to rescue his brother 
Mario from Bowser's Antarctic castle.500 In order to accomplish this feat, Luigi needed to travel 
various cities around world, defeating roughly three Koopa Troopas who possess the stolen loot, 
and returning landmarks to their respected locations ranging from anything from a Kola to the 
Empire State Building complete with King Kong.501 This can. After finding everything, the 
process recycles itself until the player reaches bowser and rescues Mario.502  Lauded by critics, 
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Electronic Gaming Monthly gave the SNES version of the game a 2.75 out of 5 commenting on 
the games extreme easiness and the games slow progression, but claimed it was good for young 
children.503   
 On the other hand, a few original edutainment games refreshingly broke the mold and 
met critical acclaim. The long running Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing has become the go to 
software to teach the QWERTY keyboard format.504 In 1989, Neil Randall of Compute 
Magazine commented when the first version of the game came out it aimed to please both 
children and adults with custom lessons meant to make anyone better at touch-typing after a few 
short sessions.505 Another popular series, The Oregon Trail since the late 1970s and 1980s has 
also maintained popularity appeal as players assumed the role of an 1848 pioneer trying to reach 
the Oregon Territory with their family and requiring players to manage supplies, hunt, and avoid 
dying from various diseases and accidents found on the journey.506 Since its release nearly forty 
years ago, it has since managed to sell over 65 million copies worldwide making it the one of the 
biggest selling educational video games of all time, yet, while successful to some degree, none of 
the above educational titles could match the popular appear to Brøderbund Software's Carmen 
Sandiego series.507  
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 First released in 1985, Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego met unexpected super 
popularity. Assuming the role of detective for the Acme Detective Agency, the game's goal 
involved the player traveling across the world trying to find clues in order recover various stolen 
treasures from Carmen henchmen.508 Smart, engaging, and teaching basic research, geography, 
and deductive skills, the player works the way through her ranks and eventually gets a chance to 
match wits with the villainess herself.509 According to Karen G. McCullough in her Compute 
review over Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego, she states that, "This is a educational 
game, but the emphasis is on the game; it's entertaining enough to disguise the fact that you 
might be learning something while you play."510 After the success of its first two games, Where 
in the U.S.A is Carmen Sandiego? and Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?, Brøderbund 
quickly expanded upon the franchise by releasing titles and remakes such as Where in Time Is 
Carmen Sandiego? in 1989, the remake of Where in the U.S.A is Carmen Sandiego? in 1996, and 
the 1996 and 2011 remakes of Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?511  
 The popularity did not end with just their games as the series inspired a slew of product 
endorsements and a theme song sung by the band Rockapella.512 The franchise also inspired a 
book series, two popular PBS game shows, Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego (1991-1995) 
and Where in Time is Carmen Sandiego (1997-8), and a 1994 animated educational series, Where 
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on Earth is Carmen Sandiego.513 Finally, as a character, Carmen Sandiego is considered as one 
of the most influential female video game villains of all time and despite having no major 
character appearances since the late 1990s; her character remains both beloved and nostalgic 
despite the games educational origins.   
 By 1990, Windows was quickly becoming the main the main operating system of choice. 
Computer video games, while not a popularized as their home console counterparts was taking 
off as both educational and more casual games became more common as their quality 
continuously improved over the two decades. However, while home computers and home 
consoles got most of the attention during the 1980 and early 1990, a third medium also returned 
alongside its' counterparts and it only needed was a few quarters for the player to experience a 
whole new world of pain.  
 One of the most unusual aspects of the video games industry came not from the PC or the 
home consoles, but the arcades. Largely forgotten, the era of the mid-1980s to 1991 virtually 
seems non-existent as few sources from historians seem to cover this period. Even already 
mentioned authors such as Steven L. Kent and Leonard Herman only briefly mention the topic 
before shifting focus. Contrary to popular belief, the brief seven-year window in the arcades, 
while infamous for it brutal difficulty, also allowed video game developers a medium to 
experiment and explore with new innovative titles. 
 Now why did some developers choose this path? One such reason may stem from 
Nintendo's rise to power. As noted, the company took staunch control of the US video game 
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market from 1986 creating numerous safeguards to ensure that a second market crash would not 
occur on their watch. This included the exclusive control of the distribution of games, limiting 
developers to five games per year, and installing the NES10, which prevented playing 
unauthorized games on the NES.514 Furthermore, Nintendo possessed a unique philosophy when 
it came to its product. According to the 1993-4 Rating Videogames: A Parent's Guide to Games, 
Nintendo's submitted to the Senate subcommittee a rundown of their content policy and how 
they deal with the content of their own games. On page 225, it states themes such as sexual 
content, explicit violence of any kind, obscenity, ethnic stereotyping, the use of drugs, and 
religions depiction was not tolerated for any game on the Nintendo home consoles.515 These 
draconic measures coupled with Nintendo being the only real competitive home console at the 
time made the arcade machines an appealing alternative.  
 Conversely, the arcades also possessed another unique aspect, its superior technology in 
graphics and CPU processing. Unlike its console counterparts, who dealt with technological 
limitations when it came to sound, graphics, and their inferior CPUs bogging down when 
multiple sprites appeared, arcade machines on the other hand, often derived from the Motorola 
68000 or Hitachi 6309, boasted superior sound, CPU processing, and graphics akin to the fourth 
generation of home consoles (1991-1996).516 A good example how an arcade game differed from 
its home console counterparts is the 1987 Komani game Contra. Being on both the arcade and 
the NES, for example the first stage known as the Jungle, the arcade version boasted detailed 
foregrounds and backgrounds with palm trees, cracks in the rocks, and possesses a vivid color 
palate that shows off various little details in the metal and weapons placed throughout the 
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level.517 In comparison, the NES version while having exceptional graphics for its time, the 
detail the character sprites, backgrounds, and foregrounds and not as many colors used makes 
less visually appealing that its' counterpart.518 Unlike the NES or other early consoles, the 
arcades could also emulate a few lines of legible dialog such as the two lines found at the 
beginning of Super Contra and throughout Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Arcade Game.519 
While nothing exceptional by today's standards, these feats at the time served as a testament to 
the sound chips and CPUs in these machines. 
 Furthermore, some used their time in the arcades to market their games such as the case 
of Sega. Discussed more in detail in the next chapter, from 1986 to 1991, Sega struggled to 
compete with Nintendo with its first home console in the United States the Master System and 
later during the early tenure of its successor, the Genesis.520 Compensating for the lack of sales, 
they turned to the next best thing. Among the titles released in the arcades and home consoles 
included Hang-On and Space Harrier which both possessed both 16-bit graphics as well as a 
"super scalier technology" an effect which gave their games a graphical "Pseudo-3D effect."521 
Outside these two games, Sega used the next four years to build both their library that featured 
Afterburner, its sequel Afterburner II, OutRun, Super Hang-On, Shinobi, and Power Drift, which 
many of them received console ports to help boost the support of the Master System and 
Genesis.522 
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 In addition, others used this time in the arcades to test the waters of the US gaming 
market. From this, we start to see the beginnings of some of today's most influential gaming 
companies. Developers like Capcom began working on a variety of different of titles, which 
include Commando, Ghosts 'n Goblins, its follow up Ghouls 'n Ghosts, Forgotten Worlds, 
Strider, and 1943.523 Konami also found success with Gradius, Salamander, and platformers 
such as Haunted Castle and Vampire Killer.524 Heavyweight Tatio boasted Operation Wolf and 
Bubble Bobble, while newcomer Midway scored marks with their controversial game, NARC.525 
Even the old guards from the golden age of gaming, Namco, and Atari Games also saw new life 
during the late 80s as they began updating their games to meet new tastes like Splatter House, 
Galaga '88, A.P.B., and Gauntlet II.526 Finally, while many companies either returned or 
emerged during the 1980s, honorable mentions should go to Tecmo, SNK, Irem, and Epyx, as 
they too would lay the groundwork for the future video games of the 1990s. 
  Finally, the arcades provided the gateway for entirely new genre of games. Arguably, 
while sports, platforming, shooting, and racing games all came from the arcades, with a few 
notable exceptions none of them at the time seemed to match the popularity of the fighting genre. 
Technically consisting two different sub-genre's, the beat 'em up and the one on one fighter, both 
origins comes from the same handful of early games, Data East's 1984 Karate Champ, Irem's 
1984-5 Kung-Fu Master, and Konami's 1985 Yie Ar Kung-Fu.527 Then in 1987, the beat em' up 
genre saw it first great hit, TechnosJapan's Double Dragon and its 1988 sequel Double Dragon 
II, which established the fundamentals such as friendly fire, double teaming, grappling, combo 
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moves, and beating an enemy with a weapon alongside playing as the famous brothers Billy and 
Jimmy Lee.528 Two years later, the final evolution of the beat 'em up sub-genre came in the form 
of Capcom's 1989 Final Fight. Only using a simple two button layout (Movement, Jump, and 
Punch), the game dazzled audiences with much larger sprites compared its predecessors and non-
gory but violent gameplay.529 After its release, the game quickly became the primary template 
for the beat 'em up that followed, with such key titles as the Streets of Rage 2 and Violent Storm 
following its example, thus making it one of the most significant releases of the third generation 
of video games.530 
 As for the one-on-one fighting, these never really caught on during the late 1980s as their 
counterparts often eclipsed their success. While trying to break away, one such game that sticks 
out from the crowd, Capcom's 1987 Street Fighter serves as kind of a unique experiment for its 
time. Focusing on one of its two playable characters, the game follows the adventure of Ryu as 
he fights nine different opponents across five countries in order to reach Sagat, the final boss.531 
Bogged down by unresponsive controls and clunky gameplay, the game itself remains rather 
unremarkable; however, the results from this game led two interesting scenarios.532 First, the 
original creator of Street Fighter, Takashi Nishiyama left Capcom and went to work for SNK.533 
In an interview with 1Up.com, he envisioned his SNK game Fatal Fury: The King of Fighters as 
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his spiritual sequel to the original game, which focuses on landing powerful special moves and 
creating a story strung together by the fights.534  
 The other result came after the failure to make Final Fight, originally conceptualized as 
Street Fighter 89, as Street Fighter's sequel as creator Yoshiki Okamoto set out a proper 
sequel.535 During development, the team discovered a unique program glitch during testing that 
allowed for the player to chain attacks together and form a combo.536 According to Street Fighter 
II: The World Warrior's programmer Motohide Eshiro, he states, while it was not intentional, the 
reason combo moves exist comes from a "side effect of giving people more time to enter the 
button (command) - players could perform combos.”537 In nonprofessionals’ terms, if the player 
was fast enough, they could attack the opponent multiple times before they could block again, 
thus making the game more fluid and faster. The team like the feature so the left it in the game. 
Unknowingly however, while the programmers liked this glitch and opted to keep in the game, 
this one decision changed the course of the entire one-on-one fighting genre as Street Fighter II: 
The World Warrior became the template for nearly all future fighting games to come.538 
 As historians we need to ask one question, why this is relevant, and the history of video 
games is no exception. The mid 1980s up until 1991 was a time of uncertainty, as many still 
believed that video games were only a passing fad, abets in this case, a returning fad.539 What 
Nintendo, the third party developers, PC software markers, and the arcades did was returning 
consumer confidence thus allowing the developers and publishers to revive a dead market. 
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Learning from the mistakes of the past, the third generation of video games took more bold 
chances and pushed the limit of their hardware. They also expanded, created, and perfected new 
genres of games such as the simulators, fighting games, and the platformers. These ideas laid the 
groundwork for future games, which kept experimenting with newer ideas to keep their base 
consumers happy. Overall, unlike its predecessor, the third generation of home consoles, PC, and 
arcades serve as the modern catalyst of today's video games, yet one-question remains, where 
could it go from there. 
 The roles and actions of PC, arcades, and home consoles makers played a decisive role in 
the resurrection of video games back into popular favor from 1985-1991. From this unexpected 
return to providence cemented two facts emerged from the chaos. First, the American 
domination of the video game market, which they controlled from 1972 to 1983 had ended and 
showed no signs of returning to its once former glory. Secondly, from the void of the 1983 North 
American Video Game crash created led to the rise of the Japanese dominated US video game 
market. While Japanese developers such as Namco did garner much of their attention in the 
arcades during the early 1980s, Nintendo's foray into the console market in 1985 and 1986 
forever changed this dynamic. By taking control and influencing the North American market, 
they inadvertently gave some smaller Japanese third party developers a new market to tap, that at 
one time was inaccessible with the giants Atari and Activision running the show. These names 
include Konami, which brought Contra, Metal Gear, and Castlevania series' stateside, Capcom, 
which revolutionized a genre with Final Fight and Street Fighter as well as Square, which 
introduced western audiences to Role Playing Games such as the now popular Final Fantasy 
series. 
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 Finally, either love them or hate them, Nintendo is the primary reason why video games 
returned to their former glory in the United States. Granted, while the arcades and home 
computers did have interesting and innovate titles, people gravitated more towards the Japanese 
console and games resulting in roughly 7.4 million consoles or one in four homes in America 
having a NES by 1990.540 Now, while it is up for debate that if it was the draconic measures 
Nintendo undertook to ensure control of the US video game market or if it was games alone that 
secured their dominance is open to debate, but what cannot be ignored is their efforts of 
Nintendo's North American branch's employees. Unknown to the masses, the names Howard 
Lincoln, Peter Main, Ron Judy, and Howard Philips, while unappreciated, became the unsung 
heroes of an industry. Though in retrospect, much of the credit especially goes to Minoru 
Arakawa who often clashed his own boss stated in David Sheff's book Game Over, "I learned to 
set a goal and to do what is necessary to reach it."541 This mindset alongside his close circle of 
friends/employees led to the success of Nintendo in North America. So, where could video 
games even go from here? 
 In 1990, Nintendo sat as King of the preverbal video game mountain. Its' chief mascot 
Mario became famous worldwide much like his arcade predecessor Pac-Man. Finally, a new 
console in Japan was coming out, the Super Famicom, which promised 16-bit graphics and 
expected to come to the states the following year. With these high expectations, who could even 
bring down this juggernaut? The answer to this dilemma came in the form of a blue blur, blast 
processing, and an opponent that came out at the same time as Nintendo in 1986. With an edgy 
scream and bold marketing plan, in 1991, with their second console, they etched themselves 
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itself in the annals of gaming history as the eternal rival to Nintendo. Move over Mario, a 




For A Few Bits More: The Bit Wars and Video Gaming in the Early 1990s 
"Now You’re Playing with Power, Super Power."542 
"Genesis Does What Nintendon't."543 
 After the unexpected and unprecedented resurrection of the US video game market 
during the mid to late 1980s, gaming was entering a second golden age. With the torch passed 
from Pac-Man, the undisputed king of the arcades and icon of the arcade boom, to Mario, the 
king of the console characters at the time, many saw Nintendo's dominance extending throughout 
the 1990s. Then in 1991, something both unique and strange happened that caught many off 
guard. During the transition period between fans switching from the Nintendo Entertainment 
System to the more powerful Super Nintendo, a rare alternate option presented itself. Serving as 
Nintendo's antithesis, for over five years Sega competed against them with little to no success. 
Even their 16-bit console released in 1989 failed to dethrone the king of console game’s 8-bit 
console. Then over the course of two years, two men, Michael Katz and Tom Kalinske, serving 
as successive presidents of Sega of America, laid the groundwork for the Sega Genesis outselling 
the Super Nintendo during the 1991 Christmas shopping season.544 This marked three significant 
shits as it finally allowed the Sega to break free from Nintendo's monopolistic shadow and 
became the unexpected alternate whose company controlled roughly 55% of the market share.545 
Third and most important, it opened up a small but vital period in the history of video games, the 
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bit wars, as between 1991 and 1994, no fewer than seven home consoles manufactures battled 
for control of the North American market. 546  
 Using popular slogans, million dollar ad campaigns, exclusive titles, and general 
mudslinging each vied for a piece of the billion-dollar industry. While many failed to garner 
mass attention, such as the Atari Jaguar and Real 3DO, the two console developers in particular 
Nintendo and Sega became the heart and soul of the conflict. Representing the two biggest video 
game supporters in the US market at the time, they possessed the vast resources to wage an all-
out campaign. With tag lines following the likes of "Genesis Does what Nintendon't," "Blast 
Processing," and "Now You’re Playing with Power, Super Power" diehard fans defended their 
16-bit console of choice.547 This bitter rivalry while lasting just a few short years would define 
the fourth generation of home consoles serving as an influential turning point in the growth of 
gaming in the US market, but it was not the only powerful gaming medium.548 
 As the console developer’s war entered commenced, the home computer gaming circle 
saw a quieter, but still influential growth during the 1990s. Through a mix of shareware titles 
alongside games bought from retailers, the PC gaming market built the medium's popularity with 
variety of different game genres. Ranging from early online gaming, point and click adventures, 
real time strategy, flying and racing simulators, educational and other miscellaneous genres for 
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kids and adults all found a home on this medium. Granted, while the PC gaming audience had an 
established video game following with such titles such as Sim City, Ultima, and Civilization 
alongside countless other computer games, this controversial titles such as Wolfenstein 3D and 
Doom helped spur mass appeal among still growing market.549  
 Finally, a third medium, the arcade machine resurged as the popularity of the fighting 
game craze made its mark on the early to mid-1990s. Pro arcade machine developers like 
Capcom, Konami, Midway, Namco, SNK, and countless other smaller developers created a 
variety of games ranging from action oriented to beat 'em up to virtual reality; however, the real 
success came with games such as Street Fighter II, Samurai Shodown, King of Fighters '94, and 
Tekken being serving as the more influential titles. Furthermore, if an arcade game were 
successful enough, developers ported them onto the home consoles, portable gaming consoles, 
and sometimes home computers. Though it may not seem major crux point, these ports would 
play a huge role during the bit wars, and even help determine the success of one console home 
video game library over its competition; yet, as a whole, the years of 1991-1995 fundamentally 
changed the video game industry in both commercial and historical terms.550  
 In chapter three, "For a Few Bits More: The Bit Wars and Video Gaming in the Early 
1990s" explores the three popular mediums of arcade, home computer and console games 
between 1991-1994 and asks why this small window in video game history proved to be one of 
the most important in changing and influencing of the US video game market. Through the 
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investigation of the arcades, it shows the influence of the fighting game craze leading to many 
developers porting their games onto the major home consoles. In addition, the chapter also shows 
how the home computer gaming market grew parallel to the consoles and arcades during the bit 
wars era. Unimpeded by petty rivalries, the various games made for this medium popular with 
titles like Civilization, Sim City, Ultima helping attract the masses; however, the bulk of the 
exploration falls on one particular company, id software, as how their games Wolfenstein 3D and 
Doom both revolutionized and transformed home computer gaming from niche to wide spread 
popularity.551 Furthermore, the thesis further explores chapter namesake by looking at the 
conflict from Nintendo and Sega perspective as it attempts to show how Sega dethroned 
Nintendo, the approaches to selling their product, and the measures both sides used to attract the 
masses to in order to retake the market lead in in the states.. Finally, the chapter briefly looks at a 
few failed consoles that challenged both Nintendo and Sega during the bit wars and asked why 
they never succeeded to capturing the attention of gamers like the big two.552  
 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the late 1980s saw arcades popularity return and 
then skyrocketing through the success of the fighting game genre. Among the slew of games that 
came out during the early 1990s, four kings emerged who dominated the arcade market. From 
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this success, they began etching their names as premier video game developers while at the same 
time made millions profiting off a craze that they created.  
  Serving as the most influential of the four, Capcom built its success in the arcades with 
both the 1989 Final Fight and the Street Fighter II series that for the next four years that 
followed became its' most profitable franchise. Garnering off the success off Street Fighter II: 
World Warrior in 1991, and inquiring about the unlicensed Street Fighter II: Championship 
Edition knock off known as Rainbow edition they began tweaking the game. Starting in 1992, 
the Street Fighter II series was created with the release Street Fighter II: Championship Edition 
and Street Fighter II Turbo: Hyper Fighting.553 Inspired by Rainbow edition, new features such 
as increased the game's play speed, alternate colors for characters, fine-tuning and adding new 
special moves, perfecting the gameplay, and the inclusion of the four non-playable bosses from 
the World Warrior onto the roster all made these highly regarded fan favorites even more 
popular.554 Its' 1993 follow-up Super Street Fighter II continued this trend by further fine-tuning 
the game fighting mechanics and adding four new characters, Dee Jay, Cammy, T. Hawk, and 
Fei Long.555  
 While Capcom fine-tuned their premier fighting franchise, they also worked on other 
projects in order to find the next great fighting game franchise. Titles such as the Darkstalkers 
series, Warriors of Fate, Cadillacs and Dinosaurs, Alien vs. Predator, Captain Commando, and 
Saturday Night Slam Masters, all made a profound mark on the company's success during this 
time.556 Conversely, Capcom also did a few other mentionable non-fighting games for the 
arcades. These rare gems ranged from side scrolling shooting games like U.N. Squadron and 
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Varth: Operation Thunderstorm to action games like Dungeons & Dragons: Tower of Doom and 
Magic Sword.557 
 Another arcade giant that dominated the 1990s arcade scene was Konami. While mainly 
both a home console brand in the states like Capcom, they also had quite a few memorable 
arcade titles. Became synonymous for its beat 'em up games, its' main claim to fame from its' 
handling of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles video game series and its second arcade title, the 
1991 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles in Time being its pinnacle and arguably best game 
in the series.558 They also handled many other popular cartoon series franchise games such as the 
1991 Simpsons Arcade game, which many claim serves and one of the better beat 'em up titles of 
its day and G.I. Joe, with its fast rail shooter style gameplay and iconic characters that came from 
the Hasbro cartoon.559 They even had their own line up of games outside of TV inspired games. 
Such titles such as the space side scrolling shooter Gradius series becoming a long running 
staple of the company, while unique and quirky titles such as Smash TV thrived on fast-paced run 
and gun action to appeal to their audiences.560 
 A third challenger that thrived in the arcades surprisingly came from the old guard early 
1980s company, Namco. Unlike their early 1980s rivals, Namco managed to evolve with the 
times and keep their games fresh and innovative while having some games rooted in the past. 
Spreading across all genres their titles encompassed everything from racing to fighting. Hard to 
pin down their selection included the 1993 Ridge Racer a popular racing series and Air Combat, 
a fun flying/Action simulator that would go on to inspire the Ace Combat series.561 Finally, 
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Namco’s golden children, Tekken, a 3-D fighting game, introduced a set of rather unforgettable 
characters and "a realistic fighting style praised by the martial arts community," and the Soul 
Edge/Soul Caliber series that focuses on sword fighting rather than martial arts became their 
flagship franchises for over two decades.562  
 The fourth notable company that made an impact during the 1990s came from the Shin 
Nihon Kikaku Corporation or SNK for short. Another old guard maker from the early 1980s, 
SNK did not hit its stride until the 1990s. Much like Namco, they had a jack-of-all-trades 
mentality creating games ranging anywhere from sports and action style genre titles. Their video 
game library for instance included such choices as the 1996 Metal Slug a fun, fast paced run and 
gun/action title, the 1994 puzzle game Bust-A-Move, and the strange 1988 Psycho Soldier which 
featured a psychic girl named Athena as its protagonist.563 While much of the SNK library 
consists of rather well made games, what made this brand truly a success during the 1990s came 
from its' fighting games.564  
 At its' core, the fighting games served as the company's forte. Mainly capitalizing off 
Street Fighter II's success, the brand distinguished themselves as rivals to Capcom's success in 
the genre. Possessing several successful franchises, SNK used them to their fullest potential. 
Their main claim to fame came from the 1991 game Fatal Fury: The King of Fighters, which 
introduced players to main protagonist Terry Bogard, his brother Andy, friend Joe Hiashi and 
their nemesis, Geese Howard.565 As the series progressed, it took cues from Street Fighter II and 
became akin to a tournament style gameplay, while introducing and reintroducing main staples 
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characters such as Mai Shurinui, Duck King, Rock Howard, and Blue Mary Ryan just to name a 
few.566  
 On the other hand, Fatal Fury's sister counterpart, Art of Fighting also had a profound 
impact. Notorious for its brutal difficulty, the series introduced to main stay characters Ryo, his 
sister Yuri, friend Robert, and female martial arts expert King while at the same time serving as a 
an prequel to the Fatal Fury.567  
 Conversely, SNK also possessed a third series that took off during the 1990s. Samurai 
Shodown also known as Samurai Spirits became one of the more popular games during its initial 
run. Set in feudal Japan, eighteen-century Europe, and exaggerated United States, the game 
unlike its fight game counterparts opted for simplified gameplay with its decrease importance of 
special moves and emphasizing sword combat.568 Its' tactical style gameplay, blood, roster, poor 
English translation and good controls made it popular with gaming crowds inspiring SNK to 
create Samurai Shodown II, which improved upon on all the weaknesses of the first game 
making it even more popular.569 
 Finally, their fourth and most famous of their successful franchises, The King of Fighters, 
serves as SNK's lovechild. In its' first game, The King of Fighters '94, the crossover combined 
several series from the company's library encompassing Fatal Fury, Art of Fighting, Psycho 
Soldier, Ikari Warriors, and several original fighters into one game.570 Taking the concept of 
team based fighting; the game pitted a group of three fighters against a CPU or human controlled 
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opponent.571 Known for its highly challenging A.I. and borderline "broken" final boss Rugal 
Bernstein, King of Fighters '94 did two things right. First, it served as the main rival franchise 
against Street Fighter's popularity and arguably became the flagship franchise of the company 
with its poster boy Kyo.572 Secondly, alongside Fatal Fury's antagonist Geese Howard, Rugal 
Bernstein helped coined a rather popular but unofficial word, SNK boss syndrome, which means 
"any opponent whose power level is outright broken."573 This may include such facets such as 
having unstoppable moves, possessing abilities a beyond human reaction time, having an unfair 
attack damage, or being able to read player controller inputs and countering them.574 Overall, 
these features gave a unique quality to their games that few seem to duplicate. 
 Outside of the arcades, each of the above contenders all played a role in the ongoing 
console wars happening in the early to mid-1990s. In the battle of the brands, Nintendo and Sega 
both needed premier arcade games for their home consoles and Capcom, Konami, Namco, SNK, 
and a another rising star Midway quickly obliged them by porting several of their top titles for 
the 16 bit machines available at the time. Unlike earlier arcade ports done for the NES, the fourth 
generation of home consoles possessed better graphics, sound cards, and CPU's that could 
replicate arcade experience more faithfully or in some cases even surpass the arcade original. 
One such example comes from the early Super Nintendo line up, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
IV: Turtles in Time.575 Despite it not having all the voice clips from the arcade, not having four 
player support, and slightly less detailed graphics, the Super Nintendo port managed to outshine 
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its counterpart.576 This was done by making several small, but arguably positive changes such as 
changing certain bosses around and adding a new fourth level called Technodrome: Let's Kick 
Shell.577   
 Finally, depending on what system the port was made for would drastically affect the 
quality, music, graphics, or gameplay of a certain title from the original arcade version. While 
hard to explain and depending on personal preference, certain games may look or play better on 
a certain console. For example, people preferred the Genesis version of Mortal Kombat because 
the unlike the SNES bowdlerization, they kept faithful to the original arcade release complete 
with blood and gory fatalities. On the other hand, when comparing the SNES versus Genesis 
experience of Street Fighter II, some people preferred the ergonomic design of the SNES 
controller six-button layout opposed to the stock genesis three-button layout. Overall, it again 
depends on what the player's personal preference that determined what game he or she enjoyed. 
However, personal preference also pushed several gamers away from the home consoles and 
arcades. Instead, these men and women focused their attention towards on a rising star in video 
game media, the Home Computer.578  
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 As noted in the previous chapter, the home computer gaming and software scene of the 
1980s and early 1990s metaphorically equated to the Wild West. Several programs written by 
both professionals, nonprofessionals, and pirated flooded both store shelves and specialty 
magazines of the time. Armed with the newest word processor or next great software program, 
this emerging field offered great potential for numerous moneymaking opportunities. 
Furthermore, it relatively unregulated landscape during this particular time allowed a unique 
situation to rise, one that allowed free exploration of ideas both clean, and perverse, come into 
fruition. Surprisingly, up until the advent of the commercial Internet of the late 1990s, the 
benefactor of this lawless landscape did not come in the form of some pornographic literature or 
new revolutionary spreadsheet program created by a man in Seattle, but the individual third party 
developers who created video games for the personal computers.579  
 Unlike their console counterparts and some major development studios, the niche PC 
market allowed these men and women to create the video game of their dreams without forcibly 
edit their work. The reason for this comes surprisingly comes from differentiating perceptions as 
at this particular time home consoles such as Nintendo and Sega were seen as more oriented 
towards children and teenagers while the home computer was billed as the more adult option. 
Granted, as mentioned in chapter two, numerous educational games for children did come for the 
PC market, but at the same time other titles that targeted both adult and general audiences did 
exist for this medium. This drive to meet a rapidly expanding demographic eventually led to the 
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growth of several influential PC video game publishers and developers hoping to profit from the 
rather young market.580  
 While too many to mention off-hand, sever popular studios emerged to popular 
receptions during the 1980s and 1990s such as MicroProse who made a name for itself by 
focusing on creating both strategy and simulation type games such as the Sid Meier's Civilization 
series, Railroad Tycoon and World Circuit: The Grand Prix Race Simulation.581 Sierra 
Entertainment focused on creating games encompassing all genres with such notable titles as the 
Leisure Suit Larry series and the Dr. Brain educational series.582 Papyrus Design group mainly 
worked on racing simulators such as the influential Indianapolis 500: The Simulation and the 
NASCAR Racing series.583 Apogee/3D Realms mainly acted as a publisher and developer of 
numerous video games, but they became rather noticeable after the success of their arguably 
largest intellectual property Duke Nukem in 1991 and the subsequent sequels Duke Nukem II and 
Duke Nukem 3D.584 Finally, while each of the above assisted in the growth of the PC video game 
market, quite possibly id Software's served as its champion during the 1990s as both a 
revolutionary and creator of controversy.585 
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 Principally founded by four unlikely computer programmers, in 1989, John Carmack, 
John Romero, Tom Hall, and Adrian Carmack all met as employees of another company, 
Softdisk.586 Starting out as pet project between Romero, J. Carmack, and Lane Roathe, formed a 
three-man team calling themselves the Gamer's Edge crew.587 Chiefly pushed by the two Johns, 
they began forming the future id Software as they managed to convince other Carmack and much 
later Tom Hall to join their endeavor. With Adrian doing the art, Romero creating the software 
tools and engine, Lane focusing on management and miscellaneous programing, Tom Hall as 
creative director, and J. Carmack developing the games core engine, these men set out to 
accomplish some impressive feats.588 Such accomplishments included J. Carmack figuring out 
how to simulate a side scrolling effect for PC games, which was unheard of at the time outside 
the home consoles and arcades.589 He also developed came up with the idea he called "adaptive 
tile refresh," which tricked the computer programing into creating a smooth transitions by only 
focusing on things that need to change in the background such as clouds.590 Furthermore, 
according to David Kushner, he added an extra set of blue tiles outside the right edge of the 
screen and stored it into the games memory, which could be placed on screen without being 
redrawn every time.591 This surprising leap meant that, "They could do Super Mario Brothers 3 
on a PC! Nobody, no one, nowhere had made the PC do this."592 It was this idea that pushed 
these men to create their own company, and with their ironically named prototype called 
Dangerous Dave In "Copyright Infringement," they attempted to get in touch with Nintendo.593 
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 In an attempt to woo the Redmond, Washington higher ups, the now renamed Gamer's 
Edge crew now calling themselves the IFD or Ideas From The Deep Team consisting of Romero, 
both Carmacks, Hall, and Lane worked a non-stop in seventy-two hour marathon programing a 
PC demo of Super Mario Bros. 3, which included Mario and a few levels.594 After sending it to 
Nintendo, they response they got back disappointed them as the company, while praising their 
hard work, showed no interest in joining the PC market.595 Following the fallout, Romero 
received an unexpected call from Scott Miller, one of the founders of 3D Realms/Apogee, who 
wished to publish the groups’ games as shareware.596 Agreeing with Miller, the team minus Lane 
began work on their first episode of their first original franchise Commander Keen: Marooned on 
Mars.597 Given only two months to meet the upcoming the Christmas deadline, the team from 
October to December 1990 worked a "death schedule," to get the game to Miller on time, but in 
the end, their efforts paid off in dramatic fashion.598 In just a few days, sales for Commander 
Keen from December 14 to Christmas made around $30,000 in sales thus netting the team 
royalty check for $10,500.599 This success spurred Romero, Hall, and both Carmack's to break 
away from any association with Softdisk. On February 1, 1991, the renamed IFD team officially 
became id Software and now outside of a contractual dispute with their former employer, these 
men were now free to make the games they desired.600 
 From its inception to roughly the time of the first senate hearing on December 9, 1993, id 
Software began building its library of titles. During the first year, Mesquite, Texas based 
company met some success with the continuation of the Commander Keen series with its sequel 
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Commander Keen in Goodbye, Galaxy!601 Furthermore, to avoid a lawsuit and fulfill their 
remaining obligations to Softdisk, id Software developed a flurry of successive that included 
Rescue Rover 1&2, Dangerous Dave in the Haunted Mansion, Shadow Knights, Hovertank 3-D, 
Commander Keen: Keen Dreams, and Catacomb 3-D in order fully break away from the 
Louisiana based developer.602 Nevertheless, John Carmack's began experimenting with the core 
game engine featured in Hovertank 3-D and Catacomb 3-D and during the next two years from 
1992-1993, two new games would not only popularize a genre, but also spark deep-rooted 
controversy from their gameplay 603  
 The first game in question, Wolfenstein 3-D was not an original IP as in 1981 and 1984 
Muse Software developed both Castle Wolfenstein and Beyond Castle Wolfenstein for the Apple 
II and Commodore computers.604 The reason why id even got the rights in the first place came 
from Muse software's bankruptcy during the mid-1980s and the lapse on the Wolfenstein 
trademark allowed the development team to the intellectual property.605 Furthermore, John 
Carmack began tweaking the now known Wolfenstein 3D engine from his old Catacombs 3-D 
engine, by cleaning up the codes for bugs and streaming it for speed making it both look good 
graphically, but maintain a fast arcade style of gameplay.606 In addition, Carmack also took 
advantage of the new Video Graphics Adapter or VGA, which in comparison to its earlier 
counterpart, the EGA, VGA graphics boosted the color palate from 16-colors to 256 color 
palate.607 This allowed for not only more graphically appealing games, but allow for the creation 
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of more detailed death animations and blood, which Wolfenstein had in spades.608 It also boasted 
numerous sound effects such as enemy voice clips, the protagonist's voice clips, and gunfire, 
which creator Bobby Prince utilized digitalized sound to full effect.609 Finally, taking cues from 
both Catacombs 3-D and Hovertank 3-D, Wolfenstein 3D became a pioneering the first person 
shooter as the unique perspective of actually seeing the game through the characters perspective 
allowed the players to interact with a strange and somewhat similar world.610  
 As for the story, the player assumes the role of William B.J. Blazkowicz, a captured 
American soldier of Jewish decent facing hordes of Nazi soldiers that want him dead.611 Split 
into three episodes with ten floors (levels) apiece; episode one takes place in the titular castle 
with the player attempting escape from their diabolical jailor, Hans Grosse.612 The second 
episode Operation: Eisenfaust, Blazkowicz take on the villainous Dr. Schabbs, a lunatic physical 
who is turning corpses into mutant soldiers for the Third Reich.613 Finally, in the third episode, 
Die, Führer, Die, the story reaches its climax with the player reaching the Führer bunker and the 
games notorious final boss, Adolf Hitler.614  
 Featuring thirty labyrinthine levels, each of them comes packed with guards, dogs, 
Schutzstafel, and episode exclusive enemies such as the mutants in episode two and the officers 
in episode three.615 In addition, the player is given only three lives, a knife, a pistol, and full 
health at the beginning of each episode.616 Remedying this, each level contains numerous health 
and weapon pick-ups like the machine gun, chain gun, heath packs, dinners, dog food, and 
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ammunition.617 The castle while sporting numerous Nazi paraphilia such as the Swastika and 
portraits of Hitler, also boasts hidden treasure.618 These secret rooms contain numerous hidden 
treasures, extra lives, ammunition, early access to more weapons, and one undisclosed exit per 
episode that leads to floor ten.619 Also unique to the game, set dead center between the score, 
lives, health, and ammo count sits BJ's face. While a nice artistic touch, its' appearance 
deteriorated as the player took damage going from a fresh faced at full health to a mangled state 
as the player neared death.620 It also served another function as it humanizes the character known 
as Blazkowicz and gives a chance for the player to connect in a minor way.621 
 Today, many consider Wolfenstein 3D to be the grandfather of modern first person 
shooters. When released in May 1992, the game received a mixed reception. On one hand, Chris 
Lombardi from Computer Gaming World praises the game comparing it to another popular PC 
title Ultima Underworld.622 Noting the fluidly, speed, and beautiful graphical detail of the 
various environments that range from the Nazi paraphernalia to the blood stains and from detail 
of the enemies to the P.O.W's skeletons locked in the cages all looked gorgeous and serves as a 
reminder of the "brutality of the Wehrmacht."623 Even when talking about the sound, Lombardi 
states, "Overall, the sound track is used to good effect in building suspense and pulling the player 
further into the experience," while at the same time reflecting upon the graphics, "The pneumatic 
pump of the machine gun, communicated in both sound and visual action, is frighteningly 
realistic."624 The author also mentions the games self "PC-13" rating for profound carnage as 
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"extremely violent" for leaving a trail of dead corpses in his wake and he out right warns readers 
of the sensitive nature to "stay clear of this one."625 Ultimately, he concludes his review by again 
praising the game ability to create a sufficient element of disbelief that can draw in players into 
this "thrilling environment," and recommends players to look into the game as an example of the 
"interactive entertainment's potential for a sensory immersed visual' future."626   
 On the other hand, in the United States, the game while it sold popularly did get hardly 
any recognition on the violence factor until 1994 and even then, it was sparse. In an article 
written by Mike Snider for the USA Today states in only a paragraph, "Three years ago, when Id 
Software introduced Wolfenstein - a Nazi hunt - Wilson wrote an editorial about the game's first-
person perspective 'Was more gut-wrenching and if we weren't carful, the end result could be 
callousness.'"627 However, across the Atlantic and Pacific reactions were varied. In Australia, 
writer Phil Campbell for the Sydney Morning Herald, while noting the graphic violence is not 
suitable for children under thirteen, he outright praises the game stating "Wolfenstein 3D is fast, 
its action packed, and its fun to play. I'm impressed."628 Meanwhile in Europe, Germany unlike 
the UK or France outright banned the game from store shelves for violating section 86a of the 
Strafgesetzbuch, which bans the public use of anything regarding the National Socialist party.629 
 Now going back to the aforementioned quotes, why did both Lombardi and Snyder react 
so weirdly to Wolfenstein's gameplay? As mentioned earlier, the game takes place in a first 
person perspective. The player literally views the world of the game through BJ's eyes and 
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interacts with his world via killing Nazis. Why is the aspect important? During the 1980s and 
1990s, a strange paranoia surrounding violent video games emerged that led many to believe that 
this type of media would encourage violent behavior and also desensitize them making it easier 
to perpetrate heinous acts. Furthermore, at this same time, the military began using computer 
combat simulations that helped train and prepare soldiers. Yet, in a strange development, many 
people seemingly connected that violent video games only served as training tools for death and 
destruction.630  
 Going back to what Lombardi and Snyder stated, the pseudo realistic nature of 
Wolfenstein 3D's first person view did act as a simulation in a way, as the situation featured the 
player killing many people during while escaping. The fire from the guns and the voice clips also 
were top notch for 1992 as a person could literally hear the enemy scream in pain before they 
died or shout, "Mein Leben."631 Finally, at the time many thought that the First person point of 
view was going to be the next great gaming trend that allowed player and game to interact with 
one the digital world. While this did not transpire, Wolfenstein 3D was viewed as the first game 
that successfully simulated this experience thus making it a controversial game in the eyes of 
many. However, what effect did the success of the game have for Romero, Hall, and the two 
Carmack’s?   
 In June 1992, id Software received a royalty check from Apogee for $100,000 just for the 
first episode and the sales for their other game Commander Keen.632 The success of their 
unexpected treasure brought in much needed revenue and in turn enabled the men at id Software 
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to create a sequel, Wolfenstein Spear of Destiny.633 Again, being a young company, both Johns 
wanted something different, bolder, and for the next project, they planned to send their loyal 
players and fans straight to Hell. 
 Beginning development in 1992-3, Doom was a technical and visual upgrade in 
comparison to its predecessor, Wolfenstein 3D.634 Created by John Carmack, the id Tech 1 
engine also known as the Doom engine allowed for a 3D spatial effect while the game was 
created with a two dimensional floor plan thus giving the illusion of a 3D environment, despite 
only moving on a flat plane. 635 Carmack also used a programing technique called Binary Space 
Partitioning, which only drew the environments and enemies in the direction the player faced 
instead of drawing the entire level.636 This considerably sped up the pace of the game making 
Doom much faster in comparison to its predecessor.637 Finally, both Carmack and Romero 
expressed interest in granting players access to modify and create their own maps through WADs 
(Where's All the Data) and the possibility online multiplayer resulted in an ambitious project 
unlike anyone seen before seen before.638  
 As for the game's main premise, Doom follows the adventure of an unnamed space 
marine, who according to the PC manual's backstory states, "You' re a space marine, one of the 
toughest, hardened in combat and trained for action.639 Three years ago, you assaulted a superior 
officer ordering his soldiers to fire upon civilians.640 He and his body cast were sent to Pearl 
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Harbor, while you were transferred to Mars home of the Union Aerospace Corporation."641 The 
UAE began conducting inter-dimensional experiments on Phobos and Deimos, but these portals 
quickly became unstable, leading to the mysterious disappearance of Deimos and a demonic 
invasion its sister moon.642 Now with your platoon slaughtered, the player traverses the complex 
alone, fighting off the demonic hordes and killing everything that gets in their way.643 
 Much like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom's core gameplay uses a first person perspective, 
contains many hidden in-game secrets, and consists of three episodes (four if you are playing the 
1995 Ultimate Doom).644 Unlike its predecessor however, the successor game was improved in 
almost every aspect, as levels for example are now more open than the closed off corridors of its 
forerunner making fighting enemies more chaotic.645 The new Heads up Display or HUD no 
longer kept count of score or lives, but instead added new features such as armor and individual 
bullet counts as well as a weapon select indicator.646 Even the face at the center had a new 
purpose as it both indicated the player’s health via image, but also gives a hint on what direction 
an enemy attack came from allowing the player to retaliate accordingly.647 Furthermore, being a 
first person shooter, the game gives seven new weapons for the player to play around with which 
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includes the characters bare fists, a pistol, shot gun, chain gun, rocket launcher, plasma rifle, a 
chain saw, and the signature BFG-9000.648 The game also has other new items at the player’s 
disposal such as artifacts that raise the health, armor, and defense beyond 100%, backpacks that 
increase the amount of ammunition the player can carry, and Berserker Packs that increase the 
protagonists’ strength for a limited time.649  
 In addition, Doom also features several different environments as the player travels 
through each area. For example, episode one: Knee Deep In The Dead takes place in a futuristic 
military and toxic waste facility while episode two: Shores of Hell mixes both the militaristic 
aspects of the previous levels, but slowly adds increasing satanic visuals and imagery become 
visible as the player progresses.650 The final episode, episode three: Inferno takes the fight to 
Hell itself and in turn features backgrounds and foregrounds with gothic architecture (stones and 
torches), demonic images, blood pits, lava, and an overall hellish atmosphere.651 To complement 
the overall theme of the game, the designers provided a slew of demonic enemies to fight that 
include former humans, Imps, Demons, Specters, Lost Souls, Cacodemons, Barons of Hell, the 
Cyberdemon, and The Spider Mastermind/Arachnotrons.652 These touches make the game both 
unique as no game developer at the time put willingly placed demonic themes within a game, but 
at the same time generate controversy for both the aforementioned ideas and for its the high level 
of graphic violence. 
 Overall, Doom received the same reaction as Wolfenstein, one of both praise and 
revulsion. Dragon Magazine overall gave the game numerous positive remarks for its "fast 
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moving, first person sprite manipulation,” its multiplayer network gameplay feature, the lighting 
effects, and improved gameplay over Wolfenstein 3D.653 Conversely, Edge Magazine took 
another route and while giving some praise to the game, they took the time to point out its many 
flaws such as the repetitive game play, and limited enemies made it into just like any other 2D 
shoot 'em up available.654 
With the earlier success of Wolfenstein 3D and Doom, id Software began its assent from a 
group of four men to a multimillion-dollar game developer. Continuing its fame throughout the 
rest of the 1990s, the created such classics as Doom II: Hell on Earth in 1994, Ultimate Doom in 
1995, and Final Doom in 1996 making millions in revenue.655 This sparked the development of 
the next game for the company, Quake, which finally offered the true 3D experience the players 
have wanted since the 1980s.656 Despite its rather lackluster mentioning in 1993, the ghosts of 
Doom would eventually come back to haunt the company as the game was featured as one of the 
possible causes behind Eric Harris and Dylan Kiebold's rampage at Columbine School Shooting 
in 1999.657 Yet, while the home computer games quietly grew during early to mid-1990s, a war 
of between two iconic brands was heating up quickly. At the head of one side was represented by 
a portly Italian plumber and his brother stood as mascot of the successful Nintendo video game 
company, on the other hand, a brash, smooth, and overall cool anthropomorphic blue hedgehog 
named Sonic represented their chief rival Sega. Soon like many choices, a split occurred that 
many compare to various popular competitors such as Pepsi vs. Coke, Boston Red Socks vs. 
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New York Yankees, Ford vs. General Motors, DC Comics vs. Marvel comics and McDonalds 
vs. Burger King. Arguably, outside the select few successful arcade and home computer titles, 
none at the time could touch the home console market and standing at its center from 1991 to 
1994, the bit wars forever shaped the image of video games. 
Until late 1991, Nintendo served as the dominant force in video game entertainment. 
Sporting such hit franchises at the time such as the first party titles Super Mario Bros., Legend of 
Zelda, and Metroid.658 Their third party licensees were no slouch either producing several top 
quality games like Capcom's Mega Man series, Konami's Castlevania NES trilogy, Metal Gear, 
and Contra, Tecmo with its' famous sporting games like Tecmo Bowl, and the Double Dragon 
trilogy made by TechnosJapan.659 Nintendo also at this time had a near exclusive access in 
publishing popular cartoon video games such as Duck Tales and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
found a home on the NES.660 On the other hand, the company also had a monopoly on the 
handheld video games sector with its' Game Boy line, with such games as Super Mario Land and 
Tetris made it somewhat of an appealing choice for people on the go.661 Many business leaders, 
news leaders, and people in general believed the 1990s were going to be an extension of the 
company's 1980s dominance, but in 1992 despite having a new console in the American and 
worldwide market, the a two-year-old Sega Genesis outsold the debuting Super Nintendo during 
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the 1991 Christmas rush.662 Now with control of 55% of the market, the 1990s finally greeted 
Sega as the new king of the mountain and it ushered in the now bitter rivalry between Nintendo 
and Sega.663 Yet, the origins of this bitter battle did not start in the 1990s, but with the growth of 
Sega during the 1970s and 1980s. 
Sega, unlike its counterpart, did not have the extensive history or software influence, so it 
faced an uphill struggle. A company born from the Cold War, Matt Bromley, an American 
executive, teamed up with the Nihon Goraku Bussan Company in 1957 to provide numerous 
coin-operated machines to American military bases in Japan.664 Conversely, David Rosen, an 
American stationed in the country, seized an opportunity to make money in the recovering 
Japanese market. In 1960, he formed Rosen Enterprises, which provided the civilian population 
several coin-operated arcades that received an enthusiastic response from his new customers.665 
In 1964, the two companies merged into one business, Sega, which Rosen acting as chair decided 
to keep them firmly rooted in Japan.666 In the late 1970s, the company capitalized on the 
American video game craze happening at the time. Through the acquisition of Gremlin, it 
provided them a base of operations in San Francisco and allowed them to create several notable 
titles as Frogger, Congo Bongo, Spy Hunter, Turbo, and countless others that became part of the 
golden age of arcade gaming.667 In 1983, Sega began production on the exclusive Japanese only 
gaming console, the Sega SG-1000; yet, thanks to the superior Nintendo Famicom and the 
Commodore computer, the console never took off, falling behind the others in sales.668  
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In 1986, Sega, alongside Nintendo, attempted to breach the North American market with 
their American console, the Sega Master System.669 While on par with the NES graphically and 
having notable games Phantasy Star and the Alex Kidd series, they faced several setbacks. First, 
due to Nintendo’s monopoly, control over the third party developers, and earlier release, the 
powerhouse enjoyed a clear dominance in the United States, leaving other smaller upstarts like 
Sega fighting for the remains.670 Another reason why they did not achieve a more dominant 
position revolved around their partnership with Tonka toys. Tonka, who had the rights to sell the 
Master System, failed to both appropriately market the console to the masses and garner third 
party support from other game developers.671 This in turn, doomed Sega's early chances as the 
Kyoto based company, who used their multiple developers and controlled their own marketing 
campaign thus earning more attention from the American gamers. Finally, unlike their 
counterparts, Nintendo gained brand recognition by the1ate 1980s and used it to promote the 
company. Ranging from boxers, mugs, breakfast cereal, and cartoons, they heavily pushed their 
stars, which translated into profits and turned fictional characters such as Mario and Link into 
household names.672 Sega, on the other hand, did not have this type of popularity and sales 
suffered. The only character they had to match Mario rising star was Alex Kidd, but unlike the 
Mario Bros. series, which skyrocketed with every game released, the Alex Kidd titles received a 
lukewarm reception by gamers at best. In order to gain recognition, they went back to the 
drawing board and soon they found their answer, the Genesis. 
By 1989, Nintendo possessed a stranglehold on the North American console market; 
however, Sega had a unique trump card, the arcades. After the crash, the arcades across America 
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either folded or went into hibernation. While never achieving the success of the pre-1983 era, 
numerous games still found their way into those places. Such popular Sega games included 
OutRun, Shinobi, Altered Beast, Super Hang-On, and Afterburner drew which drew in gamers to 
these machines.673 Needing a clean break from the failure of the Master System in America, the 
company executives realized that they required a more powerful console, but what could best the 
NES' 8-bit graphics stranglehold on the market.674 Knowing this fact and having the technology 
available, they set about creating the Sega Genesis, a revolutionary 16-bit system that, according 
to CEO Hayao Nakayam, could "bring the arcade experience home."675 Using the above 
hardware, they thought that their console could edge out Nintendo's product and place them on 
the gaming map. Yet, to accomplish this massive endeavor, they needed to take a radical new 
stance on their marketing strategy.  
Wanting to prevent another dismal failure, the company dropped Tonka due to its poor 
performance and looked elsewhere.676 Initially, Sega's chair, Dave Rosen, and President Hayao 
Nakayama turned to Atari, but according to Michael Katz, the former president of Atari's game 
division, “We came close to making a hefty licensing deal so that Atari could jump into the 16-
bit fray before Nintendo. The negotiations went pretty far down the stream, and as I recall they 
fell apart when Jack [Tramiel] and Dave Rosen couldn't agree to the terms."677 Out of options, 
Sega took a page directly from Nintendo’s playbook, and according to Katz, "Sega decided to do 
it themselves."678 With a North American release date of August 15, 1989, and a $200 price tag, 
the Genesis boasted a "Motorola 68000 CPU" with a "16-bit VDP," "64 KB of Ram," a "TI-
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76489 sound generator," and "backwards compatibility with all Sega Master System games."679 
They also had the pack-in game, Altered Beast, included with the console to prove that their 
console could reproduce arcade quality titles.680  
Next, the company began to reorganize their American division to give themselves a 
fighting chance. They contacted Katz, who had left Atari, to see if he wanted to become the CEO 
of Sega of America, which he accepted in October 1989.681 When he arrived, his first order of 
business included implementing a strategy to overtake the competition by creating a unique 
identity that encompassed both the console and the company.682 The business did this through 
their marketing campaign, which attacked Nintendo head-on with its slogan "Genesis does what 
Nintendon't."683 The slandering worked as Nintendo employee, Don James, vice president of 
design, points out, “Sega came out slamming us in their commercials. They were naming us by 
name, and that was a big deal."684 Part two of the plan involved creating a software library of 
name recognizable games, which reflected upon their selection of sports titles that included "Pat 
Riley' Baseball, Arnold Palmer Golf, Buster Douglas Boxing and Joe Montana Football."685 
They also received the support of the then rising third party developer, Electronic Arts (EA), 
who supplied them with numerous sports related games like John Madden Football.686 Outside 
this sphere, they also included other recognizable names like Michael Jackson's Moonwalker 
alongside their own selection of first party arcade games.687  
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While Katz's plan improved Sega's situation in the North America and managed to sell 
over one million systems, this did not please his superiors in Japan.688 In response to the slow 
sales of the console, in 1991, Nakayama replaced him with Tom Kalinske, a shrewd executive 
who had no prior experience with gaming industry before accepting the position.689 Under his 
leadership however, he managed to increase Sega's profits tenfold from a meager $100 million in 
1991 to a mighty one billion dollars by the end of 1993.690 He did this by slightly modifying 
Katz's plan while implementing his own changes. They began in early 1991 by slashing prices of 
the Genesis from $189 to $100 in order to sell as many consoles as possible before the release of 
the Super Nintendo.691 He also continued the slander campaign and began targeting an older 
generation of gamers by associating the company as the epitome of “cool” with a preferred 
market suited for teens and adults, while at the same time depicting their rival as a kiddie 
system.692 As a final measure, Kalinske realized that, like Nintendo, they also needed a mascot to 
associate with Sega, a Mario killer, and from this idea came the basis for one of gaming’s 
greatest icons, Sonic the Hedgehog.693 
Built around the concept of speed, series creator Yuji Naka, inspired by attempting to 
speed run Super Mario Bros., wanted to create a game that tested how fast a player could get 
through a level.694 Teaming up with graphic designer Naoto Ôshima and level designer Hirokazu 
Yasuhara, the three set out to find their character.695 Looking at various designs, ranging from a 
rabbit, dog, human, etc., the developers, wanted to base the game on a simple two-button format, 
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and needed a character that could roll into a ball.696 Two concepts came to mind, an armadillo, or 
a blue hedgehog, and through much deliberation, the team opted for the blue blur.697 As 
development for the game continued, they decided to base their levels much like a pinball 
table.698 For example, act one of the first world, better known as the Green Hill Zone, while 
seeming linear contained multiple paths for the player to take, which allowed for both speed 
running and exploration.699 This concept permitted each of the game's stages to have a unique 
flair about them while providing multiple ways to play for both veterans and newcomers. 
Alongside the level design, the game also focused on memorable music, which, provided by 
Masato Nakamura, became a main staple and trademark of the series.700 Finally, the creation of 
the story surrounding the Chaos Emeralds and the now famous antagonist Dr. Ivo Robotnik acted 
as the unifiers of the series and provided the players with an additional in game challenge.701  
The game was now ready, and Kalinske opted to both put the game on retail and offered 
it as a pack in title for the Genesis replacing Altered Beast.702 Alongside this, Sega unleashed a 
pro-Sonic ad campaign that introduced gamers to the character as well as promoted the game.703 
After months of hard work, gambles, and sacrifices, everything in the end paid off as Sonic the 
Hedgehog met universal acclaim receiving four 9 out of 10 reviews from Electronic Gaming 
Monthly in July 1991 and received high remarks from other gaming magazines.704 Furthermore, 
due to the success of this one title, the Genesis sold over 15 million additional systems and 
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pushed them ahead of their competition with a 55% to 65% control of the market after the fourth 
quarter in 1991.705 This enthralled Sega as they finally overcame the biggest hurdle in the 
American market, yet, there was one question remaining, where was Nintendo at this time?  
By the late 1980s, the NES had hit its zenith; however, the company suffered from a fatal 
overconfidence in their product. Granted, this brashness came from the string of successful titles 
during this period like the 1988 game Super Mario Bros. 3, which made over $500 million in 
worldwide sales.706 In addition, and as mentioned before, they also controlled a majority of the 
market, but when the Sega Genesis came out in 1989, Nintendo ignored them as they still outsold 
their competitor. Even in the case of Sonic, Richard Brudvik-Lindner a "former group supervisor 
and head of Nintendo of America's Account team" stated:  
It was pretty much a typical Nintendo reaction at first. [People said] "Look, they're trying 
to copy us with Super Mario Bros. and it the same kind of a game. They can't really do anything 
as good as we do it." Over time, there was this kind of dawning realization that this was... not 
such a bad product. It was the same thing with the Genesis, in general.707 
 
In addition, the company had on their hands multiple lawsuits to deal with. In 1990, Atari 
claimed the draconian regulations on Nintendo games only created a monopoly favoring the 
Kyoto based company, but they lost the suit and the courts forced them to stop illegally 
producing unlicensed games for the NES.708 On the other hand, in a different case, Nintendo lost 
against Lewis Galoob Toys whose claim on the Game Genie fell through, as it did not infringe 
on any copyright laws and lawfully able to sell in store.709 The main reason for the litigation 
cases came down to the Japanese developer's staunch control and hold on the pulse of the 
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market. While many such as Atari, unlicensed companies, and other third party developers beat 
the anti-trust drum, Nintendo believed that they had to keep control on the pulse of the still 
fragile industry to make sure that another crash did not happen on their watch.710  
By the time Nintendo of America released its new system in 1991, it had been on the 
market in Japan for over a half-a-year as the Super Famicom.711 Unlike the Genesis, the 16-bit 
Super Nintendo or SNES contained a faster Motorola 65816 CPU, could produce over 32,000 
different colors, and a mode known as "Mode 7 Graphics," that could aid in the development of 
backgrounds and game sprite scaling.712 Despite the advantages in a June 1991 Time magazine 
article, author Philip Elmer-DeWitt suggested that while the next Super Mario game (Super 
Mario World) will drum up hype, the $200 price tag, parent’s aversion to the new system, and 
the cooling of the Nintendo's name all harmed the company's chances in the end.713 In October, 
Nintendo claimed that they sold over 500,000 units and expected to sell over 2.2 million by 
January 1, 1992.714 By December, Nintendo sold over 3.4 million consoles and did quite well for 
only being out for three months, yet, instead of being on top, the two-year-old Genesis had 
outsold the superior system 5:1.715 For the first time in their six years in the American market, 
another company dominated. Now with two lead companies competing for the hearts and minds 
of gamers, they squared off in what gamers would call “the bit wars.”  
Between the years of 1992-1995, the second console war, also known as the bit wars, 
sparked great competition between Nintendo and Sega. This surprisingly created a strong divided 
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market, as many people could not afford both systems due to a moderate recession harming the 
economy during the early 1990s. Soon, people formed two camps, the pro Genesis and pro Super 
Nintendo fan bases, which rallied behind their respective mascots. Conversely, the simple rivalry 
between the two companies quickly evolved into an all-out war as both the fans and the 
companies attacked their competition's software library. Furthermore, acting as propaganda fuel, 
both companies entered into a slandering contest to gain the necessary edge on each other based 
on the concept of bits.  
This raises a question of what is a bit, as both sides claimed their consoles possessed 
more bits than its competitors had and from this, they incorporated it as part of their marketing 
strategies. According to Merriam-Webster dictionary online, a bit means "a unit of information 
equivalent to the result of a choice between only two possible alternatives, such as 1 and 0 in the 
binary code generally used in digital computers."716 While a general definition, this surprisingly 
has little to do with gaming as the word endured heavy corruption from 1989-1995. In the world 
of video gaming, a bit deals more closely with the graphical capabilities and power of a system. 
In the simplest terms, the more bits a game has the better the game looks and the more sprites it 
can use at one time without slowing down the main central processing unit. Companies such as 
the big two used this throughout the early 1990s in order to claim that their system was better. 
Because of this, they mainly applied this idea as a major pushing point in their advertisements. 
On the other hand, in order to gain an advantage, both companies used different tactics and 
philosophies to get the point across to the consumer. 
During the early 90s, Sega continued to follow Kalinske and Katz’s original strategy to 
browbeat Nintendo in an attempt for domination. Throughout this early period, they mainly 
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appealed to the teen and young adult demographic in their advertisements. For example, one 
such advertisement came from the game Boogerman: A Pick and Flick Adventure, which 
featured various toilet humor comments from certain magazine reviews as part of the 
promotion.717 In another ad for Streets of Rage, it advertised using special violent moves to clear 
out an endless supply of “punks, muggers, and riff-raff" and encouraged the player to "Go at 'em 
with everything you've got. Pipes. Bottles. Knives. Dish out justice however you see fit."718  
Even in the television commercials, it attempted to capture this same spirit. This most 
notably comes from the "young Bobby Angles" advertisements, which promoted numerous 
games on the same premise.719 In this television spot, two teenage bullies constantly pester him 
as he looks like a stereotypical nerd.720 In order to "gain the respect of this peers " he goes out 
and gets a Sega Genesis with a game Mortal Kombat to supposedly help his popularity and the 
next day ends up receiving enamoring looks from two teenage girls as well as served cookies by 
his former tormenters.721  
The company also pandered to the bit craze going on during this time. In a way, the 
advertisements made it clear that that particular game had so many bits and, ergo, which made it 
better than their rivals system. An example of this comes from one of their earlier commercials 
the now famous "Genesis Does what Nintendon’t" series that ran roughly up until 1992 when the 
company slogan changed.722 The premise featured a chorus of female singers along with an 
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announcer that proclaimed, "Genesis Does. Sixteen-bit arcade graphics, you can't do this on 
Nintendo. Genesis Does. Sixteen-bit sport action, you can't do this on Nintendo. Genesis Does. 
Genesis Does. Genesis Does. Genesis Does. Genesis Does."723 Finally, in the strange commercial 
for the Sega CD, the company portrays a typical Nintendo fan as a dimwitted teenager while the 
man on the television states, "Hey, you still don't have a Sega CD? What are you waiting for? 
Nintendo to make one? You have seen the games…right? Wrong Answer man, show him."724 
The kid suddenly becomes overwhelmed with the numerous titles available for the system, thus 
blowing him into the wall and the commercial ending with the man saying, "You want to see 
more?"725 
The company further demoralized their rival by claiming that the competition had 
nothing but kiddie games, while Sega had the software suitable for older teens and adults.726 
Tom Kalinske stated why they did this, "I saw that our primary audience was over eighteen years 
of age. Nintendo tended to focus on younger kids. We attempted to focus on an older crowd. 
Forty percent of our business is over eighteen years old."727 They also implemented the iconic 
"Sega scream" that came at the end of some the commercial while also putting it before the title 
in many of their games.728 This also helped further distinguishing themselves from their enemy 
as the fad quickly caught on and people started to associate the company with the scream.729 
Finally, in the last attempt to create distanced between the two competitors, in the now famous 
"blast processing" commercial, the company boasted about the "Super Fast Action" of the 
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Genesis by comparing Sonic 2 tied to a dragster, while conversely showing the slowness of the 
SNES by showing off Super Mario Kart represented by an old jalopy.730 The goal of the 
commercial acted to distract gamers to the technologically superior opponent. From this, the 
term “blast processing” became controversial, as Sega could not technically prove its own 
concept, and, even today, people still discuss its meaning across various internet boards. 
On the other hand, Nintendo took a completely different tactic. Instead of constantly 
criticizing Sega, they focused more on promoting games geared towards a wide audience from 
youth to adult. For example, in a rather tongue-in-cheek manner, the advertisement for Super 
Castlevania IV they state, "Our Critics Talked About Us So Much We Started Rippin' Them."731 
This the shows several ripped cutouts from the game, which show certain levels as well as 
numerous praises from magazine reviews about the software.732 Furthermore, the ad for the game 
Final Fight 2, a similar beat 'em up like Streets of Rage, takes a much friendlier tone as it 
promotes Mike Haggar, the fictional mayor of Metro City, alongside Maki and Carlos as heroes 
attempting to save the world from the villainous Mad Gear gang.733 This is also notable, as it 
does not discuss any graphic maiming of people like the Streets of Rage ad, but instead addresses 
the issue eliminating the gang and using that as the crux for the last sentence, "the world depends 
on it" as justification to stop the antagonists.734 
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 In addition, their television commercials followed the same philosophy during this early 
period. Like Sega, in the Super Mario World commercial it emphases the bit (graphics) issue 
going around as it described the game as, 
Introducing the next generation from Nintendo, new Super Mario World 
created especially for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. It’s a bit more 
exiting, a bit more challenging, a bit more graphic, a bit more colorful, a bit more 
realistic, a bit more levels, a bit more secrets, a bit more enemies, a bit more 
friends, a bit more sound, a bit hotter, a bit cooler, a bit weirder, a bit more 
revolutionary, a bit more Mario, a bit more of what you want, It's 16 bit and its 
yours only if you get new Super Mario World for Super Nintendo. Now you're 
playing with power, super power.735   
 
Furthermore, like the competition Nintendo did call out its rival, but in more of a tongue-
in-cheek way. An example comes from the 1993-4 Star Fox commercial, which, near the end 
enticingly declares, "Why go to the next level, when you can go light years beyond."736 This paid 
homage to both Sega's previous slandering through "Genesis Does what Nintendon’t," and there 
at the time current ("Welcome to the Next Level") slogan by offering a new game that surpassed 
every one of their competition's videogames.737 
Finally, from a first party developer’s perspective, the rivalry between the two giants also 
created an anything you can do, I can do better mentality. Appearing throughout the main series 
games created by the companies, these now famous franchises battled to gain an edge over each 
other. For example, the biggest rivalry focused on Mario for Nintendo and Sonic the Hedgehog 
for Sega. In the main game franchise, the Sonic series, which fed off the popularity of the first 
title attempted to push for a sequel every other year. This included Sonic the Hedgehog 2 in 
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1992, Sonic the Hedgehog 3 in 1994, and Sonic and Knuckles that same year.738 In addition, 
these four games, thanks to a special lock-on of feature found on Sonic and Knuckles, allows for 
the interconnectivity between all four games. The lock-on allowed for Sonic and Knuckles and 
Sonic 3 to become one complete game, while connecting with Sonic 2 enabled the player to play 
as Knuckles in Sonic 2 and with the original Sonic the Hedgehog, it provided an endless 
challenge of 3D bonus rounds found in Sonic and Knuckles and Sonic 3.739 In contrast, the only 
main game found in the Mario series came from the extremely popular 1991 Super Mario World, 
which they sold throughout the lifespan of the Super Nintendo.740 
Conversely, Mario, unlike his counterpart, featured him in more spinoffs meant to 
reinforce the character's popularity. Staring in numerous and often A-AAA titles, the series 
spanned from educational to racing genres. These games included such entries as the cult classic 
Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars in 1995, the educational Mario is Missing in 1993, 
the 1993 comical shooter Yoshi's Safari, and the popular 1992 cart racing game Super Mario 
Kart.741 Not to be outdone, Sega put their blue blur in several spinoffs as well with such notable 
titles as the 1993 pinball simulator Sonic Spinball, the odd, but challenging 1993 puzzle game 
Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine, the strange 1995 entry Sonic 3D Blast, and the 1994 Sega 
Game Gear cart racer Sonic Drift.742 This type of rivalry also managed to spill throughout their 
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software libraries as well. This provided a unique battleground for the rivals as certain characters 
like the company’s mascots and certain games that often got compared to one another by both 
people and magazines and acted as ammunition to pummel each other for control of the market, 
but this trend tended to favor Sega in the short term and Nintendo in the long term. 
Why did this happen? On both sides, two different strategies emerged during the 1990s. 
After the release of Super Nintendo, Sega opted to put out more first party titles more frequently 
over the course of a year. While opting for a quantity over quality approach, the company used 
this to maintain a lead and spread out their software selection to maximize profits.743 This 
ensured unlike their rival who often waited around Christmas to promote their high profile titles, 
Sega decided to distribute evenly their titles across the year to ensure that they provided a highly 
anticipated game every few months. On the other hand, Nintendo took a much more conservative 
stance. While not producing as many titles as Sega, they opted to focus more on quality over 
quantity, creating one to two first per year and used second and third party developers to fill in 
the void.744 By producing first party games more slowly and letting others develop some of their 
games for them, they ensured a better product, which could leave a lasting impression on the 
gamer. From their library, titles such as Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past, Super Mario World, 
and Super Metroid topped many online lists of the 100 greatest games of all time and are 
extremely popular to both collectors and fans alike. 
In another strange turn of events, developers from second and third party companies also 
found themselves picking sides. Their choice came down to following either Nintendo's more 
unfavorable strict guidelines policies but having a superior system, or going with Sega’s much 
more lax standards, but facing the challenges of working with a much older console. Many 
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eventually picked a side and stuck with it, but a select few managed to work under both names 
from 1991-1995.  
When deciding whom to pledge support, many continued working with Nintendo, such as 
Square and to a major extent Capcom, which drew Sega’s ire. In response, the rival itself 
developed many first party games to act as a countermeasure against this cooperation. An 
example of this comes from two beat ‘em ups, the Final Fight series on SNES and Streets of 
Rage, which appeared exclusively on Genesis.745 While near identical in concept, looks, and 
gameplay, the rights for the sequels seemed to go towards Nintendo, but did not quite live up to 
its arcade counterpart. On the other hand, the Streets of Rage series remained quite popular 
during the early 90s, but it hit its zenith by 1995 and, other than some homebrewed hacks, the 
development of future installments ceased after the third game.746 Furthermore, in the case of 
Sega, EA, the now popular electronic sports company, supplied the Genesis with countless 
games such as the Madden Football series, who had the exclusive rights to reproduce the names 
NFL teams and its players thus bringing in name recognition.747 
Conversely, not all companies remained loyal to just one side and used the console wars 
to make money off the conflict. Konami, made famous for its Castlevania and Contra franchises, 
managed to sell well on both consoles. While they could have sold the same game on each 
system, they opted for the unique strategy of creating two different titles for both the SNES and 
Genesis. Using both systems, they managed to produce such classics as Castlevania Bloodlines 
and Contra Hard Corps for Sega and Castlevaina Dracula X, Super Castlevania IV, and Contra 
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III: The Alien Wars for Nintendo. In addition, in some cases, they also supplied both consoles 
with the same title with the notable example of Lethal Enforcers.748 Similarly, Capcom, a pro 
loyal Nintendo supporter at this time also did business with Sega. Through this endeavor, they 
provided them with such games as Street Fighter II: Championship Edition and quite arguably 
the best rendition of the first Final Fight for the Sega CD.749 
Despite having two different philosophies and approaches, neither side managed to gain 
an upper hand. For Nintendo, this meant they had to deal with the humiliation of being 
browbeaten as a second rate kiddie developer while their rival rode the post 1980s videogame 
boom that they helped create. On the other hand, Sega remained a top contender thanks to 
excellent leadership and distinguishing their brand from the competition, yet like Nintendo in 
1991, they too became overconfident and this lead to the company’s two mistakes that would 
mark the end for of their domination and help turn the next chapter in the console wars. 
During 1992-1995, Sega wanted to take the next leap and advance their technology as 
quickly as possible. To support the Genesis, the design team came up with two modifications to 
expand it life span, the Sega CD, and the 32x. Thought by many as the next evolution in console 
gaming, The Sega CD utilized compact disk technology as a means to store more data than the 
cartridges. When the add-on came out in 1992, the $300 accessory managed to increase the 
graphic capability of the Genesis and provided much faster processing speeds.750 This allowed 
the console to provide both full motion video as well as providing movie like cut scenes as seen 
in its two launch titles, Sewer Shark and Night Trap.751 While creating multiple titles to the 
system, one game in particular, Sonic the Hedgehog CD received critical acclaim from multiple 
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review sources that quite often praised the game. Electronic Gaming Monthly's review crew, 
gave it two 9 out of 10 and two 8 out of 10 stars, noting the fun time travel based gameplay, 
awesome music, and cartoon style intro and ending all making this game a worthy reason to get a 
Sega CD.752 Yet, an unexpected result shook company confidence. Expecting big numbers, the 
system never caught on and thanks to poor support from other third party developers who found 
working with early CD technology confusing, this forced them to abandon the system and move 
on to their next project, the 32x.753  
In 1994, in a bid to capitalize on the bit-trend, the company opted to create a 32-bit 
adapter to ease gamers from the Genesis to the upcoming Sega Saturn slated to come out in 
1995. This add-on according to Jesse Taylor, the head designer on the 32x claimed, “The 
machine will be able to display 32,000 simultaneous colors and maintain video rates of 60 
frames a second.”754 Denise Caruso the “editorial director of Technologies and Media” stated, “If 
Nintendo doesn’t mimic this, they’ll be in trouble."755 In retrospect, Nintendo was fortunate not 
to copy their mistake. Released in November 1994, the 32x only lasted around six months on the 
market, had a pitiful selection of games available and with its expensive $160 price tag it only 
resulted in the system selling relatively few consoles despite shipping over 600,000 units that 
year, thus making it a poor choice for gamers willing to buy the product.756  
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While Sega tried to lick their wounds heading into 1995, Nintendo, during the Sega CD 
and 32x fiascos, slowly retook the market they lost in 1991. Instead of building expensive add-
ons, they instead focused on expanding the capabilities of the Super Nintendo through its 
cartridges. To match the more graphically advanced Sega add-ons, Nintendo, on select games, 
created a special chip that created 3D environments. The Super FX chip boosted the processing 
power of the console's CPU while providing "texture mapping, better shading, and a real 3D 
effect."757 In two notable cases, the power of this advancement pushed the boundaries of what 
the SNES could accomplish. In Star Fox, the futuristic space shooter used a chip called the FX 
chip to render 3D polygons to bring environments, enemies, player’s ship, (known as the 
Arwing) and his teammates to life.758 Being the first of four titles that utilized the FX technology, 
the game received wide spread attention from news outlets as they introduced the public to one 
of Nintendo's famous characters, Fox McCloud. In one report, the nameless writer states, "’Star 
Fox’ is the most technologically advanced video game ever introduced for a 16-bit video game 
system."759 Shipping over one million titles at $60, the highly anticipated title received favorable 
appeal from gamers, who quickly bought up the game.760 The other game, Stunt Race FX, also 
brought something new to the table. While obscure compared to its counterpart, the racing game 
used the same 3D Polygons to construct over twelve racetracks and a variety of terrains.761 This 
in some way met and challenged Sega's own 3D racing game Virtua Racing and proved the 
power of the SNES.  
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In addition to this, Nintendo also lowered the price of the Super Nintendo in 1992 from 
$172 to $149 resulting in the selling of over 5.6 million additional consoles.762 Not only did this 
give them a shot at the much lower priced Genesis but it allowed them to technically catch up to 
Sega as the console ratio to owner sales gap between the two started to close. Finally, as 
mentioned before, through their connections to their third party affiliates, the console provided 
several notable titles, which included such Capcom games as the Mega Man X, Breath of Fire, 
and Final Fight franchises, as well as having early exclusive access to the popular fighting game 
Street Fighter II: The World Warrior for roughly one year.763 Other companies that showed 
some interest in the SNES included Square with Chrono Trigger as well as receiving major but 
not exclusive support from Konami with popular software choices like Super Castlevania IV and 
Contra III: The Alien Wars.764  
While they remained behind their rival, thanks to some well-timed releases, Nintendo in 
1994 caught a lucky break as numerous titles continuously found their way onto the console. 
Popular titles like Final Fantasy III, while not selling as well as developers liked, became the top 
selling game for Square for that year.765 This also saw the return of Samus and the planet Zebes 
in Super Metroid. Featuring bigger caves, harder bosses, new power-ups, challenging game play, 
and a creepy atmosphere combined into what many fans of video games call one of the greatest 
games and stories of all time.766 Finally, after much controversy with the first game, Mortal 
Kombat II on the SNES retained all the blood, gore, and violence the arcade counterpart 
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contained, pleasing many fans, which resulted in this version outselling the Genesis version.767 
While generally satisfied with the results, by midyear, they still could not overtake Sega; 
however, Nintendo realized they needed a fresh new game to outpace the competition. The 
company soon turned to an unlikely character rooted in their past, a rival to Mario, and ironically 
in this case, an 11th hour hero named Donkey Kong. 
 The path to retaking the market lead started not from Nintendo but a third party called 
Rare. Chris and Tim Stamper, the cofounders of the small video game developer who became 
famous for their hit NES game Battletoads, came up with the technology to create high quality 
24-bit character sprites on a 16-bit system without any lag or distortions.768 After showing a tech-
demo that displayed their work, an impressed Nintendo allowed them, with Miyamoto’s 
blessing, to create a game with Donkey Kong as the central character.769 In response to this 
massive challenge, Rare put everything they had into this one video game. Assigning over 
twelve-man team, the crew set out under a tight deadline and headed into the unknown.770 Using 
state of the art Silicon Graphics computers, it allowed for the creation of crisp 3D animation and 
for the creation of realistic Environments and textures as compressed 2D images, but the entire 
process took months of labor-intensive work to complete.771 During the development, Rare also 
contributed to the Nintendo universe by creating the now popular Diddy Kong, a replacement for 
Donkey Kong Jr., acting as the second character of the game as well as the Kremlings who acted 
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as the games and later series antagonists.772 Yet, from this ambitious project, no one had an idea 
of just how influential the game would become a few months later.  
 While in development, Rare and Nintendo prepared a massive campaign to promote the 
new game, Donkey Kong Country. In one of their first commercials, they reintroduce gamers to 
the character with almost peaceful music and scenes depicting wildlife.773 Then the music picks 
ups and a statement is shown, "Where are you going to find it? Not on Sega, Not of 32x 
Adapters, Not of CD-ROM, It's Only for Super NES."774 In addition to this campaign, Nintendo 
also provided a separate 13-minute promo, which showed off the inner workings of game, the 
computer animation, and some of the levels Rare designed for the final product.775 Both these 
ads worked together to build up hype for the games November 21 deadline, however, no one, 
even the industry experts could have expected what happened on that now fateful day.776  
 After months of hard work and released in late November 1994, Donkey Kong Country 
had done the impossible. In just forty-five days, the game set an all-time record, managing to sell 
6.1 million copies worldwide.777 During the life span of the Super Nintendo, it managed to sell 
an additional 3 million, making it one of the bestselling games for the Super Nintendo.778 For 
their efforts, a closer partnership formed between Rare and Nintendo, which would lead to even 
greater titles for their new Nintendo 64. Lastly, thanks to the success of Donkey Kong Country, 
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after three long years, Nintendo sales squeaked past Sega's, and the once dominate company of 
the 1980s for a brief time found itself king of the mountain once more. 
 When peering back through the curtain the bit wars created, many younger generations 
would assume that Nintendo and Sega were the only two brands on the market. While partially 
true, the fourth generation of consoles had five other major contenders via for a piece of the 
billion dollar the North American market. Each with promise and provided significant 
contributions to the bit wars of the 1990s, all of them were destroyed by the success of the Super 
Nintendo and Sega Genesis. The following briefly shows three of those consoles brief stents 
during the 1990s.  
 The first major console to challenge the success of the big two came from the NEC 
TurboGrafx 16. Released in the US market in 1989 alongside the Genesis and aging NES, the 
system boasted the PC Engine, a unique hybrid of 8-bit and 16-bit technology according to 
Stephen Boogar, NEC's former vice president of sales.779 Ken Wirt commented that, "The quality 
was great. At the time, we were comparing it to the Nintendo Famicom and the Sega Master 
System, and it did an awful lot better than either of those did."780 Marketed as the first true 16-bit 
game console at the selling price of $500 dollars, the TurboGrafx's unique quirk came from the 
game themselves, which instead of a cartridge, it came on a card that the player inserted into the 
console.781 Furthermore, in August 1989 NEC also launched a CD port add called the 
TurboGrafx-CD for about $199 that once hooked up to the console allowed it to play CD games 
made for the system.782  
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 Despite heavy and popular opinions from newspapers expecting it to be the next big 
electronic, the system floundered against the more established Sega and Nintendo. Things only 
got worse two years later with the release of the Super Nintendo in 1991, forcing NEC to reduce 
the price down to an unprofitable $99.783 Lasting three more years, the console, and its portable, 
the TurboExpress, eventually faded from the US Market in 1994.784 While many reasons exist on 
why the console failed, the most prevalent come from NEC's incapability to compete with the 
Genesis and Super Nintendo, as their game library was much stronger that the TurboGrafx.785 
Furthermore, the games featured in their library did not appeal to the masses as their odd first 
and third party titles such as Bonk's Adventure, the NEC port of Bomberman, and Fighting 
Street, the oddly renamed Street Fighter, all failed to win support.786 However, one game that 
never made to the US market did manage to transcend the console's lack of popularity, Akumajou 
Dracula: Chi no Rondo or Castlevania Rondo of Blood, the fifth game in the Castlevania 
console series and the prequel to the PlayStation smash hit Castlevania: Symphony of the 
Night.787 
 The major second console company that tried to break into the US market from 1991-
1995 was Atari. After the failure of the 7800 and the stigma of causing the North American 
Video Game Crash of 1983, Atari attempted twice more to rejoin the American video game 
market and regain its lost popularity. The first try came in October 1989 in the Atari Lynx, a 
handheld similar to the Nintendo Gameboy.788 After another video game developer, Eypx 
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collapsed due to financial reasons, many of their products and ideas were up for sale.789 Created 
by the leaving Eypx duo RJ Mical and Dave Needles, one of these ideas, the Handy Game, was 
acquired by Atari and aptly renamed the Lynx.790 Despite rave reviews for the Lynx's 
ambidextrous design and quality LCD screen featuring color graphics, Atari could not keep up 
with Nintendo’s Game Boy.791 Furthermore, many stores did not carry the Lynx thanks to Atari's 
tattered reputation, lack of advertising, and alongside the $199 price tag forced many to stay 
away from the product.792 Within a year, retailers cleared the product from store shelves and the 
only way a person at the time could get one was through mail order.793 
 Following the failure of the Lynx, Atari went back to the drawing board and in November 
1993, they released its new original console, the Atari Jaguar. Marketed as the first 64-bit 
console, but this was for flash and dash as under the hood rested a Motorola CPU and the two 64 
bit RISC graphics processing chips, which equated the system to nothing more than a newer 16-
bit console.794 On the topic Trip Hawkins founder of 3DO states, "Their CPU is 16 bit. Ours is 
32 bit, and our coprocessors are lot more powerful doing the graphics and sound. Atari has 
trouble getting good sound during gameplay because of how they set up their bus structure. It's 
only because of an ambiguity in the law that they can even say 64 bit without having to explain 
what they mean."795  
 Furthermore, to push the 64 bit idea, they began a series of campaigns called "Do the 
Math" when comparing themselves to the 3DO and Sega Genesis claimed superiority over their 
32 and 16 bit consoles, but ironically, those attacked called them out on their claim, but got no 
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response.796 With a starting price of $249 in 1993, they were priced in-between the Genesis and 
Super Nintendo at roughly the $100 price range, and the 3DO at a whopping $699 dollars.797 
Despite receiving a warm reception and numerous awards like ""Best New Game System" 
(VideoGames Magazine), "Best New Hardware System" (Game Informer) and "1993 Technical 
Achievement of the Year" (DieHard GameFan), the system failed to capture the hearts of 
gamers.798 Again, several forces were at play here ranging from already established Nintendo, 
Sega, and the highly anticipated arrival Sony PlayStation in 1995 taking up much of the market 
interest to the Atari Jaguar's extremely weak video game library with the exception of Tempest 
2000 and Alien vs, Predator, forced potential customers away from the console.799 This lack of 
interest caused Atari executives scramble to save face as sales dropped dramatically between 
1994 and 1995. Attempts to revive the console included a $150 CD peripheral that sold roughly 
50,000 units, but had few games to its name to a thirty-minute infomercial that ran during 
1994.800 After two years and selling less than estimated 250,000 consoles worldwide, Atari 
finally gave up on the Jaguar in 1996 thus ending the company's final attempt to get back into the 
American home console market.801 
 Another ill-fated system that deserves mentioning is the Interactive Multiplayer or 3DO 
for short. Founded by Trip Hawkins, according to Kent "The 3DO Multiplayer was the result of 
an interesting experiment in marketing economics, a partnership in which one company provided 
all the technology while another provided the manufacturing--both without paying each 
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other."802 Created by former Eypx employees RJ Mical and Dave Needle alongside Electronic 
Arts and company founder Trip Hawkins, the 3DO became one of the first fifth generation 
consoles for the American Market.803 With a 32-bit ARM 60 RISC CPU processor, three 
megabytes of memory, capable of producing nine to sixteen million pixels per second, a 16-bit 
stereo sound card, and all capped off with a CD-ROM drive capable of holding more data than a 
cartridge made the 3DO quite the machine for its time.804 
 Attracting interest and support from several uncanny console manufacture partners such 
as AT&T, Panasonic, Saiyo, and Gold Star to build the 3DO as well as and convincing game 
developers Activision, MicroProse, and LucasArts to create games for the new system Hawkings 
was ready to launch.805 With EA's backing in the fall of 1993, the 3DO got nationwide attention 
from many newspapers, which gave the newly established company enthusiastic praise, and Wall 
Street backing EA's founder by calling him, "the world’s best salesman."806 Yet, some people 
still had their doubts. Seen as a dark horse against the two big powerhouses, the company 
published many statements to the New York Times in an attempt to boost sales by promoting the 
power of the console and its endless potential.807 By the near end of 1993, while the sold roughly 
30,000 to 125,000 systems as $700 and it gained a small cult following in electronic circles for 
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its realistic graphics and ability to process music far better than the competition, yet this did not 
bring in the profits Trip Hawkins expected.808 By 1994, due to lack of wide spread appeal, stocks 
rapidly falling, and being too expensive, the company dropped the expensive $700 price tag 
down to $400 and twice again in 1995 to $250 and then $199 to match the newer systems 
coming out later that year.809 
 Furthermore, under Trip Hawkins business model, he did not want to create any of his 
own games for his home console and instead wanted third parties to make games for the 3DO.810 
This proved to be a fatal mistake. While having plenty of developers that signed on in 1993, as 
the popularity of the 3DO waned, developer interest in the console plummeted and potential 
costumers followed suit and stayed away.811 At the time then chairman of Nintendo of America 
Howard Lincoln stated, "They violated, in my opinion, the cardinal rule. And that is that you 
cannot rely on other people to make good games for your system. It's nice to think that they can, 
but these hardware systems need first-class software, and you have to do it yourself. The model 
just didn't work."812 Michal Katz former CEO of Sega of America also chimed in on the 3DO 
stating, "Why would more than one company want to compete against someone else with exactly 
the same product? Why would a retailer want to buy the same product from more than one 
company? Everyone in the industry thought that was ludicrous."813 As a result, with such a weak 
video game library made up of third party software found on other platforms and no game 
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developer interest, the 3DO struggled to make a name for itself despite having the backing of 
EA. 
 Finally, advancing technology that especially in the CD-ROM field caught up with the 
then outdated 3DO. With newer consoles such as the Sony PlayStation and Sega Saturn coming 
out in 1995 that featured better graphics and processing power in comparison to the 3DO, Sony 
and Sega essentially ended any chance for Hawkins 32 bit console to shine.814 In one final gasp 
to regain a foothold in the US market, work commenced on a 64-bit console more formally 
known as the M2 project.815 Nevertheless, this never came to fruition as Matsushita bought out 
3DO in 1996 for $100 million and then promptly closed the hardware division in 1997 thus 
writing the final page in the consoles short life span. 816 
 In retrospect, the era of the bit wars during the fourth generation of video games 
accomplished many things. First, for the consoles, it established Sega as one of the great video 
game makers and publishers of the 1990s. Through their games, they managed to create publish 
or port influential titles onto the Genesis like Sonic the Hedgehog, the early Lunar saga games, 
Streets of Rage II, Daytona USA, Altered Beast, Golden Axe, Virtua fighter, and Castlevania 
Bloodlines.817 They also manage to not only break Nintendo monopoly on the industry, but also 
hold onto the market lead up until late 1994, and even then, some sources claim that they still did 
not lose the majority of the market until the unsuccessful launch of the Sega Saturn the following 
year.818 Finally, though unsuccessful, Sega hardware experimentation led the console and game 
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developer to become arguably one of the first major adopters of CD-ROM technology for home 
consoles in 1992, forayed into the 32 bit territory with the 32X, and even dabbled in bring Sega 
games over the phone line via the Sega channel.819 
 Nintendo on the other hand, used this time to humble itself. After losing its top spot in the 
United States market and the fight to retake the crown, Nintendo never lost sight in what 
originally made them successful, making and publishing great games. Today titles such as the 
critically acclaimed Super Metroid and Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past are seen as arguably 
some of the greatest games ever made according to both critics and fans alike. Experimental 
titles made during this time such as F-Zero, Star Fox, and Super Mario Kart became their own 
established series because of their success during the bit wars.820 Even the cult classic 
Earthbound deserves praise as its unique quirkiness and gameplay went on to inspire countless 
creators of more recent games indie developers. Yet, for all their success and shortcomings, the 
bit wars taught Nintendo to diversify their game library as much as possible while being creative 
with their new and old IPs and marketing to a wide demographic. Through this wisdom drew 
much ire from hardcore gamers, by placing quality over quantity on the top video games they 
ensured their survival even today as many today parallel Nintendo to Disney. 
 Computer video games, on the other hand, remained largely behind their console 
counterparts during the 1990s. Despite having notable games like Civilization, Sim City, and 
Secret of Monkey Island, computer games did possess the popular appeal or iconic characters 
featured on home consoles. In ironic hindsight however, controversial games such as id 
Software's Doom and Wolfenstein 3D managed brought mass attention to computer games with 
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their fast, challenging gameplay and at the time over the top violence making it slightly 
controversial. Through the above iconic titles alongside rapidly evolving technology pushed 
interest for improving games on the PC thanks to innovations such as Windows 95 and the rise 
of the commercial Internet. 821 This finally came to fruition during the late 1990s and early 2000s 
with Half-Life, System Shock 2, Fallout, Quake, and epically the Sims taking top billing and 
firmly establishing PC gaming as a legit medium of the new millennium.822 
 Conversely, the coin operated arcade machines, which found success in the fighting craze 
fad slowly started to fade away during the late 1990s as the medium declined in popularity. 
Granted, there were several great arcade-fighting games like Marvel vs Capcom, Street Fighter 
III: Third Strike, King of Fighters '99, Street Fighter Alpha 3, and Capcom vs SNK: Millennium 
Fight 2000 that came out to popular appeal with fans from 1996-2001, yet general interest in the 
arcades themselves dissipated.823 The reason for this was at the time, the late fifth and early sixth 
generation consoles could easily replicate the arcade experience. Furthermore, it was much more 
cost effective to produce a game on CD and sell it directly to the consumer at roughly $50 to $70 
than pay thousands of dollars for an arcade cabinet that had no guarantee that the cost of making 
the machine will break even. Although not entirely dead, arcade machines both new and old still 
can be found in theaters, some specialty restaurants, retro arcades and in private collections. 
Notwithstanding though, while their glory days have long since passed, their legacy however, 
still lives on today.824 
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 The bit wars period from 1991 to 1995 brought many innovations ranging from new 
games, consoles, ideas, and even new IPs to the video game industry. Yet, in the chaos that came 
from the battle between Sega, Nintendo, and countless others, a wake of concern came not from 
leaders of the industry, but the parents of targeted consumers. Worry became fear as many adults 
not familiar with video games reacted harshly when seeing some of these games first hand. Fear 
became panic as parents saw a man rip another person’s head off in bloody fashion and seeing a 
realistic woman being abducted by a masked group of men. Panic begat a cry and this cry caught 
the attention of the worst people imaginable for the video game industry. It was not newspapers, 
local media outlets, national programs such as 60 Minutes, or parental groups geared at 
protecting children, it was Washington DC, and from this unique encounter, people would never 
see video games in the same light again. 
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Chapter 4 
Games on Trial: The Hearing on Violent Video Games and the Creation of the Video Game  
Rating System  
 
 "I was surprised when Howard Lincoln and Bill White went after each other like that. I 
thought that it looked awful. And I was surprised at the intensity of it. I guess it gave me this 
message that this was obviously big business."825- Senator Joe Lieberman  
 The year 1993 in the United States serves as memorable year for the country. On 
February 26, Islamic terrorists killing six and injuring thousands bombed the north World Trade 
Center tower marking one of the first modern terrorist attacks.826 Mexico, Canada, and the US 
signed the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) into law, which authorized free 
trade between the three nations.827 The standoff at Waco with US agents and the Branch 
Davidians at Waco became a media sensation that ended in tragedy as the compound caught fire 
killing David Koresh and his followers.828 Conversely, the Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols 
used the attack as a primary motivator for their bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal 
Building two years later.829 
 American popular culture, on the other hand, also grew during the year. In movies, Oscar 
winner Schindler's List, Jurassic Park, Mrs. Doubtfire, and Groundhog Day grabbed top box 
office mentions for 1993.830 In television, Fox debuted two extremely popular series, the X Files 
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and Mighty Morphing Power Rangers which both shows became culturally significant, capturing 
the attention of both children and adults nationwide thus leading to multiple season renewals and 
generating millions in revenue from toys, memorabilia, and a future movies.831 American sports 
fans saw the Chicago Bulls win the NBA Championship and the first retirement of superstar 
Michael Jordan.832 Furthermore, the Dallas Cowboys defeated the Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl 
XXVII while the Toronto Blue Jay's repeated as World Series Champions.833  
 While these momentous experiences unfolded, other subtle events lurked in the shadows 
of both pop culture and American history at this time, as some of these affairs do not appear in 
typical history books. Conversely, unlike pop culture history, the events questioned in this 
chapter did not have the cultural impact like many more popular stories during 1993-4 and fell to 
the wayside. However, in hindsight, these tribulations not only shaped the future of the video 
game industry, but serve as the influential genesis point for many arguments found in gaming 
today from censorship, is gaming an art form, and video game industry's claim to First 
Amendment rights. 
 During the early 1990s, video games had reached a popular plateau of success. The bit 
wars divided a fan base as rival companies commercials boasted how many bits their consoles 
possessed and why the competition games, characters, and consoles were inferior. The home 
computer video game market distinguished their then niche market by producing a wide array of 
software choices for both children and adults that included a diverse library of games ranging 
from educational to pornographic. Finally, the arcades machines drew people with unique 
gimmicks and concepts during the 1990s. The VR reality fad for example, which put the player 





into a pseudo immersive world where they could "intimately interact" with the digital world, 
became quite popular. Furthermore, while these entertainment machines also boasted a variety of 
other games genres, the white-hot fighting game craze featuring the likes of Street Fighter, 
Mortal Kombat, and King of Fighters aided enticing gamers to return to the arcades for a unique 
experience that the competition could not replicate at this point. Nevertheless, home computer, 
console, and arcade game developers had one thing in common; they regularly experiment with 
the video game content.834 
 Through this great experimentation of the 1990s, development teams refreshed old 
concepts or created new ones in the search of the next great game or franchise. Inspired by 
games like Dungeons and Dragons and text-based adventures, the Multi-User Dungeons or 
MUDs of the late 1980s and early 1990s paved the way for the modern Massively Online 
multiplayer games.835 The advent of the early survival horror genre grew as Alone in the Dark 
and later Clock Tower made a small step in popularized them before going mainstream with 
Resident Evil and Silent Hill.836 Furthermore, Role Playing Games (RPG) began catching on in 
the United States. Though not as popular until the late 1990s with Final Fantasy VII and 
Pokémon Red firmly establishing the genre stateside, early RGS like System Shock, Earthbound, 
Chrono Trigger, Dragon Warrior, Phantasy Star II onward, and the SNES version of Final 
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Fantasy III serve as notable examples of the genres early console and home computer roots.837 
Even and Virtua Racing all made strides in expanding the genre during the fourth generation of 
games. As the examples could go on with racing games such as Super Mario Kart, Daytona 
USA, Ridge Racer, Need for Speed, and even flight games with Namco's Ace Combat series the 
1990s brought much experimentation to the video game industry, but they also did something 
unintentionally as well. 838  
 As the competition grew, games started taking more bold chances to appeal to a growing 
audience, but maintain a child friendly image. The children who first played the NES were now 
either teenagers or adults now sought more mature titles than there younger counterparts. This 
niche filled quickly as increasingly more violent action games for the home computer, consoles, 
and arcades while still small produced some of the more memorable titles of the decade. Despite 
expanding the demographic, in a culture where children want to play the "older cool kids" games 
as a rebellious act, being cool or simple curiosity quickly became a problem as they too sought 
out these software titles. Ironically, this begs the question of why violence and children became 
associated in the first place.839  
 The 1990s spotlighted violence in American culture as the issue fell into a unique taboo 
category. While nothing new, movies, television, and comics made during the 1950s onwards 
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featured rather violent content such as graphic killing via shooting, stabbing, or wonton 
destruction.840 These concepts and tropes have meet intense scrutiny as awareness groups and 
congress stepped up efforts to curb violence in popular media.841 Why did they do this? Cliché as 
it may seem, answer after years of study and research remains the same, to protect the 
children.842 Strangely, American culture seemingly dictates that children are the most vulnerable 
and most susceptible to suggestion from pop culture sources via music, movies or television that 
in turn would pervert the young.843 This paranoia fueled by current events such as the Persian 
Gulf War in 1991 the LA Riots a year later and the 1999 columbine school shootings led many to 
scrutinize America’s violence culture.844  
 As the video games industry grew from fad to legitimate entertainment media, many 
began looking at them with increasing scrutiny. Done throughout the history of gaming, the early 
1990s in particular brought out the worst, as many parents and uninformed non-gamers believed 
that the video game corporations knowingly created promoted and sold violent games to 
children. Conversely, these same groups ignored the fact that many adults also played video 
games because popular consensus established that playing games as an exclusive children's 
hobby. Finally, three violent games in particular, Lethal Enforcers, Night Trap, and Mortal 
Kombat coupled with a nonstop media coverage fueled rally cries through constant bombardment 
of negative press exposure brought attention to the video game industry. Hearing these said cries, 
the US Congressmen Joe Lieberman and Herb Kohl eventually demanded these companies 
address the violence issue or face possible government regulation. Through these trials from 
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December 9, 1993, and July 29, 1994, a new era of video games forged themselves from the fires 
controversy, which would shape all of modern gaming to come.845 
 In chapter 4, Game on Trial: The Hearing on Violent Video Games and the Creation of 
the Video Game Rating System covers the question of how violence in video games influenced 
its perception during the early 1990s and its lasting impact that followed. The following asks 
why congress decided to address the issue of video game violence in the first place. Answering 
this query, several key factors, and events aided this push. This included America's ongoing war 
against violent pop culture, evaluating the role of the video game industry played in pushing 
questionable games such as Lethal Enforcers, Night Trap, and Mortal Kombat and what roles 
video game industry itself played in regulating their content for the consoles, home computer, 
and arcade game markets. Finally, the chapter evaluates the significance of the December 9 
1993, March 4, 1994, and June 29, 1994 joint hearings and what it took for the video game 
industry to come together to create a universal ratings system. Yet, before we address any of the 
above, we must address the unique love hate relationship between violence and the United States 
citizen.846 
 Violence, serves as a way for an organism defense mechanism. These actions by either 
tooth and claw, toxins, natural agility, barbs, or other adaptations allow protection for many of 
earth's diverse ecosystems. Accepted and slightly feared, the terms nature, beauty, evolutionary, 
life, mysterious, and multiple other words seemingly describe this aspect of nature in both 
popular culture and scientific findings, giving it a unique niche in people's psyche. Glorified on 
both the silver and movie screens, the horror genre utilizes animals or plants as the central 
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antagonists pitting them against the hapless human protagonists or victims. In nature shows 
staring such beloved conservationists like the late Steve Irwin, viewers may ponder when or 
what animal is finally going to get the host as they often get in harm’s way of many dangerous 
creatures. Finally, many people and scientists just accept natural violence in both animals and 
plants as a way for them to eat and protect themselves and humans find this aspect strangely 
exotic, yet, this cannot be said with one particular species.847  
 Conversely, however, human violence is not seen with the same reverie as its natural 
kingdom counterpart. As a species in general, humanity sees itself as one of the more violent 
species on Earth. With countless wars fought for conquest, religion, or ideology, millions if not 
billions have perished in the roughly five thousand years of known recorded history. This would 
indicate that humans are savages with access to advanced technology and knowledge, but at the 
same time, humans or more likely modern societies claim they advocate peace. Many stable 
countries often associated with republic and democratic ideals abhor the use of violent measures 
such as war, saving it as a last resort especially after the carnage and reactions seen in the past 
two world wars and the Vietnam War.848  
 Certain religious texts also seem to point towards peace and cooperation with your fellow 
man. Despite their tendency to fight for their religious beliefs, the Abrahamic faiths of Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam for example all have references to helping the needy, trying to live in 
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harmony with one another, and a concept of heaven and hell.849 The eastern religions of 
Hinduism and Buddhism believe in Karma, Dharma, reincarnation and that if you do good deeds 
throughout your life you ascend to a high existence, yet on the contrary, if one sins they will 
descend into a lower existence.850  
 Finally, human ideas on violence seemingly exist in a grey area. On one hand, many see 
violence as simply barbaric. While reasons for this mentality are endless, one popular belief 
claims humans often elevate themselves as a higher species to distinguish the species from the 
other animals. Classifying violence as animalistic and barbaric, people highlight intelligence 
with peace, yet acts of violence are seen with repugnance and savagery. On the other hand, 
violence seems to have popular appeal especially in forms of entertainment throughout history. 
In ancient Rome, the Roman citizens enjoyed the gladiator fights and from the Middle Ages up 
until the Victorian England era, people saw public execution as a form of entertainment.851 Even 
today, throughout the twentieth century the rise of violent sports such as football, rugby, hockey, 
and boxing have taken the place of violent mass entertainment, but how does tie into the subject 
at hand.852 To understand the above we need briefly look at two other areas, American society 
relationship with violence and readdress the success of video games.  
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 The United States has a love-hate relationship with the issue of violence. Its love aspect 
comes from the entertainment sector as these types of spectacles gets the crowds going, but can 
severely harm a combatant. A football match for example can lead to permanent damage from 
concussions via repeated blows to the head, the potential breaking the numerous bones in the 
arms or legs and in rare cases cardiac arrest.853 Hockey possesses a high chance that a player can 
receive injuries anywhere from few cuts, fracturing bones, or a possible broken neck, while 
boxing could easily disfigure someone’s face or even result in death854  
 In both the home and in the movie theaters, violence came in spades especially after the 
Second World War when the country acquired a taste for more dramatic tales. The four decades 
(1945-75) that followed came with its own fair share of comedies, horror, war, action, sci-fi, and 
westerners, and each of them had its share of questionably violent moments. Cartoons, such as 
Tom and Jerry uses slapstick cartoonish fights between two main characters that feature them 
attack each other via blunt objects and other weapons.855 The 1990s alphabet crime dramas made 
famous by the Law and Order franchise shifted targets from the more police oriented shows of 
the 1970s Dragnet, Chips, and Adam-12 that focus on the day-to-day patrols of the protagonists 
in favor of increasing the drama by having the cast try to solve homicides as its primary focus.856 
Even shows focused on drama and mystery used the act of major violence as a way to increase 
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ratings as in the case of Dallas in the now famous “Who Shot J.R.” angle and its payoff episode 
"Who Done It" watched by 83 million stateside and an estimated 380 million worldwide.857  
 In the 1970s through the 1990s, Americans threshold for violence increased and 
Hollywood quickly obliged especially for the popular action films of the 1970s and 1980s. 
Conan the Barbarian, Blade Runner, Braveheart, Schindler's List, Death Wish series, and Full 
Metal Jacket all began pushing the comfortable limits surrounding violent moments and 
exploring bloodier, realistic, and gory themes.858 Most notably the 1980s it saw the rise of the 
modern action movies through the Terminator, Die Hard, Rambo First Blood, Raiders of the 
Lost Ark and the first two movies in the Alien franchise become box office sensations.859 Lastly, 
the horror genre also shifted gears. While the Rod Sterling’s and Alfred Hitchcock’s remained 
timeless, the controversial slashers Friday the 13th series, A Nightmare on Elm Street series, and 
more bloodier horror movies in general took off in popularity much to the critics chagrin.860 
Nevertheless, despite the violence seen in popular media, a growing contingency was also 
established, leading to the counterarguments and the hate aspect surrounding violence.  
 While having many different branching origins and goals, one argument continues to 
remains strong to this day, to protect the children. Seen as the most vulnerable part of American 
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society, American kids since the 1950 have been placed in a special protective category. Wanting 
to build a better life for their children, parents and several notable groups began an ongoing 
crusade have made it their mission to monitor and or aid in the elimination of obscene materials 
found in popular media. Extremely vocal, but not well known, groups like the Parent Teacher 
Association during the 1980s often get around holding protests, present reports, and express their 
views through various news sources willing to cover their stories.861 This constant voice's 
argument however receives constant validation, as "scholarly" study after study pointing to the 
negative impacts of this type of media only validated their stance.862  
 Finally, the changing cultural history of the United States itself acts as a decisive factor 
towards the love-hate relationship with violence. With radical change spurred on by the Civil 
Rights Movement, Second Wave Feminism, and the partial growing awareness for other cultures 
living in the US borders all led to the country asking questions about itself. While much of the 
argument seems to fall under the growing debate of political correctness, as the nation faces its 
own past ghosts and attempting rectifying past mistakes, many seem to want and completely 
forget these transgressions and outright censor inappropriate racial content. This caused many 
direct changes such as books featuring biased racial depictions to be taken from library shelves, 
reprints of literature featuring slurs and abhorring of teaching controversial historical racial 
depictions.863 Conversely however, adding fuel to the controversy, other ethnic races such as the 
African American communities became more vocal and adopted racial slurs such as the N-word 
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in their music and culture, yet these are often ignored giving it a sort of blind acceptance in 
American culture.864  
 On the other hand, pop culture since the 1950 have also influenced the direction of 
American society. The music for example after the Second World War got much more risqué 
with such popular bands as Kiss, Nirvana, Black Sabbath, Motley Crue, The Police, Led 
Zeppelin, and the NWA whose lyrics reflected the times with themes ranging from drug use to 
sex to disrespecting the police.865 Individuals like Jimi Hendrix defined an era musical rebellion, 
Weird Al who made his fame by comically parodying famous songs and Michael Jackson who 
broke away from the Jackson 5 becoming the controversial but extremely successful king of pop 
music. Furthermore, the music video during the 1980s served as the primary focus of MTV, 
which in itself acted as its own mini phenomenon with its own slogan "I Want My MTV," and 
sung about in Dire Straits 1987 hit Money for Nothing.866  
 Now was the social movements all good, no, was all social movements bad, no. Every 
single social change possessed both positives and negatives. The sexual movement while 
promoting sexual freedom, breaking conventional one-lifetime partners, and promoting the 
growth of casual sex coincidently aided the spread of certain STDs, which in turn led to fears 
about certain viruses such as HPV and the much-feared AIDS/HIV. The Civil Rights movements 
while trying to create a bridge between races and end civil racism did not go away overnight and 
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even in 2014 with the Ferguson Riots show that even today that racial discrimination still exists 
in America. Yet, the main question we need to ask is how and why does the above have to do 
with video games in North America during the early 1990s? 
 Much like the above examples, video games possess a certain pull in society especially in 
the United States. One of the possible greatest technological influences, alongside TV, Radio, 
and later the Internet, electronic gaming since the advent of Pong in 1972 influenced how people 
spend their recreation time. By entrancing them in a fictional world, rocking to one of several 
memorable original sound tracks, or simply admiring its artistic value, these simple games did 
not act as just a one-note attraction; they make people remember them via the experience. From 
kids to the elderly, video games can literally be pick up by anyone willing to give it a chance, but 
this was not the mentality of the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s.867  
 When people and some scholars think about video games, they give a rather present 
outlook. Much like the above paragraph, nostalgic and some contemporary opinions seem to 
utilize rosy words when describing the topic historically, but in hindsight, the truth could not be 
further apart. During the 80s and 90s, the consensus seems to waver. On one hand, the more 
youthful generations from kids to college age roughly anywhere from the 1970s onwards seemed 
to have no problems with this form of media. Conversely, those growing up during the earlier to 
mid twentieth century do not possess the opinions of their successors. In their eyes, many viewed 
video games as a dangerous distraction that desensitized those who played. Though many 
problems did exist in the all-encompassing theme of electronic gaming such as sexualization and 
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gender roles, the main problem growing during the early 1990s came from the issue of 
violence.868  
 As already mentioned, the theme of violence served a common trope in literature and in 
history, but in the case of video games, many could not grasp the enigma the presented. At the 
time, the common consensus viewed gaming an exclusive activity of children. Many titles such 
as Super Mario and Pac-Man seemed to point towards a younger demographic, while 
advertisements published from 1985-1991 also made this point.869 Furthermore, newspapers and 
TV news affiliates kept pounding the connection between video games and children thus creating 
a myth of the video game market exclusive attitude towards the young.870 Despite this 
misconception, several titles were not suitable for kids and more geared for teens and adults such 
as NARC, Splatter House, and numerous "adult" oriented PC titles like Leisure Suit Larry in the 
Land of the Lounge Lizards.871  
 Finally, another noteworthy facet of this argument comes from a surprising source, 
Virtual Reality. During the 1970s onward, the US military began utilizing virtual technology to 
train pilots, vehicle operators, and even soldiers. The fruits of this labor came in 1991 during the 
First Persian Gulf War. Published in 1992, the book It Doesn't Take a Hero when comparing the 
eerily similar computer simulation to the real thing General H. Norman Schwarzkopf stated,  
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We played Internal Look in late July 1990, setting up a mock headquarters 
complete with computers and communication ear at Eglin Air Force Base in the 
Florida panhandle. As the exercise got under way, the movements of Iraq’s real-
world ground and air forces eerily paralleled the imaginary scenario of the 
game....As the war game began, the message center also passed along routine 
intelligence bulletins about the real Middle East. Those concerning Iraq were so 
similar to the game dis-patches that the message center ended up having to stamp 
the fictional reports with a prominent disclaimer: ‘Exercise Only.872 . 
 
Furthermore, according the Macedonia, students who played video games possessed an 
advantage as "Employing these computer simulations has proved to be a smooth transition for 
younger generations of soldiers, who, after all, were spoon fed on Nintendo and computer 
games."873 Now why are both these quotes relevant?  
 At the time, the military was using simulations to train soldiers for all types of combat 
situations. As noted by General Schwarzkopf, many soldiers could not tell the difference 
between the fictional fighting and the real life war happening in the Persian Gulf. Essentially, 
what those men were doing was playing a video game in order to train.  
 This paralleled Macedonia's remarks as he stated that soldiers who played video games 
before going into the armed force could easily transition from the controller and keyboard to 
military simulator with little trouble. In non-technical language, they already had combat training 
experience via the game they played at home. Titles such as 1981 Atari game Battlezone and the 
popular PC flying simulator, Microsoft Flight simulator were used to train unmanned vehicles 
while the US Marine corps used the 1993 id Software game Doom to train soldiers in "properly 
sequencing an attack, protecting the rifleman, conserving ammunition, and observing the chain 
of command."874 As a weird result, the Persian Gulf War received the popular but informal 
name, the Nintendo War not for just strapping video cameras on bombs, but also its use of VR 
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training to prepare the next generation of soldiers.875 In contrast, a small question arose for this 
fascinating parallel; did the home console and PC games do the same thing with their children. 
 These military benefits while remarkable also led to an innate paranoia. Questions 
quickly soon arose about certain video games. Did these games teach kids to kill, are video game 
makers ruining children's lives by desensitizing them to violence, is the gaming industry putting 
profits over responsibility? By 1993, signs seemingly pointed to yes, as the ongoing bit wars 
stalemate between Sega and Nintendo resulted in both console and games creators leaning 
towards questionably increasingly violent titles to grab the costumer’s attention. Home computer 
software games fared no better as they too had their share of at the time controversial software 
that struck moral grounds, the arcades also contained new but violent titles thanks to the ongoing 
fighting game craze spurred on by the success of Street Fighter II: The World Warrior.876  
 Compounding this problem further, books and scholarly articles created around this time 
began linking and to some degree using video games as a scapegoat claiming their link towards 
aggression after playing, while constant media coverage with topics surrounding video games 
increased as local news affiliates and nation programing began their own investigations into the 
world of video gaming and its industry. 877 In addition, concerned parents wrote to both their 
congressional representative and their local newspapers discussing their fears of a virtual world 
that they do not understand.878 Backlash aside, the constant bombardment of concerns led both 
the nation and gaming to meet at one place and on December 9, 1993, a series of three hearings 
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would commence in Washington, DC, that ultimately would determine the future and direction 
of the US gaming industry.879  
 Why these hearings took place; to further understand we need to dive deeper into the 
violence controversy and look into its sources by evaluating a couple of specific examples. 
Outside the excluded home computer gaming market, the home consoles and arcades boasted the 
three most mentioned violent titles at the first hearing. From the group, two out of the three 
games did not get much media attention, while the third practically stole the spotlight. 
Nevertheless, all these following titles raised concerns causing people to pause and think about 
what goes into these electronic games their children and teens played.880  
 First seen in the arcades in 1992, Konami's Lethal Enforcers serves as a typical shooting 
gallery type game. Taking place in Chicago, Illinois, the player takes the roles of an elite cop 
whose job involved taking back the city from various thugs and terrorists.881 The game itself only 
consisted of five levels ranging from a bank robbery, a Chinatown gang war, an airline hijacking, 
a drug deal, and a terrorist showdown at a chemical plant.882 When he or she completes a level, 
the game ranks the player based hit percentage.883 If they hit only just the enemy with a precise 
shot, their rank goes up, but if they hit any innocent victims, their rank drops.884 Therefore, what 
makes this game controversial?  
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 The two core problems this game comes from its gimmicks and gameplay. On the arcade 
promotional poster, it states one curious feature "Digitalized Graphics."885 What are digitalized 
graphics? Digitalized graphics or the more appropriate terminology digitized sprites is a concept 
made popular during the 1990s that incorporated "pictures or video of actual human beings into 
video games as sprites."886 First used in the 1983 game, Journey, the art style met a mediocre 
response until roughly 1992 with two games thrusting it back into temporary favor, Lethal 
Enforcers and Mortal Kombat.887 To achieve this result, Konami hired actors to play the roles of 
the villains and hostages. Furthermore, the non-playable characters used certain lines of dialog to 
enhance the game, which included "You missed me pig," "Eat lead copper," "Don't shoot," and 
"Help me."888 While nothing impressive on the surface, the next concept goes hand in hand with 
the above and makes the digitized sprites extremely relevant. 
 The parallel concept that ties the earlier paragraph comes from the game core gameplay. 
Unlike many arcade machines that used a joystick and buttons for the player to interact with the 
game, Lethal Enforcers did not possess this particular control scheme. Instead, like many arcade 
shooters in the 80s, 90s, and onwards they implemented a light gun style controller. With these, 
the player would point the gun at the screen and depending on the in-game circumstances, if they 
hit an enemy, it would fade off screen and gameplay would continue unless the said target took 
numerous shots to defeat or fulfilling a special requirement to take down the enemy.889 For 
Lethal Enforcers, the gun also called the Konami Justifier resembled a police issue .44 Magnum 
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revolver, but painted sky blue for player 1 and hot pink for player 2.890 Invoking memories of 
Dirty Harry Callaghan, the player is encouraged via in game and manual to shoot anyone who 
gets in their way and here lies the primary concern.891  
 If it were any other game with cartoonish sprites such as the NES Hogan's Alley, no one 
would care, however Lethal Enforcers with its digitalized sprites made for a damning case. 
Going back earlier in the chapter, it argues that the military used simulators to train soldiers for 
wartime situations. Furthermore, both academic and television sources blamed video games for 
increased violence in children after watching or playing a game. In addition, both of these 
combined created a small moral panic as people began connecting the simulated violence in the 
game to real world violence. Finally, one other event key though only indirectly involved pushed 
the notoriety of this game. Granted, while no evidence primary or secondary directly correlates 
the two together its seems more than likely that the event in question did have some role in why 
Lethal Enforcers was discussed at the December 9, 1993 Congressional hearing. Keep in mind 
though this is just a scholarly speculation and could be merely coincidental. 
 The event that may have sparked why Lethal Enforcers became a controversial game was 
the 1992 LA Riots. Following the event began in 1991 with the beating of Rodney King and the 
arrest and trial of four Los Angeles police officers the following year.892 The subsequent not-
guilty verdict sent an entire city into lockdown causing over fifty-three deaths, billions in 
property damage, and serves as one of the few times in modern American history that the 
military had to step in to quell a pseudo-rebellion.893 Coincidently, the LA riots now serves as the 
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poster child for the term police brutality despite seeing and noting multiple similar events 
happening in history from the early twentieth century back.  
 Now with this knowledge under our belts, let us look at Lethal Enforcers once more. The 
premise and plot of the game focuses on the player shooting various thugs, criminals, and 
terrorist in what could be Chicago. During a normal gameplay session, several weapons 
including a machine gun, magnum bullets, shotgun, assault rifle, grenade gun, and automatic 
handgun become available for the player to use against the villains.894 Supporting the previous 
paragraph, on both the SNES and Sega CD instruction Manuals several phrase in the section 
"Justice will be served!" states that "most criminals are just looking for a free ride," and "If you 
come in here waving guns and sellin' dope you're going to pay the price for crossing the line."895 
Furthermore, on the last paragraph, the unknown narrator states, "Go it alone or take backup, but 
either way I want you to send a message to those scumbags: there are laws in my city, and my 
enforcers are packing loaded ‘Justice.’ Now Hit the Streets!"896 Contrastingly and ironically, the 
manual states to protect the innocents in multiple places, but the whole section of "Justice will be 
served," sounds more like a speech fueled by police aggression taken to the nth degree. Perhaps, 
while the game did not have a single person of color, the action of playing a brutal cop caught 
the eyes of congress and they essentially called the video game industry out on the issue.897  
 The second game mentioned at the congressional hearing, Night Trap is quite an odd 
choice as the basis of the argument against it rests on one scene and one issue, violence against 
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women. In best summing up the software, Night Trap is akin to a cheesy sci-fi film made during 
the 1950s. As a member of SCAT, Special Control Attack Team, the player serves as a lead 
operator in the investigation of the Lakeshore winery house owned by Martin family.898 The goal 
as mentioned by Commander Sims in the introduction is to protect five girls from whatever 
attacked five other girls who disappeared while staying at the Martin home.899 Requiring 
operating eight cameras, the main object is to monitor the premises and use the various booby 
traps to defeat both the Martin's, a family of vampires, and a force of humanoid bloodsuckers 
known as Augs.900  
 Only lasting roughly twenty-six minutes, a perfect run can net a total ninety-five Augs 
total.901 What makes this game unique comes from the Sega CD gimmick Full Motion Video, 
which utilizes pre-recorded video alongside gameplay making them akin to an interactive 
movie.902 As a technique, the most famous example comes from the 1983 Don Bluth game 
Dragon's Lair, which used laser disks to store data and allowed the game to resemble more as a 
high-quality interactive cartoon compared to the 4-bit titles at the time such as Pac-Man and 
Donkey Kong.903 Yet, while Dragon's Layer used hand drawn animation that many still highly 
regard, Night Trap's Full Motion Video aged quite poorly, making more ironic that such a game 
caused such a controversy.904 
 Finally, outside of it being nothing more than a less than remarkable title, what saved it 
from the annals of obscurity came from it now one infamous scene. At roughly 12:30 mark in the 
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in-game time, one of the female characters named Lisa, who in a nightgown encounters a group 
of Augs in a bathroom.905 If the player does not help her, the monsters will gang up on her, rap a 
metal collar around her neck, drag the victim off camera, and proceed to drain her blood.906 
Ironically, the player does not even see the act, blood, or anything perverse and the only 
consequence from this action is Commander Sims firing the player thus resulting in a game 
over.907 Despite these rather questionable sets of circumstances, this scene became the rallying 
cry for people wanting to regulate and censor the content of video games.   
 Furthermore, the argument of violence against women can slightly receive some 
justification. Much like the infamous 12:30 scene, the player can simply ignore the pleas of the 
women and watch the antagonists capture the characters, or they can actually "kill" the girls by 
activating a trap next to them.908 The greatest case for this comes at the very end of the game in 
the secret ending. After trapping Sarah Martin, Kelly, the co-protagonist and undercover SCAT 
agent whom the player saved confesses that she feels safe around the player.909 As she walks off 
screen she walks towards spot/trap used to defeat Sarah just a few movements earlier, turns to 
the camera and states, "Nah, you wouldn’t." Then the player has two options, first the player lets 
her proceed as normal, and she says, "Ha, Ha I didn’t thinks so, see you next time" before the 
game fades to credits.910 Conversely, if the player decides to "trap" Kelly she turns around in 
horror stating "I cannot believe you do this to me after everything we been through," before 
presumably falling to her death.911 Despite being controversial, these scenes were never 
discussed in the hearing, as the scene featuring Lisa became the topic of interest; conversely, 
                                                        








however, the final video game mentioned at the 1993 hearing makes Night Trap look tame in 
comparison as all the title in question, Mortal Kombat. 
 Taking only ten months to develop, the 1992 Mortal Kombat's brutal legacy began with 
series founders Ed Boon and John Tobias.912 At first, the initial premise centered on actual 
martial artist and Hollywood action superstar Jean Claude Van Damme, but Midway failed to 
secure his consent for the use of his image.913 Going back to the drawing board, Boon and Tobias 
wanted to make their prospect different from Street fighter II: The World Warrior and its 
inspired fighting game clones. In order to do this they needed two things, 1.) According to Kent, 
during the early 1990s martial arts movies resurged though actors like Steven Segal and Van 
Damme.914 Wanting the game to emulate popular martial arts movies, they opted to use digitized 
graphics to make it more realistic and Midway already used the technique in many of their titles 
including Terminator 2, Narc, and the game pre-rendered game Pit Fighter.915  
 Furthermore, while unusual for an arcade title, Boon and Tobias build a rich mythos and 
plenty of secrets hidden throughout for players to discover. These secrets included special move 
combinations, which without hours of trial and error, the use of a game magazine, or having a 
friend revel them, these attacks did not appear in game via tutorial or on the game cabinet.916 
Furthermore according Ed Boon, at the last minute, they added in Reptile, a green pallet swapped 
ninja, into the game.917 According to an interview with Kent, he states, "Let's make him come 
out vary rarely so few people will see it."918 The intended effect Boon and the development team 
wanted was people to talk about this elusive and mysterious ninja, but at the same time make the 
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character seem nothing more than a rumor.919 This rumor however, helped Mortal Kombat's 
popularity as countless people pumped untold amounts of quarters into the machines in hopes of 
finding and facing him in combat.  
 On the other hand, thanks to Reptile, led to two additional rumored characters hidden 
within the game, one being a black kick boxer named Nimbus Terrafaux exclusive to the Genesis 
version, but this was nothing more than an April Fool’s Day joke perpetrated by EGM 
magazine.920 The other rumor circulated around a mysterious Red Ninja named Ermac. Due to a 
glitch on the character select screen, one of the characters named Scorpion would have a turned 
his usual yellow outfit turned red in color.921 The name itself originated from part of the arcade 
ROM's Error Marco, which is merely nothing more than just a program designed to capture 
coding errors in the game.922 However, unlike Nimbus, thanks to fan mythology and popularity, 
Boon and Tobias made him a legitimate character in the 1995 Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3.923 
 Now despite its appeal, what was the main plot of Mortal Kombat and how was it 
controversial? The main story revolving around the titular named tournament and its seven 
"Earthrealm" combatants sent to face a challenge from their Outworld invaders wanting to 
conquer their dimension.924 These fighters included a thunder god named Rayden (Raiden in 
later installments), shaolin monk Liu Kang, Hollywood actor Johnny Cage, Sonya Blade, a U.S 
Special Forces member, her terrorist nemesis Kano, ninja cryomancer Sub-Zero, and the demon 
ninja Scorpion.925 The main goal of the involved the player taking one of the playable characters 
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up the tournament ladder and if he or she defeated all six other characters, a mirror match, and 
three endurance challenges, they earned the right to face Goro, a gigantic half-human dragon and 
undefeated champion of the tournament for over 500 years.926 Finally, if they best the beast, the 
games main antagonist Shang Tsung appears to challenge the player for their soul.927 Upon 
succeeding, the player becomes the champion and sees an ending narration exclusive to that 
character.928  
 Contrastingly, at the time three concerns made the 1992 original controversial but iconic. 
The first came from the realistic sprites used during gameplay. Suffering from the same problem 
Lethal Enforcers, the digitized sprites coupled with the perceived over the top violence, many 
concerned individuals began over exaggerate the gore factor which ironically made for some free 
publicity and notoriety. As a result, both local and national news affiliates across the US began 
reporting on the game reveling several dichotomous opinions about the game, as the older 
generations saw it as horrific violence, but the younger generations saw it as just a game.929 
 This leads to the other problem, the fatalities. What is a fatality? Never discussed in the 
manuals, the fatality mechanic is an endgame stun state where the losing character begins a small 
dizzy animation.930 During this short window, the player is given the chance to kill the opponent. 
According to Ed Boon after somebody viewing the stunned state by random chance suggested 
that "Let's make it gruesome," as the entire idea became a major aspect of the game iconic.931 
However, these fatalities were not common knowledge. To execute, two things were needed, 
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knowing the correct distance between the two characters and the correct button combination.932 
Furthermore, as noted beforehand, these special moves were purposely made obscure so that no 
one could easily figure them out, but gamers are clever.933 On the subject co-founder John 
Tobias stated, "At the time, we thought these button and joystick combinations were going to be 
so hard to do that no one would ever fighter them out. I think the first time we put Mortal 
Kombat out at a test location, in that first week somebody found it."934 Despite the efforts to hide 
the mechanic, once these moves became common knowledge, almost anyone could access them 
on the fly and with this knowledge came widespread notoriety as countless other sought the 
game's secrets for themselves alongside concerned others who feared that such violent exposure 
would turn their kids into killers.  
 The last issue that many had with the game came from the blood and gore. Acclaim who 
got the console rights from Midway began a ten million dollar ad campaign known as "Mortal 
Monday" to promote the game across the two major home consoles and the two popular 
handhelds.935 While possessing all the features of the arcade port, the Super Nintendo version 
infamously sanitized the game forcing Acclaim to take out the blood and edit the fatalities.936 As 
a result two outcomes occurred. First, the Genesis version outsold the SNES version three to one 
as it stayed faithful to its source by keeping the blood in via "the blood code" and gore intact.937 
The second and somewhat unexpected result came from the fans themselves who heavily 
criticized Nintendo for censoring the game and quite arguably becoming the origin point of the 
now common stigma of Nintendo consoles labeled as "kiddie systems" for its censorship of 
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violent and graphic games.938 This one act made the Genesis version the go to choice for those 
wishing to get the arcade experience at home.939 Ironically, though, in the case of the overall 
blood found in the game, unlike what the media portrayed, the actual amounts were quite low 
especially in the arcade version. Depending on the move, blood only appeared for roughly no 
more than three to five seconds and only then, only a handful of special moves, five out of seven 
fatalities, and the uppercut all drew blood while the rest of the moves did not.940 
 Finally, one fatality in particular caught the eye of the media. While the seven in game 
fatalities were present, each ranged in brutality. Sonya and Scorpion incinerated their opponents, 
Johnny Cage beheaded with an uppercut, Liu Kang did a similar, but less graphic cartwheel 
uppercut, and Rayden electrocuted his target resulting in their head exploding.941 Kano on the 
other hand deserves special mention as while not as graphic as the last fatality; his fishing move 
plunged his fist into the victim and ripped out a still beating heart.942 Then there was the seventh 
and final character Sub-Zero and out of every move in the game, his fatality besides Scorpions 
signature "get over here/ come here" harpoon special move became the most iconic.943 After 
forcing the opponent into a stun state, he rips the unfortunate victim's head and spinal cord clean 
from the rest of the body.944 As a final coup de grâce, he faces the player and hoists his trophy 
showing off the gruesome handiwork with the head wincing in pain.945 This fatality known as the 
Spine Rip caught the eye of the media, soon news reports across the nation often showed his 
finishing move in both national and local news segments.946 Thanks to this attention, Sub-Zero 
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despite being a ninja assassin was arguably the tipping point in why congress finally called out 
the video game industry, which leads to one final question, why did congress even conceder 
looking into the video game violence controversy in the first place?  
 Since the 1950s, issue of violence has always piqued the interest of the US congress. 
Starting with its ongoing crusade against perceived obscene materials, a series of investigations 
commenced that looked into Television violence under the House of Representatives in 1952 and 
two years later, the Senate looks at its connections to Juvenile crime.947 During the 1960s, FCC 
commissioner Newton N. Minow proclaimed the "vast wasteland" American TV had become 
while in 1969 The National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence claimed that 
TV violence acts as a catalyst for societal violence.948 This trend continued into the 1970s and 
1980s with the surgeon general in 1972 issuing a report linking aggressive behavior to films and 
TV; while in 1982 and 1985 both the National Institute of Mental Health and the American 
Psychological Association Commission on Youth and Violence also claimed a connection 
between violence and media.949 The 1990s became a hotbed for regulation TV violence through 
the 1990 Television Violence Act, the beginnings of placing and viewer warnings before every 
program with suggestive content, and the implementation of the V-chip put into televisions.950 
 On top of this, America for the lack of better words became obsessed with over 
protecting their children from the bad things in life. Advocacy groups such as the Parent-Teacher 
Association, the Parents Music Resource Center, and other smaller organizations argued the 
impact media violence had on children and their schoolwork.951 The 1984 congressional hearing 
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on Record Labeling led by Mary "Tipper" Gore inquired on explicit lyrics sung by various 
artists, which led to marking certain albums featuring suggestive materials with a Parental 
Advisory label starting in 1985.952 Quite interestingly, the case of video games received little to 
no attention by government watchdogs. Now why did this occur?  
 Up until 1992-1993, video games seem more like a nuisance rather than a problem. As 
we already established in chapter two, congress already targeted the video game industry but for 
a different reason. Divided on Japanese investments in the US, some senators like Oregon 
Senator Mr. Mark Hatfield defended foreign investment and Japanese-Americans by stating, 
"Bigotry cannot be allowed to cloak itself in the name of saving jobs, no matter how complicated 
our relationship with Japan becomes."953 Others, such as congressional representative Mr. James 
Traficant of Ohio believed that Japan unfairly allowed illegal trade practices, which gave them 
the edge while America merely votes for unemployment benefits.954 
 Strangely, even after digging through the congressional record, only rarely did an 
individual game get mention and more often than not, it was an obscure title such as noted by 
Raymond J. Magrath in an extension to the congressional record about a Nazi Death Camp 
simulator known as KZ Manager.955 Outside these parameters, congress only seemed to lump the 
major home console and home computers developers together alongside the issue of trade 
practices with Japan. In addition, with the exception of the 1983 edition, much of the Statistical 
Abstract of the United States up until the mid-1990s did not have any relevant information 
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regarding computer or home console games.956 This signifies one of two real possibilities; either 
Washington DC was ignorant to the growing video game trend, or video game industry had not 
crossed an established line in the sand such as the issue of violence. 
 The question now rests in did they know or did they even care? On one hand, controversy 
in video games did not just appear in the 1990s alone. During the 1970s and into the 1980s, some 
video games received heavy criticism for their unsavory gameplay. Most notably in 1976, the 
arcade game Death Race by Exidy became one of the first violent arcade games.957 Featuring a 
top down perspective, the objective featured the player running down stick figure skeleton's aka 
"gremlins" in a cemetery for points.958 Popular reaction however led several establishments 
outright banning the controversial machine resulting in the developer only selling one thousand 
units and getting a spot on CBS 60 Minutes in which founder of Exidy Pete Kaufmann defended 
his game.959 
 Another controversial game that came out in the early 1980s came from Caballero, a 
Swedish erotica game developer that crated X-rated software for the Atari 2600 under the 
Mystique name.960 It's legacy however, the 1982 Custer's Revenge saw the historical figure 
General Armstrong Custer attempting to rape a Native American woman.961 The ultimate 
reaction towards the game resulted in nothing less than revulsion. According of Arnie Katz the 
former editor in chief of Electronic Games Magazine stated, "As You might imagine, Native 
American groups loved this game. There were protest all over the country. Women against 
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Pornography did a lot of picketing against it."962 While normally bringing attention to a plight 
can work in favor of a particular agenda, for video games however, it is another story. In the case 
of Custer's Revenge, all the attention resulted in Mystique doubling its overall sells to around 
80,000 cartridges making it one of the bestselling adult games for its time.963 
 While just two examples and early one at that, these show the pull of video games had 
during the 1980s. Seen as a fad, the response and criticisms came not from the "higher ups" but 
the people. Groups such as the PTA, Women against Pornography, Families for Peace, etc., and 
all brought attention, but outside a few obscure newspaper articles and possibly a segment on a 
popular news program, no one paid any attention to gaming. However, when the 1990s came 
around, the state of video games dramatically changed. Why did this happen?964  
 While a hodgepodge of different causes and effects do culminate into the final answer, 
the main reason why people began caring about gaming comes from its transition from fad to 
legitimacy. As noted in chapter two, many believed the early gaming industry only acted in self-
interest in order to get as much money as possible from hapless consumers. This unfortunately 
came in the form of shoddy games and a video game bubble that eventually burst in 1983. Over 
the course of roughly eight years from 1985-1993, Nintendo, Sega, countless third party 
developers, and the home compute turned this notion around by making a strong claim that video 
games were not a just fad, but a legitimate form of entertainment. Through several successful 
titles, a billion dollar industry formed, which built its empire on the success of their AAA titles. 
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Ironically, however, from this battle for notoriety, Washington finally started noticing the 
influential power that these companies and fictional characters held. 
 On the other hand, as noted by Steven Kent, one problem even today seems to elude 
scholars comes from fining the exact origins of the 1993-4 hearings on violent video games.965  
Speculative fingers point in many different directions. Tom Zito, the founder of Digital Pictures, 
blames Nintendo as Sega's success from 1991-3 led the company in his opinion to send 
representatives to Washington, DC in a "go for broke and attack Sega," by showing tapes of 
violent games and drumming up support against violent games.966 Furthermore, Kent in his work 
notes that a Nintendo's director of communications Perrin Kaplan in 1993 gave a speech 
discussing video game violence to the National Organization of Women gives some credence to 
the theory.967  
 Another legitimate claim comes from the various newspaper and media coverage 
covering video games during the early 1990s. Almost on a rather frequent rotation, the media 
always seemed to mention something about the gaming industry from Japanese business 
practice, the next great console, or even the musings of the average person in the opinion section. 
This dramatically changed in 1992-1993 as the tone switched to the issues surrounding violence 
as games such as Mortal Kombat and Wolfenstein 3D came on to the market thus raising 
awareness on the issue and helping frame the question, did video games need a ranking system 
for their in game content? While much of this argument has already been touch upon, the main 
cause for this demand came at the wake of such increasingly violent software choices such as 
Mortal Kombat. Yet, were there any measures taken to prevent this in the first place? To further 
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understand why called the video game industry, let us briefly look at how the arcades, PC, and 
home consoles dealt with regulating content.968 
 For the arcades, it was quite an uncensored experience. Already noted and discussed 
these machines often appeared in public places such as convenience stores and malls. Quite 
often, if a game had a notable reputation for violence or inappropriate content, it was up to an 
older adult such as a worker or teenager to keep younger children from playing these types of 
games. Furthermore, if a game got too much heat, the location owner could call the distributer of 
the arcade machine and ask for its removal. Despite these attempts, many adults remained 
ignorant towards certain games and accidently let their children play these more violent titles.969  
 On the other hand, the home computers also fell prey to the same faults of the arcades. At 
first glance, a many early computer games did not provide any warning on the games content. 
Granted, while such explicit games such as Sierra's 1987 Leisure Suit Larry in The Land of the 
Lounge Lizards did provide a small content warning on the front, but it quite easily gets lost.970 
This is especially true for the Amiga version's box, which features a pink background with cards, 
a taxi driving through the box, a picture of a woman bathing, and Larry himself.971 Furthermore, 
quite a few popular games of the 1980s and 1990s did not come from stores, but came as 
shareware, which may or may not provide any content warnings outside a possible brief mention 
such as what id Software did for Wolfenstein 3D by rating their own game "PC-13" for 
"Profound Carnage."972 . 
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 Finally, some software required the use of some sort of verification to access the game. 
Chiefly used to prevent piracy, programmers did this by having the user typing in a random 
phrase found on a code sheet or from the manual. A good example of this comes from a racing 
game MicroProse's World Circuit, which players needed to locate a word using the page - 
paragraph - line - word, found in the manual and type it in to authorize gameplay.973 Other more 
explicit games may also require the player to verify their age. Leisure Suit Larry and its 
subsequent sequels did this by using a series of five random questions revolving around 1960-
1980s Americana pop culture trivia to verify the age.974 If the player got all five questions right 
they could play the game, but if they got two wrong the game thinks that the player is a "child" 
and boots them off to the DOS menu.975 In later installments such as Leisure Suit Larry 3: 
Passionate Patti in the Pursuit of Pulsating Pectorals, by getting the questions wrong the 
raunchiness level decreases and keeping things such as nudity and adult content to a 
minimum.976 However, in contrast by getting all five questions right the game becomes 
uncensored with full topless female nudity, implied sex scenes, and risqué adult humor.977 These 
measures while at minimum did not guarantee that a child could not access the game or let 
parents know about the content thus making them rather ineffective. 
 Finally, the home consoles record for regulating content surprisingly makes for tricky to 
discuss in full, as by December 1993 five major consoles existed on the American Market, the 
Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis/CD, Atari Jaguar, Neo Geo AVS, and the recently released 
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Panasonic 3DO. Yet, while the latter three, despite having some good games, did not possess the 
influence of the big two's success. Instead, the two upcoming examples evaluate how Sega and 
Nintendo handled the issue of content. 
 Noted earlier in chapter two, Nintendo took its North American content guides seriously. 
Sanitized of any racial, religious, sexist, or excessively violent content, these guidelines served 
as the basis for what developers both in-house or third party could put into a Nintendo licensed 
game. Numerous examples exist that showcase this philosophy used during the 1980s and 1990s. 
Examples like Mortal Kombat, which took out the blood and neutered the fatalities, the 1987 
Bionic Commando for references to Adolf Hitler, renaming certain characters such as Sodom and 
Damned in SNES port of Final Fight to Katana and Thrasher, and completely removing the 
transgender females Roxy and Poison with generic goons Billy and Sid.978 Granted however, 
across the Pacific, Nintendo of Japan software took a more lax tone with more nudity, violence, 
religious references, and even blood than the American branch. The reason for this simply came 
down to Japan’s more liberal openness to certain themes deemed taboo in the west and America's 
much more ridged views on violence, sexism, and religious views that evolved since the colonial 
days onward. Despite these limitations, video game developers worked around these rules and 
today many games created for the SNES during the fourth generation of home consoles that still 
rank as some the greatest video games of all time by critics and fans alike. 
 On the other hand, Sega took more of lax and liberal stance. The games featured on the 
Sega Genesis, Sega CD, Sega Game Gear, and Sega 32x ranged from the family friendly titles 
such as Sonic the Hedgehog and Ecco the Dolphin to the much more mature software choices 
like Splatter House 2 and Sega CD version of Snatcher. As the 1990s came and the issue of 
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violence in video games surfaced, Sega needed a way to let buyers know about the content of 
their titles, which led to a clever solution. In 1993, Sega established the Videogame Ratings 
Council or VRC to rate all Sega platform games.979 Originally, the plan was to have the Motion 
Picture Association of America rate the games for them, but after the president of the MPAA 
Jack Valenti declined; Sega took an ambitious step in wanting to their VRC system into the 
universal standard for rating all console and home computer titles.980  
 For their new project, Arthur Pober, a member of the Children's Advertising Review 
Unit, stepped in as Sega's first chair of the VRC.981 In order to create both a new organization 
and a concept of a ratings system, Pober worked alongside psychologists and child development 
experts in questioning such terms issues as "what was the difference between violence, cartoon 
violence, and graphic violence."982 After weeks of hard work, the newly formed VRC established 
a general set of guidelines. Mirroring the MPAA ratings, the ratings system consisted of three 
general ratings, GA for general audiences, MA-13 for Mature/Teenage audiences, and MA-17, 
which reflected games, designated only for adults.983 These guidelines remained lax enough to 
keep Sega's liberal stance on blood and violence, but it gave buyers a heads up on what content 
was in that particular game. Starting that year, they began labeling all game boxes and hoped this 
would stave off concerned parents, but this particular ratings system had its share of noticeable 
flaws.984 
 One such example comes from the VRC's actual rating process. Never mentioned in any 
known textual based document, no one exactly knows the process Sega used to rate the 
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company's titles. Granted, for each tier of the rating system does briefly explain the requirements 
such as GA having no blood, graphic violence, sexual themes, or drug references this tells little 
on the actual criteria used to rate the content.985 On the other hand, one possible reason why the 
lack of any brochures or text talking about the VRC never came forth was the ratings system's 
rather short life span, as the ESRB replaced it in mid-1994 thus giving no time to establish itself 
in the first place.986  
 Compounding the above issues, another problem came from inconsistent ratings among 
their software library. An example comes from the Sega Genesis and Sega CD versions of 
Mortal Kombat, which the Genesis version received a MA-13 rating but its counterpart received 
a MA-17 rating.987 The reason for this comes down to the Genesis' hidden blood code, which 
turned on and off the blood, but the Sega CD version forged this option in favor of keeping the 
gore in at all times, thus making violent option, yet having the same amounts of violence as the 
Genesis version.988 Furthermore, this inconsistency did not stop here as other games received 
rather peculiar ratings. For example, in the American release of Castlevania Bloodlines, it 
depicts scenes of "mild gore" on certain monsters and depicts blood throughout the game, but 
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received a GA rating.989 Conversely, Mega Man: The Wily Wars, which had no graphic violence, 
gore, or blood, received a rating of MA-13 by the VRC.990  
 Finally, with the issue of censorship, even before and after the VRC, Sega did censor 
some questionable content. Liberal in the issues of violence and blood, the company however did 
not approve of such themes as profanity, nudity, or sexuality in their American market titles.991 
Snatcher, the cult game that originally came out for the Japanese PC 8801 in 1988 saw many 
changes before ported onto the Sega CD. The 1994 release Sega censored many features such as 
increasing Katrina's age from fourteen to eighteen, editing certain gory deaths, several scenes 
that featured full and partial nudity, and the as removal of certain inappropriate commands the 
player could do and change certain background areas to avoid possible copyright 
infringement.992 
  Another notable game that saw an odd removal stateside came from Streets of Rage 3. In 
the Japanese release called Bare Knuckle 3, the player would face a flamboyantly homosexual 
man named Ash whose sprite animations gave him an effeminate style of fighting.993 When 
playing the version released stateside and in Europe, the games localization team removed him 
from the game entirely due to fears that the character offend homosexuals.994 While just the tip 
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of the iceberg, both games show that while Sega reputation revolved around being more lax 
censorship policies, even they viewed some material too offensive for western audiences. These 
inconsistences with the VRC however, would eventually come back to haunt them during the 
hearing on video games. This leads back to the earlier question, was congress inept or did they 
even care about the issue of video games. 
 When asking this question, this remains quite problematic as the chair, Democratic 
Senator Joe Lieberman and Senator Herb Kohl's papers are still unavailable, so determining why 
exactly these hearings happened in the first place remains unclear. Despite this, a clue does come 
in the form of Steven Kent's book, Ultimate History of Video Games. According to Kent, 
Lieberman learned of the whole video game controversy after hearing from his chief of staff Bill 
Andresen told him about the violence in Mortal Kombat and his nine year old wanting to get the 
game.995 After sitting down and playing the game, Lieberman stated, "I was startled. It was very 
violent and, as you know, rewarded violence. And at the end, if you really did well, you'd get to 
decide whether to decapitate...how to kill the other guy, how to pull his head off. And their was 
all sorts of blood flying around"996 Upon further investigation, he quickly discovered Night Trap 
and reflected upon the infamous bathroom scene, "It ends with this attack scene on this woman 
in lingerie, in her bathroom. I know that the creator of the game said it was all meant to be a 
satire of Dracula; but nonetheless, I thought it sent out the wrong message."997  
 As his inquiry continued, the Senator quickly became concerned with the state of video 
game affairs. He discovered that while only ten percent of games on the home market were 
violent, these often consisted of big money makers such as Street Fighter II: The World Warrior 
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and Mortal Kombat.998 Furthermore, in the case of the Genesis, he discovered that several of the 
games in its library consisted of teenage as adult software choices while the main demographic 
targeted by the company seemly revolved around male children ages seven to twelve year olds 
according to various surveys he found.999 In addition, Lieberman discovered something else 
more concerning during his talks with concerned parents of his Connecticut constituency as 
states in Kent's book,  
I started talking to people in Connecticut about it. Part of what I was hearing back 
from parents was that they didn't know what was in the game. Either there was a 
generational gap, which meant that they really didn't know how to use the 
machines, ore they just didn't take the time. In a lot of these game, as you 
probably know, you have to spend a little time playing until you get to the so-
called good parts.1000 
 
These rallying cries of his people coupled with the lack of knowledge on video games disturbed 
the senator. This would help build his case violent video games, but up until then he only had 
relied on the consumer’s accounts, yet if he wanted to get the whole story, he needed to go to the 
primary cause of this trouble, the video game industry.  
 Finally, Lieberman in Kent's book also addresses the allegations that Nintendo set up the 
hearings against violent video games in order to get back at Sega. While many contemporary 
authors such as Sam Pettus's in his book Service Games: The Rise and Fall of Sega and Blake J. 
Harris' Console Wars: Sega, Nintendo, and the Battle That Defined a Generation believe 
Howard Lincoln as the instigator for the senate hearing, the senator from Connecticut debunks 
this rumor.1001 In his words, Lieberman states, "He (Howard Lincoln) certainly didn't initiate the 
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process; in other words, we went to him. We went to the industry. I had not heard about Howard 
Lincoln before we planned the whole thing."1002 
  While not covered by any contemporary author, supposedly after investigating the video 
game industry, Lieberman believed the video game industry peddled and sold the equivalent of 
R-Rated materials to children.1003 Furthermore, the parents had no clue in what exactly went into 
a game. Something had to fix this situation quickly. On one hand, he could let the video game 
industry create their own rating system, as just a few hours before the first hearing, in hopes of 
defusing the situation, many major video game companies agreed to join forces for the creation 
of a universal ratings system.1004 On the other hand, he push a bill that endorsed a government 
ran organization that endorsed harsh and mandatory censorship which video game industry 
feared. To end the debate, on December 9, 1993, Senator Joe Lieberman serving as the chair of 
the Subcommittee on Regulation and Government Information the charge alongside Wisconsin 
Senator Herb Kohl, the chairman of the Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice decided to bring 
together experts in the fields of child psychology and education to serve as one panel in the 
upcoming hearing.1005 On the other side, Nintendo and Sega represented the home video game 
console developers while the Software Publishers Association, who looked down upon video 
game developers as "not a legitimate members of the computer industry," represented the 
interests of PC software.1006  
 Finally, on a worthy side note, many senators, and congressional representatives believed 
that the issue of violence in America had reached epidemic proportions. This especially becomes 
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noteworthy between the years of 1993-4 as numerous entries found in the Congressional Record 
on both sides deliberate this topic quite heavily with issues such as gun, television, and youth 
violence as popular discussion points. While these core problems serve merely as moot points, 
with the rise of popular mentioning of video games like Mortal Kombat gave them an easy 
scapegoat, but the topic was rarely even mentioned in general. One such opposition point came 
from Illinois Democrat Senator Paul Simon when submitting a Washington Post article called 
"Violence for Fun and Profit" (an article about Mortal Kombat) to the record notes "We have a 
problem in our society.”1007 The answer in his opinion is not to in any way infringe on the first 
amendment, but we cannot ignore what the American Psychological Association just published 
in a report on youth and violence, stating that violence in media is adding to violence in our 
society."1008  
 Despite the concern of Lieberman and Simon, the issue of video games during 1993-4 did 
attract the immediate but informal attention of Washington leading to sort of vendetta. Contra to 
the above apathy, since the escalating concern of media violence, the popular misconception 
these electronic toys equated to solely children’s entertainment and the increasing negative 
exposure via news outlets seemingly turned all games into violence indulging pieces of filth that 
polluted the minds of kids.1009 These pressing dilemmas, followed by demand for some sort of 
accountability from concerned Americans led Lieberman to begin researching the video game 
industry. With this in mind, all the pieces fell into place, the experts readied, and during the 
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course of the next seven months three quiet hearings commenced that would determine the future 
of all video games inbound for the United States market.1010 
 On December 9, 1993, the first and most publicized of the three joint hearings 
commenced. The proceeding began with a mentioning of the concerns with the situation at large. 
Being a businessperson, Herb Kohl spoke first mention the upcoming 1993 Christmas shopping 
season as a time for people to "take a close, hard look at just what is that we are actually buying 
for our kids."1011 Lieberman, on the other hand, stressed four major points as the industry 
transitions into a rating system. First, how will this system work, who will do the rating, will 
everyone participate, will the industry inform parents about the new ratings system, etc.1012 
Second, he stated that the whole point of the rating system should not devolve into a marketing 
ploy as an incentive to play more violent games.1013 Third, it needed some sort of teeth to enforce 
and regulate the new ratings system by providing both incentives and penalties for those who 
deceive the board in order to get a lower rating.1014 Finally, the senator points out that if the 
video game industry fails to come up with a comprehensive ratings system, both he and senator 
Kohl had a form of blackmail legislation ready for congressional approval that would force the 
developers to submit games to Washington for rating.1015  
 The reasons for such drastic questions came from earlier in his previous comments 
stating in regards to violence stating, "it is time to draw the line."1016 Games such as Mortal 
Kombat, Night Trap, and Lethal Enforcers encourage children to simulate in horrific violent acts 
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often deemed inappropriate by most parents.1017 Furthermore, the advertising campaigns for 
many violent and adult games were aimed to grab the attention of children and teens, while 
popular toy stores like Wal-Mart, Kay-Bee, and Toys 'R Us often sold these types of games to 
children without much consideration.1018  
 In addition, Senator Kohl also stresses some key points. Mirroring the concerns of his 
fellow senator, Lieberman, believed that this hearing gave a window of opportunity for the video 
game industry to solidify their commitment towards a unified ratings system; but warns them 
that by throwing smallest bone will only result in disaster while creating something more 
substantial will make them "heroes or grinches."1019 Second, the already games like Lethal 
Enforcers, Mortal Kombat and Night Trap serve no purpose for a responsible parent to give their 
child as a Christmas present as the messages found within them only promoted violence as an 
acceptable solution to life's problems.1020 His third and final point stresses that with the ongoing 
problem of violence in the United States and the increasing role of video games played in 
children's lives, reducing the "culture of carnage" was needed drastically as technology improved 
and even more persuasive by the day.1021 In the end, Kohl believed that "Our nations children 
should not be told that to be a winner, you need to be a killer, or that make-believe violence 
yields real-life success."1022 
 Joining the hearing was Senator Byron L. Dorgan. While not part of the primary 
investigation, Senator Dorgan joined both Kohl and Lieberman in questioning of both experts 
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and the video game industry. With his brief introduction out of the way, Lieberman opened the 
floor for the first panel's testimonies and Q&A. 
 For the first panel, Dr. Parker Page, Dr. Eugene Provenzo, Robert Chase, and Marilyn 
Droz represented a hodgepodge of fields ranging from academia to concerned parents giving the 
proceedings pro unique perspective on the state of video games from "educators" perspective 
during the 1990s.1023 Yet, while few studies about video games existed at that point, especially 
surrounding the violence issue, the points made on December 9 only serve as a list of grievances 
and arguably served little to no point during the rest of the hearings or final judgment carried out 
in 1994.1024 Granted, their concerns did help influence the direction of the ESRB, yet, their 
presence is still rather perplexing. Frankly, if it were not for the casual throwing around of the 
word "children" in the press and their "association" to video games, these people would not even 
be relevant.  
 The testimony came from Dr. Parker Page President of the Children's Television 
Resource and Education Center as well as a leader of studying the connection of media violence 
on children.1025 In his argument, he claims that TV violence remains a significant problem in 
with the youth culture whose steady diet makes them "more aggressive towards children, less 
cooperative and altruistic, more tolerant of real-life violence, and more afraid of the world 
outside their homes."1026 By extension, he states that video games pose the same threat especially 
since children often spend more time interacting with them and with the increasing violence in 
games such as Mortal Kombat, this could become a significant future problem.1027 Furthermore, 
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Page summarized that while studies in video games did not have the scholarly attention that their 
TV brethren had over the past forty years, with the technology constantly advancing, keeping up 
with the change will prove even more difficult.1028 He goes on to state that from recent research,  
One, at least in the short term, children who play violent video games are 
significantly more aggressive afterwards than those children who play less violent 
video games. Two, violent TV programs and video games have similar effects in 
raising children's subsequent levels of aggression. And three, violent video games 
can suppress children's inclination toward engaging in prosocial behaviors.1029 
 
 In addition, Page offers four suggestions from the Children's Television Resource and 
Education Center on dealing with the violent video game problem. First, the federal government 
needs to fund projects aimed at interactive media.1030 Two, the video game industry needs to 
provide parents with accurate product information via ratings system.1031 Three, the video game 
industry needs an industry wide commitment in order to enforce the widespread usage of the 
ratings system.1032 Fourth, as technology progresses and features more realistic characters, the 
video game industry must agree to a voluntary cap on all in-game violence portrayed in order to 
protect children from participating in "heinous act of cruelty, misogyny and inhumanity should 
not be portrayed, regardless of profits."1033 
 The second witness to speak at the witness stand was Dr. Eugene F. Provenzo, a 
professor at the University of Miami and writer of Video Kids: Making Sense of Nintendo.1034 In 
his book, he believed that video games are "overwhelmingly violent, sexist, and racist.”1035 
Moreover, while researching, he discovered that when looking at the top forty-seven most 
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popular video games in America circa 1990, based on the power polls found in Nintendo Power 
Magazine forty of them had violent themes incorporated, and of those listed, several of them 
featured a woman getting kidnapped and needed rescue from a male protagonist.1036 Concurring 
with Page, Provenzo also notes that the relationship between video game violence and real life 
aggression are more than likely connected, but since the newness of this "powerful and cultural 
force" in America, as he puts it, no major studies have been undertook yet by scholars.1037 
Ultimately, once again agreeing previous speaker's testimony, the blame of this violence and 
sexual content found in those current games should be on the hands of the video game industry 
and in turn, it is their job to take responsibility for their actions and make games a safe place for 
children.1038 
 The third speaker Robert Chase represented the National Education Association (NEA) 
and its 2.1 million employees consisting of "elementary, secondary, vocational, and post-
secondary schools.”1039 Quite interestingly, Chase does not have anything going for the NEA yet, 
his testimony concurs Chase's and Provenzo's previous statements as it mainly touches upon the 
disappointment of people demand for more sexually and violently graphic video games, and the 
responsibility of protecting the children mainly on the hands of both the parents and the video 
game industry.1040 Going further, in his written statement, he gives a much more damning 
explanation stating, "These video games are not just child’s play. They shape our children's 
values, their sense of justice and compassion, and their overall world view."1041 Furthermore, he 
proclaims,  
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Many studies have established a link between passive television viewing and 
aggressive social behavior. Video games are anything but passive in the way they 
involve young people in brutal acts. In the world of today's video games, children 
are encouraged and even rewarded for committing electronic acts that are nothing 
short of heinous, sadistic, and barbaric. Yet these games are the recreation of 
millions of our children-children who are not only impressionable, but unable to 
cope with the perverse emotional states the games demand.1042     
 
Rounding out his argument, in both the written and spoken testimonies he claims that while the 
constitution’s First Amendment protects video games, the founding fathers never intended to 
protect such content found in video games let alone fathom such complex technology such as the 
Computer and CD-ROMs.1043 Furthermore, Chase believed that a rating system that worked with 
the video game industry and parents served as the bet in "promoting awareness of the 
relationship between the depictions of violence and the reality of violence in America today."1044 
 A parent, teacher, and Vice President of the National Coalition on Television Violence 
the final witness, Marilyn Droz, was both the most candid and unusual member of the group.1045 
Quickly getting to the point, she calls out the video game industry's manufactures and 
shareholders by "shaming" their product for producing such filth.1046 While speaking, she makes 
a comparison defining the word "toy" in Swedish as "little tools."1047 The tools she suggests help 
prepare children for the future and with technology advancing at a rapid rate and they will push 
them in directions that people cannot fathom.1048 However, these tools in her opinion are 
perverting children through their violence and sexist themes. This is seen in her testimony as she 
states, 
The video industry has done the same thing that the movie industry has done. 
They have confused children's desire or action with violence. My 23 years of 
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working with children directly has proven to me that children want action, they 
want excitement. They do not need to see the insides of people splattered against 
the wall to understand. You know, they need action, but they do not need to find 
murder as a form of entertainment.1049 
 
In addition, she also points out a technical gender discrepancy in regards to access. In the 
testimony, Droz speaks upon how computers, games, and technology are designated as a boy's 
toy while girls however get pushed aside due to a lack of games not geared for them.1050 This 
inequality pushes away, in her opinion, fifty percent of the American population from learning 
about the computer thus creating a technological gender gap.1051 
  On that note, Droz also brings attention to the lack of female characters with 
considerable power in video games. Often objectifying them, these women are often the victims 
or sex object meant for the appeal of men or the reward for the hero.1052 Furthermore, those who 
do have in her opinion, "are built with iron body parts or they have the kiss of death; they can 
blow the kiss of death. Once again, we got sex and violence mixed into the message. This has to 
stop." Untimely, while not in her spoken testimony, she writes in the written statement that the 
responsibility for these unsetting act lies with the video game industry and while a ratings system 
is a step in the right direction, she would like to see harsher measures such as warning labels 
similar to cigarettes warning the "effects of violence on children."1053 
 After opening statements concluded, the witness' began their Q&A with Lieberman and 
Kohl. During the session, a few hot button issues came up that warrant attention. One such area 
already mentioned came from the lack of scholarly studies about video game aggression. Dr. 
Provenzo stated that when he wrote Video Kids, all the information about the psychological point 
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of view of video games came from the early 1980s when such as Space Invaders was new on the 
market.1054 Furthermore, with the advancement of technology such as the VR craze happing, 
video games were quickly evolving from from playing the game into interacting with the game's 
world.1055Page concurs with Provenzo's statements, but these limited studies were conducted in 
the early 1980s and while they did show the children getting aggressive these were out of date 
with today technology and needed hundreds more testing to prove the connection.1056 On the 
contrary, he also states while it makes for a great theory, research at the time also pointed to the 
opposite direction by stating video games actually decreased aggressive behavior, but these were 
inconclusive and needed more testing to prove.1057 
 Another issue that received attention was gender and the game Night Trap. Most notably, 
Droz in her testimony believed that by simply watching violent entertainment, a child or adult is 
more likely to become more insensitive to victims of sexual crimes.1058 Dr. Provenzo stated that 
with new computer software such as cybersex and dildonics, if a teen got their hands on this 
software they might engage in acts of sexual violence against women and this he found was 
"very scary."1059 Even less sexual titles such as Night Trap he states do show sexual overtones 
like the featured image found on the games box art.1060  
 These were highly concerning to the doctor, but Senator Dorgan retorts with a statement 
made by one of the game's producers Tom Zito, who claimed the game was a "spoof of vampire 
films" and the controversial bathroom scene only occurred when the player lost.1061 Droz 
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counters this remark by saying, "Oh, it makes me feel a lot better that if you are loser, you are 
dead? No it doesn't. We are dealing with self-esteem here."1062 When regarding to game 
magazines that teach kids how to beat the game, she goes on the record by further stating, "In no 
time at all, children become winners and kill and their kill ratio goes up. It tells them the secret 
codes and exactly what to do to become successful at murder."1063 Senator Dorgan concurs with 
the overall message set by the witnesses and calls Night Trap shameful to drag a woman by a 
metal hook and drill into her neck as entertainment.1064 
 Finally, though addressed at the beginning of the Q&A, senator Kohl asks the witnesses 
what they would like to say to the video game industry. Page wanted two things; first, he did not 
want to see games marketed for teenagers appeal to young children who ask their parents to buy 
the game for them.1065 Second, he wanted the video game giants to start creating games that 
dropped the violence in favor of creative ones that replicate the action and glitz of action titles 
children to enjoy.1066 Provenzo, while once again mirroring Page sentiments pushed for more 
quality games as well as wanting the gaming industry to provide parents with content guidelines 
on both the boxes and stores to help them decide what game to buy for their children.1067 Chase 
unlike the above two simply wanted the video game industry to take responsibility for their 
violent games and instead push for software that helps build society rather that destroying 
countless lives.1068 Droz on the other hand, wanted the prospective ratings system to have an 
independent board free of influence in order to prevent false ratings.1069 She also encouraged 
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video game makers to work with the educational community, as video games proved effective as 
excellent tools for problem solving, creativity, and logic.1070  
 With the above marks out of the way, Lieberman dismissed the first panel and taking 
their place was the representatives of the video game industry took the stand. With their remarks 
ready to go, these men and women held the future of the North American video game market in 
their hands. The panel included such names as Senior Vice President of Nintendo of America 
Howard Lincoln, William White Jr., Vice President of Sega of America, The Council of the 
Software Publishers Association Irene Rosenthal, Dawn Wiener, President of the Video Software 
Dealers Association, and Craig Johnson, former President of the Amusement and Music 
Operators Association.1071 Yet, before discussing the testimonies of Lincoln and White, the paper 
needs to address one interesting quirk of this hearing, the lack of testimony from Rosenthal, 
Wiener, and Johnson. 
 Working backwards, we start with Craig Johnson, the immediate past President of the 
Amusement and Music Operators Association. Representing a 1,700-member association of 
owner-operators of coin-operated machines and 140 manufactures, the AMOA represented the 
largest sector of the arcade business in the United States.1072 Committed against games that 
utilize excessive graphic violence, the group supported the video game industry to enact self-
policing measures in order to curb the increasing violence in video games, as it would be bad for 
their business much like the backlash seen in the early 1980s after the 1983 North American 
Crash.1073 On the other hand, Johnson proclaimed that they played no role peddling violent video 
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games as the "AMOA does not manufacture video games and cannot control what designers put 
into their games."1074 
 Furthermore, throughout the Q&A, Johnson continuously denied any involvement despite 
two of the games featured in the trial, Mortal Kombat and Lethal Enforcers were originally 
arcades exclusive titles before ported onto the consoles. When regarding Kohl on how to keep 
kids from accessing these arcade machines, the former president simply stated that there was no 
way keep kids from playing those games at such public places as arcade chains, bowling alleys, 
restaurants, and movie theaters.1075 The only way for kids to stop playing is for the location 
owners to call the AMOA and ask for its removal.1076 When Lieberman asked once if the arcade 
manufactures could support a rating system, he once again denied that they could do anything 
about it besides removing the arcade machine all together.1077 Though despite acting as one of 
the bigger instigators of three games showcased at the hearing, all three senators let him side 
with little effort. 
 Another one that slipped by in the trial was Dawn Weiner. Representing the Video 
Software Dealers Association, her organization included over 4,000 member companies and 
supplied over 20,000 retailers.1078 Since 1991, through its Pledge to Parents program managed to 
prevent the rental and sale of R and NC-17 movies to children.1079 A strong supporter of self-
policing, they supported a voluntary ratings system to ease the concerns of Americans in order to 
prevent any governmental or quasi-governmental organization from stepping in on their own 
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terms.1080 By supporting the video game manufactures, they agreed to do everything in their 
power to make a voluntary rating system possible.1081  
 Despite being one of the bigger distributers of video game rentals in the country, they 
played little role in the trial. Only twice did Wiener make a comment. First, it was to address 
working with and supporting Sega and the VSDA role in aiding the establishment of a universal 
ratings system back in September 1993.1082 She also noted that Nintendo declined the invitation, 
but Lincoln retorted in his defense that while Sega was part of the VSDA, Nintendo does not 
distribute games to her organization, and "Nintendo is not the VSDA's favorite customer."1083 
The second time she spoke came near the end of the hearing where she responds to Lieberman's 
inquiry about the VSDA willingness to implement the prospective ratings systems. Wiener 
responded to this by stating that they planned to include Video Games in the Pledge to Parents 
program and try to the best of their ability to keep violent titles out of the hands of children.1084 
Once again, despite the VSDA playing a large role stocking many major stores and retailers, the 
three senators let them slide without any trouble.1085 
 The last of the mentioned trio, Ilene Rosenthal, council of the SPA, served little to no 
purpose in the hearing despite representing the interests over one thousand major companies 
including Sega, Apple, Konami, and Brøderbund as well as controlling over ninety percent of 
home computer software sold globally!1086 In the spoken testimony, Rosenthal addresses that 
despite the rare few games that feature violence the SPA mainly sells titles that have little to no 
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violence in them such as Microsoft Flying Simulator, X-Wing and Front Page Sports.1087 She 
also notes that computer games are mainly targeted towards older consumers ages eighteen to 
forty-five and the games featured use keyboard and computer rather than cartridges and 
controllers.1088 Finally, she pledged the SPA support to help create a uniform ratings system that 
provided parents with the information they needed to make an informed choice as well as 
beginning work on their own universal ratings system that utilizes the input of industry leaders, 
child psychologists, education, and parent-teacher groups.1089 
 Outside of a prepared written testimony that expanded upon much of the points seen 
above, Rosenthal contributed nothing to the overall trial. The only time she spoke came near the 
end of the hearing when Lieberman asked if Konami was part of the SPA and would she support 
a ratings system.1090 Her response to the first question simply came down to her not knowing if 
Konami was part of the SPA, as she did not have any knowledge about the company.1091 When 
answering about the ratings system she completely complied in supporting the enforcement of a 
ratings system.1092 In the end, despite Konami being part of the SPA as noted in her own written 
statement, some of the most violent games featured on the computer such as the controversial 
Wolfenstein 3D went completely unnoticed by the Senate committee even though id Software 
was part of the SPA.1093 Ergo, the wild west of video games remained untamed as it served as a 
place where violence and sexual content went unchecked for a while longer. 
 At the heart of the first hearing, two companies that were embroiled in the bit wars stood 
at its epicenter, Nintendo and Sega. In comparing the two, Howard Lincoln used much of the 
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company's history with regulating game content to their advantage in both his spoken and written 
testimonies. Establishing guidelines when they released their first console, the NES in 1985, they 
managed to work with their 70 third-party licenses to keep such themes as graphic violence, 
sexual stereotypes, profanity, and the use of illegal drugs from almost all of their licensed 1,200 
games in the United States.1094 Turning the controversial games at hand, when Konami asked 
Nintendo to publish Lethal Enforcers on the SNES, Nintendo refused to do so until the developer 
made substantial changes to the in-game content as well as take the name "Justifier" from its 
light gun.1095 On Night Trap, Lincoln outright stated that the game would never appear on a 
Nintendo console as "violence against women, simply has no place in our society."1096 On 
Mortal Kombat, when Acclaim, the game's console port developer, came to Nintendo to license 
the SNES version, Nintendo of America willingly asked them to omit the blood and death 
animations while full knowing that they will make lose money by porting less violent version 
than the Sega port.1097 The result led to the sanitized SNES version Mortal Kombat that came 
under heavy scrutiny as angry gamers wrote and called the company telling them that they were 
censoring the game by removing what made the game unique.1098 
 Finally, Lincoln agreed to aid in the development of a rating system, but he further 
explains that, "it was not a substitute for corporate responsibility, and rating games will not make 
them less violent."1099 In his opinion, only through controlling game content and exercising some 
self-control only then will developers keep games such as Night Trap off the market.1100 
Furthermore, he states for a rating system to work it needs several factors to come together such 
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as maintaining credibility, mass participation from the video game industry, making it clear, 
concise, and understandable to the masses and making the public aware for it to have a chance at 
succeeding.1101 Lastly, according to Lincoln, the rating system must have an independent board 
to rate the games, as in his belief, a self-administered rating system is unenforceable by any 
means.1102  
 Contra to the above, Sega's William White went on the defensive during his opening 
testimony making four key points. First, unlike the popular media opinion at the time, the vice 
president states video games are not just for children as plenty of teens and adults partake in 
gaming.1103 For example, he states the average age of a Sega CD user is twenty-two years of age 
and the average age for the Sega Genesis user is nineteen.1104 Out of these statistics, only five 
percent of thirteen year olds play a Sega CD and fewer than 30 percent of Sega Genesis users are 
non-teenagers.1105 Secondly, he notes that Sega possesses a vast video game library with forty 
percent of their games sold in 1993 came from action/adventure titles, thirty-five percent from 
sports games, thirteen percent from fighting games, five percent each of total revenue came from 
both role playing games and educational games and two percent came from puzzle oriented 
games.1106  
 Third, by building on the MPAA ratings, Sega developed the VRC to help parents make 
informed choices. Consisting of three ratings, GA, MA-13, and MA-17, alongside a toll-free 
phone hotline staffed by professionals, the "Everyone Wins" brochure that explains their ratings 
in detail, an independent council consisting of experts from "child psychology, sociology 
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cinema, education" that rates each game all contribute to making their ratings system 
possible.1107 As for the fourth point, they agreed to support the establishment of a universal 
ratings system by working with retailers, the SPA, and other video game developers and 
publishers in order to make it possible.1108 
 As soon as Lieberman began the Q&A with the five witnesses, the senator immediately 
targeted White calling him out on the game Night Trap asking him why Sega does not pull it off 
the market.1109 White retorts that the point of his opening testimony was to show video games are 
not just for children, but also for an adult audience as in the case for Night Trap.1110 Lieberman 
after hearing this criticizes him calling for an "exercise of responsibility" for showing a woman 
attacked by a darkly clothed man but Sega's Vice President countered by saying, "Let me make 
two points. First, if you showed only the violent ad gory scenes out of context consecutively, one 
after the other, from "Roots" or "Gone With The Wind," you might conclude that they are 
horrible films, but in reality they arent't."1111 He further hits home by stating the senators were 
jumping to conclusions as the point of Night Trap was to save the victims from the villains, but 
you will see a person attacked if the player lost.1112 Lieberman snuffed this remark and 
commented that he had a long way to go if his point was to show that his video games did not 
show aggression towards women or raised cultural values of the players.1113  
 Another topic that they touch upon was Sega's advertising policies. In an example, 
Lieberman brought out a brochure from Circuit City's featuring Sega's top products from their 
1993 lineup and among the appropriate family titles such as Joe Montana Football and 
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Spiderman v. Kingpin, one of them happened to be Night Trap.1114 The senator follows up his 
previous remark by then showing the "young Bobby Angles Mortal Kombat commercial" and 
stated for a game that was meant for teenagers, why did the kid in the commercial look younger 
that twelve?1115 William White comments that while the commercial chief target was the teenage 
demographic, he possessed no knowledge on what the general age of its cast members.1116 
Furthermore, he stated that children’s television time would not permit that kind of commercial 
and while they do by time to advertise to children and teens, the Sega ratings system was there to 
serve as guidelines for buyers and thus preventing censorship.1117 After stating this, Lieberman 
hits him again with another example this time featuring a third party advertisement for the game 
Splatter House 3 stating, "He's back. Splatter House 3, for Sega Genesis, is the kind of game 
ratings system were invented for."1118 White struck back stating that Sega has no control over 
third party licensees' advertisements or their opinions, so he cannot make a statement for that 
company.1119 
 Turning back to Lincoln, the vice president of the North American branch quickly attacks 
White's earlier comments noting White's former employment with Nintendo and claiming he 
should know the demographics of their market as it mainly pertained chiefly to a younger 
audience.1120 Pushing further, he advocates that a ratings system does not go far enough as if the 
video game industry just put a rating on the game; they will go nowhere to curb the problem.1121 
In addition, despite Whites advocacy for the Sega VRC, Lincoln notes that Night Trap did not 
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possess any type of rating or warning featured on the box and a young child theoretically can 
pick up the game in any K-Mart, Wal-Mart, or Toy 'R Us with very little trouble especially if an 
adult buys the game for them.1122 Finally, he notes that as he walked in he saw an ad for the 
Super Nintendo game Untouchables as part of the evidence.1123 After calling Nintendo and 
discovering that the third party licensee for that game went behind their back and released an ad 
without Nintendo's permission, they were in breach of contract if the ad is not withdrawn.1124 He 
also goes on record by stating Sega does have the power to control advertising, but they refuse to 
do so unlike Nintendo.1125 Finishing the remark, he apologizes to the committee for their slip up 
and tells them "when I get back to Seattle, I will call that licensee."1126 
 Lincoln's statement received praise from Lieberman as he told the witness, "Thanks for 
your forthrightness, thanks for assuming responsibility. I believe you have shown some 
leadership here. You are not perfect, as you have said, but you have been a damn sight better that 
the competition."1127 Enraged, White attempts to attack Lincoln's statement by showing a video 
of the SNES version of game Street Fighter II claiming the Nintendo does not rate their own 
violent games like Sega who gives all fighting games an M-13 rating.1128 Lieberman however 
directly retorted to White,  
Mr. Lincoln, on behalf of Nintendo has accepted the idea of a ratings system. 
They have previously ben self-regulating more than you have. They chose not to 
produce "Night Trap" and they have a clearly less violent version of "Mortal 
Kombat" out. Your have a rating system, but I have still not today heard you 
accept responsibility for regulating the content of your games more than you 
already are, and I regret that. That I think, notwithstanding the tape you have 
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shown us, which doesn't compare, in my opinion, to "Mortal Kombat" and "Night 
Trap" is what is at issue here.1129 
 
 Sega fell under further scrutiny as Senator Dorgan and Lieberman decided to go after the 
company's pride and joy, the VRC ratings system. When asking about the difference between the 
MA-13 and MA-17 rating, which White stated that the VRC considers thirteen as an adult 
advisory and seventeen as adults according to their guidelines causing a surprised Dorgan to 
state, "are you kidding me?" 1130 After hearing White attempting to clarify, the senator scolds him 
by saying, "Mr. White, I read your statement and honestly think you don't understand what we 
are talking about here, and let me tell you why."1131 He goes on to state, 
My sense is that you really don't get what this hearing is about, and I don't mean 
to single you, it is likely there are others that ought to be sitting in your place. But, 
you know, it seems to me we have to begin to exercise some common sense to 
protect our children, and when you and when others say-and my guess is the 
person that marketed this particular game says this is not for kids, this is adult 
entertainment. The fact is you know and I know that kids in this country will have 
wide access to it, and we need to exercise responsibility to see that we protect 
those children.1132 
 
Ultimately, he claims by following the money trail and marketing these games to kids is far more 
profitable at the expense of stripping the morals of children. He hopes that this trial will push 
video games in a more constructive direction.1133 
 Lieberman also chimed in on the Sega VRC with another controversial game, Lethal 
Enforcers, and the problem with gun violence in the United States. As he discusses the problem, 
he takes a moment to read a passage from Sega's own updated December 2, 1993 guidelines that 
goes as follows, "As always, Sega will not approve products which contain, one material that 
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encourages criminality of any kind."1134 The senator then tells the Sega VP the problem with 
Lethal Enforcers here comes from giving a gun to a child and encouraging them to shoot at both 
enemies and innocent bystanders who when hit fall back and bleed after being shot.1135 Looking 
into the matter further, one of Lieberman's aids on the morning of the hearing went into a Toys 
'R Us and found in plain view both Mortal Kombat and Lethal Enforcers next to other popular 
children games.1136 Moreover, these game's ratings were obscured from view, and while the 
senator states that Sega does not own the store, he states that without some form of 
standardization, could they even afford to trust the retailer in promote their rating.1137 
Furthermore, he shows White a promotion from the same store featuring Lethal Enforcers and 
once again, they obscured rating from view.1138 Granted, while the store did play a role in hiding 
the rating, Lieberman states Sega was also at fault as they could have moved the rating to another 
more visible part of the box or simply state that this game should not be played by anyone under 
the age of 17.1139 
 In really a last gap to save face, White once again defended and in some ways blamed the 
Sega rating system by stating "Senator, we rely on the independent ratings council to help us 
make those decisions because we at corporate are not psychologists, we are not sociologists. We 
do not understand the detail of that research that was discussed at the first panel. We rely on 
experts to help make those decisions, and they have rated that product MA-17, only appropriate 
for adults."1140 In addition, he tries to divert attention by introducing Nintendo's "rapid fire 
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machine gun" that has no rating on any of the games that uses the "bazooka."1141 Responding, 
Lincoln clarified the object in question was the Super Scope, a product that could be bought for 
the SNES and in comparison to Lethal Enforcers Justifier packaged with the game, their "gun" is 
used for target shooting.1142 Lieberman agreed with the Nintendo VP and replied the weapon 
packed in with the genesis game is a handgun, pure and simple and giving an assault weapon to 
children is a bad idea.1143 
 As noted earlier Sega, Nintendo, the SPA, the VSDA, and to some extent the AMOA all 
concurred that a ratings system was in order and each promised to do everything in their power 
to make it happen. At the time, Senator Lieberman wanted to hear more from the video game 
industry in February to check in their progress on the creation of a prospective ratings system.1144 
In Kohl's final remarks, his sentiments mirror his fellow senators remarks and calls the video 
game industry as exercise in the limits freedom in regards to profit and further states "I think this 
is an example of how we can push it too fare and really do great damage to our country."1145 
With all the business taken care of for the day, the first hearing officially ended. 
 During the intersession, video game industry leaders began work on creating a universal 
ratings system, but they had more problems in back in Washington. In order to keep them on 
their toes and to make sure they agree to get something out quickly, Senators Lieberman, Kohl, 
and Dorgan enacted some blackmail legislation. Introduced on February 3, 1994, the "Video 
Game Rating Act of 1994" proposed the creation of a voluntary ratings system that would 
provide information about the graphic violence or sexually explicit content found in certain 
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games.1146 The act also called for "providing parents with information about the nature of video 
games which are used in homes or public areas, including arcades or family entertainment 
centers."1147 They also define video games and video devices as "any interactive computer game, 
including all software, framework, and hardware necessary to operate a game, placed in 
interstate commerce."1148 Finally, the definition the writers used for video game industry 
proclaimed that "all manufacturers of video games and related products" fell under this umbrella 
term.1149 Conversely, in the House, Congressman Tom Lanthos took the bill word for word and 
prosed it as H.R 3785 in an act of cooperation with the Senate.1150  
 While Washington prepared its contingency plan, the video game industry also worked 
on the creation of proposed universal ratings system, yet no information exists that shows how 
they accomplished this feat. Newspapers sources do not cover any viable information on the 
subject, there is no available minutes to these meetings, and interviews with key industry leaders 
that discuss the creation of the now ESRB virtually do not exist. Even great secondary sources 
such as Ultimate History of Video Games, Replay: The History of Video Games and Phoenix: 
The Fall & Rise of Video games do not even cover in depth what happened in-between the first 
and second hearings. What we do know is that leaders from Nintendo, Sega, Atari, Acclaim, 
3DO, and countless other developers and publishers met a few times in public most likely at the 
Winter CES in 1994 and in private to create the new ratings board.1151 Sometime during the 
intersession, both Jack Heistand and Douglas Lowenstein were brought in to serve as the chair 
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and President of the Interactive Entertainment Industry Committee who made strides in creating 
a Washington based lobbyist group supporting video game interests.1152 Finally, the PC software 
industry under the SPA who at the time did not agree with the direction the possible ratings 
system decided to break off and create a PC oriented alternative.1153 
 Most notably, what we can scrape up about the meetings reveals the animosity between 
the major video game players at the time. According to Richard Brudvik-Lindner,  
In a lot of ways, the hearings really changed the industry. It was a coming of age 
for the industry. It really marked the arrival of Sega as the industry leader. It 
created alliances and engendered animosities that exist to this day. It also created 
the opportunity for the PC entertainment industry and the video game industry to 
check each other out and see if they could be married. It forced these companies 
to develop a political savvy that they never really had.1154 
 
While once again, we do not know what proposed ratings were thrown around during this time, 
but one confirmed ratings system as discussed was the Sega VRC. After proposing, many 
companies such as Nintendo objected thus forcing Sega to back down and compromise with the 
others.1155 As they did, Douglas Lowenstein says in Kent's book states, "Well, I thing the real 
reason they didn't go with Sega's ratings system was that it was Sega's Rating system and...at the 
time the notion of Nintendo and Sony as fierce competitors, with Sega adopting a system 
identified with Sega's product, was...that was very unpalatable."1156 While tough to work 
together, in the three months that followed the December 1993 hearing, a joint consensus 
emerged from these groups and from it, the formation of a unified rating board emerged from the 
chaos.  
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 Finally, the biggest double edge reaction from the first hearing came with the removal of 
the game Night Trap as the negative publicity shown seen by millions of views in news outlets, 
newspapers, and eventually the senatorial hearing, convinced retailers to pull the game from the 
shelves.1157 While this should have ended the game, much like Atari game Custards Revenge in 
1982, the negative publicity transformed it into a cult classic and sparked re-interest in the title. 
When speaking with Kent, Tom Zito commented, "Sega wound up selling way more copies of 
MK1, probably as a result of the hearings, Night Trap came back to life, You Know, I sold 
50,000 units of Night Trap after those hearings."1158 Furthermore, in 1994 and 1995, the game 
was rereleased for the Sega 32X, 3DO, and PC, but the only difference this time around was they 
removed the "offensive" original box art of that of Dana Plato, the actor who played Kelly and 
the central hero of the game.1159 Since then, Night Trap alongside Lethal Enforcers, and the first 
Mortal Kombat forever solidified themselves as the games that helped pushed for the creation of 
a ratings system gaining further popular appeal, something ironically the senators wanted to 
prevent in the first place. 
 On March 4, 1994, the hearing on rating violent video games reconvened once again 
under the leadership of Lieberman and Kohl. Serving as a progress report, both senators wanted 
to see the progress made on video game industry's creation of a universal ratings system as well 
as question the major retailers and arcade dealers in possibly stopping the sell and access of 
violent video games to children. However, this did not come without a warning as Kohl, Dorgan, 
and Lieberman had prepared the "Video Game Rating Act of 1994" in case the leading video 
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game leaders failed to develop an appropriate rating system of their own.1160 Kohl in his opening 
speech states, "Violent video games are harmful to our children, and at a time when we need to 
cultivate morality in our society, these games, like too much of what we see on television and 
movies, teach our children all the wrong values.”1161 Lieberman in his opening speech 
emphasized heavily the need of the ratings system to have teeth to punish offenders, educate the 
public about the system by providing plenty of information, and create a credible, but reliable 
ratings guide with high standards, which does not falter on its own principles by the falsification 
of ratings.1162 Ultimately, he states the video game industry whose influence in this new 
technology proved so great now held the responsibility to either cultivate the growth of society’s 
children or indoctrinate them with senseless death and carnage.1163 The proceedings then turned 
to Tom Lanthos, one of the congressional representatives from Texas. 
 While not adding much to the overall argument, Lanthos' testimony did serve one 
purpose as it showed bipartisan support for a video game ratings system. After the proposal of 
the "Video Game Rating Act of 1994", the House followed up with "H.R. 3785", which acts as 
the House of Representative’s counterpart to the Senate proposition.1164 Furthermore, he notes 
that while humans have a long human history with violence, torture, and sadism before the 
creation of a video game, the congressional representative believes games should serve a more 
constructive purpose, which in turn, lead society in a more civilized direction.1165 Finally, 
Lanthos states that while demonizing the video game industry was unnecessary, they needed to 
practice corporate responsibility and become a positive force to society instead of an enemy of 
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the state.1166 After leaving the table, Lieberman called forth the first panel consisting of the 
representatives of video game manufactures Howard Lincoln and Edward Volkwein as well as 
the senior vice president for Electronic Arts and Chairman of the Interactive Entertainment 
Industry Committee Jack Heistand.1167  
 First, to address this panel, both a Howard Lincoln and Edward Volkwein who replaced 
White played no major part in these proceedings. Unlike the previous December hearing, the 
now Chairman of Nintendo of America and Senior Vice President of Sega of America played a 
supporting role as they continued to address and defend their companies policies, but at the same 
time supporting Jack Heistand's new ratings system.  
 In Edward Volkwein opening testimony, he began with damage control after White's 
poor performance in December harmed Sega's reputation. First, he commented that Sega's three 
hardware platforms, the Genesis, CD, and 32x were geared more for a late teen and adult 
audience with the average age of their products being around twenty-two years of age.1168 
Second, he further touched upon the VRC and its' continuing stance on providing parents with 
information about their games.1169 Third, Sega began changing its own marketing, advertising, 
and promotion in favor of a much more strict campaign, which heavily pushed their the VRC 
ratings system on all television and print advertisements by requiring ad companies to feature the 
rating prominently or risk losing ad money as well as pushing informational materials describing 
their system to all retailers.1170 Finally, he restates Sega's commitment to an industry wide 
standard and committed to make it work.1171 
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 On the other hand, Howard Lincoln kept his testimony rather short. He simply notes that 
Nintendo, Sega, and the various third party developers were committed in creating the ratings 
system under Jack Heistand's leadership and while great progress had been made in three 
months, there still was plenty of work left.1172 Outside of this rather brief statement, much like 
Volkwein and Heistand, submitted to the record a list of questions and answers given by the 
committee to Lincoln after the proceeding ended. While nothing major or earth shattering came 
from any of Lincoln's responses, he mainly addressed Lieberman's various concerns such as 
Nintendo's release of Lethal Enforcers, the use of "backdoors" by third parties to change content 
in the game, the push for more educational games in Nintendo's library, and their role in 
discussing content guidelines for the ratings system.1173 
 The final member of the three, Jack Heistand played the biggest role during this first part. 
As chair, the responses he gave played a key role in ensuring the success of the three months of 
progress and ideas the Interactive Entertainment Industry Committee and its various supporters 
such Nintendo, Sega, 3DO, and the various Personal Computers game developers drew up during 
this short window of time.1174 In both his testimony and submission to the record, he stresses 
both the immense challenges they will face in order to implement such as system and thirteen 
points the game industry thought and agreed upon during the hiatus.1175  
 To summarize these points, they all revolve around getting the ratings system out as 
quickly as possible. The first point stresses the rating system will be out by the 1994 Christmas 
season circa November 1.1176 Point two recommends that the ratings board consists of an 
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independent panel of experts coming from a range of fields such as "educators, parents, child 
development experts" and have the final say when rating a game.1177 Points three, four, and five 
all deal with the creation of the rating categories, creating content descriptors allowing anyone to 
know what is in the game, and all packaging, advertisements and consumer materials must 
display the rating.1178 Points six and seven deal with submitting the game for review, which the 
developer must show the most extreme content in its game and if they withhold information or 
create a fragment content to get a better rating the committee will levy sanctions through an 
expensive re-stickering process or face a trademark enforcement suit.1179 Point eight revolves 
around marketing as video game industry agreed to develop a voluntary advertising code with 
guidelines enforcing age appropriate advertising. 1180 The ninth point asks and agrees to work 
with stores that agree to only carry games with a ratings decal and ask them to place the rating in 
all their advertisements featuring video games.1181 Points ten, eleven, and twelve ask for the 
cooperation of all software game manufactures and arcade operators and manufactures in 
displaying any rating handed down by the ratings board regardless of the developer’s desire for a 
higher or lower rating.1182 The thirteenth and final point stressed by Heistand's simply states they 
will engage in an "intensive consumer and retailer education program" so that everyone knows 
the ins and outs of the pending ratings system after implementation.1183 
 Furthermore, in his written submission he goes even further detail about what the video 
game industry is trying to accomplish with the prospective ratings board. This includes his 
summarization of the numerous problems in developing a ratings system and guidelines from 
                                                        








scratch so that that both consumers and competitive game market could understand with little 
trouble.1184 He also discusses on the early agreements on how the ratings board, the ratings 
process, and how to make the system work such as the use of an independent, but self-sustaining 
board consisting of people of various backgrounds and races.1185 While not finalized at this 
particular time, this panel would judge a game by reviewing videotapes sent by the game's 
creator featuring its most extreme content and submitting an affidavit answering several 
questions about the software.1186 Finally, to conclude his written testimony he elaborates on what 
still needs to be done and affirming to Lieberman that the Interactive Entertainment Industry 
Committee's work will not be in vain.1187 
 In the Q&A section that followed, Heistand made another relative point that possibly 
could harm the pending ratings system. As the goal was to set up a ratings system as fast as 
possible, he saw looking into older games which Kohl and Lieberman wanted as a major step 
backwards.1188 He further breaks down the situation stating that as of March 1994, their probably 
existed over 4,000 to 5,000 titles on the marketplace with seventy percent of the volume and sells 
conducted in the first three months and these games rather short lifespans thus rating those 
games nearly pointless.1189 Lincoln also concurred on this point by stating that the primary goal 
is getting the rating system up and running as fast as possible, once established, then the future 
ratings committee could go back and look into a few select titles for consideration.1190 Volkwein 
further added that by looking into the older games lose time and instead needed to keep the 
process going in order to meet the Christmas season, when the bulk of video game sales take 
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place.1191 On the other hand, he does agree that if a game is going to get a re-launched then 
possibly the ratings committee could consider rating it at that time as well.1192 
 Looking towards the future, Lieberman inquired to both Lincoln and Volkwein if they 
planned to continue monitor their content after the rating system was in place. Lincoln simply 
stated Nintendo still wanted to do this and had no intent to abandon them.1193 Volkwein 
disagreed with Lieberman and Lincoln by stating,  
Guidelines are a good way for a company to understand who it is as a company, I 
couldn't imagine that Sega wouldn't want guidelines in place internally, regardless 
of an industry wide rating system, that would describe what types of games we 
want on our platform, especially since, we in many respects, have some ability to 
impact that.1194 
 
 Finally, Lieberman asked the panel about their third party licenses and if they would 
submit their products for a rating.1195 Jack Heistand admitted that they had not thought about that 
question yet, and ultimately the industry could not dictate if an individual company would 
comply as the ratings system relied solely on voluntary basis.1196 Lincoln, on the other hand, 
stated it was in their fullest intention when renegotiating their contracts with the licensees for 
them to agree in submitting their game for a rating as well as encourage current contracted 
licensees to do the same.1197 Volkwein mirrored the Nintendo chair’s statements by stating Sega 
would expect nothing else than a full compliance with the future ratings system.1198 
 After releasing the first panel, Lieberman called forth the second panel, which consisted 
of representatives from some of the major retail stores in the United States.1199 Representing 
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Wal-Mart was its' Divisional Merchandise Manager Chuck Kerby, Toys 'R Us sent its Vice 
President of Toys John Sullivan, and Mary P. Evens, Babbage's Vice President of Store 
Operations, rounded out the group.1200 Often ignored by many historians, the second group's 
testimonies was in fact actually extremely important for the overall success of video games. The 
reason for this came down to one simple reason; the stores executives agreed that they would not 
sell a game without a label once the video game industry implemented a universal rating 
system.1201  
 In his opening remarks, Kerby states that after meeting with Heistand and realizing that 
his pending ratings system would work, Wal-Mart fully supports the implementation of a 
credible ratings system in order to help parents buy video games for their children.1202 
Furthermore, Wal-Mart would do anything in their power to support its integration within its 
stores by providing point of purchase materials that clearly explained the ratings system and 
work with them in displaying the rating in their advertisements.1203 Finally and most important, 
according to Kerby, "Upon implementation of an industry wide rating system, Wal-Mart will 
only purchase video games that have gone through the rating process and received a rating."1204 
John Sullivan followed suit agreeing with much of Kerby's statements and agreed in supporting 
the establishment of the industry wide ratings system, providing point of purchase information, 
and not carrying games without a ratings label.1205 Mary P. Evens also concurred with every 
point mentioned by the other two and stated that "a rating system will help us (Babbages) 
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improve its customer service" by providing parents and grandparents vital information so they 
can make a more informed decision to either buy the game for their child or not.1206  
 During the Q&A session, each store's representative all reiterated that 1) they would not 
sell any game without a rating, 2) supported an industry wide ratings system, 3) all the stores 
agreed to provide point of purchase information about the ratings as well as intergrading the 
ratings system into their stores and advertisements.1207 Furthermore, Kerby and Sullivan stated 
that both Wal-Mart and Toys 'R Us would not stock any adult only games with sexual content on 
their store shelves.1208 In addition, Lieberman asked the witnesses if any of their retailers planned 
to teach and train their employees about the pending ratings system.1209 Sullivan stated that while 
Nintendo or Sega should send representatives to answer questions to consumers, he believed that 
the consumer should be the ones to educate themselves about the new ratings beforehand.1210 On 
the other hand, he does state that the cashers at the point of purchase should have some 
digression in monitoring what games people bought and not allowing some people especially 
children to buy titles that are more violent.1211 Contrasting the above ideas both Kerby and Evens 
stated that Wal-Mart and Babbage’s planned to educate their sales staff on the ratings system 
once put into effect.1212 Quite pleased with their responses, he dismissed the group and invited 
the final witnesses to the stand.  
 Consisting of a two-man panel, both R.A. Green III President of the Amusement and 
Music Operators Association or AMOA and Steve Koenigsberg President of the American 
Amusement Machine Association or AAMA served as the representatives of the American 
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arcade video game market.1213 Mainly serving as an after note, the arcade sector of the video 
game industry had no real control on what content went into the game. On the contrary, the 
AMMA who represented "125 manufactures, distributors, and parts suppliers of coin operated 
amusement equipment," and the AMOA whose 1,700 members chiefly consisting of privately 
owned members who bought such products as coin-operated video games played a role in their 
overall success.1214  
 Agreeing that a universal ratings system was needed, both Green suggested to the 
committee that video game manufactures needed to place their rating on the "Attract Mode" of 
the arcade game to prevent children from peeling off any external rating sticker.1215 Koenigsberg 
agreed with this notion as overtime the decal children often picked at them or they were worn 
down by moving the machines to other venues.1216 Furthermore, when discussing segregating 
"adult" games from children's Green notes an interesting observation he noticed by stating, "our 
industry has been changing,” he notes that opposed to 1982, the arcade video game fell 
dramatically as games moved into the home.1217 By 1994, only 25 percent of all coin-op 
machines were video and the evidence suggested it was going to keep shrinking.1218 Ultimately, 
he concludes his point with the following statement, "You simply do not have a video game 
room anymore, It is not on the cutting edge of our industry. Nobody dose those anymore. They 
are dinosaurs."1219 
 After the statement from Green, Lieberman was satisfied with what all three panels 
brought to the table. Seeing actual progress, the senator encourages the continued progress of the 
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tentative ratings system and work with the Heistand's committee. While not entirely finished, he 
adjourned the subcommittee for the second time, but in the weeks ahead both controversy and 
finality would come once again from the video game industry. 
 After the March 4 hearing, the evidence of them finalizing the ratings system once again 
falls in obscurity. Entering a fine-tuning phase, based on transcripts and some secondary sources 
tell us that Dr. Arthur Pober became part of the project and his expertise helped tremendously in 
forming the new ratings system.1220 Furthermore, despite their work with rating future games, 
further controversy struck as games featuring more violent came onto the market. For example, 
on December 10, 1993, one day after the end of the first hearing, id software released Doom on 
the PC, which came out with wide spread critical praise. As already discussed, revaluing in its 
success the developer began creating its sequel, the 1994 Doom II: Hell on Earth, the original’s 
remake, Ultimate Doom in 1995, and Final Doom in 1996, which upped the carnage and 
blood.1221 
 At the same time, in March 1994, Konami decided to capitalize on the success of Lethal 
Enforcers and make its sequel, Lethal Enforcers II: Gun Fighters. Unlike its predecessor, the 
game takes place in America's Wild West period.1222 The enemy terrorists in the first game have 
been replaced with stereotypical outlaws that shout things like "eat lead sheriff," "die you 
varmint" and "you can't hit the broad side of a barn."1223 The game also features other stereotypes 
such as a train and stagecoach robbery, a saloon showdown, and the final showdown at the 
villains hideout, which the player faces a stereotypical Native American Apache, which could be 
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a possible nod to Geronimo.1224 However, much like its predecessor, the sequel uses the same 
realistic sprites, ranking system, a different array of weapons to play around with, blood effects, 
and a slight modification to the justifier to make it look like a gun found during the 1870s'.1225 
When released, reviewers gave it mixed positive reviews mainly praising the overall quality of 
the game especially on the Sega Genesis, but noting the rather hard difficulty that surpassed the 
original.1226 Despite it nearly mirroring the first game, it strangely got a pass this time around 
since people did not associate gun violence with the game and in comparison to its' more 
infamous predecessor, it remains largely forgotten about in both historical and cultural terms.  
 On the other hand, in April 1994, Midway released Mortal Kombat II onto the masses. 
Building upon its original gameplay, the game refined certain aspects such as improving upon 
and tightening the game's air juggling mechanic as well as giving players more options to string 
together attacks.1227 They also decided to keep all the blood, brutality, digitized sprites, and gave 
each fighter two distinct finishing moves that upped the gore factor from its predecessor.1228 
These include newcomer Jax's Arm Rip that feature the character tear the arms clean off the 
opponent to Shang Tsung's Inside Out where he enters the opponent’s body causing them to 
explode in a sea of intestine and bones.1229 Surprisingly though Sub Zero's Spine Rip, the mover 
that caused so much controversy in the first game, did not make a return in the sequel. The game 
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also marked the return of stage fatalities that ranged from impaled by ceiling spikes, falling from 
the pit stage, and having the flesh boiled off the body via acid.1230 
 In addition to the improvements, creators Ed Boon and John Tobias upped the playable 
characters count from seven to twelve.1231 This included newcomers Kitana, Melina, Jax, Kung 
Lao, and Baraka alongside returning fighters Raiden, Liu Kang, Johnny Cage, Sub Zero, 
Scorpion, and former hidden character Reptile.1232 Mortal Kombat II also marked the first 
playable appearance of Shang Tsung, the omission of Sonya Blade and Kano, and the origin of 
the series main antagonist Shao Khan.1233 Moreover, in response to the congressional hearings, 
the creators decided to add two joke ways to end a fight. The first was the babality, where if the 
player won both rounds and entered the right button and joystick combinations, they transformed 
their opponent into a baby.1234 The second new way, the friendships, if the player once again 
won two rounds and entered the right button and joystick combinations, the player's character 
would do a non-lethal gesture to end the match. These animations ranged from the villainous 
Shang Tsung forming a rainbow between his two hands to Liu Kang dancing to a short funky 
beat complete with disco ball.1235 Even John Tobias mentioned this to Kent stating, "The 
‘friendships’ were a result of the hearings. They were put in specifically because we were getting 
so much publicity because of the violence in the game and stuff. We just thought we'd offset the 
fatalities with friendships."1236 
 Much to the probable chagrin of Senator's Lieberman and Kohl, Mortal Kombat II 
became an overwhelming financial and commercial success. Spending ten million dollars in a 
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successful global ad campaign, after its release date on September 9, 1994; Acclaim the maker of 
the console port successfully netted a record fifty million dollars in the first week alone.1237 This 
alone beat out the opening week records many summer films that year such as Forest Gump, The 
Mask, and Lion King.1238 Ironically, when it came to the ports the SNES who in this round 
decided not sanitizing the sequel game received universal praise from critics. Ed Semrad of 
Electronic Gaming Monthly gave the game a score of 9 out of 10 calling it the SNES version of 
Mortal Kombat II as ideal choice for home consoles.1239 Next Generation's reviewer gave the 
game a perfect 5 out of 5 score stating, "This SNES version is unquestionably better that the 
Genesis cart in every way.1240 The Graphics are richer, the sound is deeper, and the control is 
smoother."1241 On the other hand, while no slouch, the Genesis version received less than stellar 
praise. Sushi X from Electronic Gaming Monthly gave this version a 7 out of 10 claiming while 
its’ one of the better fighting games for the console, but compared to the SNES version it is not 
as detailed graphically nor as colorful than its counterpart.1242 Even Nikos Constant of Video 
Games Magazine gave the game a score of 7 out of 10 claiming that "If you own a Sega Genesis 
but not a Super NES Mortal Kombat II is worth Every Penny. It is fun, fun, fun."1243 
 Ironically, these games appeal in hindsight show why a ratings system was needed. 
Noting the popularity of Mortal Kombat and Doom, the gaming magazines and community 
essentially propelled to increasingly greater success as their notoriety skyrocketed. With 
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increasing worries of violence growing, in the minds of concerned citizens, what came from third 
hearing on video game violence would transform the future of video games to come. 
 On June 29, 1994, the senate subcommittee reconvened for its' third round of questions 
with the emphasis revolving around what progress the video game industry made on their 
prospective ratings system. Opening statements made by Kohl and Lieberman seemed to mirror 
upon those stated in the previous two hearings. Kohl unwaveringly believed that according to the 
"evidence" "violent video games do contribute to the violence in our society," and both he and 
Lieberman were prepared to take action if need be to curb this rising problem.1244 Lieberman 
further pushed on Kohl's point by stating, "The best answer here, obviously, is for the video 
game manufactures to eliminate or reduce the violence and sex in the games."1245 He elaborates 
that newer games such as Doom and Mortal Kombat II "tarnishes the reputation of the video 
game industry." Though a "credible ratings system" was a step in the right direction, video game 
makers needed to begin the process of curbing violence and use the technology for the benefit of 
enriching children's lives.1246 
 Joining them was Maine senator William Cohen. Much like his fellow senators, he 
agreed that the glorification of violence is not just a problem in electronic media, but also 
America's obsession of putting it onto a pedestal.1247 In his words, Cohen believed that the 
popularization of violence threatened children, schools, families, communities, and the "fabric of 
society itself."1248 Finally, he further proclaims that while it was not congresses job to shelter 
children, it is their job to bring awareness to the issue at hand, and encourage both parents and 
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the gaming industry to do the right thing and safeguard the future of the nation from this violent 
entertainment.1249 With the senator yielding, the floor opened up to Jack Heistand. 
 According to Heistand's opening testimony, the newly formed Interactive Digital 
Software Association, or IDSA, represented the interests of over sixty percent of the electronic 
entertainment sales that included such members as Nintendo, Sega, Electronic Arts, Sony 
Electronic Publishing, Konami, and Capcom.1250 Under the leadership of Dr. Arthur Pober, who 
served as the Vice President and Director of the Children's Advertising Review Unit of the 
Council of Better Business Bureau and creator of the Sega VRC, aided the creation of the new 
ratings system.1251 Under Executive Director Pober, the newly established Electronic Software 
Ratings Board or ESRB aimed to "met, or even exceeded, each and every one of the standards 
you (the senate committee) laid out for us."1252 
 Furthermore, according to both his spoken and written submission into the record, 
Heistand goes in detail about the ESRB and how the previous two hearings inspired the direction 
the video game industry undertook when creating this new ratings board. In order to develop the 
ESRB they brought in experts from various fields such as child development, education, and 
consumer research.1253 To ensure fairness, the ESRB serves as a non-profit and independent 
organization free from the opinions of the video game industry and have a demographically 
diverse staff to determine the ratings each game sent to them.1254 Furthermore, experts such as 
Dr. Parker Page, President of the Children's Television Resource and Education, Mary Ellen Fise 
of the Consumer Federation of America, and Dr. Lewis Lipstitt, the founding Director at Brown 
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University the Child Study Center all agreed to serves as part of an advisory board for the 
ESRB.1255  
 The new ratings system, according to Heistand, takes great strides in defining age 
appropriate games for different age groups, providing clear content descriptors to help parents 
decide if the game is appropriate, not use deceptive means in advertisements to appeal to an 
inappropriate age group, and punish offenders who abuse the system.1256 They also planned a 
massive campaign in educating parents, consumers, and retailers about the ESRB, which the 
retailers agreed to print and distribute the information once enforced.1257 The ratings themselves 
must be on all packaging, advertisements, and promotions as well as the content descriptors 
having a clear, constant location on the back of the games retail box were anyone could find 
them with little trouble.1258 Finally, all publishers must adhere to these above rules and 
conditions in order for their game to get a rating and sell their game on the market.1259 
 To further cement the ratings system, Pober and the ISDA created five distinct categories 
to distinguish the different age brackets. First, Early childhood or eC, are games that mainly 
concerned with the children ages three up and do not contain any objectionable language or 
images within the game.1260 The second rating category, Kids to Adults or K-A, encompassed the 
age group of everyone six and over.1261 Featuring mild animated violence and comic mischief on 
par of a Road Runner cartoon or slap stick comedy such as the Three Stooges, according to 
Heistand, the bulk of the K-A rated games mainly dealt with such titles as Mario Bros., Sonic the 
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Hedgehog, Mega Man, and many sporting titles like Football and Golf games.1262 The third 
category, Teen or T, contains games that are appropriate for anyone thirteen years and older.1263 
These titles feature such content as suggestive sexual themes, descriptions of violence, crude 
humor, possible strong language, and minimal blood.1264 In the fourth category, the Mature or M 
rated category possesses games with intense descriptions of violence and nudity equivalent to a 
rated-R movie and they recommend that no one under the age of seventeen play these games.1265 
Finally, the last ESRB rating the panel came up with is the Adults only category or AO.1266 
While not giving an exact beginning age, these games feature the content equivalent of a Rated 
NC-17 or X movie category and include themes such as graphic nudity, extreme graphic 
violence, excessive profanity, and strong sexual content.1267 
 On the other hand, the ESRB also gave parents several content descriptors that attempted 
to show what content influenced its' rating.1268 Depending on the rating given, the game may 
include such descriptors as Cartoon Violence, Strong Sexual Content, Animated Blood, Gore, 
Profanity, or Comic Mischief. 1269 After its implementation, all games must clearly feature both 
its rating and content descriptors on the front and back of the box as well as on the cartridge or 
CD in order for that particular title to be sold on store shelves.1270 
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 Pressing further, Heistand goes in detail on the process of how each game will get its 
rating. After the video game's publisher sends the ESRB both a submission of materials 
including a videotape demonstration of its most graphic content and a $500 dollar fee, the 
process would begin.1271 Taking five to seven days and on a first come first serve basis, a 
computer would randomly select three anonymous individuals hired by Pober from its database 
to individually rate that title and assign a recommended rating and descriptors.1272 Their 
submissions would then go to another anonymous full time worker for the ratings board, who 
then validated their results and sent it back to the publisher for final review.1273 If they agree with 
the rating, they then could proceed shipping the game to stores nationwide, if they disagree 
however, they can appeal the decision to an appeal council consisting of child development 
specialists, retail, education and other various fields to discuss the game and if it was judged 
fairly.1274 These precautions alongside the other points mentioned by Heistand in the above 
paragraphs strived to make the ESRB a reputable, independent organization that looked good on 
paper, but not everyone was happy with this particular ratings board, chiefly the SPA. Therefore, 
Mark Traphagen, Counsel for the Software Publishers Association, proposed an alternative to the 
ESRB, the RSAC. 
. The Recreational Software Advisory Council, or RSAC, aimed to protect the interests of 
those who published and developed home computer games, while at the same time informed 
consumers about the content of their software.1275 Representing over twenty-five member 
companies, since January 1994 Lucas Arts, id Software, Maxis, and Interplay joined forces with 
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other smaller computer software developers to form their own ratings system, but what did it 
look like?1276 
 Conducted under the research of Dr. Donald F. Roberts of Stanford University, much like 
the ESRB they strived for an independent, nonprofit organization free of the influence of the 
video game industry.1277 Surprisingly, in both his testimony and submitted statement to the 
record, Traphagen never gives any clear idea of what the RSAC would even look like. Using 
outside sources available, the SPA backed ratings board utilizes a bare bones level system 
ranging from suitable for all ages to level four and based its' ratings on three categories, violence, 
nudity/sex, and language.1278 The Suitable for All Ages rank has no violence, no nudity, and sex, 
and no language found in the game.1279 Level 1, on the other hand, featured the harming/killing 
of creatures, characters with provocative attire, and mild language.1280 Level 2 ups the ante with 
the killing of humans, mild blood, expletives, and partial nudity.1281 In Level 3, titles featured 
more blood and gore, frontal nudity with non-explicit sexual activity, and strong vulgar language 
throughout the game.1282 The last level, level 4, had themes of "wonton and gratuitous violence; 
torture; rape;" provocative nudity with either explicit sexual activity, sexual crimes or both and 
"crude or explicit sexual references."1283 At best, these descriptors are vague and are open to 
excessive interpretation, unlike the ESRB, which had definitive and clear-cut descriptors and 
ratings. 
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 Furthermore, featured in the published text for the hearings, in a submission sent by 
Computer Game Ratings Working Group, which consisted of a jointed effort of the 3000 
developers, publishers, and distributers of personal computer software and spearheaded by the 
SPA also did not provide many clear answers about the RSAC.1284 Mainly summarizing much of 
Traphagen's remarks, their post-hearing contribution to the record did establish however, how 
the RSAC ratings board and ratings procedure would look like. 
 Consisting of four different boards, each of them had a different purpose. The Executive 
Director main job consisted of running the day-to-day operations of the RSAC, train those who 
will serve on the Ratings Review Panel, and act as a nonvoting member of the Advisory 
Board.1285 The Governing Board served as the body that oversaw the "policy, operations, and 
finances of the ratings program" and "decide on possible appeals sent by publishers who 
disagreed with the rating given."1286 The voting nine-man board itself consisted of many fields 
that included four members of the SPA and shareware organizations, two representing parental 
organizations such as the PTA and the members representing the interests of the education, 
public heath, and law enforcement sectors.1287  
 The Advisory Committee assisted on researching and reporting upon "media research, 
violence in society, and other matters designated by the governing board."1288 This group 
representative body came from various backgrounds that included software developers and 
publishers, the software gaming community, experts from the fields of media research, violence 
in society and psychology.1289 On the other hand, the forth panel, the Ratings Review Panel 
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mainly consisted of teachers, parents, and others chosen by the Executive Director.1290 Their job 
involved rating each game before and after the release, the responsibility to answer inquires by 
the various publishers, and assigning final ratings to both appealed and voluntarily submitted 
games for review.1291 
 In the actual ratings process itself, as described by the Computer Game Ratings Working 
Group, instead of sending a videotape or CD demonstration of the game, the RSAC system 
utilizes a questionnaire to help determine the rating.1292 Before final release of the software can 
commence, the publishers and developers must send an application via computer to the 
RSAC.1293 Once received, based on the applicants’ responses, a worker tallies the responses 
based on the game's questionable material and sends it to the Executive Director for final 
review.1294 There if the application is incomplete, the ratings board would contact the publisher 
for further questioning, but if authorized, the director will submit the video game's final rating 
and send it back to the publisher or developer.1295 The resulting rating then must be prominently 
displayed on all "packaging, retail displays, self-running demonstrations, and splash-screens for 
interactive computer games sold in the retail channel."1296 Failure to do so or producing 
fraudulent information would result in penalties such as expensive relabeling and monetary fines 
for offenders.1297  
 With the ESRB and RSAC ratings showcased, the nature of the July hearing soon quickly 
evolved from a progress report to more of defending your ratings system of choice. In the case of 
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the ESRB, Lieberman praised the work of Heistand particularly noting the ease of understating 
the ratings, number of categories present, the ESRB actually establishing itself before the 
Christmas rush, and the expected percentage of games reviewed by 1994 and 1995 
respectively.1298 Conversely, Senator Kohl was much more skeptical when it came to some of the 
ESRB's flaws particularly the one-year’s difference between Mature and Adult rated games and 
the appointment of Dr. Arthur Pober, whose job was to select and train the anonymous raters.1299 
Responding to this, Heistand defended Pober's appointment as his expertise in child development 
and his network of experts helped them design the ratings system and invited the subcommittee 
to visit them to see the process in action.1300  
 Unsurprisingly, one of the biggest supporters of the ESRB that spoke was Jack Kerby, 
who just recently accepted Dr. Pober's invitation to join the ESRB's Business and Industry 
Advisory Board as a representative of the Wal-Mart brand.1301 Representing the largest retailer in 
the United States selling video games, Kerby re-pledged the retailers support for the rating 
system and its commitment not to sell any video or computer software game without a rating.1302 
Furthermore, he restated their earlier support for all advertisements and displays for video games 
would include their proper rating as well as display signs clearly defining the ESRB ratings to 
customers.1303 In addition, according to Kerby, besides removing certain arcade machines from 
their retail outlets stated that all coin-operated arcade games found in Wal-Mart's stores must 
also carry a rating before being placed in any of their locations.1304 Overall, he believed that 
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while not yet finalized, the ESRB system provided both parents with adequate information in 
order for them to make an informed decision, but also be extremely user friendly so that all 
parties can understand it with little trouble.1305 
 Another supporter of the ESRB, Dr. Robert Chase, represented the interests of the 
National Education Association.1306 Chase who spoke back at the first hearing in December got a 
chance to review the ISDA new ratings board and overall he was pleased on what he found. In 
his brief testimony, he praises the content descriptors as both comprehensive and appropriate.1307 
He also commends the establishment of an independent board, which in his judgment "help 
assure our objective judgments in a highly subjective process."1308 Overall, while he was 
concerned about the voluntary nature of the ratings process as well as the need to keep mature 
and adult rated games out of the hands of children, Chase still praised the ESRB's "necessary 
clarity, thoroughness, and independent judgment necessary to provide consistent 
information."1309 
 Further support for the IDSA came from AAMA's President Steve Koenigsberg. Since 
the March hearing, both the AAMA and IDSA came together to address concerns surrounding 
the arcade video sector of the video game industry.1310 The issues presented mainly revolved 
around labeling arcade machines and trying to find ways to prevent attracting younger children 
from playing Teen and Mature rated games.1311 In addition, the AAMA also raised concerns that 
since arcades do not have definitive sales season, how the ESRB will in turn rate those games 
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due to having a different market from PC and home consoles.1312 Despite this, Koenigsberg at 
the end of his Q&A reaffirmed that the AAMA would support the ESRB and put their full 
support behind it once established.1313 
 While most parties threw their support behind the ESRB, Product Safety Director of the 
Consumer Federation of America's Ellen Fise opposed the ratings system.1314 The CFA whose 
work already included rating and labeling children toys believed that the ratings system proposed 
by the IDSA was rather inadequate for the average consumer.1315 Fise also berates the content 
descriptors, which provide little to no in guessing the games graphic content.1316 Furthermore, 
while applauds the effort put into creating the five ESRB ratings, she claims that they can still be 
confusing and instead proposes that the video game industry labels their games with a clear age 
range on the packaging.1317 Other problems she points out include video games needing a 
comprehensive review before release that includes visual footage of the most graphic content, a 
complete pre-market review of the game, and taking time to play through each game, which the 
planned ESRB simply does fulfill in their ratings process.1318 Finally, Fise stresses while a single 
system is needed to keep ratings from becoming redundant, she heavily emphasized that 
whatever rating system is chosen, it must prepare a through education program.1319 That way, in 
her belief, this newfound enlightenment will guide parents, retailers, and consumers in 
understanding "the terminology of the ratings the graphics that convey the ratings, the types of 
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descriptive information, the means to obtain more information and the procedure for appealing a 
rating."1320 
 Though paned by Fise, the ESRB ratings system received praise by both the 
subcommittee and the majority of the witnesses, the RSAC, however, met harsh criticism. At the 
time, many at the hearing such as Chase, Fise, Kerby, and Koenigsberg, unlike the IDSA 
proposed ratings board had no experience with the SPA proposed board, so no parties present at 
the time could say much about it. Despite this, after the hearing, Fise talked to representatives 
behind the project and from her meeting submitted a report to the subcommittee record. In it, she 
elaborates on the number of concerns presented in the RSAC. Most notably, when talking about 
the ratings she criticizes the descripted phrases used as confusing.1321 However, her own words, 
she states,  
Consumers will have to guess what the descriptive phrases mean--for example, 
they may be unsure about terms such as "revealing clothing" (is this a bathing 
suit?) or "mild expletives" (what is mild?). Until a consumer has purchased many 
games and has some basis for comparison, it will be very difficult to use this 
combination rating system and to know what ratings are appropriate for what age 
child.1322 
 
Other problems she notes include the use of a rather small rating logo used for the game's box. 
While done to fit on the CD-ROMs, the small one and one quarter inch sized rating featured on 
the CD could become rather difficult to find and read according to Fise.1323 Moreover, when 
looking at the application questionnaire’s strange yes and no format, which went on to determine 
a games’ overall rating puzzled her as well as a game only being reviewed if the publisher asked 
for a ruling or the game is appealed.1324 Pushing this matter further, she goes on to say that unless 
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the game is appealed, there is no requirement for the RSAC to properly review the game, 
therefore making the whole process hinge on paper information produced by the producer and no 
way to tell if they are actually lying until it is too late.1325 Overall, near the end of the Prior 
Review of Games section, when comparing the two ratings systems, she throws her support 
towards the ESRB by stating that, "a system that allows actual review of the game is superior to 
"yes" and "no" answers to questions about content."1326 
 Back at the hearing, Traphagen had no luck when answering Lieberman's questions. As 
the Q&A progressed, the senator poked numerous holes in the witness’s testimony and the 
RSAC ratings in general, which in itself puzzled Lieberman with the direction the SPA was 
taking.1327 Throughout the remaining testimony, it was clear that they rushed to create this 
particular rating system as the weak questionnaire system, lack of age categories, and the rather 
convoluted ratings scale turned the subcommittee against their proposed ratings system.1328  
 Traphagen, when responding to Lieberman inquiry, simply tried to divert attention by 
claiming the PC software and home console market were in fact two vastly different markets.1329 
In his defense, he states, "If for the first time we are going to be bringing different industries 
under a single ratings system, then we need to be concerned that the process be open and that the 
administration of the process for the rating system be open and neutral for all the industries 
concerned."1330 He also states that both financial reasons of the small developers competing with 
the lager developers and general apprehension between the two led to the creation of RSAC in 
the first place.1331 
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 After hearing this statement, the subcommittee invited Heistand back to the witness table. 
In response to Traphagen, he points out two observations. First, he states on the rather 
fragmented PC software industry by noting that most of the smaller PC game developers view 
major companies such as Nintendo, EA, Sega, and Capcom as threats to their success and in turn 
fear that they not get equal representation under the ESRB ratings.1332 On the other hand, he also 
mentions that many smaller PC developers and publishers could not afford the estimated initial 
$500 rating fee.1333 Therefore, he proclaimed that they planned to reduce the fee and make it a 
fraction of the initial cost once the rating system got up and running.1334 Conversely, however, 
Heistand's second observation stems from the supposed incompatibility of the two markets and 
the ratings process. Having experience with EA as its Vice President, his company published and 
made games many for both PC and consoles causing Heistand to state that all products that 
undergo the ESRB rating process would get equal treatment in the end.1335 These statements 
made by the IDSA chair effectively shut down Traphagen who throughout the remaining part of 
the Q&A session remained on the defensive. In the end, Senator Lieberman suggested to the 
SPA's Counsel to abandon his ratings system and become part of the much larger ESRB 
system.1336 
 After finishing with the last panel, Lieberman began his closing thoughts. While violence 
is a part of human nature and glorified in today's media, boundaries in his opinion, were needed 
in order to create more civility and order in our society.1337 Ultimately, somewhere on that line, 
Video games played some part for the growth of said violence and while this problem still 
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existed, self-control, he argued, remained the best policy.1338 In the end though, he states, "We 
may never achieve perfection, but I would like to work with you to see if we can get as close as 
possible."1339 With those words, the hearing on violence in video games finally ended with both 
parties coming out satisfied.1340 
 Following the weeks and months that followed, both the ESRB and RSAC officially 
began rating games by November 1994.1341 While the RSAC faded into relative obscurity, the 
ESRB still goes on strong even today. Furthermore, over the past few years, they have 
continuously evolved their ratings by dropping the K-A rating and replacing them with the E for 
everyone in 1998 and E10+ in 2005 as well as coming up with new content descriptors that 
better explains a game more accurately.1342 Despite recent controversy of its infectiveness and 
not using the Adults only rank, the rating board has managed influence the creation of Europe's 
PEGI and the Japan's CERO ratings. While this should be the end of the conversation, congress, 
the video game industry, and even the retailers, all made a serious mistake after the 
establishment of the ratings system. 
 First, in the case of congress, did not follow up after the June 1994 hearing. Satisfied with 
what Jack Heistand brought to the table, Lieberman, Kohl, and other US congressional 
representatives eventually resumed ignoring the video game industry once again. What makes 
this attitude stranger came from Congresses ongoing war against TV violence especially with the 
passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the creation of the V-Chip which aimed to 
help create a voluntary television ratings system and if necessary block certain violent or sexual 
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content before it reached more innocent viewers.1343 In regards to the above, it would make sense 
for them to check up on the video game industry especially during the late 1990s where pop 
culture once again made headlines for their negative influences on children. However, it seems 
like unless the matter is pressing, congress will ignore it until makes national news and then react 
to the situation. Unfortunately, this matter came to a head on April 20, 1999 after the Columbine 
High School shooting and video games once received heat as the killers played games such as 
Doom and many concerned parents just like in 1993 called upon congress to once again to 
looking into the matter in the weeks and months that followed.1344 
 The second failure came on the part of retailers and parents. After the establishment of 
the ESRB, the board began trying to inform parents about the new ratings seen on the games via 
an explanation at point of sale and training employees who work around video game to recognize 
the ratings. However, somewhere along the way, the stores simply stopped caring and 
information became limited or often ignored during the latter part of the 1990s and even in 
today's market. Granted, with the advent of the commercial Internet, it made researching video 
games much easier, but many retailers partially broke their promise to keep parents informed 
about the ratings in store. What makes this issue important is despite the ratings being there at 
the point of purchase in some stores, many clerks both knowingly and unknowingly allowed the 
sale of inappropriate games to minor's especially mature rated games. Furthermore, with the rise 
of popular M-Rated games of the late 1990s like Grand Theft Auto and later seen in today’s 
culture with online shooting games, children's access has gone unchecked as many can acquire 
these games with little trouble. Finally, while not a figure from this time, according to the ESRB, 
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as of August/September 2014 only 84% of parents with children know about the ratings system 
and 69% check the rating on the game before buying the game.1345 While somewhat impressive, 
the apathy presented in this study shows that roughly 31% of parents do not even check the 
rating shows how mainstream games have become in the years after the hearings.1346 
 The third and final failure comes from the video game industry itself. In the December 9, 
1993 hearing, in regards to the ratings system, Howard Lincoln says something interesting. On 
the topic he claims, "The point that I have been making all along and the point that I made to 
both of you this morning individually was that we are concerned that a rating system by itself 
just be an open season on more violent games."1347 As gaming evolved in the late 1990s, 
Lincoln's statement started slowly became a self-fulfilling prophesy the more violent games 
featured more carnage, more death, and more violent and sexual themes as consoles and PC got 
more advanced and capable in telling a richer story. As a result, many of today’s mature rated 
games make the violence, sexism, and gore featured in Lethal Enforcers, Night Trap, Doom, and 
the first Mortal Kombat look antiquated and childish in comparison.1348  
 In a way, the ESRB created a blank check for the video game industry. Now with a rating 
system, they could have near unlimited freedom to create the game they want, slap a rating on 
the box, and hope the right age group plays that game. Even less violent titles such as the Teen 
and Everyone rated categories still have questionable violent tones such as suggestive dialog and 
somewhat generous fan service with both male and female characters. These factors have many 
questioning the credibility of the ESRB, when they see violent or suggestive content in a game 
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meant for everyone. Granted, while the board is partially at fault, so too is the video game maker 
who put out the game. Finally, many companies ended up going lax or abandoning their content 
guidelines after the creation of the ESRB. This surprisingly happened to Nintendo as the North 
American branch started allowing more mature violent and profane games onto their platform 
such as the already mentioned Mortal Kombat II in 1994 and the infamous, but acclaimed 
Conker's Bad Fur Day in 2001.1349 
 Ultimately, the ESRB did its one job and one job only; to rate the games the companies 
send to them on a daily basis. Frankly, what we see in the video game controversies post 1994 
and today came from the hearings on violent video games. From the increasingly violent content 
coming out at the time, the boundaries pushed of what is acceptable in American society to the 
recent debates on video games and first amendment rights all have their roots stemming from 
this one event. In retrospect, the whole trial was a successful failure. The failure came in the 
form of the ever growing concern of violence in video games and its ongoing "problem" in 
today’s society; however it did succeed in bring awareness to the video game industry and from 
it, allowed gaming to solidify itself as part of America's mainstream culture. No longer 
considered a niche medium, video games soon found new life in controversy and from it a brand 
new generation of home console and home computers emerged as the end of the fourth 
generation of games led into uncharted territory with gaming’s coming of the fifth generation of 
video games.1350 
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 In the years that followed, gaming continued to evolve from 2D sprite work and pre 
rendered 3D graphics to full on 3D graphics. The Sony PlayStation, today's modern console 
brand leader started its life as a failed partnership between Sony and Nintendo.1351 Officially 
released to the Japanese market in 1994 and coming stateside in 1995, became one of the greatest 
systems developed for its time selling roughly 102.49 million consoles during its 13-year 
lifespan.1352  
 Nintendo, on the other hand, despite having 1994 in the United States fell to a distant 
second place by the year 2000 after losing several third parties support to Sony.1353 Despite this 
setback, Nintendo still had a few aces that proved fruitful. The partnership with there then British 
second party developer Rare LTD became a blessing in disguise. Producing many top quality 
games that included the likes of Banjo and Kazooie, Banjo Tooie, Donkey Kong Country trilogy 
for the SNES, Donkey Kong 64, Conker's Bad Fur Day, and Killer Instinct just to name a 
few.1354 Nintendo's own first party creations or the Nintendo 64 and Game Boy even met wide 
spread acclaim. Super Mario 64, The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, its popular sequel 
Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask, Super Smash Bros., and the worldwide phenomenon Pokémon 
all revitalized interest in the company despite running second to Sony selling only twenty million 
N64s from 1996-2001.1355  
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 Another winner during this period came from the growing PC market. Again coinciding 
with the growth of the consumer Internet and the easy operation of Windows 95 onward, the 
once niche market began growing rapidly. With the Home Computer unifying both casual 
gamers with games such as Minesweeper and the Sims with more hardcore oriented followers 
with titles like Team Fortress, Quake, Ultima Online, and Thief: The Dark Project, Baldur's 
Gate, System Shock 2, and Half Life allowed once unknown and known developers such as 
Blizzard-Activision and Valve to thrive. Finally, with its exclusive genres and more popular 
titles featured on consoles coming to the PCs created a unique community that differentiated 
their product from the home consoles, however, not everything was golden in video game 
land.1356 
 During the years between 1995 through 2001, many successful companies folded as the 
market continued to evolve. One such tragic example came from Sega. The once dominating 
force and rival to Nintendo during the early 1990s fell quite hard thanks to the poor worldwide 
reception of the Sega Saturn failed to compete with Sony's machine. Furthermore, after losing 
many primary licensees gained during the bit war era to Sony, their inability to produce any 
signature first party titles for its fifth generation console and poor leadership in the American 
branch division effectively killed their chances to compete with the Nintendo 64 and PlayStation. 
Even the Sega Dreamcast in 1999 failed to capture the attention of the American market, yet akin 
to a Swan Song, the console makers produced several memorable titles as Shenmue, Crazy Taxi, 
near perfect arcade ports of the Street Fighter III series and its signature title Sonic Adventure 
made the console into a nostalgic cult favorite. Yet, what finally killed them as a hardware maker 
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simply came down to simple timing as the Sony, Microsoft, and Nintendo launched the 
PlayStation 2 in 2000 and the Xbox and GameCube in 2001. With competition abound and 
heavily in debt, Sega officially bowed out as a hardware developer in August 2001 and started 
making games for their former competition as a third party licensee.1357 
 Moreover, the arcade market also took a major hit. After the fighting game craze of the 
early to mid-1990s abruptly ended uneventfully, the arcade machine fell to the wayside as the 
home consoles managed to singlehandedly replace the medium. Without that popularity sparked 
by a massive craze, many arcades simple became niche, as they are still around, but not as 
abundant as the 1980s or early 1990s. This led to several arcade development teams dabbling in 
both arcades and consoles switch to permanently home consoles and produce only a handful of 
arcade titles for the American market. Nevertheless, what does the above information have to do 
with the issue of violence let alone the ESRB ratings system?1358 
 The specter of the violence issue is one trope that video games never have seem to get rid 
of in the past twenty plus years. As games, progressively get more realistic with real life themes 
and tropes, many step back and call out the video game industry for creating such a game. 
Despite taking measures in creating appropriate advertisements for children with the 1995 
advertisement conduct code many critics now point to a games appeal online is what draws 
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underage children to these types of video games.1359 The Call of Duty series, the Mortal Kombat 
series, Grand Theft Auto V, and the still popular but now classic Doom are targeted constantly as 
prime suspects of the violence trend as their stories and gameplay feature excessive violence and 
using realistic weapons that can desensitize players to real world violence. 
 Furthermore, if a tragic disaster such as a mass shooting occurs somewhere in the 
country, news affiliates will immediately point to video game violence as a perpetrator. Since the 
Columbine School Shooting in 1999, a perverted connection between violence in gaming and 
mass shootings highlighted in such unfortunate scenarios as the 2012 Aurora Colorado Theater 
shooting and Sandy Hook all try to pin video games as a train tool for the killers.1360 This 
scapegoating trend over the past few years has also picked up traction around the world as 
Anders Behrig Breivik shot over sixty-eight people in Norway.1361 In a post capture interview, he 
boldly stated Call of Duty and other violent video games was his favorite training tool in order to 
prepare for the shootings.1362  
 Nevertheless, what happened in those seven months from December 1993 to July 29, 
1994 would forever mark the evolution of video games from pop culture to serious 
entertainment. From these three senatorial hearings, a brand new video game industry emerged, 
that would not only challenge conventional morals but at the same time cause pause for many 
and force both fan and critics to ask is video gaming an art. The three trials coupled with later 
tragic events caused the masses to question if video games had a greater role in their children and 
their own lives especially when it came to violence and gender roles. Finally, the three hearings 
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freed the once confined video game industry and guided them into a direction no one ever 





 As we wrap up the thesis, we once again must ask one poignant question, why should we 
care about the history of video games? Why should we care about the third and fourth generation 
of home consoles, computers, and arcades games? Finally, what can be said about the historical 
significance of the video game industry, its ties to American culture, and today's modern market? 
 Answering the argument we need to turn back around to the thesis statement as the years 
between 1985 and 1995 forever shaped how American culture perceived video games. After the 
meteoric fall of second generation of gaming and the rise of Nintendo in 1986, the expansion of 
home computer gaming, and the reemergence of coin operated arcade games, the long ten-year 
battle to remove the stigma of being labeled as a fad commenced. In order to be successful, video 
game companies needed to regain the trust of the consumers and companies that was burned by 
the greed of Atari, Coleco, and countless others who tried to cash in on the video game craze of 
the early 1980s. Learning from their mistakes, Nintendo, Sega, Capcom, Komani, and other 
began rigorous testing before releasing a game on the market at while the occasional lemon made 
it through, it was not as ubiquitous as the previous generation.1363  
 Furthermore, these same companies began producing top quality titles. Games featured in 
the third generation include Legend of Zelda, Super Mario Bros., After Burner II, Castlevania, 
and Mega Man is considered as today’s classic gaming.1364 Furthermore, the next generation 
continued this trend with Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past, Super Metroid, Sonic the 
Hedgehog, Final Fight, Contra: Hard Corps, and Street Fighter II: The World Warrior are often 
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regarded as some of the best titles ever made on consoles or PC.1365 Speaking of which, the home 
computer titles, while not as documented as the consoles, they too had some great games come 
out during the 1980s and 1990s such as Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, Sim City, Civilization, and 
countless others.1366 This standard of high quality AAA titles eventually brought back many 
disgruntled fans burned by the second generation and rebuilt a bridge between them and the 
video game industry.  
 Today video game companies continuously keep producing these high quality games as 
they display them at events such as E3. Today, we do not conceder video games as a fad any 
longer, but as a serious entertainment sector of our economy. However, breaking away from the 
word fad took some time, by constantly protecting consumers and producing top quality titles 
ensured their overall success.  
 On the other hand, this same period also broke many taboos. The once "child friendly" 
image of the video game market has long since died since the 1990s. Today, video game 
developers feature many titles with blood, gore, profanity, nudity, and graphic violence, drug 
use, and even violence against women. This again this goes back to the rather "progressive" 
games that came out from 1986-1995, which experimented with different themes and scenarios 
for the various titles. Final Fight featured Poison, one of the first transgender character as well as 
one of the first "female" characters that a player could fight, which at the time was a severe 
taboo.1367 Furthermore, the 1987 Splatter House is one of the first gory arcade titles, which 
featured blood, gore and the graphic killing of various monsters. Finally, games such as 
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Wolfenstein 3D and Doom feature controversial locations for its time primarily Nazi Germany 
and Hell.1368 This experimentation emboldened many developers as the above tropes have 
become more common in today's Teen and Mature rated games.  
 Conversely, one of the legacies of the third and fourth generation of games that continues 
even today is the issue of violence in video games. As note in the previous paragraph, as the 
conventional taboos and boundaries in search of expanding the demographic have produced 
some of the more graphic titles of the later generations of home consoles and PC. Even in recent 
current events such as the shootings in Norway, Sandy Hook, and Columbine High School all 
point to video games acting as a catalyst for this type of behavior. Unfortunately, in the case of 
video games, unlike the accepted television and movie violence they have become the scapegoat 
as many adults did not have a deep connection to gaming as younger generations and could more 
easily pin society’s faults upon its games. 
 Finally, the legacy and historical significance of the third and fourth generation of video 
games comes in the form of their successors. After 1995, the market once again consolidated 
itself as many consoles began dropping out of the market in favor of either making software for 
the other consoles or pulling out completely. Today, three console and game makers dominate 
the US market. In 1995, Sony debuted their landmark console, the PlayStation, which took off in 
sales and by 2003 resulting in the console selling over 102.49 million units worldwide.1369 
Thirteen years later with a majority share in today's US and world markets, the new console, the 
PlayStation 4 continues that dominance with exclusive games as Street Fighter V, Uncharted 4, 
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and the highly anticipated remake of Final Fantasy VII.1370 Paralleling their success, Microsoft, 
who serves as one of the only US technology manufacture making a console in 2001 debuted the 
X-Box as the alternative to the PlayStation and GameCube.1371 As of 2016, their current gen 
console, the X-Box One mainly deals with "Adult" audiences and features games such as Halo 5, 
Dead Rising 3, and Killer Instinct.1372 Sitting as the last of its kind, Nintendo solidified itself as 
the last of the old guard console developers and the winner of the bit wars after Sega dropped 
from the hardware console market in 2001.1373 Today, they continue create new IP's for example 
such as the unexpected cultural phenomenon in 1998 called Pokémon and the 2015 surprise hit 
Splatoon, while continuing old franchises such as the 2014 Super Mario 3D World and the 2016 
game, Star Fox Zero.1374 
 On the other hand, the PC market grew on its own merit as they officially managed to 
break away from the console connection, and build their own unique gaming culture. With the 
advances of Windows 95 and advent of the commercial Internet, the growth of computer games 
started to go mainstream thus creating a definitive challenger against the rising home consoles. 
Furthermore, PC gaming as the medium provides the players with endless upgrading 
possibilities, a dedicated modding community, and a host of games ranging from racing and 
flying simulators to shooters and MMO's creating a unique experience all its own. Today 
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MMORPGs that rose in popularity during the late 1990s takes up a good majority of the games 
available with titles like World of Warcraft and Final Fantasy XIV using this particular style of 
gameplay. Not to be outdone, alongside the MMORPG's the first person shooters made popular 
by the likes of Doom, Quake, Painkiller, and Duke Nukem, the genre still have a massive 
following with games like Team Fortress 2 and Call of Duty taking top honors.1375 
 Conversely, the only video game sector that did not fare well transitioning past the fourth 
generation of games was the coin-operated arcade games. With video game consoles and PC 
constantly getting better over time and could replicate the arcade experience for many popular 
games, with no major graphical advancements, stand out titles, or craze to support the medium, 
people stopped coming in mass droves. Developers who grew during the fighting game craze 
such as SNK found themselves in a full on crisis and liquidated their assets to remain in the 
black, yet nothing could bring back the popularity seen during the early 1990s. Even today, the 
arcades while still around remain rather niche. A novelty of the past, these relics still connects us 
to an older era where 25 cents would let you play a round of Pac-Man or Donkey Kong. 
Nevertheless, these machines do still have a cult following as those who wish to explore 
gaming’s arcade roots can still put in their quarters or dollars to square off against an old foe.1376 
Finally, the unique thing that came from the legacy of the third and fourth generation of 
video games came from its massive worldwide appeal. Why is this important? Simply put the 
people themselves made video games such a success, as today's younger generations who grew 
up during the 1980s and 1990s are now the adults who pass along these games to their children 
                                                        
1375 For further reference, please review Bill Loguidice and Matt Barton, Vintage Games: An Insider Look at 
the History of Grand Theft Auto, Super Mario, and the Most Influential Games of All Time, Focal Press, 2012; Brad 
King and John Borland, Dungeon's and Dreamers: The Rise of Computer Game Culture from Geek to Chic, 
McGraw-Hill, 2003. 
1376 For further reference, please review Steven Kent, The Ultimate History of Video Games, Prima 
Publishing, 2001. 
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who both can enjoy the same hobby. Interestingly however, people have oddly embraced the 
video game culture in America as more people attend comic and video game conventions more 
frequently while dress like one of their favorite characters to going online and debating the pros 
and cons of their favorite games. Today we no longer shun video games as something that rots 
children's brains, but embrace it as part of our expanding culture, though some issues are still up 
for debate.  
 Since 1985 and well into the 1990s, the early modern video games served as gatekeepers 
to a new technology while also carving a path for a future industry. Its impact in the United 
States was even greater as the new form of entertainment not only rivaled the popularity of TV 
and movies, but also caused its fair share of controversy that helped mold it into the industry that 
we see today. Ultimately, as noted before what the early modern video games did exceptionally 
well was break the fad stigma. Unlike a passing trend, Video games, on the other hand, thanks to 
the efforts of Nintendo, Sega, the home computer game makers, and all the third party 
developers proved that notion wrong and showed that despite controversy and stigmas, 
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